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This collection contains all seven books in the classic fantasy series The Chronicles of Narnia
without art, to appeal to older readers. This special ebook edition includes an introduction by C.
S. Lewis's stepson, Douglas Gresham, and full text and art for Lewis's very first work—Boxen!
Experience C. S. Lewis's The Chronicles of Narnia in its entirety—The Magician's Nephew; The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; The Horse and His Boy; Prince Caspian; The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader; The Silver Chair; and The Last Battle. This bundle comes with a special
introduction by Douglas Gresham, C. S. Lewis's stepson, for a behind-the-scenes look at Lewis
while he was writing the book.The Chronicles of Narnia has become part of the canon of classic
literature, drawing readers of all ages into magical lands with unforgettable characters for over
sixty years. Epic battles between good and evil, fantastic creatures, betrayals, heroic deeds, and
friendships won and lost all come together in this unforgettable world.And then discover the
world before Narnia with Boxen, a collection of stories written by C. S. Lewis and his brother
when they were children, with the authors' own delightful illustrations. For every reader who has
been captivated by the magic of Narnia, Boxen will open a window to another enchanted land
and offer the first glimmer of C. S. Lewis's amazing creativity.
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their life in this world and all their adventures in Narnia had only been the cover and the title
page: now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which no one on earth
has read: which goes on forever: in which every chapter is better than the one before.—The Last
BattleOn November 22, 1963, C. S. Lewis began the Great Story, and his fans around the world
lost their beloved author. In honor of the 50th anniversary of his passing, you are invited to join in
on an exclusive conversation with Douglas Gresham, Lewis’s stepson, who lived with him at his
home, The Kilns, from the age of ten.Mr. Gresham remembers his stepfather, Jack, telling
stories about how as boys, he and his brother, Warnie, crossed the Irish Sea from Belfast on a
steamer to get to boarding school in England. Though Warnie suffered terrible seasickness,
Jack delighted in the voyages and would dash about the ship with great enthusiasm. He loved
the sights, sounds, smells, and liveliness of the sea, which he vividly depicted in The Voyage of
the Dawn Treader. Mr. Gresham also recalls Jack’s famous friendship with J. R. R. Tolkien
(Tollers, to Jack), a bond that grew from shared values in literature and ultimately encouraged
the men to write The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit,
respectively, works now included in the canon of classic literature. Mr. Gresham continues to see
the legacy of Narnia carried on worldwide and more intimately within his own family—his tenth
grand-child is called Caspian, a name that, to him, stands for something far-off and adventurous,
a touch magical and wondrous.On this momentous occasion, Mr. Gresham graciously shares



these and other personal memories of growing up with the author of Narnia while he was still
writing the series, and pays tribute to the lasting impression C. S. Lewis made on generations of
readers.1. You told us that C. S. Lewis always said that if a book was worth reading when you
are five, it should be equally worth reading when you are fifty, or any age at all. How do you think
people react to The Chronicles of Narnia as children, and how is that different when reading the
books as adults?Children have the ability to more easily project themselves into the fantasy, and
unless they savour and practice this skill, it tends to fade as life and the world get in the way.
Grown-up people who do not have this skill must relearn it to become a part of Narnia in the way
that children do. Also, young children have often not yet been indoctrinated regarding what is
real and what is not and what can happen and what is impossible; thus they can accept fantasy
far more readily than adults can instead of somehow validating it by calling it “news” or “reality.”
Children have a far better and undimmed sense of truth than adults.2. Why did your stepfather
set out to write a children’s book? Did he talk about the process and if it was different from
writing an adult book?I think it all goes back to a conversation, or series of conversations,
between my stepfather and Tolkien, and possibly others as well. They seem to have talked about
the children’s literature of the late 1940s and early 1950s with dismay, finding nothing that they
would have enjoyed as children or even could enjoy as adults. The literature that children were
being expected to read and enjoy at that time seemed to teach them things that sensible parents
would rather their children did not learn—all about “issues” and “complexes” and such. High
Adventure, Chivalry, Personal Responsibility, Personal Commitment, Duty, Honor, Courtesy, and
Honesty all seemed to have been dismissed as out of date or passé. Jack and Tolkien both
agreed that such qualities and virtues were essential to human civilization and decided that they
themselves had better have a try at writing about them. So they did.3. From what literary
influences did C. S. Lewis draw his inspiration for Narnia? What types of mythology and literature
have been blended to form the world and the creatures of that land?Jack drew from the huge
wealth of knowledge he had gleaned over many years by his own voracious reading. He drew
from all the ancient mythologies of the world: Greece, Rome; he also borrowed from
Scandinavian mythology, Persian, and Egyptian—even from the history of the ancient East. His
Calormen civilization, for example, comes from the ages-past Moghul Empire of India, while his
Narnian Dwarfs came from the far North of Europe. He also drew his characters from people
whom he knew. Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle, a member of Jack’s only completely original
species, the Marsh-wiggles of the Shribble Marshes, was drawn from the wonderful character of
Frederick Calcutt Paxford, our gardener at The Kilns, our home in Oxfordshire.4. Were you ever
in the same room with C. S. Lewis while he was writing? What was that like? Did he ever discuss
or share how his writing went that day?Several times, but I was always careful not to be an
intrusive or distractive presence. I had been raised by writers and knew very well that to sit
silently reading was acceptable; to fidget and talk or otherwise intrude was not. Jack was very
forgiving though. But as a normal everyday thing, Jack would retire to his upstairs study or down
to Warnie’s study to write; only occasionally did he sit at the old desk in the bay window of the



Common Room, as we called our sitting room and where I was likely to be, to write. I would
occasionally ask him what he had been working on, and he would tell me in some detail or even
read a passage to me if he thought the matter would interest me. We had a household word for
arrant nonsense, which was “bilge”; and if Jack was working on something deep and complex,
some academic essay or something that he knew I would neither enjoy nor understand, he
would laugh and say self-deprecatingly, “Oh just bilge, Doug, just bilge,” and we would both
laugh, for I knew all too well that what he referred to as “just bilge” was likely to be work of great
value to the world and the people of it.5. When was the first time you read a Narnia book, and
what did you think of it? How did you come to read the other books?I first encountered Narnia
when my mother read The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe to me, in my bedroom in our huge
old house near Staatsburg in upstate New York, chapter by chapter, one per night, as a bedtime
story. Neither of us had yet met Jack, of course. I was about six years old then, I think, and I was
fascinated and enthralled from the first words. Now, more than sixty years later, I still am. As
soon as another Narnia book became available, that too was read to me, and at some stage
along my journeys into Narnia, I learned to read for myself, the process accelerated by my need
to return to Narnia again and again, and I began to read the books over and over again; I still
do.6. What other books did you read as a child? Were they books that Jack recommended you
read? How do they contribute to your experience of Narnia?Wow, that is a big question! Almost
everything I read as a young child was recommended by either my mother, Jack, or Warnie.
Later, of course, I began to explore the shelves at will. The Kilns was full of books. Whenever the
weather was inclement, which (despite some halcyon days in summer and astonishingly
beautiful days of frost or snow in winter) seemed to be a lot of the time in Oxford, I would be
found in either the Common Room or on the dining room sofa deep in a book. I read all I could
get my hands on of Mark Twain, John Buchan, E. Nesbit, Jack London, Charles Dickens, Ernest
Thompson Seton, George MacDonald, Roger Lancelyn Green, John Galsworthy, and many
others. The books that Mother, Jack, and Warnie recommended always fascinated, and nothing
was forbidden, nothing censored. I read the complete works of William Shakespeare before I
was fourteen (not without some considerable effort, I confess). I discovered that the wisdom of
the world, and a great deal of its folly also, is to be found in the pages of books. And throughout it
all, I kept returning to old favorites again and again: The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of
the Rings and later Till We Have Faces. The more I read of other writers, the more I discovered
how good the tales of Narnia really are.7. Do you know what books Jack may have read as a
child?Many of those same authors I have enumerated above. He recommended to me those
books that he had loved as a child, as did Mother and Warnie.8. Do you have a favorite title in
the Narnia series? Did Jack? If so, which and what makes it stand out for either of you?For me, it
is always whichever of them I am reading at the time that question is asked. But Jack most liked
The Last Battle, and for very simple reasons. Contrary to some theories that have recently been
bandied about, Jack never intended, nor set out, to write a series of books about Narnia. When
he wrote The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and sent it off to Geoffrey Bles (its first



publisher), he thought he had written a one-off novel for children and that would be the end of it.
But quite soon Prince Caspian demanded his attention and he wrote that one too, then The
Dawn Treader climbed up over the horizon of the Narnia Eastern Sea and Jack had to write that
adventure too, and so it went on. At last, Jack, determinedly and with celestial permission from
his Muse, wrote The Last Battle, in which the heaven of Narnia at last became Heaven, and he
sent it off to Spencer Curtis Brown, his then literary agent, with a sigh of relief. This work, which
had grown of itself and which he had never intended, was rounded off and finished. Jack liked
The Last Battle the best because its culmination was his vision of True Heaven imposed on a
Narnian context, Narnia itself being a shadow of his childhood vision of heaven. In other words,
true Narnia became to Narnia what Jack imagined Heaven will be to Earth. And also he liked it
because it was his last Narnian battle.9. Who were some of your favorite Narnians growing up?
Apart from Aslan, whom everyone has to love—but from a safe distance in most cases—
Puddleglum is one of my favorites because he brings back to me a man whom I loved a great
deal and who had helped me through so many childish dilemmas and sorrows. Reepicheep is
another for his valor and purity. Among the Knights of King Arthur’s Court, while my schoolmates
all wanted to be Launcelot, I always wanted to be Galahad (still do, I suppose), and Reepicheep
is that pure Knight of Narnia, much like Galahad was the pure Knight of King Arthur’s court.
Shasta/Cor, Prince of Archenland, appeals to me greatly, too.10. You’ve mentioned Frederick
Calcutt Paxford twice now, the man after whom Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle is modeled, and
his impact on you. Can you tell us more about him? Was he like Puddleglum? What was his
relationship with Jack? With you?Fred was exactly like Puddleglum in character, the outwardly
ever-pessimistic covert optimist, although the two have no physical resemblance at all. Fred was
heavyset and stout and of average height; Puddleglum very tall, very thin. He was a veteran of
the horror of the trenches of the First World War and had suffered from a poison gas attack. He
and Jack were in some ways kindred spirits, both possessing in great measure the virtues of
honesty and kindness. Fred was a great friend to me at a time in my life when I most needed
one. We became friends out in the “gyaarden,” as Fred pronounced the word, of The Kilns and
soon discovered that we shared common interests. He taught me things that would perhaps be
good-naturedly frowned upon by Jack and Warnie, like how to set snares for rabbits, how to
maze a hare, how to shoot straight with a 12-bore shotgun, how to plough a straight furrow with
a horse-drawn plough, and innumerable other things of more value than almost anything I ever
learned at any school. I was weeping softly beneath the old weeping willow tree out by The Kilns
themselves the day my mother died when Fred joined me, laid his massive arm gently across my
shoulders, and held me to him. “Doant cry, son,” he said softly; but the effect was spoiled
somewhat by the tears I saw running down his face. Fred was a good friend.11. Were there
other characters based on people you and Jack knew? Did those people know they inspired
these great books? How are the characters similar to the people who inspired them?Jack had
an almost uncanny talent for writing unpleasant characters who turned out to be the living
images of people he was about to meet [or his readers are about to meet]. He always said that



his villains were modeled on himself. There were other characters that he drew from friends and
acquaintances, but he was always very careful not to let it become obvious, so he would mix and
match his characters’ personalities and appearances to avoid anyone ever being able to
recognize them. He couldn’t fool Warnie, however; and sometimes Warnie would tell me that “so
and so was modeled on an old fool at Merton” or wherever. But Jack never gave a character
taken from someone he knew an appearance in any way similar to that person, nor even a
similar profession. Jack protected his models.12. What made C. S. Lewis decide to write The
Magician’s Nephew well after writing and publishing The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe ?
Why was the series reordered to put The Magician’s Nephew first?Jack listened to his Muse and
also to his audience. People were asking how it all came to be, why and how Narnia had come
into existence in the first place. But also I think that he knew that he would not be allowed or able
to end Narnia until he had first begun it. As for the “reordering” of Narnia, the putting of numbers
on the spines of books was an American idea and one which I felt was superfluous, feeling that
we should all be allowed to read the books in any order we like (and I do), but the first American
publisher set the precedent. I asked Jack what order the books should be read in when The
Magician’s Nephew had appeared and The Last Battle finally came out. He told me that his
preference was for them to be read in order of Narnian chronology but that it didn’t really matter. I
agreed completely, and many years later when HarperCollins took over the worldwide English
language publication of the books, they decided to retain numbers on the spines and asked me
what order they should be in. I told them to go with what Jack himself preferred. And they did!
13. How do you think the perception of Narnia has changed since C. S. Lewis first wrote The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe?Not a lot really, at least not among those very wise folk who
read the books. Of course we have made movies of several of the books, and that has spread
the knowledge of Narnia even farther than the worldwide publication of the books in many
languages had already achieved. But Narnia is Narnia and appeals to young men and women,
to children, and to white-bearded ancients alike, no matter where they live or what language they
speak, and it always will.14. November 22, 2013, marks the fiftieth anniversary of C. S. Lewis’s
passing. What do you remember about this event?Very little, actually. That whole time is a faded
haze in my mind. I remember his funeral at which I stood as the leading mourner, and I
remember the single candle that stood upon his coffin, first in the church and then under the tree
at the graveside. There was a strange and perhaps holy stillness about the air that day, not a
breath of wind stirred; and the candle flame stood straight and tall, never so much as even
wavering, only to be extinguished as it was taken from the coffin (by whom I did not see) as it
was lowered into the grave. We buried more than a man that day; we buried a light as well. Had
Jack not written so much so well, the world would today be a much darker place for so many
people. That was a hard, bitter time for me. There were many condolence letters, but I didn’t
read them nor even open the envelopes. Loneliness is really the only thing I remember. Once
again, all that I loved, all that I valued had been swept away, and I was alone.15. Do you recall
how fans reacted to the news of C. S. Lewis’s death?Hardly at all; his death passed at first



almost unnoticed, as President Kennedy was assassinated the same day.16. C. S. Lewis is
being honored with a memorial stone in Westminster Abbey’s Poets’ Corner on the anniversary
of his death. How do you feel about this? How do you think Jack would have responded to this
tribute?I think he would have certainly found it gratifying and would smile.17. Why do you think
so many people connect to The Chronicles of Narnia? What do readers take from it? Why do
they keep returning to Narnia?Readers return to Narnia simply because mankind has been
gifted with a sense of truth. It is stronger in some than in others, but we all have it to some
degree or another. In Narnia, we sense the truth of what is written, no matter who we are or
where we are from.Narnia, and all it stands for and represents, rings true.THE MAGICIAN’S
NEPHEWDedicationTo The Kilmer FamilyContentsDedicationChapter One: The Wrong
DoorChapter Two: Digory and His UncleChapter Three: The Wood Between the WorldsChapter
Four: The Bell and the HammerChapter Five: The Deplorable WordChapter Six: The Beginning
of Uncle Andrew’s TroublesChapter Seven: What Happened at the Front DoorChapter Eight: The
Fight at the Lamp-postChapter Nine: The Founding of NarniaChapter Ten: The First Joke and
Other MattersChapter Eleven: Digory and His Uncle Are Both in TroubleChapter Twelve:
Strawberry’s AdventureChapter Thirteen: An Unexpected MeetingChapter Fourteen: The
Planting of the TreeChapter Fifteen: The End of This Story and the Beginning of All the
OthersChapter OneThe Wrong DoorTHIS IS A STORY ABOUT SOMETHING THAT
HAPPENED long ago when your grandfather was a child. It is a very important story because it
shows how all the comings and goings between our own world and the land of Narnia first
began.In those days Mr. Sherlock Holmes was still living in Baker Street and the Bastables were
looking for treasure in the Lewisham Road. In those days, if you were a boy you had to wear a
stiff Eton collar every day, and schools were usually nastier than now. But meals were nicer; and
as for sweets, I won’t tell you how cheap and good they were, because it would only make your
mouth water in vain. And in those days there lived in London a girl called Polly Plummer.She
lived in one of a long row of houses which were all joined together. One morning she was out in
the back garden when a boy scrambled up from the garden next door and put his face over the
wall. Polly was very surprised because up till now there had never been any children in that
house, but only Mr. Ketterley and Miss Ketterley, a brother and sister, old bachelor and old maid,
living together. So she looked up, full of curiosity. The face of the strange boy was very grubby. It
could hardly have been grubbier if he had first rubbed his hands in the earth, and then had a
good cry, and then dried his face with his hands. As a matter of fact, this was very nearly what he
had been doing.“Hullo,” said Polly.“Hullo,” said the boy. “What’s your name?”“Polly,” said Polly.
“What’s yours?”“Digory,” said the boy.“I say, what a funny name!” said Polly.“It isn’t half so funny
as Polly,” said Digory.“Yes it is,” said Polly.“No, it isn’t,” said Digory.“At any rate I do wash my face,”
said Polly, “which is what you need to do; especially after—” and then she stopped. She had
been going to say “After you’ve been blubbing,” but she thought that wouldn’t be polite.“All right, I
have then,” said Digory in a much louder voice, like a boy who was so miserable that he didn’t
care who knew he had been crying. “And so would you,” he went on, “if you’d lived all your life in



the country and had a pony, and a river at the bottom of the garden, and then been brought to
live in a beastly Hole like this.”“London isn’t a Hole,” said Polly indignantly. But the boy was too
wound up to take any notice of her, and he went on—“And if your father was away in India—and
you had to come and live with an Aunt and an Uncle who’s mad (who would like that?)—and if
the reason was that they were looking after your Mother—and if your Mother was ill and was
going to—going to—die.” Then his face went the wrong sort of shape as it does if you’re trying to
keep back your tears.“I didn’t know. I’m sorry,” said Polly humbly. And then, because she hardly
knew what to say, and also to turn Digory’s mind to cheerful subjects, she asked:“Is Mr. Ketterley
really mad?”“Well either he’s mad,” said Digory, “or there’s some other mystery. He has a study
on the top floor and Aunt Letty says I must never go up there. Well, that looks fishy to begin with.
And then there’s another thing. Whenever he tries to say anything to me at meal times—he never
even tries to talk to her—she always shuts him up. She says, ‘Don’t worry the boy, Andrew’ or
‘I’m sure Digory doesn’t want to hear about that,’ or else, ‘Now, Digory, wouldn’t you like to go out
and play in the garden?’”“What sort of things does he try to say?”“I don’t know. He never gets far
enough. But there’s more than that. One night—it was last night in fact—as I was going past the
foot of the attic-stairs on my way to bed (and I don’t much care for going past them either) I’m
sure I heard a yell.”“Perhaps he keeps a mad wife shut up there.”“Yes, I’ve thought of that.”“Or
perhaps he’s a coiner.”“Or he might have been a pirate, like the man at the beginning of Treasure
Island, and be always hiding from his old shipmates.”“How exciting!” said Polly. “I never knew
your house was so interesting.”“You may think it interesting,” said Digory. “But you wouldn’t like it
if you had to sleep there. How would you like to lie awake listening for Uncle Andrew’s step to
come creeping along the passage to your room? And he has such awful eyes.”That was how
Polly and Digory got to know one another: and as it was just the beginning of the summer
holidays and neither of them was going to the sea that year, they met nearly every day.Their
adventures began chiefly because it was one of the wettest and coldest summers there had
been for years. That drove them to do indoor things: you might say, indoor exploration. It is
wonderful how much exploring you can do with a stump of candle in a big house, or in a row of
houses. Polly had discovered long ago that if you opened a certain little door in the box-room
attic of her house you would find the cistern and a dark place behind it which you could get into
by a little careful climbing. The dark place was like a long tunnel with brick wall on one side and
sloping roof on the other. In the roof there were little chunks of light between the slates. There
was no floor in this tunnel: you had to step from rafter to rafter, and between them there was only
plaster. If you stepped on this you would find yourself falling through the ceiling of the room
below. Polly had used the bit of the tunnel just beside the cistern as a smugglers’ cave. She had
brought up bits of old packing cases and the seats of broken kitchen chairs, and things of that
sort, and spread them across from rafter to rafter so as to make a bit of floor. Here she kept a
cash-box containing various treasures, and a story she was writing and usually a few apples.
She had often drunk a quiet bottle of ginger-beer in there: the old bottles made it look more like a
smugglers’ cave.Digory quite liked the cave (she wouldn’t let him see the story) but he was more



interested in exploring.“Look here,” he said. “How long does this tunnel go on for? I mean, does it
stop where your house ends?”“No,” said Polly. “The walls don’t go out to the roof. It goes on. I
don’t know how far.”“Then we could get the length of the whole row of houses.”“So we could,”
said Polly. “And oh, I say!”“What?”“We could get into the other houses.”“Yes, and get taken up for
burglars! No thanks.”“Don’t be so jolly clever. I was thinking of the house beyond yours.”“What
about it?”“Why, it’s the empty one. Daddy says it’s always been empty ever since we came
here.”“I suppose we ought to have a look at it then,” said Digory. He was a good deal more
excited than you’d have thought from the way he spoke. For of course he was thinking, just as
you would have been, of all the reasons why the house might have been empty so long. So was
Polly. Neither of them said the word “haunted.” And both felt that once the thing had been
suggested, it would be feeble not to do it.“Shall we go and try it now?” said Digory.“All right,” said
Polly.“Don’t if you’d rather not,” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said she.“How are we to know
when we’re in the next house but one?”They decided they would have to go out into the box-
room and walk across it taking steps as long as the steps from one rafter to the next. That would
give them an idea of how many rafters went to a room. Then they would allow about four more
for the passage between the two attics in Polly’s house, and then the same number for the
maid’s bedroom as for the box-room. That would give them the length of the house. When they
had done that distance twice they would be at the end of Digory’s house; any door they came to
after that would let them into an attic of the empty house.“But I don’t expect it’s really empty at
all,” said Digory.“What do you expect?”“I expect someone lives there in secret, only coming in
and out at night, with a dark lantern. We shall probably discover a gang of desperate criminals
and get a reward. It’s all rot to say a house would be empty all those years unless there was
some mystery.”“Daddy thought it must be the drains,” said Polly.“Pooh! Grown-ups are always
thinking of uninteresting explanations,” said Digory. Now that they were talking by daylight in the
attic instead of by candlelight in the Smugglers’ Cave it seemed much less likely that the empty
house would be haunted.When they had measured the attic they had to get a pencil and do a
sum. They both got different answers to it at first, and even when they agreed I am not sure they
got it right. They were in a hurry to start on the exploration.“We mustn’t make a sound,” said Polly
as they climbed in again behind the cistern. Because it was such an important occasion they
took a candle each (Polly had a good store of these in her cave).It was very dark and dusty and
drafty and they stepped from rafter to rafter without a word except when they whispered to one
another, “We’re opposite your attic now” or “this must be halfway through our house.” And neither
of them stumbled and the candles didn’t go out, and at last they came to where they could see a
little door in the brick wall on their right. There was no bolt or handle on this side of it, of course,
for the door had been made for getting in, not for getting out; but there was a catch (as there
often is on the inside of a cupboard door) which they felt sure they would be able to turn.“Shall
I?” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly, just as she had said before. Both felt that it was
becoming very serious, but neither would draw back. Digory pushed round the catch with some
difficulty. The door swung open and the sudden daylight made them blink. Then, with a great



shock, they saw that they were looking, not into a deserted attic, but into a furnished room. But it
seemed empty enough. It was dead silent. Polly’s curiosity got the better of her. She blew out her
candle and stepped out into the strange room, making no more noise than a mouse.It was
shaped, of course, like an attic, but furnished as a sitting-room. Every bit of the walls was lined
with shelves and every bit of the shelves was full of books. A fire was burning in the grate (you
remember that it was a very cold wet summer that year) and in front of the fireplace with its back
toward them was a high-backed armchair. Between the chair and Polly, and filling most of the
middle of the room, was a big table piled with all sorts of things—printed books, and books of
the sort you write in, and ink bottles and pens and sealing-wax and a microscope. But what she
noticed first was a bright red wooden tray with a number of rings on it. They were in pairs—a
yellow one and a green one together, then a little space, and then another yellow one and
another green one. They were no bigger than ordinary rings, and no one could help noticing
them because they were so bright. They were the most beautiful shiny little things you can
imagine. If Polly had been a very little younger she would have wanted to put one in her
mouth.The room was so quiet that you noticed the ticking of the clock at once. And yet, as she
now found, it was not absolutely quiet either. There was a faint—a very, very faint—humming
sound. If vacuum cleaners had been invented in those days Polly would have thought it was the
sound of a Hoover being worked a long way off—several rooms away and several floors below.
But it was a nicer sound than that, a more musical tone: only so faint that you could hardly hear
it.“It’s all right—there’s no one here,” said Polly over her shoulder to Digory. She was speaking
above a whisper now. And Digory came out, blinking and looking extremely dirty—as indeed
Polly was too.“This is no good,” he said. “It’s not an empty house at all. We’d better leave before
anyone comes.”“What do you think those are?” said Polly, pointing at the colored rings.“Oh,
come on,” said Digory. “The sooner—”He never finished what he was going to say for at that
moment something happened. The high-backed chair in front of the fire moved suddenly and
there rose up out of it—like a pantomime demon coming up out of a trapdoor—the alarming form
of Uncle Andrew. They were not in the empty house at all; they were in Digory’s house and in the
forbidden study! Both children said “O-o-oh” and realized their terrible mistake. They felt they
ought to have known all along that they hadn’t gone nearly far enough.Uncle Andrew was tall
and very thin. He had a long clean-shaven face with a sharply pointed nose and extremely bright
eyes and a great tousled mop of gray hair.Digory was quite speechless, for Uncle Andrew
looked a thousand times more alarming than he had ever looked before. Polly was not so
frightened yet; but she soon was. For the very first thing Uncle Andrew did was to walk across to
the door of the room, shut it, and turn the key in the lock. Then he turned round, fixed the
children with his bright eyes, and smiled, showing all his teeth.“There!” he said. “Now my fool of a
sister can’t get at you!”It was dreadfully unlike anything a grown-up would be expected to do.
Polly’s heart came into her mouth, and she and Digory started backing toward the little door they
had come in by. Uncle Andrew was too quick for them. He got behind them and shut that door
too and stood in front of it. Then he rubbed his hands and made his knuckles crack. He had very



long, beautifully white, fingers.“I am delighted to see you,” he said. “Two children are just what I
wanted.”“Please, Mr. Ketterley,” said Polly. “It’s nearly my dinner time and I’ve got to go home. Will
you let us out, please?”“Not just yet,” said Uncle Andrew. “This is too good an opportunity to
miss. I wanted two children. You see, I’m in the middle of a great experiment. I’ve tried it on a
guinea-pig and it seemed to work. But then a guinea-pig can’t tell you anything. And you can’t
explain to it how to come back.”“Look here, Uncle Andrew,” said Digory, “it really is dinner time
and they’ll be looking for us in a moment. You must let us out.”“Must?” said Uncle Andrew.Digory
and Polly glanced at one another. They dared not say anything, but the glances meant “Isn’t this
dreadful?” and “We must humor him.”“If you let us go for our dinner now,” said Polly, “we could
come back after dinner.”“Ah, but how do I know that you would?” said Uncle Andrew with a
cunning smile. Then he seemed to change his mind.“Well, well,” he said, “if you really must go, I
suppose you must. I can’t expect two youngsters like you to find it much fun talking to an old
buffer like me.” He sighed and went on. “You’ve no idea how lonely I sometimes am. But no
matter. Go to your dinner. But I must give you a present before you go. It’s not every day that I
see a little girl in my dingy old study; especially, if I may say so, such a very attractive young lady
as yourself.”Polly began to think he might not really be mad after all.“Wouldn’t you like a ring, my
dear?” said Uncle Andrew to Polly.“Do you mean one of those yellow or green ones?” said Polly.
“How lovely!”“Not a green one,” said Uncle Andrew. “I’m afraid I can’t give the green ones away.
But I’d be delighted to give you any of the yellow ones: with my love. Come and try one on.”Polly
had now quite got over her fright and felt sure that the old gentleman was not mad; and there
was certainly something strangely attractive about those bright rings. She moved over to the
tray.“Why! I declare,” she said. “That humming noise gets louder here. It’s almost as if the rings
were making it.”“What a funny fancy, my dear,” said Uncle Andrew with a laugh. It sounded a very
natural laugh, but Digory had seen an eager, almost a greedy, look on his face.“Polly! Don’t be a
fool!” he shouted. “Don’t touch them.”It was too late. Exactly as he spoke, Polly’s hand went out
to touch one of the rings. And immediately, without a flash or a noise or a warning of any sort,
there was no Polly. Digory and his Uncle were alone in the room.Chapter TwoDigory and His
UncleIT WAS SO SUDDEN, AND SO HORRIBLY UNLIKE ANYTHING that had ever happened
to Digory even in a nightmare, that he let out a scream. Instantly Uncle Andrew’s hand was over
his mouth. “None of that!” he hissed in Digory’s ear. “If you start making a noise your Mother’ll
hear it. And you know what a fright might do to her.”As Digory said afterward, the horrible
meanness of getting at a chap in that way, almost made him sick. But of course he didn’t scream
again.“That’s better,” said Uncle Andrew. “Perhaps you couldn’t help it. It is a shock when you
first see someone vanish. Why, it gave even me a turn when the guinea-pig did it the other
night.”“Was that when you yelled?” asked Digory.“Oh, you heard that, did you? I hope you
haven’t been spying on me?”“No, I haven’t,” said Digory indignantly. “But what’s happened to
Polly?”“Congratulate me, my dear boy,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing his hands. “My experiment
has succeeded. The little girl’s gone—vanished—right out of the world.”“What have you done to
her?”“Sent her to—well—to another place.”“What do you mean?” asked Digory.Uncle Andrew



sat down and said, “Well, I’ll tell you all about it. Have you ever heard of old Mrs. Lefay?”“Wasn’t
she a great-aunt or something?” said Digory.“Not exactly,” said Uncle Andrew. “She was my
godmother. That’s her, there, on the wall.”Digory looked and saw a faded photograph: it showed
the face of an old woman in a bonnet. And he could now remember that he had once seen a
photo of the same face in an old drawer, at home, in the country. He had asked his Mother who it
was and Mother had not seemed to want to talk about the subject much. It was not at all a nice
face, Digory thought, though of course with those early photographs one could never really
tell.“Was there—wasn’t there—something wrong about her, Uncle Andrew?” he asked.“Well,”
said Uncle Andrew with a chuckle, “it depends what you call wrong. People are so narrow-
minded. She certainly got very queer in later life. Did very unwise things. That was why they shut
her up.”“In an asylum, do you mean?”“Oh no, no, no,” said Uncle Andrew in a shocked voice.
“Nothing of that sort. Only in prison.”“I say!” said Digory. “What had she done?”“Ah, poor woman,”
said Uncle Andrew. “She had been very unwise. There were a good many different things. We
needn’t go into all that. She was always very kind to me.”“But look here, what has all this got to
do with Polly? I do wish you’d—”“All in good time, my boy,” said Uncle Andrew. “They let old Mrs.
Lefay out before she died and I was one of the very few people whom she would allow to see her
in her last illness. She had got to dislike ordinary, ignorant people, you understand. I do myself.
But she and I were interested in the same sort of things. It was only a few days before her death
that she told me to go to an old bureau in her house and open a secret drawer and bring her a
little box that I would find there. The moment I picked up that box I could tell by the pricking in my
fingers that I held some great secret in my hands. She gave it to me and made me promise that
as soon as she was dead I would burn it, unopened, with certain ceremonies. That promise I did
not keep.”“Well, then, it was jolly rotten of you,” said Digory.“Rotten?” said Uncle Andrew with a
puzzled look. “Oh, I see. You mean that little boys ought to keep their promises. Very true: most
right and proper, I’m sure, and I’m very glad you have been taught to do it. But of course you
must understand that rules of that sort, however excellent they may be for little boys—and
servants—and women—and even people in general, can’t possibly be expected to apply to
profound students and great thinkers and sages. No, Digory. Men like me, who possess hidden
wisdom, are freed from common rules just as we are cut off from common pleasures. Ours, my
boy, is a high and lonely destiny.”As he said this he sighed and looked so grave and noble and
mysterious that for a second Digory really thought he was saying something rather fine. But then
he remembered the ugly look he had seen on his Uncle’s face the moment before Polly had
vanished: and all at once he saw through Uncle Andrew’s grand words. “All it means,” he said to
himself, “is that he thinks he can do anything he likes to get anything he wants.”“Of course,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I didn’t dare to open the box for a long time, for I knew it might contain something
highly dangerous. For my godmother was a very remarkable woman. The truth is, she was one
of the last mortals in this country who had fairy blood in her. (She said there had been two others
in her time. One was a duchess and the other was a charwoman.) In fact, Digory, you are now
talking to the last man (possibly) who really had a fairy godmother. There! That’ll be something



for you to remember when you are an old man yourself.”“I bet she was a bad fairy,” thought
Digory; and added out loud, “But what about Polly?”“How you do harp on that!” said Uncle
Andrew. “As if that was what mattered! My first task was of course to study the box itself. It was
very ancient. And I knew enough even then to know that it wasn’t Greek, or Old Egyptian, or
Babylonian, or Hittite, or Chinese. It was older than any of those nations. Ah—that was a great
day when I at last found out the truth. The box was Atlantean; it came from the lost island of
Atlantis. That meant it was centuries older than any of the stone-age things they dig up in
Europe. And it wasn’t a rough, crude thing like them either. For in the very dawn of time Atlantis
was already a great city with palaces and temples and learned men.”He paused for a moment as
if he expected Digory to say something. But Digory was disliking his Uncle more every minute,
so he said nothing.“Meanwhile,” continued Uncle Andrew, “I was learning a good deal in other
ways (it wouldn’t be proper to explain them to a child) about Magic in general. That meant that I
came to have a fair idea what sort of things might be in the box. By various tests I narrowed
down the possibilities. I had to get to know some—well, some devilish queer people, and go
through some very disagreeable experiences. That was what turned my head gray. One doesn’t
become a magician for nothing. My health broke down in the end. But I got better. And at last I
actually knew.”Although there was not really the least chance of anyone overhearing them, he
leaned forward and almost whispered as he said:“The Atlantean box contained something that
had been brought from another world when our world was only just beginning.”“What?” asked
Digory, who was now interested in spite of himself.“Only dust,” said Uncle Andrew. “Fine, dry
dust. Nothing much to look at. Not much to show for a lifetime of toil, you might say. Ah, but when
I looked at that dust (I took jolly good care not to touch it) and thought that every grain had once
been in another world—I don’t mean another planet, you know; they’re part of our world and you
could get to them if you went far enough—but a really Other World—another Nature—another
universe—somewhere you would never reach even if you traveled through the space of this
universe forever and ever—a world that could be reached only by Magic—well!” Here Uncle
Andrew rubbed his hands till his knuckles cracked like fireworks.“I knew,” he went on, “that if only
you could get it into the right form, that dust would draw you back to the place it had come from.
But the difficulty was to get it into the right form. My earlier experiments were all failures. I tried
them on guinea-pigs. Some of them only died. Some exploded like little bombs—”“It was a jolly
cruel thing to do,” said Digory, who had once had a guinea-pig of his own.“How you do keep
getting off the point!” said Uncle Andrew. “That’s what the creatures were for. I’d bought them
myself. Let me see—where was I? Ah yes. At last I succeeded in making the rings: the yellow
rings. But now a new difficulty arose. I was pretty sure, now, that a yellow ring would send any
creature that touched it into the Other Place. But what would be the good of that if I couldn’t get
them back to tell me what they had found there?”“And what about them?” said Digory. “A nice
mess they’d be in if they couldn’t get back!”“You will keep on looking at everything from the
wrong point of view,” said Uncle Andrew with a look of impatience. “Can’t you understand that
the thing is a great experiment? The whole point of sending anyone into the Other Place is that I



want to find out what it’s like.”“Well why didn’t you go yourself then?”Digory had hardly ever seen
anyone look so surprised and offended as his Uncle did at this simple question. “Me? Me?” he
exclaimed. “The boy must be mad! A man at my time of life, and in my state of health, to risk the
shock and the dangers of being flung suddenly into a different universe? I never heard anything
so preposterous in my life! Do you realize what you’re saying? Think what Another World means
—you might meet anything—anything.”“And I suppose you’ve sent Polly into it then,” said Digory.
His cheeks were flaming with anger now. “And all I can say,” he added, “even if you are my Uncle
—is that you’ve behaved like a coward, sending a girl to a place you’re afraid to go to
yourself.”“Silence, sir!” said Uncle Andrew, bringing his hand down on the table. “I will not be
talked to like that by a little, dirty, schoolboy. You don’t understand. I am the great scholar, the
magician, the adept, who is doing the experiment. Of course I need subjects to do it on. Bless
my soul, you’ll be telling me next that I ought to have asked the guinea-pigs’ permission before I
used them! No great wisdom can be reached without sacrifice. But the idea of my going myself
is ridiculous. It’s like asking a general to fight as a common soldier. Supposing I got killed, what
would become of my life’s work?”“Oh, do stop jawing,” said Digory. “Are you going to bring Polly
back?”“I was going to tell you, when you so rudely interrupted me,” said Uncle Andrew, “that I did
at last find out a way of doing the return journey. The green rings draw you back.”“But Polly hasn’t
got a green ring.”“No,” said Uncle Andrew with a cruel smile.“Then she can’t get back,” shouted
Digory. “And it’s exactly the same as if you’d murdered her.”“She can get back,” said Uncle
Andrew, “if someone else will go after her, wearing a yellow ring himself and taking two green
rings, one to bring himself back and one to bring her back.”And now of course Digory saw the
trap in which he was caught: and he stared at Uncle Andrew, saying nothing, with his mouth
wide open. His cheeks had gone very pale.“I hope,” said Uncle Andrew presently in a very high
and mighty voice, just as if he were a perfect Uncle who had given one a handsome tip and
some good advice, “I hope, Digory, you are not given to showing the white feather. I should be
very sorry to think that anyone of our family had not enough honor and chivalry to go to the aid of
—er—a lady in distress.”“Oh shut up!” said Digory. “If you had any honor and all that, you’d be
going yourself. But I know you won’t. All right. I see I’ve got to go. But you are a beast. I suppose
you planned the whole thing, so that she’d go without knowing it and then I’d have to go after
her.”“Of course,” said Uncle Andrew with his hateful smile.“Very well. I’ll go. But there’s one thing I
jolly well mean to say first. I didn’t believe in Magic till today. I see now it’s real. Well if it is, I
suppose all the old fairy tales are more or less true. And you’re simply a wicked, cruel magician
like the ones in the stories. Well, I’ve never read a story in which people of that sort weren’t paid
out in the end, and I bet you will be. And serve you right.”Of all the things Digory had said this
was the first that really went home. Uncle Andrew started and there came over his face a look of
such horror that, beast though he was, you could almost feel sorry for him. But a second later he
smoothed it all away and said with a rather forced laugh, “Well, well, I suppose that is a natural
thing for a child to think—brought up among women, as you have been. Old wives’ tales, eh? I
don’t think you need worry about my danger, Digory. Wouldn’t it be better to worry about the



danger of your little friend? She’s been gone some time. If there are any dangers Over There—
well, it would be a pity to arrive a moment too late.”“A lot you care,” said Digory fiercely. “But I’m
sick of this jaw. What have I got to do?”“You really must learn to control that temper of yours, my
boy,” said Uncle Andrew coolly. “Otherwise you’ll grow up to be just like your Aunt Letty. Now.
Attend to me.”He got up, put on a pair of gloves, and walked over to the tray that contained the
rings.“They only work,” he said, “if they’re actually touching your skin. Wearing gloves, I can pick
them up—like this—and nothing happens. If you carried one in your pocket nothing would
happen: but of course you’d have to be careful not to put your hand in your pocket and touch it
by accident. The moment you touch a yellow ring, you vanish out of this world. When you are in
the Other Place I expect—of course this hasn’t been tested yet, but I expect—that the moment
you touch a green ring you vanish out of that world and—I expect—reappear in this. Now. I take
these two greens and drop them into your right-hand pocket. Remember very carefully which
pocket the greens are in. G for green and R for right. G.R. you see: which are the first two letters
of green. One for you and one for the little girl. And now you pick up a yellow one for yourself. I
should put it on—on your finger—if I were you. There’ll be less chance of dropping it.”Digory had
almost picked up the yellow ring when he suddenly checked himself.“Look here,” he said. “What
about Mother? Supposing she asks where I am?”“The sooner you go, the sooner you’ll be back,”
said Uncle Andrew cheerfully.“But you don’t really know whether I can get back.”Uncle Andrew
shrugged his shoulders, walked across to the door, unlocked it, threw it open, and said:“Oh very
well then. Just as you please. Go down and have your dinner. Leave the little girl to be eaten by
wild animals or drowned or starved in the Otherworld or lost there for good, if that’s what you
prefer. It’s all one to me. Perhaps before tea time you’d better drop in on Mrs. Plummer and
explain that she’ll never see her daughter again; because you were afraid to put on a ring.”“By
gum,” said Digory, “don’t I just wish I was big enough to punch your head!”Then he buttoned up
his coat, took a deep breath, and picked up the ring. And he thought then, as he always thought
afterward too, that he could not decently have done anything else.Chapter ThreeThe Wood
Between the WorldsUNCLE ANDREW AND HIS STUDY VANISHED INSTANTLY. Then, for a
moment, everything became muddled. The next thing Digory knew was that there was a soft
green light coming down on him from above, and darkness below. He didn’t seem to be standing
on anything, or sitting, or lying. Nothing appeared to be touching him. “I believe I’m in water,” said
Digory. “Or under water.” This frightened him for a second, but almost at once he could feel that
he was rushing upward. Then his head suddenly came out into the air and he found himself
scrambling ashore, out on to smooth grassy ground at the edge of a pool.As he rose to his feet
he noticed that he was neither dripping nor panting for breath as anyone would expect after
being under water. His clothes were perfectly dry. He was standing by the edge of a small pool—
not more than ten feet from side to side—in a wood. The trees grew close together and were so
leafy that he could get no glimpse of the sky. All the light was green light that came through the
leaves: but there must have been a very strong sun overhead, for this green daylight was bright
and warm. It was the quietest wood you could possibly imagine. There were no birds, no insects,



no animals, and no wind. You could almost feel the trees growing. The pool he had just got out of
was not the only pool. There were dozens of others—a pool every few yards as far as his eyes
could reach. You could almost feel the trees drinking the water up with their roots. This wood was
very much alive. When he tried to describe it afterward Digory always said, “It was a rich place:
as rich as plumcake.”The strangest thing was that, almost before he had looked about him,
Digory had half forgotten how he had come there. At any rate, he was certainly not thinking
about Polly, or Uncle Andrew, or even his Mother. He was not in the least frightened, or excited,
or curious. If anyone had asked him “Where did you come from?” he would probably have said,
“I’ve always been here.” That was what it felt like—as if one had always been in that place and
never been bored although nothing had ever happened. As he said long afterward, “It’s not the
sort of place where things happen. The trees go on growing, that’s all.”After Digory had looked at
the wood for a long time he noticed that there was a girl lying on her back at the foot of a tree a
few yards away. Her eyes were nearly shut but not quite, as if she were just between sleeping
and waking. So he looked at her for a long time and said nothing. And at last she opened her
eyes and looked at him for a long time and she also said nothing. Then she spoke, in a dreamy,
contented sort of voice.“I think I’ve seen you before,” she said.“I rather think so too,” said Digory.
“Have you been here long?”“Oh, always,” said the girl. “At least—I don’t know—a very long
time.”“So have I,” said Digory.“No you haven’t,” said she. “I’ve just seen you come up out of that
pool.”“Yes, I suppose I did,” said Digory with a puzzled air. “I’d forgotten.”Then for quite a long
time neither said any more.“Look here,” said the girl presently, “I wonder did we ever really meet
before? I had a sort of idea—a sort of picture in my head—of a boy and a girl, like us—living
somewhere quite different—and doing all sorts of things. Perhaps it was only a dream.”“I’ve had
that same dream, I think,” said Digory. “About a boy and a girl, living next door—and something
about crawling among rafters. I remember the girl had a dirty face.”“Aren’t you getting it mixed? In
my dream it was the boy who had the dirty face.”“I can’t remember the boy’s face,” said Digory:
and then added, “Hullo! What’s that?”“Why! it’s a guinea-pig,” said the girl. And it was—a fat
guinea-pig, nosing about in the grass. But round the middle of the guinea-pig there ran a tape,
and, tied on to it by the tape, was a bright yellow ring.“Look! look,” cried Digory. “The ring! And
look! You’ve got one on your finger. And so have I.”The girl now sat up, really interested at last.
They stared very hard at one another, trying to remember. And then, at exactly the same
moment, she shouted out “Mr. Ketterley” and he shouted out “Uncle Andrew,” and they knew who
they were and began to remember the whole story. After a few minutes of hard talking they had
got it straight. Digory explained how beastly Uncle Andrew had been.“What do we do now?” said
Polly. “Take the guinea-pig and go home?”“There’s no hurry,” said Digory with a huge yawn.“I
think there is,” said Polly. “This place is too quiet. It’s so—so dreamy. You’re almost asleep. If we
once give in to it we shall just lie down and drowse forever and ever.”“It’s very nice here,” said
Digory.“Yes, it is,” said Polly. “But we’ve got to get back.” She stood up and began to go
cautiously toward the guinea-pig. But then she changed her mind.“We might as well leave the
guinea-pig,” she said. “It’s perfectly happy here, and your uncle will only do something horrid to it



if we take it home.”“I bet he would,” answered Digory. “Look at the way he’s treated us. By the
way, how do we get home?”“Go back into the pool, I expect.”They came and stood together at
the edge, looking down into the smooth water. It was full of the reflection of the green, leafy
branches; they made it look very deep.“We haven’t any bathing things,” said Polly.“We shan’t
need them, silly,” said Digory. “We’re going in with our clothes on. Don’t you remember it didn’t
wet us on the way up?”“Can you swim?”“A bit. Can you?”“Well—not much.”“I don’t think we shall
need to swim,” said Digory. “We want to go down, don’t we?”Neither of them much liked the idea
of jumping into that pool, but neither said so to the other. They took hands and said “One—Two—
Three—Go” and jumped. There was a great splash and of course they closed their eyes. But
when they opened them again they found they were still standing, hand in hand, in that green
wood, and hardly up to their ankles in water. The pool was apparently only a couple of inches
deep. They splashed back onto the dry ground.“What on earth’s gone wrong?” said Polly in a
frightened voice; but not quite so frightened as you might expect, because it is hard to feel really
frightened in that wood. The place is too peaceful.“Oh! I know,” said Digory. “Of course it won’t
work. We’re still wearing our yellow rings. They’re for the outward journey, you know. The green
ones take you home. We must change rings. Have you got pockets? Good. Put your yellow ring
in your left. I’ve got two greens. Here’s one for you.”They put on their green rings and came back
to the pool. But before they tried another jump Digory gave a long “O-o-oh!”“What’s the matter?”
said Polly.“I’ve just had a really wonderful idea,” said Digory. “What are all the other pools?”“How
do you mean?”“Why, if we can get back to our own world by jumping into this pool, mightn’t we
get somewhere else by jumping into one of the others? Supposing there was a world at the
bottom of every pool.”“But I thought we were already in your Uncle Andrew’s Other World or
Other Place or whatever he called it. Didn’t you say—”“Oh bother Uncle Andrew,” interrupted
Digory. “I don’t believe he knows anything about it. He never had the pluck to come here himself.
He only talked of one Other World. But suppose there were dozens?”“You mean, this wood
might be only one of them?”“No, I don’t believe this wood is a world at all. I think it’s just a sort of
in-between place.”Polly looked puzzled. “Don’t you see?” said Digory. “No, do listen. Think of our
tunnel under the slates at home. It isn’t a room in any of the houses. In a way, it isn’t really part of
any of the houses. But once you’re in the tunnel you can go along it and come out into any of the
houses in the row. Mightn’t this wood be the same?—a place that isn’t in any of the worlds, but
once you’ve found that place you can get into them all.”“Well, even if you can—” began Polly, but
Digory went on as if he hadn’t heard her.“And of course that explains everything,” he said. “That’s
why it is so quiet and sleepy here. Nothing ever happens here. Like at home. It’s in the houses
that people talk, and do things, and have meals. Nothing goes on in the in-between places,
behind the walls and above the ceilings and under the floor, or in our own tunnel. But when you
come out of our tunnel you may find yourself in any house. I think we can get out of this place
into jolly well Anywhere! We don’t need to jump back into the same pool we came up by. Or not
just yet.”“The Wood between the Worlds,” said Polly dreamily. “It sounds rather nice.”“Come on,”
said Digory. “Which pool shall we try?”“Look here,” said Polly, “I’m not going to try any new pool



till we’ve made sure that we can get back by the old one. We’re not even sure if it’ll work
yet.”“Yes,” said Digory. “And get caught by Uncle Andrew and have our rings taken away before
we’ve had any fun. No thanks.”“Couldn’t we just go part of the way down into our own pool,” said
Polly. “Just to see if it works. Then if it does, we’ll change rings and come up again before we’re
really back in Mr. Ketterley’s study.”“Can we go part of the way down?”“Well, it took time coming
up. I suppose it’ll take a little time going back.”Digory made rather a fuss about agreeing to this,
but he had to in the end because Polly absolutely refused to do any exploring in new worlds until
she had made sure about getting back to the old one. She was quite as brave as he about some
dangers (wasps, for instance) but she was not so interested in finding out things nobody had
ever heard of before; for Digory was the sort of person who wants to know everything, and when
he grew up he became the famous Professor Kirke who comes into other books.After a good
deal of arguing they agreed to put on their green rings (“Green for safety,” said Digory, “so you
can’t help remembering which is which”) and hold hands and jump. But as soon as they seemed
to be getting back to Uncle Andrew’s study, or even to their own world, Polly was to shout
“Change” and they would slip off their greens and put on their yellows. Digory wanted to be the
one who shouted “Change” but Polly wouldn’t agree.They put on the green rings, took hands,
and once more shouted, “One—Two—Three—Go.” This time it worked. It is very hard to tell you
what it felt like, for everything happened so quickly. At first there were bright lights moving about
in a black sky; Digory always thinks these were stars and even swears that he saw Jupiter quite
close—close enough to see its moon. But almost at once there were rows and rows of roofs and
chimney pots about them, and they could see St. Paul’s and knew they were looking at London.
But you could see through the walls of all the houses. Then they could see Uncle Andrew, very
vague and shadowy, but getting clearer and more solid-looking all the time, just as if he were
coming into focus. But before he became quite real Polly shouted “Change,” and they did
change, and our world faded away like a dream, and the green light above grew stronger and
stronger, till their heads came out of the pool and they scrambled ashore. And there was the
wood all about them, as green and bright and still as ever. The whole thing had taken less than a
minute.“There!” said Digory. “That’s all right. Now for the adventure. Any pool will do. Come on.
Let’s try that one.”“Stop!” said Polly. “Aren’t we going to mark this pool?”They stared at each
other and turned quite white as they realized the dreadful thing that Digory had just been going
to do. For there were any number of pools in the wood, and the pools were all alike and the trees
were all alike, so that if they had once left behind the pool that led to our own world without
making some sort of landmark, the chances would have been a hundred to one against their
ever finding it again.Digory’s hand was shaking as he opened his penknife and cut out a long
strip of turf on the bank of the pool. The soil (which smelled nice) was of a rich reddish brown
and showed up well against the green. “It’s a good thing one of us has some sense,” said
Polly.“Well, don’t keep on gassing about it,” said Digory. “Come along, I want to see what’s in one
of the other pools.” And Polly gave him a pretty sharp answer and he said something even
nastier in reply. The quarrel lasted for several minutes but it would be dull to write it all down. Let



us skip on to the moment at which they stood with beating hearts and rather scared faces on the
edge of the unknown pool with their yellow rings on and held hands and once more said “One—
Two—Three—Go!”Splash! Once again it hadn’t worked. This pool, too, appeared to be only a
puddle. Instead of reaching a new world they only got their feet wet and splashed their legs for
the second time that morning (if it was a morning: it seems to be always the same time in the
Wood between the Worlds).“Blast and botheration!” exclaimed Digory. “What’s gone wrong now?
We’ve put our yellow rings on all right. He said yellow for the outward journey.”Now the truth was
that Uncle Andrew, who knew nothing about the Wood between the Worlds, had quite a wrong
idea about the rings. The yellow ones weren’t “outward” rings and the green ones weren’t
“homeward” rings; at least, not in the way he thought. The stuff of which both were made had all
come from the wood. The stuff in the yellow rings had the power of drawing you into the wood; it
was stuff that wanted to get back to its own place, the in-between place. But the stuff in the
green rings was stuff that was trying to get out of its own place: so that a green ring would take
you out of the wood into a world. Uncle Andrew, you see, was working with things he did not
really understand; most magicians are. Of course Digory did not realize the truth quite clearly
either, or not till later. But when they had talked it over, they decided to try their green rings on
the new pool, just to see what happened.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly. But she really said this
because, in her heart of hearts, she now felt sure that neither kind of ring was going to work at all
in the new pool, and so there was nothing worse to be afraid of than another splash. I am not
quite sure that Digory had not the same feeling. At any rate, when they had both put on their
greens and come back to the edge of the water, and taken hands again, they were certainly a
good deal more cheerful and less solemn than they had been the first time.“One—Two—Three—
Go!” said Digory. And they jumped.Chapter FourThe Bell and the HammerTHERE WAS NO
DOUBT ABOUT THE MAGIC THIS TIME. Down and down they rushed, first through darkness
and then through a mass of vague and whirling shapes which might have been almost anything.
It grew lighter. Then suddenly they felt that they were standing on something solid. A moment
later everything came into focus and they were able to look about them.“What a queer place!”
said Digory.“I don’t like it,” said Polly, with something like a shudder.What they noticed first was
the light. It wasn’t like sunlight, and it wasn’t like electric light, or lamps, or candles, or any other
light they had ever seen. It was a dull, rather red light, not at all cheerful. It was steady and did
not flicker. They were standing on a flat paved surface and buildings rose all around them. There
was no roof overhead; they were in a sort of courtyard. The sky was extraordinarily dark—a blue
that was almost black. When you had seen that sky you wondered that there should be any light
at all.“It’s very funny weather here,” said Digory. “I wonder if we’ve arrived just in time for a
thunderstorm; or an eclipse.”“I don’t like it,” said Polly.Both of them, without quite knowing why,
were talking in whispers. And though there was no reason why they should still go on holding
hands after their jump, they didn’t let go.The walls rose very high all round that courtyard. They
had many great windows in them, windows without glass, through which you saw nothing but
black darkness. Lower down there were great pillared arches, yawning blackly like the mouths of



railway tunnels. It was rather cold.The stone of which everything was built seemed to be red, but
that might only be because of the curious light. It was obviously very old. Many of the flat stones
that paved the courtyard had cracks across them. None of them fitted closely together and the
sharp corners were all worn off. One of the arched doorways was half filled up with rubble. The
two children kept on turning round and round to look at the different sides of the courtyard. One
reason was that they were afraid of somebody—or something—looking out of those windows at
them when their backs were turned.“Do you think anyone lives here?” said Digory at last, still in a
whisper.“No,” said Polly. “It’s all in ruins. We haven’t heard a sound since we came.”“Let’s stand
still and listen for a bit,” suggested Digory.They stood still and listened, but all they could hear
was the thump-thump of their own hearts. This place was at least as quiet as the Wood between
the Worlds. But it was a different kind of quietness. The silence of the Wood had been rich and
warm (you could almost hear the trees growing) and full of life: this was a dead, cold, empty
silence. You couldn’t imagine anything growing in it.“Let’s go home,” said Polly.“But we haven’t
seen anything yet,” said Digory. “Now we’re here, we simply must have a look round.”“I’m sure
there’s nothing at all interesting here.”“There’s not much point in finding a magic ring that lets you
into other worlds if you’re afraid to look at them when you’ve got there.”“Who’s talking about
being afraid?” said Polly, letting go of Digory’s hand.“I only thought you didn’t seem very keen on
exploring this place.”“I’ll go anywhere you go.”“We can get away the moment we want to,” said
Digory. “Let’s take off our green rings and put them in our right-hand pockets. All we’ve got to do
is to remember that our yellows are in our left-hand pockets. You can keep your hand as near
your pocket as you like, but don’t put it in or you’ll touch your yellow and vanish.”They did this
and went quietly up to one of the big arched doorways which led into the inside of the building.
And when they stood on the threshold and could look in, they saw it was not so dark inside as
they had thought at first. It led into a vast, shadowy hall which appeared to be empty; but on the
far side there was a row of pillars with arches between them and through those arches there
streamed in some more of the same tired-looking light. They crossed the hall, walking very
carefully for fear of holes in the floor or of anything lying about that they might trip over. It seemed
a long walk. When they had reached the other side they came out through the arches and found
themselves in another and larger courtyard.“That doesn’t look very safe,” said Polly, pointing at a
place where the wall bulged outward and looked as if it were ready to fall over into the courtyard.
In one place a pillar was missing between two arches and the bit that came down to where the
top of the pillar ought to have been hung there with nothing to support it. Clearly, the place had
been deserted for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years.“If it’s lasted till now, I suppose it’ll last
a bit longer,” said Digory. “But we must be very quiet. You know a noise sometimes brings things
down—like an avalanche in the Alps.”They went on out of that courtyard into another doorway,
and up a great flight of steps and through vast rooms that opened out of one another till you
were dizzy with the mere size of the place. Every now and then they thought they were going to
get out into the open and see what sort of country lay around the enormous palace. But each
time they only got into another courtyard. They must have been magnificent places when people



were still living there. In one there had once been a fountain. A great stone monster with
widespread wings stood with its mouth open and you could still see a bit of piping at the back of
its mouth, out of which the water used to pour. Under it was a wide stone basin to hold the water;
but it was as dry as a bone. In other places there were the dry sticks of some sort of climbing
plant which had wound itself round the pillars and helped to pull some of them down. But it had
died long ago. And there were no ants or spiders or any of the other living things you expect to
see in a ruin; and where the dry earth showed between the broken flagstones there was no
grass or moss.It was all so dreary and all so much the same that even Digory was thinking they
had better put on their yellow rings and get back to the warm, green, living forest of the In-
between place, when they came to two huge doors of some metal that might possibly be gold.
One stood a little ajar. So of course they went to look in. Both started back and drew a long
breath: for here at last was something worth seeing.For a second they thought the room was full
of people—hundreds of people, all seated, and all perfectly still. Polly and Digory, as you may
guess, stood perfectly still themselves for a good long time, looking in. But presently they
decided that what they were looking at could not be real people. There was not a movement nor
the sound of a breath among them all. They were like the most wonderful waxworks you ever
saw.This time Polly took the lead. There was something in this room which interested her more
than it interested Digory: all the figures were wearing magnificent clothes. If you were interested
in clothes at all, you could hardly help going in to see them closer. And the blaze of their colors
made this room look, not exactly cheerful, but at any rate rich and majestic after all the dust and
emptiness of the others. It had more windows, too, and was a good deal lighter.I can hardly
describe the clothes. The figures were all robed and had crowns on their heads. Their robes
were of crimson and silvery gray and deep purple and vivid green: and there were patterns, and
pictures of flowers and strange beasts, in needlework all over them. Precious stones of
astonishing size and brightness stared from their crowns and hung in chains round their necks
and peeped out from all the places where anything was fastened.“Why haven’t these clothes all
rotted away long ago?” asked Polly.“Magic,” whispered Digory. “Can’t you feel it? I bet this whole
room is just stiff with enchantments. I could feel it the moment we came in.”“Any one of these
dresses would cost hundreds of pounds,” said Polly.But Digory was more interested in the faces,
and indeed these were well worth looking at. The people sat in their stone chairs on each side of
the room and the floor was left free down the middle. You could walk down and look at the faces
in turn.“They were nice people, I think,” said Digory.Polly nodded. All the faces they could see
were certainly nice. Both the men and women looked kind and wise, and they seemed to come
of a handsome race. But after the children had gone a few steps down the room they came to
faces that looked a little different. These were very solemn faces. You felt you would have to
mind your P’s and Q’s, if you ever met living people who looked like that. When they had gone a
little further, they found themselves among faces they didn’t like: this was about the middle of the
room. The faces here looked very strong and proud and happy, but they looked cruel. A little
further on they looked crueller. Further on again, they were still cruel but they no longer looked



happy. They were even despairing faces: as if the people they belonged to had done dreadful
things and also suffered dreadful things. The last figure of all was the most interesting—a
woman even more richly dressed than the others, very tall (but every figure in that room was
taller than the people of our world), with a look of such fierceness and pride that it took your
breath away. Yet she was beautiful too. Years afterward when he was an old man, Digory said he
had never in all his life known a woman so beautiful. It is only fair to add that Polly always said
she couldn’t see anything specially beautiful about her.This woman, as I said, was the last: but
there were plenty of empty chairs beyond her, as if the room had been intended for a much
larger collection of images.“I do wish we knew the story that’s behind all this,” said Digory. “Let’s
go back and look at that table sort of thing in the middle of the room.”The thing in the middle of
the room was not exactly a table. It was a square pillar about four feet high and on it there rose a
little golden arch from which there hung a little golden bell; and beside this there lay a little
golden hammer to hit the bell with.“I wonder . . . I wonder . . . I wonder . . .” said Digory.“There
seems to be something written here,” said Polly, stooping down and looking at the side of the
pillar.“By gum, so there is,” said Digory. “But of course we shan’t be able to read it.”“Shan’t we?
I’m not so sure,” said Polly.They both looked at it hard and, as you might have expected, the
letters cut in the stone were strange. But now a great wonder happened: for, as they looked,
though the shape of the strange letters never altered, they found that they could understand
them. If only Digory had remembered what he himself had said a few minutes ago, that this was
an enchanted room, he might have guessed that the enchantment was beginning to work. But
he was too wild with curiosity to think about that. He was longing more and more to know what
was written on the pillar. And very soon they both knew. What it said was something like this—at
least this is the sense of it though the poetry, when you read it there, was better:Make your
choice, adventurous Stranger;Strike the bell and bide the danger,Or wonder, till it drives you
mad,What would have followed if you had.“No fear!” said Polly. “We don’t want any danger.”“Oh,
but don’t you see it’s no good!” said Digory. “We can’t get out of it now. We shall always be
wondering what else would have happened if we had struck the bell. I’m not going home to be
driven mad by always thinking of that. No fear!”“Don’t be so silly,” said Polly. “As if anyone would!
What does it matter what would have happened?”“I expect anyone who’s come as far as this is
bound to go on wondering till it sends him dotty. That’s the Magic of it, you see. I can feel it
beginning to work on me already.”“Well I don’t,” said Polly crossly. “And I don’t believe you do
either. You’re just putting it on.”“That’s all you know,” said Digory. “It’s because you’re a girl. Girls
never want to know anything but gossip and rot about people getting engaged.”“You looked
exactly like your Uncle when you said that,” said Polly.“Why can’t you keep to the point?” said
Digory. “What we’re talking about is—”“How exactly like a man!” said Polly in a very grown-up
voice; but she added hastily, in her real voice, “And don’t say I’m just like a woman, or you’ll be a
beastly copy-cat.”“I should never dream of calling a kid like you a woman,” said Digory loftily.“Oh,
I’m a kid, am I?” said Polly, who was now in a real rage. “Well you needn’t be bothered by having
a kid with you any longer then. I’m off. I’ve had enough of this place. And I’ve had enough of you



too—you beastly, stuck-up, obstinate pig!”“None of that!” said Digory in a voice even nastier than
he meant it to be; for he saw Polly’s hand moving to her pocket to get hold of her yellow ring. I
can’t excuse what he did next except by saying that he was very sorry for it afterward (and so
were a good many other people). Before Polly’s hand reached her pocket, he grabbed her wrist,
leaning across her with his back against her chest. Then, keeping her other arm out of the way
with his other elbow, he leaned forward, picked up the hammer, and struck the golden bell a
light, smart tap. Then he let her go and they fell apart staring at each other and breathing hard.
Polly was just beginning to cry, not with fear, and not even because he had hurt her wrist quite
badly, but with furious anger. Within two seconds, however, they had something to think about
that drove their own quarrels quite out of their minds.As soon as the bell was struck it gave out a
note, a sweet note such as you might have expected, and not very loud. But instead of dying
away again, it went on; and as it went on it grew louder. Before a minute had passed it was twice
as loud as it had been to begin with. It was soon so loud that if the children had tried to speak
(but they weren’t thinking of speaking now—they were just standing with their mouths open) they
would not have heard one another. Very soon it was so loud that they could not have heard one
another even by shouting. And still it grew: all on one note, a continuous sweet sound, though
the sweetness had something horrible about it, till all the air in that great room was throbbing
with it and they could feel the stone floor trembling under their feet. Then at last it began to be
mixed with another sound, a vague, disastrous noise which sounded first like the roar of a
distant train, and then like the crash of a falling tree. They heard something like great weights
falling. Finally, with a sudden rush and thunder, and a shake that nearly flung them off their feet,
about a quarter of the roof at one end of the room fell in, great blocks of masonry fell all round
them, and the walls rocked. The noise of the bell stopped. The clouds of dust cleared away.
Everything became quiet again.It was never found out whether the fall of the roof was due to
Magic or whether that unbearably loud sound from the bell just happened to strike the note
which was more than those crumbling walls could stand.“There! I hope you’re satisfied now,”
panted Polly.“Well, it’s all over, anyway,” said Digory.And both thought it was; but they had never
been more mistaken in their lives.Chapter FiveThe Deplorable WordTHE CHILDREN WERE
FACING ONE ANOTHER ACROSS the pillar where the bell hung, still trembling, though it no
longer gave out any note. Suddenly they heard a soft noise from the end of the room which was
still undamaged. They turned as quick as lightning to see what it was. One of the robed figures,
the furthest-off one of all, the woman whom Digory thought so beautiful, was rising from its chair.
When she stood up they realized that she was even taller than they had thought. And you could
see at once, not only from her crown and robes, but from the flash of her eyes and the curve of
her lips, that she was a great queen. She looked round the room and saw the damage and saw
the children, but you could not guess from her face what she thought of either or whether she
was surprised. She came forward with long, swift strides.“Who has awaked me? Who has
broken the spell?” she asked.“I think it must have been me,” said Digory.“You!” said the Queen,
laying her hand on his shoulder—a white, beautiful hand, but Digory could feel that it was strong



as steel pincers. “You? But you are only a child, a common child. Anyone can see at a glance
that you have no drop of royal or noble blood in your veins. How did such as you dare to enter
this house?”“We’ve come from another world; by Magic,” said Polly, who thought it was high time
the Queen took some notice of her as well as Digory.“Is this true?” said the Queen, still looking
at Digory and not giving Polly even a glance.“Yes, it is,” said he.The Queen put her other hand
under his chin and forced it up so that she could see his face better. Digory tried to stare back
but he soon had to let his eyes drop. There was something about hers that overpowered him.
After she had studied him for well over a minute, she let go of his chin and said:“You are no
magician. The Mark of it is not on you. You must be only the servant of a magician. It is on
another’s Magic that you have traveled here.”“It was my Uncle Andrew,” said Digory.At that
moment, not in the room itself but from somewhere very close, there came, first a rumbling, then
a creaking, and then a roar of falling masonry, and the floor shook.“There is great peril here,”
said the Queen. “The whole palace is breaking up. If we are not out of it in a few minutes we shall
be buried under the ruin.” She spoke as calmly as if she had been merely mentioning the time of
day. “Come,” she added, and held out a hand to each of the children. Polly, who was disliking the
Queen and feeling rather sulky, would not have let her hand be taken if she could have helped it.
But though the Queen spoke so calmly, her movements were as quick as thought. Before Polly
knew what was happening her left hand had been caught in a hand so much larger and stronger
than her own that she could do nothing about it.“This is a terrible woman,” thought Polly. “She’s
strong enough to break my arm with one twist. And now that she’s got my left hand I can’t get at
my yellow ring. If I tried to stretch across and get my right hand into my left pocket I mightn’t be
able to reach it before she asked me what I was doing. Whatever happens we mustn’t let her
know about the rings. I do hope Digory has the sense to keep his mouth shut. I wish I could get a
word with him alone.”The Queen led them out of the Hall of Images into a long corridor and then
through a whole maze of halls and stairs and courtyards. Again and again they heard parts of the
great palace collapsing, sometimes quite close to them. Once a huge arch came thundering
down only a moment after they had passed through it. The Queen was walking quickly—the
children had to trot to keep up with her—but she showed no sign of fear. Digory thought, “She’s
wonderfully brave. And strong. She’s what I call a Queen! I do hope she’s going to tell us the
story of this place.”She did tell them certain things as they went along:“That is the door to the
dungeons,” she would say, or “That passage leads to the principal torture chambers,” or “This
was the old banqueting hall where my great-grandfather bade seven hundred nobles to a feast
and killed them all before they had drunk their fill. They had had rebellious thoughts.”They came
at last into a hall larger and loftier than any they had yet seen. From its size and from the great
doors at the far end, Digory thought that now at last they must be coming to the main entrance.
In this he was quite right. The doors were dead black, either ebony or some black metal which is
not found in our world. They were fastened with great bars, most of them too high to reach and
all too heavy to lift. He wondered how they would get out.The Queen let go of his hand and
raised her arm. She drew herself up to her full height and stood rigid. Then she said something



which they couldn’t understand (but it sounded horrid) and made an action as if she were
throwing something toward the doors. And those high and heavy doors trembled for a second as
if they were made of silk and then crumbled away till there was nothing left of them but a heap of
dust on the threshold.“Whew!” whistled Digory.“Has your master magician, your uncle, power
like mine?” asked the Queen, firmly seizing Digory’s hand again. “But I shall know later. In the
meantime, remember what you have seen. This is what happens to things, and to people, who
stand in my way.”Much more light than they had yet seen in that country was pouring in through
the now empty doorway, and when the Queen led them out through it they were not surprised to
find themselves in the open air. The wind that blew in their faces was cold, yet somehow stale.
They were looking from a high terrace and there was a great landscape spread out below
them.Low down and near the horizon hung a great, red sun, far bigger than our sun. Digory felt
at once that it was also older than ours: a sun near the end of its life, weary of looking down upon
that world. To the left of the sun, and higher up, there was a single star, big and bright. Those
were the only two things to be seen in the dark sky; they made a dismal group. And on the earth,
in every direction, as far as the eye could reach, there spread a vast city in which there was no
living thing to be seen. And all the temples, towers, palaces, pyramids, and bridges cast long,
disastrous-looking shadows in the light of that withered sun. Once a great river had flowed
through the city, but the water had long since vanished, and there was now only a wide ditch of
gray dust.“Look well on that which no eyes will ever see again,” said the Queen. “Such was
Charn, that great city, the city of the King of Kings, the wonder of the world, perhaps of all worlds.
Does your uncle rule any city as great as this, boy?”“No,” said Digory. He was going to explain
that Uncle Andrew didn’t rule any cities, but the Queen went on:“It is silent now. But I have stood
here when the whole air was full of the noises of Charn; the trampling of feet, the creaking of
wheels, the cracking of the whips and the groaning of slaves, the thunder of chariots, and the
sacrificial drums beating in the temples. I have stood here (but that was near the end) when the
roar of battle went up from every street and the river of Charn ran red.” She paused and added,
“All in one moment one woman blotted it out forever.”“Who?” said Digory in a faint voice; but he
had already guessed the answer.“I,” said the Queen. “I, Jadis, the last Queen, but the Queen of
the World.”The two children stood silent, shivering in the cold wind.“It was my sister’s fault,” said
the Queen. “She drove me to it. May the curse of all the Powers rest upon her forever! At any
moment I was ready to make peace—yes and to spare her life too, if only she would yield me the
throne. But she would not. Her pride has destroyed the whole world. Even after the war had
begun, there was a solemn promise that neither side would use Magic. But when she broke her
promise, what could I do? Fool! As if she did not know that I had more Magic than she! She even
knew that I had the secret of the Deplorable Word. Did she think—she was always a weakling—
that I would not use it?”“What was it?” said Digory.“That was the secret of secrets,” said the
Queen Jadis. “It had long been known to the great kings of our race that there was a word which,
if spoken with the proper ceremonies, would destroy all living things except the one who spoke it.
But the ancient kings were weak and soft-hearted and bound themselves and all who should



come after them with great oaths never even to seek after the knowledge of that word. But I
learned it in a secret place and paid a terrible price to learn it. I did not use it until she forced me
to it. I fought to overcome her by every other means. I poured out the blood of my armies like
water—”“Beast!” muttered Polly.“The last great battle,” said the Queen, “raged for three days
here in Charn itself. For three days I looked down upon it from this very spot. I did not use my
power till the last of my soldiers had fallen, and the accursed woman, my sister, at the head of
her rebels was halfway up those great stairs that lead up from the city to the terrace. Then I
waited till we were so close that we could see one another’s faces. She flashed her horrible,
wicked eyes upon me and said, ‘Victory.’ ‘Yes,’ said I, ‘Victory, but not yours.’ Then I spoke the
Deplorable Word. A moment later I was the only living thing beneath the sun.”“But the people?”
gasped Digory.“What people, boy?” asked the Queen.“All the ordinary people,” said Polly, “who’d
never done you any harm. And the women, and the children, and the animals.”“Don’t you
understand?” said the Queen (still speaking to Digory). “I was the Queen. They were all my
people. What else were they there for but to do my will?”“It was rather hard luck on them, all the
same,” said he.“I had forgotten that you are only a common boy. How should you understand
reasons of State? You must learn, child, that what would be wrong for you or for any of the
common people is not wrong in a great Queen such as I. The weight of the world is on our
shoulders. We must be freed from all rules. Ours is a high and lonely destiny.”Digory suddenly
remembered that Uncle Andrew had used exactly the same words. But they sounded much
grander when Queen Jadis said them; perhaps because Uncle Andrew was not seven feet tall
and dazzlingly beautiful.“And what did you do then?” said Digory.“I had already cast strong
spells on the hall where the images of my ancestors sit. And the force of those spells was that I
should sleep among them, like an image myself, and need neither food nor fire, though it were a
thousand years, till one came and struck the bell and awoke me.”“Was it the Deplorable Word
that made the sun like that?” asked Digory.“Like what?” said Jadis.“So big, so red, and so
cold.”“It has always been so,” said Jadis. “At least, for hundreds of thousands of years. Have you
a different sort of sun in your world?”“Yes, it’s smaller and yellower. And it gives a good deal
more heat.”The Queen gave a long drawn “A-a-ah!” And Digory saw on her face that same
hungry and greedy look which he had lately seen on Uncle Andrew’s. “So,” she said, “yours is a
younger world.”She paused for a moment to look once more at the deserted city—and if she was
sorry for all the evil she had done there, she certainly didn’t show it—and then said:“Now, let us
be going. It is cold here at the end of all the ages.”“Going where?” asked both the
children.“Where?” repeated Jadis in surprise. “To your world, of course.”Polly and Digory looked
at each other, aghast. Polly had disliked the Queen from the first; and even Digory, now that he
had heard the story, felt that he had seen quite as much of her as he wanted. Certainly, she was
not at all the sort of person one would like to take home. And if they did like, they didn’t know
how they could. What they wanted was to get away themselves: but Polly couldn’t get at her ring
and of course Digory couldn’t go without her. Digory got very red in the face and stammered.“Oh
—oh—our world. I d-didn’t know you wanted to go there.”“What else were you sent here for if not



to fetch me?” asked Jadis.“I’m sure you wouldn’t like our world at all,” said Digory. “It’s not her
sort of place, is it, Polly? It’s very dull; not worth seeing, really.”“It will soon be worth seeing when
I rule it,” answered the Queen.“Oh, but you can’t,” said Digory. “It’s not like that. They wouldn’t let
you, you know.”The Queen gave a contemptuous smile. “Many great kings,” she said, “thought
they could stand against the House of Charn. But they all fell, and their very names are forgotten.
Foolish boy! Do you think that I, with my beauty and my magic, will not have your whole world at
my feet before a year has passed? Prepare your incantations and take me there at once.”“This is
perfectly frightful,” said Digory to Polly.“Perhaps you fear for this Uncle of yours,” said Jadis. “But
if he honors me duly, he shall keep his life and his throne. I am not coming to fight against him.
He must be a very great Magician, if he has found how to send you here. Is he King of your
whole world or only of part?”“He isn’t King of anywhere,” said Digory.“You are lying,” said the
Queen. “Does not Magic always go with the royal blood? Who ever heard of common people
being Magicians? I can see the truth whether you speak it or not. Your Uncle is the great King
and the great Enchanter of your world. And by his art he has seen the shadow of my face, in
some magic mirror or some enchanted pool; and for the love of my beauty he has made a potent
spell which shook your world to its foundations and sent you across the vast gulf between world
and world to ask my favor and to bring me to him. Answer me: is that not how it was?”“Well, not
exactly,” said Digory.“Not exactly,” shouted Polly. “Why, it’s absolute bosh from beginning to
end.”“Minions!” cried the Queen, turning in rage upon Polly and seizing her hair, at the very top
of her head where it hurts most. But in so doing she let go of both the children’s hands. “Now,”
shouted Digory; and “Quick!” shouted Polly. They plunged their left hands into their pockets.
They did not even need to put the rings on. The moment they touched them, the whole of that
dreary world vanished from their eyes. They were rushing upward and a warm green light was
growing nearer overhead.Chapter SixThe Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s Troubles“LET GO! LET
GO!” SCREAMED POLLY.“I’m not touching you!” said Digory.Then their heads came out of the
pool and, once more, the sunny quietness of the Wood between the Worlds was all about them,
and it seemed richer and warmer and more peaceful than ever after the staleness and ruin of the
place they had just left. I think that, if they had been given the chance, they would again have
forgotten who they were and where they came from and would have lain down and enjoyed
themselves, half asleep, listening to the growing of the trees. But this time there was something
that kept them as wide-awake as possible: for as soon as they had got out on to the grass, they
found that they were not alone. The Queen, or the Witch (whichever you like to call her) had
come up with them, holding on fast by Polly’s hair. That was why Polly had been shouting out
“Let go!”This proved, by the way, another thing about the rings which Uncle Andrew hadn’t told
Digory because he didn’t know it himself. In order to jump from world to world by using one of
those rings you don’t need to be wearing or touching it yourself; it is enough if you are touching
someone who is touching it. In that way they work like a magnet; and everyone knows that if you
pick up a pin with a magnet, any other pin which is touching the first pin will come too.Now that
you saw her in the wood, Queen Jadis looked different. She was much paler than she had been;



so pale that hardly any of her beauty was left. And she was stooped and seemed to be finding it
hard to breathe, as if the air of that place stifled her. Neither of the children felt in the least afraid
of her now.“Let go! Let go of my hair,” said Polly. “What do you mean by it?”“Here! Let go of her
hair. At once,” said Digory.They both turned and struggled with her. They were stronger than she
and in a few seconds they had forced her to let go. She reeled back, panting, and there was a
look of terror in her eyes.“Quick, Digory!” said Polly. “Change rings and into the home
pool.”“Help! Help! Mercy!” cried the Witch in a faint voice, staggering after them. “Take me with
you. You cannot mean to leave me in this horrible place. It is killing me.”“It’s a reason of State,”
said Polly spitefully. “Like when you killed all those people in your own world. Do be quick,
Digory.” They had put on their green rings, but Digory said:“Oh, bother! What are we to do?” He
couldn’t help feeling a little sorry for the Queen.“Oh don’t be such an ass,” said Polly. “Ten to one
she’s only shamming. Do come on.” And then both children plunged into the home pool. “It’s a
good thing we made that mark,” thought Polly. But as they jumped Digory felt that a large cold
finger and thumb had caught him by the ear. And as they sank down and the confused shapes of
our own world began to appear, the grip of that finger and thumb grew stronger. The Witch was
apparently recovering her strength. Digory struggled and kicked, but it was not of the least use.
In a moment they found themselves in Uncle Andrew’s study; and there was Uncle Andrew
himself, staring at the wonderful creature that Digory had brought back from beyond the
world.And well he might stare. Digory and Polly stared too. There was no doubt that the Witch
had got over her faintness; and now that one saw her in our own world, with ordinary things
around her, she fairly took one’s breath away. In Charn she had been alarming enough: in
London, she was terrifying. For one thing, they had not realized till now how very big she was.
“Hardly human” was what Digory thought when he looked at her; and he may have been right, for
some say there is giantish blood in the royal family of Charn. But even her height was nothing
compared with her beauty, her fierceness, and her wildness. She looked ten times more alive
than most of the people one meets in London. Uncle Andrew was bowing and rubbing his hands
and looking, to tell the truth, extremely frightened. He seemed a little shrimp of a creature beside
the Witch. And yet, as Polly said afterward, there was a sort of likeness between her face and
his, something in the expression. It was the look that all wicked Magicians have, the “Mark”
which Jadis had said she could not find in Digory’s face. One good thing about seeing the two
together was that you would never again be afraid of Uncle Andrew, any more than you’d be
afraid of a worm after you had met a rattlesnake or afraid of a cow after you had met a mad
bull.“Pooh!” thought Digory to himself. “Him a Magician! Not much. Now she’s the real
thing.”Uncle Andrew kept on rubbing his hands and bowing. He was trying to say something very
polite, but his mouth had gone all dry so that he could not speak. His “experiment” with the rings,
as he called it, was turning out more successful than he liked: for though he had dabbled in
Magic for years he had always left all the dangers (as far as one can) to other people. Nothing at
all like this had ever happened to him before.Then Jadis spoke; not very loud, but there was
something in her voice that made the whole room quiver.“Where is the Magician who has called



me into this world?”“Ah—ah—Madam,” gasped Uncle Andrew, “I am most honored—highly
gratified—a most unexpected pleasure—if only I had had the opportunity of making any
preparations—I—I—”“Where is the Magician, Fool?” said Jadis.“I—I am, Madam. I hope you will
excuse any—er—liberty these naughty children may have taken. I assure you, there was no
intention—”“You?” said the Queen in a still more terrible voice. Then, in one stride, she crossed
the room, seized a great handful of Uncle Andrew’s gray hair and pulled his head back so that
his face looked up into hers. Then she studied his face just as she had studied Digory’s face in
the palace of Charn. He blinked and licked his lips nervously all the time. At last she let him go:
so suddenly that he reeled back against the wall.“I see,” she said scornfully, “you are a Magician
—of a sort. Stand up, dog, and don’t sprawl there as if you were speaking to your equals. How
do you come to know Magic? You are not of royal blood, I’ll swear.”“Well—ah—not perhaps in
the strict sense,” stammered Uncle Andrew. “Not exactly royal, Ma’am. The Ketterleys are,
however, a very old family. An old Dorsetshire family, Ma’am.”“Peace,” said the Witch. “I see what
you are. You are a little, peddling Magician who works by rules and books. There is no real Magic
in your blood and heart. Your kind was made an end of in my world a thousand years ago. But
here I shall allow you to be my servant.”“I should be most happy—delighted to be of any service
—a p-pleasure, I assure you.”“Peace! You talk far too much. Listen to your first task. I see we are
in a large city. Procure for me at once a chariot or a flying carpet or a well-trained dragon, or
whatever is usual for royal and noble persons in your land. Then bring me to places where I can
get clothes and jewels and slaves fit for my rank. Tomorrow I will begin the conquest of the
world.”“I—I—I’ll go and order a cab at once,” gasped Uncle Andrew.“Stop,” said the Witch, just as
he reached the door. “Do not dream of treachery. My eyes can see through walls and into the
minds of men. They will be on you wherever you go. At the first sign of disobedience I will lay
such spells on you that anything you sit down on will feel like red hot iron and whenever you lie in
a bed there will be invisible blocks of ice at your feet. Now go.”The old man went out, looking like
a dog with its tail between its legs.The children were now afraid that Jadis would have something
to say to them about what had happened in the wood. As it turned out, however, she never
mentioned it either then or afterward. I think (and Digory thinks too) that her mind was of a sort
which cannot remember that quiet place at all, and however often you took her there and
however long you left her there, she would still know nothing about it. Now that she was left
alone with the children, she took no notice of either of them. And that was like her too. In Charn
she had taken no notice of Polly (till the very end) because Digory was the one she wanted to
make use of. Now that she had Uncle Andrew, she took no notice of Digory. I expect most
witches are like that. They are not interested in things or people unless they can use them; they
are terribly practical. So there was silence in the room for a minute or two. But you could tell by
the way Jadis tapped her foot on the floor that she was growing impatient.Presently she said, as
if to herself, “What is the old fool doing? I should have brought a whip.” She stalked out of the
room in pursuit of Uncle Andrew without one glance at the children.“Whew!” said Polly, letting out
a long breath of relief. “And now I must get home. It’s frightfully late. I shall catch it.”“Well do, do



come back as soon as you can,” said Digory. “This is simply ghastly, having her here. We must
make some sort of plan.”“That’s up to your Uncle now,” said Polly. “It was he who started all this
messing about with Magic.”“All the same, you will come back, won’t you? Hang it all, you can’t
leave me alone in a scrape like this.”“I shall go home by the tunnel,” said Polly rather coldly.
“That’ll be the quickest way. And if you want me to come back, hadn’t you better say you’re
sorry?”“Sorry?” exclaimed Digory. “Well now, if that isn’t just like a girl! What have I done?”“Oh,
nothing of course,” said Polly sarcastically. “Only nearly screwed my wrist off in that room with all
the waxworks, like a cowardly bully. Only struck the bell with the hammer, like a silly idiot. Only
turned back in the wood so that she had time to catch hold of you before we jumped into our own
pool. That’s all.”“Oh,” said Digory, very surprised. “Well, all right, I’ll say I’m sorry. And I really am
sorry about what happened in the waxworks room. There: I’ve said I’m sorry. And now, do be
decent and come back. I shall be in a frightful hole if you don’t.”“I don’t see what’s going to
happen to you. It’s Mr. Ketterley who’s going to sit on red hot chairs and have ice in his bed, isn’t
it?”“It isn’t that sort of thing,” said Digory. “What I’m bothered about is Mother. Suppose that
creature went into her room? She might frighten her to death.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly in rather a
different voice. “All right. We’ll call it Pax. I’ll come back—if I can. But I must go now.” And she
crawled through the little door into the tunnel; and that dark place among the rafters which had
seemed so exciting and adventurous a few hours ago seemed quite tame and homely now.We
must now go back to Uncle Andrew. His poor old heart went pit-a-pat as he staggered down the
attic stairs and he kept on dabbing at his forehead with a handkerchief. When he reached his
bedroom, which was the floor below, he locked himself in. And the very first thing he did was to
grope in his wardrobe for a bottle and a wine-glass which he always kept hidden there where
Aunt Letty could not find them. He poured himself out a glassful of some nasty, grown-up drink
and drank it off at one gulp. Then he drew a deep breath.“Upon my word,” he said to himself. “I’m
dreadfully shaken. Most upsetting! And at my time of life!”He poured out a second glass and
drank it too; then he began to change his clothes. You have never seen such clothes, but I can
remember them. He put on a very high, shiny, stiff collar of the sort that made you hold your chin
up all the time. He put on a white waistcoat with a pattern on it and arranged his gold watch
chain across the front. He put on his best frock-coat, the one he kept for weddings and funerals.
He got out his best tall hat and polished it up. There was a vase of flowers (put there by Aunt
Letty) on his dressing table; he took one and put it in his button-hole. He took a clean
handkerchief (a lovely one such as you couldn’t buy today) out of the little left-hand drawer and
put a few drops of scent on it. He took his eye-glass, with the thick black ribbon, and screwed it
into his eye; then he looked at himself in the mirror.Children have one kind of silliness, as you
know, and grown-ups have another kind. At this moment Uncle Andrew was beginning to be silly
in a very grown-up way. Now that the Witch was no longer in the same room with him he was
quickly forgetting how she had frightened him and thinking more and more of her wonderful
beauty. He kept on saying to himself, “A dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman. A superb
creature.” He had also somehow managed to forget that it was the children who had got hold of



this “superb creature”: he felt as if he himself by his Magic had called her out of unknown
worlds.“Andrew, my boy,” he said to himself as he looked in the glass, “you’re a devilish well-
preserved fellow for your age. A distinguished-looking man, sir.”You see, the foolish old man was
actually beginning to imagine the Witch would fall in love with him. The two drinks probably had
something to do with it, and so had his best clothes. But he was, in any case, as vain as a
peacock; that was why he had become a Magician.He unlocked the door, went downstairs, sent
the housemaid out to fetch a hansom (everyone had lots of servants in those days) and looked
into the drawing-room. There, as he expected, he found Aunt Letty. She was busily mending a
mattress. It lay on the floor near the window and she was kneeling on it.“Ah, Letitia my dear,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I—ah—have to go out. Just lend me five pounds or so, there’s a good gel.” (“Gel”
was the way he pronounced girl.)“No, Andrew dear,” said Aunt Letty in her firm, quiet voice,
without looking up from her work. “I’ve told you times without number that I will not lend you
money.”“Now pray don’t be troublesome, my dear gel,” said Uncle Andrew. “It’s most important.
You will put me in a deucedly awkward position if you don’t.”“Andrew,” said Aunt Letty, looking
him straight in the face, “I wonder you are not ashamed to ask me for money.”There was a long,
dull story of a grown-up kind behind these words. All you need to know about it is that Uncle
Andrew, what with “managing dear Letty’s business matters for her,” and never doing any work,
and running up large bills for brandy and cigars (which Aunt Letty had paid again and again) had
made her a good deal poorer than she had been thirty years ago.“My dear gel,” said Uncle
Andrew, “you don’t understand. I shall have some quite unexpected expenses today. I have to do
a little entertaining. Come now, don’t be tiresome.”“And who, pray, are you going to entertain,
Andrew?” asked Aunt Letty.“A—a most distinguished visitor has just arrived.”“Distinguished
fiddlestick!” said Aunt Letty. “There hasn’t been a ring at the bell for the last hour.”At that moment
the door was suddenly flung open. Aunt Letty looked round and saw with amazement that an
enormous woman, splendidly dressed, with bare arms and flashing eyes, stood in the doorway.
It was the Witch.Chapter SevenWhat Happened at the Front Door“NOW, SLAVE, HOW LONG
AM I TO WAIT FOR MY chariot?” thundered the Witch. Uncle Andrew cowered away from her.
Now that she was really present, all the silly thoughts he had had while looking at himself in the
glass were oozing out of him. But Aunt Letty at once got up from her knees and came over to the
center of the room.“And who is this young person, Andrew, may I ask?” said Aunt Letty in icy
tones.“Distinguished foreigner—v-very important p-person,” he stammered.“Rubbish!” said Aunt
Letty, and then, turning to the Witch, “Get out of my house this moment, you shameless hussy, or
I’ll send for the police.” She thought the Witch must be someone out of a circus and she did not
approve of bare arms.“What woman is this?” said Jadis. “Down on your knees, minion, before I
blast you.”“No strong language in this house if you please, young woman,” said Aunt
Letty.Instantly, as it seemed to Uncle Andrew, the Queen towered up to an even greater height.
Fire flashed from her eyes: she flung out her arm with the same gesture and the same horrible-
sounding words that had lately turned the palace-gates of Charn to dust. But nothing happened
except that Aunt Letty, thinking that those horrible words were meant to be ordinary English,



said:“I thought as much. The woman is drunk. Drunk! She can’t even speak clearly.”It must have
been a terrible moment for the Witch when she suddenly realized that her power of turning
people into dust, which had been quite real in her own world, was not going to work in ours. But
she did not lose her nerve even for a second. Without wasting a thought on her disappointment,
she lunged forward, caught Aunt Letty round the neck and the knees, raised her high above her
head as if she had been no heavier than a doll, and threw her across the room. While Aunt Letty
was still hurtling through the air, the housemaid (who was having a beautifully exciting morning)
put her head in at the door and said, “If you please, sir, the ’ansom’s come.”“Lead on, Slave,”
said the Witch to Uncle Andrew. He began muttering something about “regrettable violence—
must really protest,” but at a single glance from Jadis he became speechless. She drove him out
of the room and out of the house; and Digory came running down the stairs just in time to see
the front door close behind them.“Jiminy!” he said. “She’s loose in London. And with Uncle
Andrew. I wonder what on earth is going to happen now.”“Oh, Master Digory,” said the
housemaid (who was really having a wonderful day), “I think Miss Ketterley’s hurt herself
somehow.” So they both rushed into the drawing-room to find out what had happened.If Aunt
Letty had fallen on bare boards or even on the carpet, I suppose all her bones would have been
broken: but by great good luck she had fallen on the mattress. Aunt Letty was a very tough old
lady: aunts often were in those days. After she had had some sal volatile and sat still for a few
minutes, she said there was nothing the matter with her except a few bruises. Very soon she was
taking charge of the situation.“Sarah,” she said to the housemaid (who had never had such a day
before), “go around to the police station at once and tell them there is a dangerous lunatic at
large. I will take Mrs. Kirke’s lunch up myself.” Mrs. Kirke was, of course, Digory’s mother.When
Mother’s lunch had been seen to, Digory and Aunt Letty had their own. After that he did some
hard thinking.The problem was how to get the Witch back to her own world, or at any rate out of
ours, as soon as possible. Whatever happened, she must not be allowed to go rampaging about
the house. Mother must not see her. And, if possible, she must not be allowed to go rampaging
about London either. Digory had not been in the drawing-room when she tried to “blast” Aunt
Letty, but he had seen her “blast” the gates at Charn: so he knew her terrible powers and did not
know that she had lost any of them by coming into our world. And he knew she meant to conquer
our world. At the present moment, as far as he could see, she might be blasting Buckingham
Palace or the Houses of Parliament: and it was almost certain that quite a number of policemen
had by now been reduced to little heaps of dust. And there didn’t seem to be anything he could
do about that. “But the rings seem to work like magnets,” thought Digory. “If I can only touch her
and then slip on my yellow, we shall both go into the Wood between the Worlds. I wonder, will
she go all faint again there? Was that something the place does to her, or was it only the shock
of being pulled out of her own world? But I suppose I’ll have to risk that. And how am I to find the
beast? I don’t suppose Aunt Letty would let me go out, not unless I said where I was going. And I
haven’t got more than twopence. I’d need any amount of money for buses and trams if I went
looking all over London. Anyway, I haven’t the faintest idea where to look. I wonder if Uncle



Andrew is still with her.”It seemed in the end that the only thing he could do was to wait and hope
that Uncle Andrew and the Witch would come back. If they did, he must rush out and get hold of
the Witch and put on his yellow Ring before she had a chance to get into the house. This meant
that he must watch the front door like a cat watching a mouse’s hole; he dared not leave his post
for a moment. So he went into the dining-room and “glued his face” as they say, to the window. It
was a bow-window from which you could see the steps up to the front door and see up and
down the street, so that no one could reach the front door without your knowing. “I wonder what
Polly’s doing?” thought Digory.He wondered about this a good deal as the first slow half-hour
ticked on. But you need not wonder, for I am going to tell you. She had got home late for her
dinner, with her shoes and stockings very wet. And when they asked her where she had been
and what on earth she had been doing, she said she had been out with Digory Kirke. Under
further questioning she said she had got her feet wet in a pool of water, and that the pool was in
a wood. Asked where the wood was, she said she didn’t know. Asked if it was in one of the
parks, she said truthfully enough that she supposed it might be a sort of park. From all of this
Polly’s mother got the idea that Polly had gone off, without telling anyone, to some part of
London she didn’t know, and gone into a strange park and amused herself jumping into puddles.
As a result she was told that she had been very naughty indeed and that she wouldn’t be
allowed to play with “that Kirke boy” any more if anything of the sort ever happened again. Then
she was given dinner with all the nice parts left out and sent to bed for two solid hours. It was a
thing that happened to one quite often in those days.So while Digory was staring out of the
dining-room window, Polly was lying in bed, and both were thinking how terribly slowly the time
could go. I think, myself, I would rather have been in Polly’s position. She had only to wait for the
end of her two hours: but every few minutes Digory would hear a cab or a baker’s van or a
butcher’s boy coming round the corner and think “Here she comes,” and then find it wasn’t. And
in between these false alarms, for what seemed hours and hours, the clock ticked on and one
big fly—high up and far out of reach—buzzed against the window. It was one of those houses
that get very quiet and dull in the afternoon and always seem to smell of mutton.During his long
watching and waiting one small thing happened which I shall have to mention because
something important came of it later on. A lady called with some grapes for Digory’s Mother; and
as the dining-room door was open, Digory couldn’t help overhearing Aunt Letty and the lady as
they talked in the hall.“What lovely grapes!” came Aunt Letty’s voice. “I’m sure if anything could
do her good these would. But poor, dear little Mabel! I’m afraid it would need fruit from the land
of youth to help her now. Nothing in this world will do much.” Then they both lowered their voices
and said a lot more that he could not hear.If he had heard that bit about the land of youth a few
days ago he would have thought Aunt Letty was just talking without meaning anything in
particular, the way grown-ups do, and it wouldn’t have interested him. He almost thought so now.
But suddenly it flashed upon his mind that he now knew (even if Aunt Letty didn’t) that there
really were other worlds and that he himself had been in one of them. At that rate there might be
a real Land of Youth somewhere. There might be almost anything. There might be fruit in some



other world that would really cure his mother! And oh, oh— Well, you know how it feels if you
begin hoping for something that you want desperately badly; you almost fight against the hope
because it is too good to be true; you’ve been disappointed so often before. That was how
Digory felt. But it was no good trying to throttle this hope. It might—really, really, it just might be
true. So many odd things had happened already. And he had the magic rings. There must be
worlds you could get to through every pool in the wood. He could hunt through them all. And then
—Mother well again. Everything right again. He forgot all about watching for the Witch. His hand
was already going into the pocket where he kept the yellow ring, when all at once he heard a
sound of galloping.“Hullo! What’s that?” thought Digory. “Fire engine? I wonder what house is on
fire. Great Scott, it’s coming here. Why, it’s Her.”I needn’t tell you who he meant by Her.First
came the hansom. There was no one in the driver’s seat. On the roof—not sitting, but standing
on the roof—swaying with superb balance as it came at full speed round the corner with one
wheel in the air—was Jadis the Queen of Queens and the Terror of Charn. Her teeth were bared,
her eyes shone like fire, and her long hair streamed out behind her like a comet’s tail. She was
flogging the horse without mercy. Its nostrils were wide and red and its sides were spotted with
foam. It galloped madly up to the front door, missing the lamp-post by an inch, and then reared
up on its hind legs. The hansom crashed into the lamp-post and shattered into several pieces.
The Witch, with a magnificent jump, had sprung clear just in time and landed on the horse’s
back. She settled herself astride and leaned forward, whispering things in its ear. They must
have been things meant not to quiet it but to madden it. It was on its hind legs again in a
moment, and its neigh was like a scream; it was all hoofs and teeth and eyes and tossing mane.
Only a splendid rider could have stayed on its back.Before Digory had recovered his breath a
good many other things began to happen. A second hansom dashed up close behind the first:
out of it there jumped a fat man in a frock-coat and a policeman. Then came a third hansom with
two more policemen in it. After it, came about twenty people (mostly errand boys) on bicycles, all
ringing their bells and letting out cheers and cat-calls. Last of all came a crowd of people on foot:
all very hot with running, but obviously enjoying themselves. Windows shot up in all the houses
of that street and a housemaid or a butler appeared at every front door. They wanted to see the
fun.Meanwhile an old gentleman had begun to struggle shakily out of the ruins of the first
hansom. Several people rushed forward to help him; but as one pulled him one way and another
another, perhaps he would have got out quite as quickly on his own. Digory guessed that the old
gentleman must be Uncle Andrew but you couldn’t see his face; his tall hat had been bashed
down over it.Digory rushed out and joined the crowd.“That’s the woman, that’s the woman,” cried
the fat man, pointing at Jadis. “Do your duty, Constable. Hundreds and thousands of pounds’
worth she’s taken out of my shop. Look at that rope of pearls round her neck. That’s mine. And
she’s given me a black eye too, what’s more.”“That she ’as, guv’nor,” said one of the crowd. “And
as lovely a black eye as I’d wish to see. Beautiful bit of work that must ’ave been. Gor! ain’t she
strong then!”“You ought to put a nice raw beefsteak on it, Mister, that’s what it wants,” said a
butcher’s boy.“Now then,” said the most important of the policemen, “what’s all this ’ere?”“I tell



you she—” began the fat man, when someone else called out:“Don’t let the old cove in the cab
get away. ’E put ’er up to it.”The old gentleman, who was certainly Uncle Andrew, had just
succeeded in standing up and was rubbing his bruises. “Now then,” said the policeman, turning
to him, “what’s all this?”“Womfle—pomf—shomf,” came Uncle Andrew’s voice from inside the
hat.“None of that now,” said the policeman sternly. “You’ll find this is no laughing matter. Take that
’at off, see?”This was more easily said than done. But after Uncle Andrew had struggled in vain
with the hat for some time, two other policemen seized it by the brim and forced it off.“Thank you,
thank you,” said Uncle Andrew in a faint voice. “Thank you. Dear me, I’m terribly shaken. If
someone could give me a small glass of brandy—”“Now you attend to me, if you please,” said
the policeman, taking out a very large note book and a very small pencil. “Are you in charge of
that there young woman?”“Look out!” called several voices, and the policeman jumped a step
backward just in time. The horse had aimed a kick at him which would probably have killed him.
Then the Witch wheeled the horse round so that she faced the crowd and its hind-legs were on
the footpath. She had a long, bright knife in her hand and had been busily cutting the horse free
from the wreck of the hansom.All this time Digory had been trying to get into a position from
which he could touch the Witch. This wasn’t at all easy because, on the side nearest to him,
there were too many people. And in order to get round to the other side he had to pass between
the horse’s hoofs and the railings of the “area” that surrounded the house; for the Ketterleys’
house had a basement. If you know anything about horses, and especially if you had seen what
a state that horse was in at the moment, you will realize that this was a ticklish thing to do. Digory
knew lots about horses, but he set his teeth and got ready to make a dash for it as soon as he
saw a favorable moment.A red-faced man in a bowler hat had now shouldered his way to the
front of the crowd.“Hi! P’leeceman,” he said, “that’s my ’orse what she’s sitting on, same as it’s
my cab what she’s made matchwood of.”“One at a time, please, one at a time,” said the
policeman.“But there ain’t no time,” said the Cabby. “I know that ’orse better’n you do. ’Tain’t an
ordinary ’orse. ’Is father was a hofficer’s charger in the cavalry, ’e was. And if the young woman
goes on hexcitin’ ’im, there’ll be murder done. ’Ere, let me get at him.”The policeman was only
too glad to have a good reason for standing further away from the horse. The Cabby took a step
nearer, looked up at Jadis, and said in a not unkindly voice:“Now, Missie, let me get at ’is ’ead,
and just you get off. You’re a Lidy, and you don’t want all these roughs going for you, do you? You
want to go ’ome and ’ave a nice cup of tea and a lay down quiet like; then you’ll feel ever so
much better.” At the same time he stretched out his hand toward the horse’s head with the
words, “Steady, Strawberry, old boy. Steady now.”Then for the first time the Witch spoke.“Dog!”
came her cold, clear voice, ringing loud above all the other noises. “Dog, unhand our royal
charger. We are the Empress Jadis.”Chapter EightThe Fight at the Lamp-post“HO! HEMPRESS,
ARE YOU? WE’LL SEE ABOUT THAT,” said a voice. Then another voice said, “Three cheers for
the Hempress of Colney ’Atch” and quite a number joined in. A flush of color came into the
Witch’s face and she bowed ever so slightly. But the cheers died away into roars of laughter and
she saw that they had only been making fun of her. A change came over her expression and she



changed the knife to her left hand. Then, without warning, she did a thing that was dreadful to
see. Lightly, easily, as if it were the most ordinary thing in the world, she stretched up her right
arm and wrenched off one of the cross-bars of the lamp-post. If she had lost some magical
powers in our world, she had not lost her strength; she could break an iron bar as if it were a
stick of barley-sugar. She tossed her new weapon up in the air, caught it again, brandished it,
and urged the horse forward.“Now’s my chance,” thought Digory. He darted between the horse
and the railings and began going forward. If only the brute would stay still for a moment he might
catch the Witch’s heel. As he rushed, he heard a sickening crash and a thud. The Witch had
brought the bar down on the chief policeman’s helmet: the man fell like a nine-pin.“Quick, Digory.
This must be stopped,” said a voice beside him. It was Polly, who had rushed down the moment
she was allowed out of bed.“You are a brick,” said Digory. “Hold on to me tight. You’ll have to
manage the ring. Yellow, remember. And don’t put it on till I shout.”There was a second crash
and another policeman crumpled up. There came an angry roar from the crowd: “Pull her down.
Get a few paving-stones. Call out the Military.” But most of them were getting as far away as they
could. The Cabby, however, obviously the bravest as well as the kindest person present, was
keeping close to the horse, dodging this way and that to avoid the bar, but still trying to catch
Strawberry’s head.The crowd booed and bellowed again. A stone whistled over Digory’s head.
Then came the voice of the Witch, clear like a great bell, and sounding as if, for once, she were
almost happy.“Scum! You shall pay dearly for this when I have conquered your world. Not one
stone of your city will be left. I will make it as Charn, as Felinda, as Sorlois, as Bramandin.”Digory
at last caught her ankle. She kicked back with her heel and hit him in the mouth. In his pain he
lost hold. His lip was cut and his mouth full of blood. From somewhere very close by came the
voice of Uncle Andrew in a sort of trembling scream. “Madam—my dear young lady—for
heaven’s sake—compose yourself.” Digory made a second grab at her heel, and was again
shaken off. More men were knocked down by the iron bar. He made a third grab: caught the heel:
held on like grim death, shouting to Polly “Go!” then—Oh, thank goodness. The angry, frightened
faces had vanished. The angry, frightened voices were silenced. All except Uncle Andrew’s.
Close beside Digory in the darkness, it was wailing on: “Oh, oh, is this delirium? Is it the end? I
can’t bear it. It’s not fair. I never meant to be a Magician. It’s all a misunderstanding. It’s all my
godmother’s fault; I must protest against this. In my state of health too. A very old Dorsetshire
family.”“Bother!” thought Digory. “We didn’t want to bring him along. My hat, what a picnic. Are
you there, Polly?”“Yes, I’m here. Don’t keep on shoving.”“I’m not,” began Digory, but before he
could say anything more, their heads came out into the warm, green sunshine of the wood. And
as they stepped out of the pool Polly cried out:“Oh look! We’ve brought the old horse with us too.
And Mr. Ketterley. And the Cabby. This is a pretty kettle of fish!”As soon as the Witch saw that
she was once more in the wood she turned pale and bent down till her face touched the mane of
the horse. You could see she felt deadly sick. Uncle Andrew was shivering. But Strawberry, the
horse, shook his head, gave a cheerful whinny, and seemed to feel better. He became quiet for
the first time since Digory had seen him. His ears, which had been laid flat back on his skull,



came into their proper position, and the fire went out of his eyes.“That’s right, old boy,” said the
Cabby, slapping Strawberry’s neck. “That’s better. Take it easy.”Strawberry did the most natural
thing in the world. Being very thirsty (and no wonder) he walked slowly across to the nearest
pool and stepped into it to have a drink. Digory was still holding the Witch’s heel and Polly was
holding Digory’s hand. One of the Cabby’s hands was on Strawberry; and Uncle Andrew, still
very shaky, had just grabbed on the Cabby’s other hand.“Quick,” said Polly, with a look at Digory.
“Greens!”So the horse never got his drink. Instead, the whole party found themselves sinking
into darkness. Strawberry neighed; Uncle Andrew whimpered. Digory said, “That was a bit of
luck.”There was a short pause. Then Polly said, “Oughtn’t we to be nearly there now?”“We do
seem to be somewhere,” said Digory. “At least I’m standing on something solid.”“Why, so am I,
now that I come to think of it,” said Polly. “But why’s it so dark? I say, do you think we got into the
wrong pool?”“Perhaps this is Charn,” said Digory. “Only we’ve got back in the middle of the
night.”“This is not Charn,” came the Witch’s voice. “This is an empty world. This is Nothing.”And
really it was uncommonly like Nothing. There were no stars. It was so dark that they couldn’t see
one another at all and it made no difference whether you kept your eyes shut or opened. Under
their feet there was a cool, flat something which might have been earth, and was certainly not
grass or wood. The air was cold and dry and there was no wind.“My doom has come upon me,”
said the Witch in a voice of horrible calmness.“Oh don’t say that,” babbled Uncle Andrew. “My
dear young lady, pray don’t say such things. It can’t be as bad as that. Ah—Cabman—my good
man—you don’t happen to have a flask about you? A drop of spirits is just what I need.”“Now
then, now then,” came the Cabby’s voice, a good firm, hardy voice. “Keep cool, everyone, that’s
what I say. No bones broken, anyone? Good. Well there’s something to be thankful for straight
away, and more than anyone could expect after falling all that way. Now, if we’ve fallen down
some diggings—as it might be for a new station on the Underground—someone will come and
get us out presently, see! And if we’re dead—which I don’t deny it might be—well, you got to
remember that worse things ’appen at sea and a chap’s got to die sometime. And there ain’t
nothing to be afraid of if a chap’s led a decent life. And if you ask me, I think the best thing we
could do to pass the time would be sing a ’ymn.”And he did. He struck up at once a harvest
thanksgiving hymn, all about crops being “safely gathered in.” It was not very suitable to a place
which felt as if nothing had ever grown there since the beginning of time, but it was the one he
could remember best. He had a fine voice and the children joined in; it was very cheering. Uncle
Andrew and the Witch did not join in.Toward the end of the hymn Digory felt someone plucking
at his elbow and from a general smell of brandy and cigars and good clothes he decided that it
must be Uncle Andrew. Uncle Andrew was cautiously pulling him away from the others. When
they had gone a little distance, the old man put his mouth so close to Digory’s ear that it tickled,
and whispered:“Now, my boy. Slip on your ring. Let’s be off.”But the Witch had very good ears.
“Fool!” came her voice and she leaped off the horse. “Have you forgotten that I can hear men’s
thoughts? Let go the boy. If you attempt treachery I will take such vengeance upon you as never
was heard of in all worlds from the beginning.”“And,” added Digory, “if you think I’m such a mean



pig as to go off and leave Polly—and the Cabby—and the horse—in a place like this, you’re well
mistaken.”“You are a very naughty and impertinent little boy,” said Uncle Andrew.“Hush!” said the
Cabby. They all listened.In the darkness something was happening at last. A voice had begun to
sing. It was very far away and Digory found it hard to decide from what direction it was coming.
Sometimes it seemed to come from all directions at once. Sometimes he almost thought it was
coming out of the earth beneath them. Its lower notes were deep enough to be the voice of the
earth herself. There were no words. There was hardly even a tune. But it was, beyond
comparison, the most beautiful noise he had ever heard. It was so beautiful he could hardly bear
it. The horse seemed to like it too; he gave the sort of whinny a horse would give if, after years of
being a cab-horse, it found itself back in the old field where it had played as a foal, and saw
someone whom it remembered and loved coming across the field to bring it a lump of
sugar.“Gawd!” said the Cabby. “Ain’t it lovely?”Then two wonders happened at the same
moment. One was that the voice was suddenly joined by other voices; more voices than you
could possibly count. They were in harmony with it, but far higher up the scale: cold, tingling,
silvery voices. The second wonder was that the blackness overhead, all at once, was blazing
with stars. They didn’t come out gently one by one, as they do on a summer evening. One
moment there had been nothing but darkness; next moment a thousand, thousand points of light
leaped out—single stars, constellations, and planets, brighter and bigger than any in our world.
There were no clouds. The new stars and the new voices began at exactly the same time. If you
had seen and heard it, as Digory did, you would have felt quite certain that it was the stars
themselves which were singing, and that it was the first voice, the deep one, which had made
them appear and made them sing.“Glory be!” said the Cabby. “I’d ha’ been a better man all my
life if I’d known there were things like this.”The Voice on the earth was now louder and more
triumphant; but the voices in the sky, after singing loudly with it for a time, began to get fainter.
And now something else was happening.Far away, and down near the horizon, the sky began to
turn gray. A light wind, very fresh, began to stir. The sky, in that one place, grew slowly and
steadily paler. You could see shapes of hills standing up dark against it. All the time the Voice
went on singing.There was soon light enough for them to see one another’s faces. The Cabby
and the two children had open mouths and shining eyes; they were drinking in the sound, and
they looked as if it reminded them of something. Uncle Andrew’s mouth was open too, but not
open with joy. He looked more as if his chin had simply dropped away from the rest of his face.
His shoulders were stooped and his knees shook. He was not liking the Voice. If he could have
got away from it by creeping into a rat’s hole, he would have done so. But the Witch looked as if,
in a way, she understood the music better than any of them. Her mouth was shut, her lips were
pressed together, and her fists were clenched. Ever since the song began she had felt that this
whole world was filled with a Magic different from hers and stronger. She hated it. She would
have smashed that whole world, or all worlds, to pieces, if it would only stop the singing. The
horse stood with its ears well forward, and twitching. Every now and then it snorted and stamped
the ground. It no longer looked like a tired old cab-horse; you could now well believe that its



father had been in battles.The eastern sky changed from white to pink and from pink to gold.
The Voice rose and rose, till all the air was shaking with it. And just as it swelled to the mightiest
and most glorious sound it had yet produced, the sun arose.Digory had never seen such a sun.
The sun above the ruins of Charn had looked older than ours: this looked younger. You could
imagine that it laughed for joy as it came up. And as its beams shot across the land the travelers
could see for the first time what sort of place they were in. It was a valley through which a broad,
swift river wound its way, flowing eastward toward the sun. Southward there were mountains,
northward there were lower hills. But it was a valley of mere earth, rock and water; there was not
a tree, not a bush, not a blade of grass to be seen. The earth was of many colors: they were
fresh, hot and vivid. They made you feel excited; until you saw the Singer himself, and then you
forgot everything else.It was a Lion. Huge, shaggy, and bright, it stood facing the risen sun. Its
mouth was wide open in song and it was about three hundred yards away.“This is a terrible
world,” said the Witch. “We must fly at once. Prepare the Magic.”“I quite agree with you, Madam,”
said Uncle Andrew. “A most disagreeable place. Completely uncivilized. If only I were a younger
man and had a gun—”“Garn!” said the Cabby. “You don’t think you could shoot ’im, do you?”“And
who would?” said Polly.“Prepare the Magic, old fool,” said Jadis.“Certainly, Madam,” said Uncle
Andrew cunningly. “I must have both the children touching me. Put on your homeward ring at
once, Digory.” He wanted to get away without the Witch.“Oh, it’s rings, is it?” cried Jadis. She
would have had her hands in Digory’s pocket before you could say knife, but Digory grabbed
Polly and shouted out:“Take care. If either of you come half an inch nearer, we two will vanish
and you’ll be left here for good. Yes: I have a ring in my pocket that will take Polly and me home.
And look! My hand is just ready. So keep your distance. I’m sorry about you” (he looked at the
Cabby) “and about the horse, but I can’t help that. As for you two” (he looked at Uncle Andrew
and the Queen) “you’re both magicians, so you ought to enjoy living together.”“’Old your noise,
everyone,” said the Cabby. “I want to listen to the moosic.”For the song had now
changed.Chapter NineThe Founding of NarniaTHE LION WAS PACING TO AND FRO ABOUT
THAT empty land and singing his new song. It was softer and more lilting than the song by which
he had called up the stars and the sun; a gentle, rippling music. And as he walked and sang the
valley grew green with grass. It spread out from the Lion like a pool. It ran up the sides of the little
hills like a wave. In a few minutes it was creeping up the lower slopes of the distant mountains,
making that young world every moment softer. The light wind could now be heard ruffling the
grass. Soon there were other things besides grass. The higher slopes grew dark with heather.
Patches of rougher and more bristling green appeared in the valley. Digory did not know what
they were until one began coming up quite close to him. It was a little, spiky thing that threw out
dozens of arms and covered these arms with green and grew larger at the rate of about an inch
every two seconds. There were dozens of these things all round him now. When they were
nearly as tall as himself he saw what they were. “Trees!” he exclaimed.The nuisance of it, as
Polly said afterward, was that you weren’t left in peace to watch it all. Just as Digory said “Trees!”
he had to jump because Uncle Andrew had sidled up to him again and was just going to pick his



pocket. It wouldn’t have done Uncle Andrew much good if he had succeeded, for he was aiming
at the right-hand pocket because he still thought the green rings were “homeward” rings. But of
course Digory didn’t want to lose either.“Stop!” cried the Witch. “Stand back. No, further back. If
anyone goes within ten paces of either of the children, I will knock out his brains.” She was
poising in her hand the iron bar that she had torn off the lamp-post, ready to throw it. Somehow
no one doubted that she would be a very good shot.“So!” she said. “You would steal back to your
own world with the boy and leave me here.”Uncle Andrew’s temper at last got the better of his
fears. “Yes, Ma’am, I would,” he said. “Most undoubtedly I would. I should be perfectly in my
rights. I have been most shamefully, most abominably treated. I have done my best to show you
such civilities as were in my power. And what has been my reward? You have robbed—I must
repeat the word—robbed a highly respectable jeweler. You have insisted on my entertaining you
to an exceedingly expensive, not to say ostentatious, lunch, though I was obliged to pawn my
watch and chain in order to do so (and let me tell you, Ma’am, that none of our family have been
in the habit of frequenting pawnshops, except my cousin Edward, and he was in the Yeomanry).
During that indigestible meal—I’m feeling the worse for it at this very moment—your behavior
and conversation attracted the unfavorable attention of everyone present. I feel I have been
publicly disgraced. I shall never be able to show my face in that restaurant again. You have
assaulted the police. You have stolen—”“Oh stow it, Guv’nor, do stow it,” said the Cabby.
“Watchin’ and listenin’s the thing at present; not talking.”There was certainly plenty to watch and
to listen to. The tree which Digory had noticed was now a full-grown beech whose branches
swayed gently above his head. They stood on cool, green grass, sprinkled with daisies and
buttercups. A little way off, along the river bank, willows were growing. On the other side tangles
of flowering currant, lilac, wild rose, and rhododendron closed them in. The horse was tearing up
delicious mouthfuls of new grass.All this time the Lion’s song, and his stately prowl, to and fro,
backward and forward, was going on. What was rather alarming was that at each turn he came a
little nearer. Polly was finding the song more and more interesting because she thought she was
beginning to see the connection between the music and the things that were happening. When a
line of dark firs sprang up on a ridge about a hundred yards away she felt that they were
connected with a series of deep, prolonged notes which the Lion had sung a second before. And
when he burst into a rapid series of lighter notes she was not surprised to see primroses
suddenly appearing in every direction. Thus, with an unspeakable thrill, she felt quite certain that
all the things were coming (as she said) “out of the Lion’s head.” When you listened to his song
you heard the things he was making up: when you looked round you, you saw them. This was so
exciting that she had no time to be afraid. But Digory and the Cabby could not help feeling a bit
nervous as each turn of the Lion’s walk brought him nearer. As for Uncle Andrew, his teeth were
chattering, but his knees were shaking so that he could not run away.Suddenly the Witch
stepped boldly out toward the Lion. It was coming on, always singing, with a slow, heavy pace. It
was only twelve yards away. She raised her arm and flung the iron bar straight at its
head.Nobody, least of all Jadis, could have missed at that range. The bar struck the Lion fair



between the eyes. It glanced off and fell with a thud in the grass. The Lion came on. Its walk was
neither slower nor faster than before; you could not tell whether it even knew it had been hit.
Though its soft pads made no noise, you could feel the earth shake beneath their weight.The
Witch shrieked and ran: in a few moments she was out of sight among the trees. Uncle Andrew
turned to do likewise, tripped over a root, and fell flat on his face in a little brook that ran down to
join the river. The children could not move. They were not even quite sure that they wanted to.
The Lion paid no attention to them. Its huge red mouth was open, but open in song not in a snarl.
It passed by them so close that they could have touched its mane. They were terribly afraid it
would turn and look at them, yet in some queer way they wished it would. But for all the notice it
took of them they might just as well have been invisible and unsmellable. When it had passed
them and gone a few paces further it turned, passed them again, and continued its march
eastward.Uncle Andrew, coughing and spluttering, picked himself up.“Now, Digory,” he said,
“we’ve got rid of that woman, and the brute of a lion is gone. Give me your hand and put on your
ring at once.”“Keep off,” said Digory, backing away from him. “Keep clear of him, Polly. Come over
here beside me. Now I warn you, Uncle Andrew, don’t come one step nearer, we’ll just
vanish.”“Do what you’re told this minute, sir,” said Uncle Andrew. “You’re an extremely
disobedient, ill-behaved little boy.”“No fear,” said Digory. “We want to stay and see what happens.
I thought you wanted to know about other worlds. Don’t you like it now you’re here?”“Like it!”
exclaimed Uncle Andrew. “Just look at the state I’m in. And it was my best coat and waistcoat,
too.” He certainly was a dreadful sight by now: for of course, the more dressed up you were to
begin with, the worse you look after you’ve crawled out of a smashed hansom cab and fallen into
a muddy brook. “I’m not saying,” he added, “that this is not a most interesting place. If I were a
younger man, now—perhaps I could get some lively young fellow to come here first. One of
those big-game hunters. Something might be made of this country. The climate is delightful. I
never felt such air. I believe it would have done me good if—if circumstances had been more
favorable. If only we’d had a gun.”“Guns be blowed,” said the Cabby. “I think I’ll go and see if I can
give Strawberry a rub down. That horse ’as more sense than some ’umans as I could mention.”
He walked back to Strawberry and began making the hissing noises that grooms make.“Do you
still think that Lion could be killed by a gun?” asked Digory. “He didn’t mind the iron bar
much.”“With all her faults,” said Uncle Andrew, “that’s a plucky gel, my boy. It was a spirited thing
to do.” He rubbed his hands and cracked his knuckles, as if he were once more forgetting how
the Witch frightened him whenever she was really there.“It was a wicked thing to do,” said Polly.
“What harm had he done her?”“Hullo! What’s that?” said Digory. He had darted forward to
examine something only a few yards away. “I say, Polly,” he called back. “Do come and
look.”Uncle Andrew came with her; not because he wanted to see but because he wanted to
keep close to the children—there might be a chance of stealing their rings. But when he saw
what Digory was looking at, even he began to take an interest. It was a perfect little model of a
lamp-post, about three feet high but lengthening, and thickening in proportion, as they watched
it; in fact growing just as the trees had grown.“It’s alive too—I mean, it’s lit,” said Digory. And so it



was; though of course the brightness of the sun made the little flame in the lantern hard to see
unless your shadow fell on it.“Remarkable, most remarkable,” muttered Uncle Andrew. “Even I
never dreamed of Magic like this. We’re in a world where everything, even a lamp-post, comes to
life and grows. Now I wonder what sort of seed a lamp-post grows from?”“Don’t you see?” said
Digory. “This is where the bar fell—the bar she tore off the lamp-post at home. It sank into the
ground and now it’s coming up as a young lamp-post.” (But not so very young now; it was as tall
as Digory while he said this.)“That’s it! Stupendous, stupendous,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing
his hands harder than ever. “Ho, ho! They laughed at my Magic. That fool of a sister of mine
thinks I’m a lunatic. I wonder what they’ll say now? I have discovered a world where everything is
bursting with life and growth. Columbus, now, they talk about Columbus. But what was America
to this? The commercial possibilities of this country are unbounded. Bring a few old bits of scrap
iron here, bury ’em, and up they come as brand new railway engines, battleships, anything you
please. They’ll cost nothing, and I can sell ’em at full prices in England. I shall be a millionaire.
And then the climate! I feel years younger already. I can run it as a health resort. A good
sanatorium here might be worth twenty thousand a year. Of course I shall have to let a few
people into the secret. The first thing is to get that brute shot.”“You’re just like the Witch,” said
Polly. “All you think of is killing things.”“And then as regards oneself,” Uncle Andrew continued in a
happy dream. “There’s no knowing how long I might live if I settled here. And that’s a big
consideration when a fellow has turned sixty. I shouldn’t be surprised if I never grew a day older
in this country! Stupendous! The land of youth!”“Oh!” cried Digory. “The land of youth! Do you
think it really is?” For of course he remembered what Aunt Letty had said to the lady who brought
the grapes, and that sweet hope rushed back upon him. “Uncle Andrew,” he said, “do you think
there’s anything here that would cure Mother?”“What are you talking about?” said Uncle Andrew.
“This isn’t a chemist’s shop. But as I was saying—”“You don’t care twopence about her,” said
Digory savagely. “I thought you might; after all, she’s your sister as well as my Mother. Well, no
matter. I’m jolly well going to ask the Lion himself if he can help me.” And he turned and walked
briskly away. Polly waited for a moment and then went after him.“Here! Stop! Come back! The
boy’s gone mad,” said Uncle Andrew. He followed the children at a cautious distance behind; for
he didn’t want to get too far away from the green rings or too near the Lion.In a few minutes
Digory came to the edge of the wood and there he stopped. The Lion was singing still. But now
the song had once more changed. It was more like what we should call a tune, but it was also far
wilder. It made you want to run and jump and climb. It made you want to shout. It made you want
to rush at other people and either hug them or fight them. It made Digory hot and red in the face.
It had some effect on Uncle Andrew, for Digory could hear him saying, “A spirited gel, sir. It’s a
pity about her temper, but a dem fine woman all the same, a dem fine woman.” But what the
song did to the two humans was nothing compared with what it was doing to the country.Can
you imagine a stretch of grassy land bubbling like water in a pot? For that is really the best
description of what was happening. In all directions it was swelling into humps. They were of very
different sizes, some no bigger than mole-hills, some as big as wheelbarrows, two the size of



cottages. And the humps moved and swelled till they burst, and the crumbled earth poured out
of them, and from each hump there came out an animal. The moles came out just as you might
see a mole come out in England. The dogs came out, barking the moment their heads were free,
and struggling as you’ve seen them do when they are getting through a narrow hole in a hedge.
The stags were the queerest to watch, for of course the antlers came up a long time before the
rest of them, so at first Digory thought they were trees. The frogs, who all came up near the river,
went straight into it with a plop-plop and a loud croaking. The panthers, leopards and things of
that sort, sat down at once to wash the loose earth off their hind quarters and then stood up
against the trees to sharpen their front claws. Showers of birds came out of the trees. Butterflies
fluttered. Bees got to work on the flowers as if they hadn’t a second to lose. But the greatest
moment of all was when the biggest hump broke like a small earthquake and out came the
sloping back, the large, wise head, and the four baggy-trousered legs of an elephant. And now
you could hardly hear the song of the Lion; there was so much cawing, cooing, crowing, braying,
neighing, baying, barking, lowing, bleating, and trumpeting.But though Digory could no longer
hear the Lion, he could see it. It was so big and so bright that he could not take his eyes off it.
The other animals did not appear to be afraid of it. Indeed, at that very moment, Digory heard
the sound of hoofs from behind; a second later the old cab-horse trotted past him and joined the
other beasts. (The air had apparently suited him as well as it had suited Uncle Andrew. He no
longer looked like the poor old slave he had been in London; he was picking up his feet and
holding his head erect.) And now, for the first time, the Lion was quite silent. He was going to and
fro among the animals. And every now and then he would go up to two of them (always two at a
time) and touch their noses with his. He would touch two beavers among all the beavers, two
leopards among all the leopards, one stag and one deer among all the deer, and leave the rest.
Some sorts of animal he passed over altogether. But the pairs which he had touched instantly
left their own kinds and followed him. At last he stood still and all the creatures whom he had
touched came and stood in a wide circle around him. The others whom he had not touched
began to wander away. Their noises faded gradually into the distance. The chosen beasts who
remained were now utterly silent, all with their eyes fixed intently upon the Lion. The cat-like ones
gave an occasional twitch of the tail but otherwise all were still. For the first time that day there
was complete silence, except for the noise of running water. Digory’s heart beat wildly; he knew
something very solemn was going to be done. He had not forgotten about his Mother, but he
knew jolly well that, even for her, he couldn’t interrupt a thing like this.The Lion, whose eyes
never blinked, stared at the animals as hard as if he was going to burn them up with his mere
stare. And gradually a change came over them. The smaller ones—the rabbits, moles, and such-
like—grew a good deal larger. The very big ones—you noticed it most with the elephants—grew
a little smaller. Many animals sat up on their hind legs. Most put their heads on one side as if
they were trying very hard to understand. The Lion opened his mouth, but no sound came from
it; he was breathing out, a long, warm breath; it seemed to sway all the beasts as the wind sways
a line of trees. Far overhead from beyond the veil of blue sky which hid them the stars sang



again; a pure, cold, difficult music. Then there came a swift flash like fire (but it burnt nobody)
either from the sky or from the Lion itself, and every drop of blood tingled in the children’s
bodies, and the deepest, wildest voice they had ever heard was saying:“Narnia, Narnia, Narnia,
awake. Love. Think. Speak. Be walking trees. Be talking beasts. Be divine waters.”Chapter
TenThe First Joke and Other MattersIT WAS OF COURSE THE LION’S VOICE. THE
CHILDREN had long felt sure that he could speak: yet it was a lovely and terrible shock when he
did.Out of the trees wild people stepped forth, gods and goddesses of the wood; with them
came Fauns and Satyrs and Dwarfs. Out of the river rose the river god with his Naiad daughters.
And all these and all the beasts and birds in their different voices, low or high or thick or clear,
replied:“Hail, Aslan. We hear and obey. We are awake. We love. We think. We speak. We
know.”“But please, we don’t know very much yet,” said a nosey and snorty kind of voice. And that
really did make the children jump, for it was the cab-horse who had spoken.“Good old
Strawberry,” said Polly. “I am glad he was one of the ones picked out to be a Talking Beast.” And
the Cabby, who was now standing beside the children, said, “Strike me pink. I always did say
that ’oss ’ad a lot of sense, though.”“Creatures, I give you yourselves,” said the strong, happy
voice of Aslan. “I give to you forever this land of Narnia. I give you the woods, the fruits, the rivers.
I give you the stars and I give you myself. The Dumb Beasts whom I have not chosen are yours
also. Treat them gently and cherish them but do not go back to their ways lest you cease to be
Talking Beasts. For out of them you were taken and into them you can return. Do not so.”“No,
Aslan, we won’t, we won’t,” said everyone. But one perky jackdaw added in a loud voice, “No
fear!” and everyone else had finished just before he said it so that his words came out quite clear
in a dead silence; and perhaps you have found out how awful that can be—say, at a party. The
Jackdaw became so embarrassed that it hid its head under its wing as if it were going to sleep.
And all the other animals began making various queer noises which are their ways of laughing
and which, of course, no one has ever heard in our world. They tried at first to repress it, but
Aslan said:“Laugh and fear not, creatures. Now that you are no longer dumb and witless, you
need not always be grave. For jokes as well as justice come in with speech.”So they all let
themselves go. And there was such merriment that the Jackdaw himself plucked up courage
again and perched on the cab-horse’s head, between its ears, clapping its wings, and
said:“Aslan! Aslan! Have I made the first joke? Will everybody always be told how I made the first
joke?”“No, little friend,” said the Lion. “You have not made the first joke; you have only been the
first joke.” Then everyone laughed more than ever; but the Jackdaw didn’t mind and laughed just
as loud till the horse shook its head and the Jackdaw lost its balance and fell off, but
remembered its wings (they were still new to it) before it reached the ground.“And now,” said
Aslan, “Narnia is established. We must next take thought for keeping it safe. I will call some of
you to my council. Come hither to me, you the chief Dwarf, and you the River-god, and you Oak
and the He-Owl, and both the Ravens and the Bull-Elephant. We must talk together. For though
the world is not five hours old an evil has already entered it.”The creatures he had named came
forward and he turned away eastward with them. The others all began talking, saying things like



“What did he say had entered the world?—A Neevil—What’s a Neevil?—No, he didn’t say a
Neevil, he said a weevil—Well, what’s that?”“Look here,” said Digory to Polly, “I’ve got to go after
him—Aslan, I mean, the Lion. I must speak to him.”“Do you think we can?” said Polly. “I wouldn’t
dare.”“I’ve got to,” said Digory. “It’s about Mother. If anyone could give me something that would
do her good, it would be him.”“I’ll come along with you,” said the Cabby. “I liked the looks of ’im.
And I don’t reckon these other beasts will go for us. And I want a word with old Strawberry.”So all
three of them stepped out boldly—or as boldly as they could—toward the assembly of animals.
The creatures were so busy talking to one another and making friends that they didn’t notice the
three humans until they were very close; nor did they hear Uncle Andrew, who was standing
trembling in his buttoned boots a good way off and shouting (but by no means at the top of his
voice).“Digory! Come back! Come back at once when you’re told. I forbid you to go a step
further.”When at last they were right in among the animals, the animals all stopped talking and
stared at them.“Well?” said the He-Beaver at last, “what, in the name of Aslan, are
these?”“Please,” began Digory in rather a breathless voice, when a Rabbit said, “They’re a kind
of large lettuce, that’s my belief.”“No, we’re not, honestly we’re not,” said Polly hastily. “We’re not
at all nice to eat.”“There!” said the Mole. “They can talk. Who ever heard of a talking
lettuce?”“Perhaps they’re the Second Joke,” suggested the Jackdaw.A Panther, which had been
washing its face, stopped for a moment to say, “Well, if they are, they’re nothing like so good as
the first one. At least, I don’t see anything very funny about them.” It yawned and went on with its
wash.“Oh, please,” said Digory. “I’m in such a hurry. I want to see the Lion.”All this time the Cabby
had been trying to catch Strawberry’s eye. Now he did. “Now, Strawberry, old boy,” he said. “You
know me. You ain’t going to stand there and say as you don’t know me.”“What’s the Thing talking
about, Horse?” said several voices.“Well,” said Strawberry very slowly, “I don’t exactly know, I
think most of us don’t know much about anything yet. But I’ve a sort of idea I’ve seen a thing like
this before. I’ve a feeling I lived somewhere else—or was something else—before Aslan woke us
all up a few minutes ago. It’s all very muddled. Like a dream. But there were things like these
three in the dream.”“What?” said the Cabby. “Not know me? Me what used to bring you a hot
mash of an evening when you was out of sorts? Me what rubbed you down proper? Me what
never forgot to put your cloth on you if you was standing in the cold? I wouldn’t ’ave thought it of
you, Strawberry.”“It does begin to come back,” said the Horse thoughtfully. “Yes. Let me think
now, let me think. Yes, you used to tie a horrid black thing behind me and then hit me to make
me run, and however far I ran this black thing would always be coming rattle-rattle behind
me.”“We ’ad our living to earn, see,” said the Cabby. “Yours the same as mine. And if there ’adn’t
been no work and no whip there’d ’ave been no stable, no hay, no mash, and no oats. For you
did get a taste of oats when I could afford ’em, which no one can deny.”“Oats?” said the Horse,
pricking up his ears. “Yes, I remember something about that. Yes, I remember more and more.
You were always sitting up somewhere behind, and I was always running in front, pulling you and
the black thing. I know I did all the work.”“Summer, I grant you,” said the Cabby. “ ’Ot work for you
and a cool seat for me. But what about winter, old boy, when you was keeping yourself warm and



I was sitting up there with my feet like ice and my nose fair pinched off me with the wind, and my
’ands that numb I couldn’t ’ardly ’old the reins?”“It was a hard, cruel country,” said Strawberry.
“There was no grass. All hard stones.”“Too true, mate, too true!” said the Cabby. “A ’ard world it
was. I always did say those paving-stones weren’t fair on any ’oss. That’s Lunn’on, that is. I didn’t
like it no more than what you did. You were a country ’oss, and I was a country man. Used to sing
in the choir, I did, down at ’ome. But there wasn’t a living for me there.”“Oh please, please,” said
Digory. “Could we get on? The Lion’s getting further and further away. And I do want to speak to
him so dreadfully badly.”“Look ’ere, Strawberry,” said the Cabby. “This young gen’leman ’as
something on his mind that he wants to talk to the Lion about; ’im you call Aslan. Suppose you
was to let ’im ride on your back (which ’e’d take it very kindly) and trot ’im over to where the Lion
is. And me and the little girl will be following along.”“Ride?” said Strawberry. “Oh, I remember
now. That means sitting on my back. I remember there used to be a little one of you two-leggers
who used to do that long ago. He used to have little hard, square lumps of some white stuff that
he gave me. They tasted—oh, wonderful, sweeter than grass.”“Ah, that’d be sugar,” said the
Cabby.“Please, Strawberry,” begged Digory, “do, do let me get up and take me to Aslan.”“Well, I
don’t mind,” said the Horse. “Not for once in a way. Up you get.”“Good old Strawberry,” said the
Cabby. “’Ere, young ’un, I’ll give you a lift.” Digory was soon on Strawberry’s back, and quite
comfortable, for he had ridden bare-back before on his own pony.“Now, do gee up, Strawberry,”
he said.“You don’t happen to have a bit of that white stuff about you, I suppose?” said the
Horse.“No. I’m afraid I haven’t,” said Digory.“Well, it can’t be helped,” said Strawberry, and off
they went.At that moment a large Bulldog, who had been sniffing and staring very hard,
said:“Look! Isn’t there another of these queer creatures—over there, beside the river, under the
trees?”Then all the animals looked and saw Uncle Andrew, standing very still among the
rhododendrons and hoping he wouldn’t be noticed.“Come on!” said several voices. “Let’s go and
find out.” So, while Strawberry was briskly trotting away with Digory in one direction (and Polly
and the Cabby were following on foot) most of the creatures rushed toward Uncle Andrew with
roars, barks, grunts, and various noises of cheerful interest.We must now go back a bit and
explain what the whole scene had looked like from Uncle Andrew’s point of view. It had not made
at all the same impression on him as on the Cabby and the children. For what you see and hear
depends a good deal on where you are standing: it also depends on what sort of person you
are.Ever since the animals had first appeared, Uncle Andrew had been shrinking further and
further back into the thicket. He watched them very hard of course; but he wasn’t really
interested in seeing what they were doing, only in seeing whether they were going to make a
rush at him. Like the Witch, he was dreadfully practical. He simply didn’t notice that Aslan was
choosing one pair out of every kind of beasts. All he saw, or thought he saw, was a lot of
dangerous wild animals walking vaguely about. And he kept on wondering why the other animals
didn’t run away from the big Lion.When the great moment came and the Beasts spoke, he
missed the whole point; for a rather interesting reason. When the Lion had first begun singing,
long ago when it was still quite dark, he had realized that the noise was a song. And he had



disliked the song very much. It made him think and feel things he did not want to think and feel.
Then, when the sun rose and he saw that the singer was a lion (“only a lion,” as he said to
himself) he tried his hardest to make believe that it wasn’t singing and never had been singing—
only roaring as any lion might in a zoo in our own world. “Of course it can’t really have been
singing,” he thought, “I must have imagined it. I’ve been letting my nerves get out of order. Who
ever heard of a lion singing?” And the longer and more beautiful the Lion sang, the harder Uncle
Andrew tried to make himself believe that he could hear nothing but roaring. Now the trouble
about trying to make yourself stupider than you really are is that you very often succeed. Uncle
Andrew did. He soon did hear nothing but roaring in Aslan’s song. Soon he couldn’t have heard
anything else even if he had wanted to. And when at last the Lion spoke and said, “Narnia,
awake,” he didn’t hear any words: he heard only a snarl. And when the Beasts spoke in answer,
he heard only barkings, growlings, bayings, and howlings. And when they laughed—well, you
can imagine. That was worse for Uncle Andrew than anything that had happened yet. Such a
horrid, bloodthirsty din of hungry and angry brutes he had never heard in his life. Then, to his
utter rage and horror, he saw the other three humans actually walking out into the open to meet
the animals.“The fools!” he said to himself. “Now those brutes will eat the rings along with the
children and I’ll never be able to get home again. What a selfish little boy that Digory is! And the
others are just as bad. If they want to throw away their own lives, that’s their business. But what
about me? They don’t seem to think of that. No one thinks of me.”Finally, when a whole crowd of
animals came rushing toward him, he turned and ran for his life. And now anyone could see that
the air of that young world was really doing the old gentleman good. In London he had been far
too old to run: now, he ran at a speed which would have made him certain to win the hundred
yards’ race at any Prep school in England. His coat-tails flying out behind him were a fine sight.
But of course it was no use. Many of the animals behind him were swift ones; it was the first run
they had ever taken in their lives and they were all longing to use their new muscles. “After him!
After him!” they shouted. “Perhaps he’s that Neevil! Tally-ho! Tantivy! Cut him off! Round him up!
Keep it up! Hurrah!”In a very few minutes some of them got ahead of him. They lined up in a row
and barred his way. Others hemmed him in from behind. Wherever he looked he saw terrors.
Antlers of great elks and the huge face of an elephant towered over him. Heavy, serious-minded
bears and boars grunted behind him. Cool-looking leopards and panthers with sarcastic faces
(as he thought) stared at him and waved their tails. What struck him most of all was the number
of open mouths. The animals had really opened their mouths to pant; he thought they had
opened their mouths to eat him.Uncle Andrew stood trembling and swaying this way and that.
He had never liked animals at the best of times, being usually rather afraid of them; and of
course years of doing cruel experiments on animals had made him hate and fear them far
more.“Now, sir,” said the Bulldog in his business-like way, “are you animal, vegetable, or
mineral?” That was what it really said; but all Uncle Andrew heard was “Gr-r-r-arrh-ow!”Chapter
ElevenDigory and His Uncle Are Both in TroubleYOU MAY THINK THE ANIMALS WERE VERY
STUPID not to see at once that Uncle Andrew was the same kind of creature as the two children



and the Cabby. But you must remember that the animals knew nothing about clothes. They
thought that Polly’s frock and Digory’s Norfolk suit and the Cabby’s bowler hat were as much
parts of them as their own fur and feathers. They wouldn’t have known even that those three
were all of the same kind if they hadn’t spoken to them and if Strawberry had not seemed to
think so. And Uncle Andrew was a great deal taller than the children and a good deal thinner
than the Cabby. He was all in black except for his white waistcoat (not very white by now), and
the great gray mop of his hair (now very wild indeed) didn’t look to them like anything they had
seen in the three other humans. So it was only natural that they should be puzzled. Worst of all,
he didn’t seem to be able to talk.He had tried to. When the Bulldog spoke to him (or, as he
thought, first snarled and then growled at him) he held out his shaking hand and gasped “Good
Doggie, then, poor old fellow.” But the beasts could not understand him any more than he could
understand them. They didn’t hear any words: only a vague sizzling noise. Perhaps it was just as
well they didn’t, for no dog that I ever knew, least of all a Talking Dog of Narnia, likes being called
a Good Doggie then; any more than you would like being called My Little Man.Then Uncle
Andrew dropped down in a dead faint.“There!” said a Warthog, “it’s only a tree. I always thought
so.” (Remember, they had never yet seen a faint or even a fall.)The Bulldog, who had been
sniffing Uncle Andrew all over, raised its head and said, “It’s an animal. Certainly an animal. And
probably the same kind as those other ones.”“I don’t see that,” said one of the Bears. “An animal
wouldn’t just roll over like that. We’re animals and we don’t roll over. We stand up. Like this.” He
rose to his hind legs, took a step backward, tripped over a low branch and fell flat on his
back.“The Third Joke, the Third Joke, the Third Joke!” said the Jackdaw in great excitement.“I
still think it’s a sort of tree,” said the Warthog.“If it’s a tree,” said the other Bear, “there might be a
bees’ nest in it.”“I’m sure it’s not a tree,” said the Badger. “I had a sort of idea it was trying to
speak before it toppled over.”“That was only the wind in its branches,” said the Warthog.“You
surely don’t mean,” said the Jackdaw to the Badger, “that you think it’s a talking animal! It didn’t
say any words.”“And yet, you know,” said the Elephant (the She-Elephant, of course; her
husband, as you remember, had been called away by Aslan). “And yet, you know, it might be an
animal of some kind. Mightn’t the whitish lump at this end be a sort of face? And couldn’t those
holes be eyes and a mouth? No nose, of course. But then—ahem—one mustn’t be narrow-
minded. Very few of us have what could exactly be called a Nose.” She squinted down the length
of her own trunk with pardonable pride.“I object to that remark very strongly,” said the
Bulldog.“The Elephant is quite right,” said the Tapir.“I tell you what!” said the Donkey brightly,
“perhaps it’s an animal that can’t talk but thinks it can.”“Can it be made to stand up?” said the
Elephant thoughtfully. She took the limp form of Uncle Andrew gently in her trunk and set him up
on end: upside down, unfortunately, so that two half-sovereigns, three half-crowns, and a
sixpence fell out of his pocket. But it was no use. Uncle Andrew merely collapsed again.“There!”
said several voices. “It isn’t an animal at all. It’s not alive.”“I tell you, it is an animal,” said the
Bulldog. “Smell it for yourself.”“Smelling isn’t everything,” said the Elephant.“Why,” said the
Bulldog, “if a fellow can’t trust his nose, what is he to trust?”“Well, his brains perhaps,” she



replied mildly.“I object to that remark very strongly,” said the Bulldog.“Well, we must do
something about it,” said the Elephant. “Because it may be the Neevil, and it must be shown to
Aslan. What do most of us think? Is it an animal or something of the tree kind?”“Tree! Tree!” said
a dozen voices.“Very well,” said the Elephant. “Then, if it’s a tree it wants to be planted. We must
dig a hole.”The two Moles settled that part of the business pretty quickly. There was some
dispute as to which way up Uncle Andrew ought to be put into the hole, and he had a very
narrow escape from being put in head foremost. Several animals said his legs must be his
branches and therefore the gray, fluffy thing (they meant his head) must be his root. But then
others said that the forked end of him was the muddier and that it spread out more, as roots
ought to do. So finally he was planted right way up. When they had patted down the earth it
came up above his knees.“It looks dreadfully withered,” said the Donkey.“Of course it wants
some watering,” said the Elephant. “I think I might say (meaning no offense to anyone present)
that, perhaps, for that sort of work, my kind of nose—”“I object to that remark very strongly,” said
the Bulldog. But the Elephant walked quietly to the river, filled her trunk with water, and came
back to attend to Uncle Andrew. The sagacious animal went on doing this till gallons of water
had been squirted over him, and water was running out of the skirts of his frock-coat as if he had
been for a bath with all his clothes on. In the end it revived him. He awoke from his faint. What a
wakening it was! But we must leave him to think over his wicked deed (if he was likely to do
anything so sensible) and turn to more important things.Strawberry trotted on with Digory on his
back till the noise of the other animals died away, and now the little group of Aslan and his
chosen councillors was quite close. Digory knew that he couldn’t possibly break in on so solemn
a meeting, but there was no need to do so. At a word from Aslan, the He-Elephant, the Ravens,
and all the rest of them drew aside. Digory slipped off the horse and found himself face to face
with Aslan. And Aslan was bigger and more beautiful and more brightly golden and more terrible
than he had thought. He dared not look into the great eyes.“Please—Mr. Lion—Aslan—Sir,” said
Digory, “could you—may I—please, will you give me some magic fruit of this country to make
Mother well?”He had been desperately hoping that the Lion would say “Yes”; he had been
horribly afraid it might say “No.” But he was taken aback when it did neither.“This is the Boy,” said
Aslan, looking, not at Digory, but at his councillors. “This is the Boy who did it.”“Oh dear,” thought
Digory, “what have I done now?”“Son of Adam,” said the Lion. “There is an evil Witch abroad in
my new land of Narnia. Tell these good Beasts how she came here.”A dozen different things that
he might say flashed through Digory’s mind, but he had the sense to say nothing except the
exact truth.“I brought her, Aslan,” he answered in a low voice.“For what purpose?”“I wanted to
get her out of my own world back into her own. I thought I was taking her back to her own
place.”“How came she to be in your world, Son of Adam?”“By—by Magic.”The Lion said nothing
and Digory knew that he had not told enough.“It was my Uncle, Aslan,” he said. “He sent us out
of our own world by magic rings, at least I had to go because he sent Polly first, and then we met
the Witch in a place called Charn and she just held on to us when—”“You met the Witch?” said
Aslan in a low voice which had the threat of a growl in it.“She woke up,” said Digory wretchedly.



And then, turning very white, “I mean, I woke her. Because I wanted to know what would happen
if I struck a bell. Polly didn’t want to. It wasn’t her fault. I—I fought her. I know I shouldn’t have. I
think I was a bit enchanted by the writing under the bell.”“Do you?” asked Aslan; still speaking
very low and deep.“No,” said Digory. “I see now I wasn’t. I was only pretending.”There was a long
pause. And Digory was thinking all the time, “I’ve spoiled everything. There’s no chance of
getting anything for Mother now.”When the Lion spoke again, it was not to Digory.“You see,
friends,” he said, “that before the new, clean world I gave you is seven hours old, a force of evil
has already entered it; waked and brought hither by this Son of Adam.” The Beasts, even
Strawberry, all turned their eyes on Digory till he felt that he wished the ground would swallow
him up. “But do not be cast down,” said Aslan, still speaking to the Beasts. “Evil will come of that
evil, but it is still a long way off, and I will see to it that the worst falls upon myself. In the
meantime, let us take such order that for many hundred years yet this shall be a merry land in a
merry world. And as Adam’s race has done the harm, Adam’s race shall help to heal it. Draw
near, you other two.”The last words were spoken to Polly and the Cabby who had now arrived.
Polly, all eyes and mouth, was staring at Aslan and holding the Cabby’s hand rather tightly. The
Cabby gave one glance at the Lion, and took off his bowler hat: no one had yet seen him without
it. When it was off, he looked younger and nicer, and more like a countryman and less like a
London cabman.“Son,” said Aslan to the Cabby, “I have known you long. Do you know
me?”“Well, no, sir,” said the Cabby. “Leastways, not in an ordinary manner of speaking. Yet I feel
somehow, if I may make so free, as ’ow we’ve met before.”“It is well,” said the Lion. “You know
better than you think you know, and you shall live to know me better yet. How does this land
please you?”“It’s a fair treat, sir,” said the Cabby.“Would you like to live here always?”“Well, you
see sir, I’m a married man,” said the Cabby. “If my wife was here neither of us would ever want to
go back to London, I reckon. We’re both country folks, really.”Aslan threw up his shaggy head,
opened his mouth, and uttered a long, single note; not very loud, but full of power. Polly’s heart
jumped in her body when she heard it. She felt sure that it was a call, and that anyone who heard
that call would want to obey it and (what’s more) would be able to obey it, however many worlds
and ages lay between. And so, though she was filled with wonder, she was not really astonished
or shocked when all of a sudden a young woman, with a kind, honest face stepped out of
nowhere and stood beside her. Polly knew at once that it was the Cabby’s wife, fetched out of
our world not by any tiresome magic rings, but quickly, simply and sweetly as a bird flies to its
nest. The young woman had apparently been in the middle of a washing day, for she wore an
apron, her sleeves were rolled up to the elbow, and there were soapsuds on her hands. If she
had had time to put on her good clothes (her best hat had imitation cherries on it) she would
have looked dreadful; as it was, she looked rather nice.Of course she thought she was dreaming.
That was why she didn’t rush across to her husband and ask him what on earth had happened
to them both. But when she looked at the Lion she didn’t feel quite so sure it was a dream, yet for
some reason she did not appear to be very frightened. Then she dropped a little half curtsey, as
some country girls still knew how to do in those days. After that, she went and put her hand in



the Cabby’s and stood there looking round her a little shyly.“My children,” said Aslan, fixing his
eyes on both of them, “you are to be the first King and Queen of Narnia.”The Cabby opened his
mouth in astonishment, and his wife turned very red.“You shall rule and name all these
creatures, and do justice among them, and protect them from their enemies when enemies
arise. And enemies will arise, for there is an evil Witch in this world.”The Cabby swallowed hard
two or three times and cleared his throat.“Begging your pardon, sir,” he said, “and thanking you
very much I’m sure (which my Missus does the same) but I ain’t no sort of a chap for a job like
that. I never ’ad much eddycation, you see.”“Well,” said Aslan, “can you use a spade and a plow
and raise food out of the earth?”“Yes, sir, I could do a bit of that sort of work: being brought up to
it, like.”“Can you rule these creatures kindly and fairly, remembering that they are not slaves like
the dumb beasts of the world you were born in, but Talking Beasts and free subjects?”“I see that,
sir,” replied the Cabby. “I’d try to do the square thing by them all.”“And would you bring up your
children and grandchildren to do the same?”“It’d be up to me to try, sir. I’d do my best: wouldn’t
we, Nellie?”“And you wouldn’t have favorites either among your own children or among the other
creatures, or let any hold another under or use it hardly?”“I never could abide such goings on,
sir, and that’s the truth. I’d give ’em what for if I caught ’em at it,” said the Cabby. (All through this
conversation his voice was growing slower and richer. More like the country voice he must have
had as a boy and less like the sharp, quick voice of a cockney.)“And if enemies came against the
land (for enemies will arise) and there was war, would you be the first in the charge and the last
in the retreat?”“Well, sir,” said the Cabby very slowly, “a chap don’t exactly know till he’s been
tried. I dare say I might turn out ever such a soft ’un. Never did no fighting except with my fists. I’d
try—that is, I ’ope I’d try—to do my bit.”“Then,” said Aslan, “you will have done all that a King
should do. Your coronation will be held presently. And you and your children and grandchildren
shall be blessed, and some will be Kings of Narnia, and others will be Kings of Archenland
which lies yonder over the Southern Mountains. And you, little Daughter” (here he turned to
Polly) “are welcome. Have you forgiven the Boy for the violence he did you in the Hall of Images
in the desolate palace of accursed Charn?”“Yes, Aslan, we’ve made it up,” said Polly.“That is
well,” said Aslan. “And now for the Boy himself.”Chapter TwelveStrawberry’s AdventureDIGORY
KEPT HIS MOUTH VERY TIGHT SHUT. HE HAD been growing more and more uncomfortable.
He hoped that, whatever happened, he wouldn’t blub or do anything ridiculous.“Son of Adam,”
said Aslan. “Are you ready to undo the wrong that you have done to my sweet country of Narnia
on the very day of its birth?”“Well, I don’t see what I can do,” said Digory. “You see, the Queen
ran away and—”“I asked, are you ready?” said the Lion.“Yes,” said Digory. He had had for a
second some wild idea of saying, “I’ll try to help you if you’ll promise to help my Mother,” but he
realized in time that the Lion was not at all the sort of person one could try to make bargains
with. But when he had said “Yes,” he thought of his Mother, and he thought of the great hopes he
had had, and how they were all dying away, and a lump came in his throat and tears in his eyes,
and he blurted out:“But please, please—won’t you—can’t you give me something that will cure
Mother?” Up till then he had been looking at the Lion’s great feet and the huge claws on them;



now, in his despair, he looked up at its face. What he saw surprised him as much as anything in
his whole life. For the tawny face was bent down near his own and (wonder of wonders) great
shining tears stood in the Lion’s eyes. They were such big, bright tears compared with Digory’s
own that for a moment he felt as if the Lion must really be sorrier about his Mother than he was
himself.“My son, my son,” said Aslan. “I know. Grief is great. Only you and I in this land know that
yet. Let us be good to one another. But I have to think of hundreds of years in the life of Narnia.
The Witch whom you have brought into this world will come back to Narnia again. But it need not
be yet. It is my wish to plant in Narnia a tree that she will not dare to approach, and that tree will
protect Narnia from her for many years. So this land shall have a long, bright morning before any
clouds come over the sun. You must get me the seed from which that tree is to grow.”“Yes, sir,”
said Digory. He didn’t know how it was to be done but he felt quite sure now that he would be
able to do it. The Lion drew a deep breath, stooped its head even lower and gave him a Lion’s
kiss. And at once Digory felt that new strength and courage had gone into him.“Dear son,” said
Aslan, “I will tell you what you must do. Turn and look to the West and tell me what do you see?”“I
see terribly big mountains, Aslan,” said Digory. “I see this river coming down cliffs in a waterfall.
And beyond the cliff there are high green hills with forests. And beyond those there are higher
ranges that look almost black. And then, far away, there are big snowy mountains all heaped up
together—like pictures of the Alps. And behind those there’s nothing but the sky.”“You see well,”
said the Lion. “Now the land of Narnia ends where the waterfall comes down, and once you have
reached the top of the cliffs you will be out of Narnia and into the Western Wild. You must journey
through those mountains till you find a green valley with a blue lake in it, walled round by
mountains of ice. At the end of the lake there is a steep, green hill. On the top of that hill there is
a garden. In the center of that garden is a tree. Pluck an apple from that tree and bring it back to
me.”“Yes, sir,” said Digory again. He hadn’t the least idea of how he was to climb the cliff and find
his way among all the mountains, but he didn’t like to say that for fear it would sound like making
excuses. But he did say, “I hope, Aslan, you’re not in a hurry. I shan’t be able to get there and
back very quickly.”“Little son of Adam, you shall have help,” said Aslan. He then turned to the
Horse who had been standing quietly beside them all this time, swishing his tail to keep the flies
off, and listening with his head on one side as if the conversation were a little difficult to
understand.“My dear,” said Aslan to the Horse, “would you like to be a winged horse?”You
should have seen how the Horse shook its mane and how its nostrils widened, and the little tap it
gave the ground with one back hoof. Clearly it would very much like to be a winged horse. But it
only said:“If you wish, Aslan—if you really mean—I don’t know why it should be me—I’m not a
very clever horse.”“Be winged. Be the father of all flying horses,” roared Aslan in a voice that
shook the ground. “Your name is Fledge.”The horse shied, just as it might have shied in the old,
miserable days when it pulled a hansom. Then it roared. It strained its neck back as if there were
a fly biting its shoulders and it wanted to scratch them.And then, just as the beasts had burst out
of the earth, there burst out from the shoulders of Fledge wings that spread and grew, larger
than eagles’, larger than swans’, larger than angels’ wings in church windows. The feathers



shone chestnut color and copper color. He gave a great sweep with them and leaped into the air.
Twenty feet above Aslan and Digory he snorted, neighed, and curvetted. Then, after circling
once round them, he dropped to the earth, all four hoofs together, looking awkward and
surprised, but extremely pleased.“Is it good, Fledge?” said Aslan.“It is very good, Aslan,” said
Fledge.“Will you carry this little son of Adam on your back to the mountain valley I spoke
of?”“What? Now? At once?” said Strawberry—or Fledge, as we must now call him—“Hurrah!
Come on, little one, I’ve had things like you on my back before. Long, long ago. When there were
green fields; and sugar.”“What are the two daughters of Eve whispering about?” said Aslan,
turning very suddenly on Polly and the Cabby’s wife, who had in fact been making friends.“If you
please, sir,” said Queen Helen (for that is what Nellie the cabman’s wife now was), “I think the
little girl would love to go too, if it weren’t no trouble.”“What does Fledge say about that?” asked
the Lion.“Oh, I don’t mind two, not when they’re little ones,” said Fledge. “But I hope the Elephant
doesn’t want to come as well.”The Elephant had no such wish, and the new King of Narnia
helped both the children up: that is, he gave Digory a rough heave and set Polly as gently and
daintily on the horse’s back as if she were made of china and might break. “There they are,
Strawberry—Fledge, I should say. This is a rum go.”“Do not fly too high,” said Aslan. “Do not try
to go over the tops of the great ice-mountains. Look out for the valleys, the green places, and fly
through them. There will always be a way through. And now, be gone with my blessing.”“Oh
Fledge!” said Digory, leaning forward to pat the Horse’s glossy neck. “This is fun. Hold on to me
tight, Polly.”Next moment the country dropped away beneath them, and whirled round as Fledge,
like a huge pigeon, circled once or twice before setting off on his long westward flight. Looking
down, Polly could hardly see the King and the Queen, and even Aslan himself was only a bright
yellow spot on the green grass. Soon the wind was in their faces and Fledge’s wings settled
down to a steady beat.All Narnia, many-colored with lawns and rocks and heather and different
sorts of trees, lay spread out below them, the river winding through it like a ribbon of quicksilver.
They could already see over the tops of the low hills which lay northward on their right; beyond
those hills a great moorland sloped gently up and up to the horizon. On their left the mountains
were much higher, but every now and then there was a gap when you could see, between steep
pine woods, a glimpse of the southern lands that lay beyond them, looking blue and far
away.“That’ll be where Archenland is,” said Polly.“Yes, but look ahead!” said Digory.For now a
great barrier of cliffs rose before them and they were almost dazzled by the sunlight dancing on
the great waterfall by which the river roars and sparkles down into Narnia itself from the high
western lands in which it rises. They were flying so high already that the thunder of those falls
could only just be heard as a small, thin sound, but they were not yet high enough to fly over the
top of the cliffs.“We’ll have to do a bit of zig-zagging here,” said Fledge. “Hold on tight.”He began
flying to and fro, getting higher at each turn. The air grew colder, and they heard the call of
eagles far below them.“I say, look back! Look behind,” said Polly.There they could see the whole
valley of Narnia stretched out to where, just before the eastern horizon, there was a gleam of the
sea. And now they were so high that they could see tiny-looking jagged mountains appearing



beyond the northwest moors, and plains of what looked like sand far in the south.“I wish we had
someone to tell us what all those places are,” said Digory.“I don’t suppose they’re anywhere yet,”
said Polly. “I mean, there’s no one there, and nothing happening. The world only began
today.”“No, but people will get there,” said Digory. “And then they’ll have histories, you
know.”“Well, it’s a jolly good thing they haven’t now,” said Polly. “Because nobody can be made to
learn it. Battles and dates and all that rot.”Now they were over the top of the cliffs and in a few
minutes the valley land of Narnia had sunk out of sight behind them. They were flying over a wild
country of steep hills and dark forests, still following the course of the river. The really big
mountains loomed ahead. But the sun was now in the travelers’ eyes and they couldn’t see
things very clearly in that direction. For the sun sank lower and lower till the western sky was all
like one great furnace full of melted gold; and it set at last behind a jagged peak which stood up
against the brightness as sharp and flat as if it were cut out of cardboard.“It’s none too warm up
here,” said Polly.“And my wings are beginning to ache,” said Fledge. “There’s no sign of the valley
with a Lake in it, like what Aslan said. What about coming down and looking out for a decent
spot to spend the night in? We shan’t reach that place tonight.”“Yes, and surely it’s about time for
supper?” said Digory.So Fledge came lower and lower. As they came down nearer to the earth
and among the hills, the air grew warmer and after traveling so many hours with nothing to listen
to but the beat of Fledge’s wings, it was nice to hear the homely and earthy noises again—the
chatter of the river on its stony bed and the creaking of trees in the light wind. A warm, good
smell of sun-baked earth and grass and flowers came up to them. At last Fledge alighted. Digory
rolled off and helped Polly to dismount. Both were glad to stretch their stiff legs.The valley in
which they had come down was in the heart of the mountains; snowy heights, one of them
looking rose-red in the reflections of the sunset, towered above them.“I am hungry,” said
Digory.“Well, tuck in,” said Fledge, taking a big mouthful of grass. Then he raised his head, still
chewing and with bits of grass sticking out on each side of his mouth like whiskers, and said,
“Come on, you two. Don’t be shy. There’s plenty for us all.”“But we can’t eat grass,” said
Digory.“H’m, h’m,” said Fledge, speaking with his mouth full. “Well—h’m—don’t know quite what
you’ll do then. Very good grass too.”Polly and Digory stared at one another in dismay.“Well, I do
think someone might have arranged about our meals,” said Digory.“I’m sure Aslan would have, if
you’d asked him,” said Fledge.“Wouldn’t he know without being asked?” said Polly.“I’ve no doubt
he would,” said the Horse (still with his mouth full). “But I’ve a sort of idea he likes to be
asked.”“But what on earth are we to do?” asked Digory.“I’m sure I don’t know,” said Fledge.
“Unless you try the grass. You might like it better than you think.”“Oh, don’t be silly,” said Polly,
stamping her foot. “Of course humans can’t eat grass, any more than you could eat a mutton
chop.”“For goodness’ sake don’t talk about chops and things,” said Digory. “It only makes it
worse.”Digory said that Polly had better take herself home by ring and get something to eat
there; he couldn’t himself because he had promised to go straight on his message for Aslan,
and, if once he showed up again at home, anything might happen to prevent his getting back.
But Polly said she wouldn’t leave him, and Digory said it was jolly decent of her.“I say,” said Polly,



“I’ve still got the remains of that bag of toffee in my jacket. It’ll be better than nothing.”“A lot
better,” said Digory. “But be careful to get your hand into your pocket without touching your
ring.”This was a difficult and delicate job but they managed it in the end. The little paper bag was
very squashy and sticky when they finally got it out, so that it was more a question of tearing the
bag off the toffees than of getting the toffees out of the bag. Some grown-ups (you know how
fussy they can be about that sort of thing) would rather have gone without supper altogether
than eaten those toffees. There were nine of them all told. It was Digory who had the bright idea
of eating four each and planting the ninth; for, as he said, “if the bar off the lamp-post turned into
a little light-tree, why shouldn’t this turn into a toffee-tree?” So they dibbled a small hole in the
turf and buried the piece of toffee. Then they ate the other pieces, making them last as long as
they could. It was a poor meal, even with all the paper they couldn’t help eating as well.When
Fledge had quite finished his own excellent supper he lay down. The children came and sat one
on each side of him leaning against his warm body, and when he had spread a wing over each
they were really quite snug. As the bright young stars of that new world came out they talked
over everything: how Digory had hoped to get something for his Mother and how, instead of that,
he had been sent on this message. And they repeated to one another all the signs by which they
would know the places they were looking for—the blue lake and the hill with a garden on top of it.
The talk was just beginning to slow down as they got sleepy, when suddenly Polly sat up wide
awake and said, “Hush!”Everyone listened as hard as they could.“Perhaps it was only the wind
in the trees,” said Digory presently.“I’m not so sure,” said Fledge. “Anyway—wait! There it goes
again. By Aslan, it is something.”The horse scrambled to its feet with a great noise and a great
upheaval; the children were already on theirs. Fledge trotted to and fro, sniffing and whinnying.
The children tiptoed this way and that, looking behind every bush and tree. They kept on thinking
they saw things, and there was one time when Polly was perfectly certain she had seen a tall,
dark figure gliding quickly away in a westerly direction. But they caught nothing and in the end
Fledge lay down again and the children re-snuggled (if that is the right word) under his wings.
They went to sleep at once. Fledge stayed awake much longer, moving his ears to and fro in the
darkness and sometimes giving a little shiver with his skin as if a fly had lighted on him: but in the
end he too slept.Chapter ThirteenAn Unexpected Meeting“WAKE UP, DIGORY, WAKE UP,
FLEDGE,” CAME THE VOICE of Polly. “It has turned into a toffee-tree. And it’s the loveliest
morning.”The low early sunshine was streaming through the wood and the grass was gray with
dew and the cobwebs were like silver. Just beside them was a little, very dark-wooded tree,
about the size of an apple tree. The leaves were whitish and rather papery, like the herb called
honesty, and it was loaded with little brown fruits that looked rather like dates.“Hurrah!” said
Digory. “But I’m going to have a dip first.” He rushed through a flowering thicket or two down to
the river’s edge. Have you ever bathed in a mountain river that is running in shallow cataracts
over red and blue and yellow stones with the sun on it? It is as good as the sea: in some ways
almost better. Of course, he had to dress again without drying but it was well worth it. When he
came back, Polly went down and had her bathe; at least she said that was what she’d been



doing, but we know she was not much of a swimmer and perhaps it is best not to ask too many
questions. Fledge visited the river too but he only stood in midstream, stooping down for a long
drink of water and then shaking his mane and neighing several times.Polly and Digory got to
work on the toffee-tree. The fruit was delicious; not exactly like toffee—softer for one thing, and
juicy—but like fruit which reminded one of toffee. Fledge also made an excellent breakfast; he
tried one of the toffee fruits and liked it but said he felt more like grass at that hour in the morning.
Then with some difficulty the children got on his back and the second journey began.It was even
better than yesterday, partly because everyone was feeling so fresh, and partly because the
newly risen sun was at their backs and, of course, everything looks nicer when the light is behind
you. It was a wonderful ride. The big snowy mountains rose above them in every direction. The
valleys, far beneath them, were so green, and all the streams which tumbled down from the
glaciers into the main river were so blue, that it was like flying over gigantic pieces of jewelry.
They would have liked this part of the adventure to go on longer than it did. But quite soon they
were all sniffing the air and saying “What is it?” and “Did you smell something?” and “Where’s it
coming from?” For a heavenly smell, warm and golden, as if from all the most delicious fruits and
flowers of the world, was coming up to them from somewhere ahead.“It’s coming from that valley
with the lake in it,” said Fledge.“So it is,” said Digory. “And look! There’s a green hill at the far end
of the lake. And look how blue the water is.”“It must be the place,” said all three.Fledge came
lower and lower in wide circles. The icy peaks rose up higher and higher above. The air came up
warmer and sweeter every moment, so sweet that it almost brought the tears to your eyes.
Fledge was now gliding with his great wings spread out motionless on each side, and his hoofs
pawing for the ground. The steep green hill was rushing toward them. A moment later he alighted
on its slope, a little awkwardly. The children rolled off, fell without hurting themselves on the
warm, fine grass, and stood up, panting a little.They were about three-quarters of the way up the
hill, and set out at once to climb to the top. (I don’t think Fledge could have managed this without
his wings to balance him and to give him the help of a flutter now and then.) All round the very
top of the hill ran a high wall of green turf. Inside the wall, trees were growing. Their branches
hung out over the wall; their leaves showed not only green but also blue and silver when the
wind stirred them. When the travelers reached the top they walked nearly all the way round it
outside the green wall before they found the gates: high gates of gold, fast shut, facing due
east.Up till now I think Fledge and Polly had had the idea that they would go in with Digory. But
they thought so no longer. You never saw a place which was so obviously private. You could see
at a glance that it belonged to someone else. Only a fool would dream of going in unless he had
been sent there on very special business. Digory himself understood at once that the others
wouldn’t and couldn’t come in with him. He went forward to the gates alone.When he had come
close up to them he saw words written on the gold with silver letters; something like this:Come in
by the gold gates or not at all,Take of my fruit for others or forbear,For those who steal or those
who climb my wallShall find their heart’s desire and find despair.“Take of my fruit for others,” said
Digory to himself. “Well, that’s what I’m going to do. It means I mustn’t eat any myself, I suppose.



I don’t know what all that jaw in the last line is about. Come in by the gold gates. Well who’d want
to climb a wall if he could get in by a gate! But how do the gates open?” He laid his hand on
them and instantly they swung apart, opening inward, turning on their hinges without the least
noise.Now that he could see into the place it looked more private than ever. He went in very
solemnly, looking about him. Everything was very quiet inside. Even the fountain which rose near
the middle of the garden made only the faintest sound. The lovely smell was all round him: it was
a happy place but very serious.He knew which was the right tree at once, partly because it stood
in the very center and partly because the great silver apples with which it was loaded shone so
and cast a light of their own down on the shadowy places where the sunlight did not reach. He
walked straight across to it, picked an apple, and put it in the breast pocket of his Norfolk jacket.
But he couldn’t help looking at it and smelling it before he put it away.It would have been better if
he had not. A terrible thirst and hunger came over him and a longing to taste that fruit. He put it
hastily into his pocket; but there were plenty of others. Could it be wrong to taste one? After all,
he thought, the notice on the gate might not have been exactly an order; it might have been only
a piece of advice—and who cares about advice? Or even if it were an order, would he be
disobeying it by eating an apple? He had already obeyed the part about taking one “for
others.”While he was thinking of all this he happened to look up through the branches toward the
top of the tree. There, on a branch above his head, a wonderful bird was roosting. I say “roosting”
because it seemed almost asleep; perhaps not quite. The tiniest slit of one eye was open. It was
larger than an eagle, its breast saffron, its head crested with scarlet, and its tail purple.“And it
just shows,” said Digory afterward when he was telling the story to others, “that you can’t be too
careful in these magical places. You never know what may be watching you.” But I think Digory
would not have taken an apple for himself in any case. Things like Do Not Steal were, I think,
hammered into boys’ heads a good deal harder in those days than they are now. Still, we can
never be certain.Digory was just turning to go back to the gates when he stopped to have one
last look round. He got a terrible shock. He was not alone. There, only a few yards away from
him, stood the Witch. She was just throwing away the core of an apple which she had eaten. The
juice was darker than you would expect and had made a horrid stain round her mouth. Digory
guessed at once that she must have climbed in over the wall. And he began to see that there
might be some sense in that last line about getting your heart’s desire and getting despair along
with it. For the Witch looked stronger and prouder than ever, and even, in a way, triumphant; but
her face was deadly white, white as salt.All this flashed through Digory’s mind in a second; then
he took to his heels and ran for the gates as hard as he could pelt; the Witch after him. As soon
as he was out, the gates closed behind him of their own accord. That gave him the lead but not
for long. By the time he had reached the others and was shouting out “Quick, get on, Polly! Get
up, Fledge,” the Witch had climbed the wall, or vaulted over it, and was close behind him
again.“Stay where you are,” cried Digory, turning round to face her, “or we’ll all vanish. Don’t
come an inch nearer.”“Foolish boy,” said the Witch. “Why do you run from me? I mean you no
harm. If you do not stop and listen to me now, you will miss some knowledge that would have



made you happy all your life.”“Well, I don’t want to hear it, thanks,” said Digory. But he did.“I know
what errand you have come on,” continued the Witch. “For it was I who was close beside you in
the woods last night and heard all your counsels. You have plucked fruit in the garden yonder.
You have it in your pocket now. And you are going to carry it back, untasted, to the Lion; for him
to eat, for him to use. You simpleton! Do you know what that fruit is? I will tell you. It is the apple
of youth, the apple of life. I know, for I have tasted it; and I feel already such changes in myself
that I know I shall never grow old or die. Eat it, Boy, eat it; and you and I will both live forever and
be king and queen of this whole world—or of your world, if we decide to go back there.”“No
thanks,” said Digory, “I don’t know that I care much about living on and on after everyone I know
is dead. I’d rather live an ordinary time and die and go to Heaven.”“But what about this Mother of
yours whom you pretend to love so?”“What’s she got to do with it?” said Digory.“Do you not see,
Fool, that one bite of that apple would heal her? You have it in your pocket. We are here by
ourselves and the Lion is far away. Use your Magic and go back to your own world. A minute
later you can be at your Mother’s bedside, giving her the fruit. Five minutes later you will see the
color coming back to her face. She will tell you the pain is gone. Soon she will tell you she feels
stronger. Then she will fall asleep—think of that; hours of sweet natural sleep, without pain,
without drugs. Next day everyone will be saying how wonderfully she has recovered. Soon she
will be quite well again. All will be well again. Your home will be happy again. You will be like
other boys.”“Oh!” gasped Digory as if he had been hurt, and put his hand to his head. For he now
knew that the most terrible choice lay before him.“What has the Lion ever done for you that you
should be his slave?” said the Witch. “What can he do to you once you are back in your own
world? And what would your Mother think if she knew that you could have taken her pain away
and given her back her life and saved your Father’s heart from being broken, and that you
wouldn’t—that you’d rather run messages for a wild animal in a strange world that is no business
of yours?”“I—I don’t think he is a wild animal,” said Digory in a dried-up sort of voice. “He is—I
don’t know—”“Then he is something worse,” said the Witch. “Look what he has done to you
already; look how heartless he has made you. That is what he does to everyone who listens to
him. Cruel, pitiless boy! you would let your own Mother die rather than—”“Oh shut up,” said the
miserable Digory, still in the same voice. “Do you think I don’t see? But I—I promised.”“Ah, but
you didn’t know what you were promising. And no one here can prevent you.”“Mother herself,”
said Digory, getting the words out with difficulty, “wouldn’t like it—awfully strict about keeping
promises—and not stealing—and all that sort of thing. She’d tell me not to do it—quick as
anything—if she was here.”“But she need never know,” said the Witch, speaking more sweetly
than you would have thought anyone with so fierce a face could speak. “You wouldn’t tell her
how you’d got the apple. Your Father need never know. No one in your world need know anything
about this whole story. You needn’t take the little girl back with you, you know.”That was where
the Witch made her fatal mistake. Of course Digory knew that Polly could get away by her own
ring as easily as he could get away by his. But apparently the Witch didn’t know this. And the
meanness of the suggestion that he should leave Polly behind suddenly made all the other



things the Witch had been saying to him sound false and hollow. And even in the midst of all his
misery, his head suddenly cleared, and he said (in a different and much louder voice):“Look
here; where do you come into all this? Why are you so precious fond of my Mother all of a
sudden? What’s it got to do with you? What’s your game?”“Good for you, Digs,” whispered Polly
in his ear. “Quick! Get away now.” She hadn’t dared to say anything all through the argument
because, you see, it wasn’t her Mother who was dying.“Up then,” said Digory, heaving her on to
Fledge’s back and then scrambling up as quickly as he could. The horse spread its wings.“Go
then, Fools,” called the Witch. “Think of me, boy, when you lie old and weak and dying, and
remember how you threw away the chance of endless youth! It won’t be offered you again.”They
were already so high that they could only just hear her. Nor did the Witch waste any time gazing
up at them; they saw her set off northward down the slope of the hill.They had started early that
morning and what happened in the garden had not taken very long, so that Fledge and Polly
both said they would easily get back to Narnia before nightfall. Digory never spoke on the way
back, and the others were shy of speaking to him. He was very sad and he wasn’t even sure all
the time that he had done the right thing; but whenever he remembered the shining tears in
Aslan’s eyes he became sure.All day Fledge flew steadily with untiring wings; eastward with the
river to guide him, through the mountains and over the wild wooded hills, and then over the great
waterfall and down, and down, to where the woods of Narnia were darkened by the shadow of
the mighty cliff, till at last, when the sky was growing red with sunset behind them, he saw a
place where many creatures were gathered together by the riverside. And soon he could see
Aslan himself in the midst of them. Fledge glided down, spread out his four legs, closed his
wings, and landed cantering. Then he pulled up. The children dismounted. Digory saw all the
animals, dwarfs, satyrs, nymphs, and other things drawing back to the left and right to make way
for him. He walked up to Aslan, handed him the apple, and said:“I’ve brought you the apple you
wanted, sir.”Chapter FourteenThe Planting of the Tree“WELL DONE,” SAID ASLAN IN A VOICE
THAT MADE the earth shake. Then Digory knew that all the Narnians had heard those words
and that the story of them would be handed down from father to son in that new world for
hundreds of years and perhaps forever. But he was in no danger of feeling conceited for he
didn’t think about it at all now that he was face to face with Aslan. This time he found he could
look straight into the Lion’s eyes. He had forgotten his troubles and felt absolutely content.“Well
done, Son of Adam,” said the Lion again. “For this fruit you have hungered and thirsted and wept.
No hand but yours shall sow the seed of the tree that is to be the protection of Narnia. Throw the
apple toward the river bank where the ground is soft.”Digory did as he was told. Everyone had
grown so quiet that you could hear the soft thump where it fell into the mud.“It is well thrown,”
said Aslan. “Let us now proceed to the coronation of King Frank of Narnia and Helen his
Queen.”The children now noticed these two for the first time. They were dressed in strange and
beautiful clothes, and from their shoulders rich robes flowed out behind them to where four
dwarfs held up the King’s train and four river-nymphs the Queen’s. Their heads were bare; but
Helen had let her hair down and it made a great improvement in her appearance. But it was



neither hair nor clothes that made them look so different from their old selves. Their faces had a
new expression, especially the King’s. All the sharpness and cunning and quarrelsomeness
which he had picked up as a London cabby seemed to have been washed away, and the
courage and kindness which he had always had were easier to see. Perhaps it was the air of the
young world that had done it, or talking with Aslan, or both.“Upon my word,” whispered Fledge to
Polly. “My old master’s been changed nearly as much as I have! Why, he’s a real master
now.”“Yes, but don’t buzz in my ear like that,” said Polly. “It tickles so.”“Now,” said Aslan, “some of
you undo that tangle you have made with those trees and let us see what we shall find
there.”Digory now saw that where four trees grew close together their branches had all been
laced together or tied together with switches so as to make a sort of cage. The two Elephants
with their trunks and a few dwarfs with their little axes soon got it all undone. There were three
things inside. One was a young tree that seemed to be made of gold; the second was a young
tree that seemed to be made of silver; but the third was a miserable object in muddy clothes,
sitting hunched up between them.“Gosh!” whispered Digory. “Uncle Andrew!”To explain all this
we must go back a bit. The Beasts, you remember, had tried planting and watering him. When
the watering brought him to his senses, he found himself soaking wet, buried up to his thighs in
earth (which was quickly turning into mud) and surrounded by more wild animals than he had
ever dreamed of in his life before. It is perhaps not surprising that he began to scream and howl.
This was in a way a good thing, for it at last persuaded everyone (even the Warthog) that he was
alive. So they dug him up again (his trousers were in a really shocking state by now). As soon as
his legs were free he tried to bolt, but one swift curl of the Elephant’s trunk round his waist soon
put an end to that. Everyone now thought he must be safely kept somewhere till Aslan had time
to come and see him and say what should be done about him. So they made a sort of cage or
coop all round him. They then offered him everything they could think of to eat.The Donkey
collected great piles of thistles and threw them in, but Uncle Andrew didn’t seem to care about
them. The Squirrels bombarded him with volleys of nuts, but he only covered his head with his
hands and tried to keep out of the way. Several birds flew to and fro diligently dropping worms on
him. The Bear was especially kind. During the afternoon he found a wild bees’ nest and instead
of eating it himself (which he would very much like to have done) this worthy creature brought it
back to Uncle Andrew. But this was in fact the worst failure of all. The Bear lobbed the whole
sticky mass over the top of the enclosure and unfortunately it hit Uncle Andrew slap in the face
(not all the bees were dead). The Bear, who would not at all have minded being hit in the face by
a honeycomb himself, could not understand why Uncle Andrew staggered back, slipped, and
sat down. And it was sheer bad luck that he sat down on the pile of thistles. “And anyway,” as the
Warthog said, “quite a lot of honey has got into the creature’s mouth and that’s bound to have
done it some good.” They were really getting quite fond of their strange pet and hoped that Aslan
would allow them to keep it. The cleverer ones were quite sure by now that at least some of the
noises which came out of his mouth had a meaning. They christened him Brandy because he
made that noise so often.In the end, however, they had to leave him there for the night. Aslan



was busy all that day instructing the new King and Queen and doing other important things, and
could not attend to “poor old Brandy.” What with the nuts, pears, apples, and bananas that had
been thrown in to him, he did fairly well for supper; but it wouldn’t be true to say that he passed
an agreeable night.“Bring out that creature,” said Aslan. One of the Elephants lifted Uncle
Andrew in its trunk and laid him at the Lion’s feet. He was too frightened to move.“Please, Aslan,”
said Polly, “could you say something to—to unfrighten him? And then could you say something
to prevent him from ever coming back here again?”“Do you think he wants to?” said Aslan.“Well,
Aslan,” said Polly, “he might send someone else. He’s so excited about the bar off the lamp-post
growing into a lamp-post tree and he thinks—”“He thinks great folly, child,” said Aslan. “This
world is bursting with life for these few days because the song with which I called it into life still
hangs in the air and rumbles in the ground. It will not be so for long. But I cannot tell that to this
old sinner, and I cannot comfort him either; he has made himself unable to hear my voice. If I
spoke to him, he would hear only growlings and roarings. Oh, Adam’s sons, how cleverly you
defend yourselves against all that might do you good! But I will give him the only gift he is still
able to receive.”He bowed his great head rather sadly, and breathed into the Magician’s terrified
face. “Sleep,” he said. “Sleep and be separated for some few hours from all the torments you
have devised for yourself.” Uncle Andrew immediately rolled over with closed eyes and began
breathing peacefully.“Carry him aside and lay him down,” said Aslan. “Now, dwarfs! Show your
smith-craft. Let me see you make two crowns for your King and Queen.”More Dwarfs than you
could dream of rushed forward to the Golden Tree. They had all its leaves stripped off, and some
of its branches torn off too, before you could say Jack Robinson. And now the children could see
that it did not merely look golden but was of real, soft gold. It had of course sprung up from the
half-sovereigns which had fallen out of Uncle Andrew’s pocket when he was turned upside
down; just as the silver had grown up from the half-crowns. From nowhere, as it seemed, piles of
dry brushwood for fuel, a little anvil, hammers, tongs, and bellows were produced. Next moment
(how those dwarfs loved their work!) the fire was blazing, the bellows were roaring, the gold was
melting, the hammers were clinking. Two Moles, whom Aslan had set to dig (which was what
they liked best) earlier in the day, poured out a pile of precious stones at the dwarfs’ feet. Under
the clever fingers of the little smiths two crowns took shape—not ugly, heavy things like modern
European crowns, but light, delicate, beautifully shaped circles that you could really wear and
look nicer by wearing. The King’s was set with rubies and the Queen’s with emeralds.When the
crowns had been cooled in the river, Aslan made Frank and Helen kneel before him and he
placed the crowns on their heads. Then he said, “Rise up, King and Queen of Narnia, father and
mother of many kings that shall be in Narnia and the Isles and Archenland. Be just and merciful
and brave. The blessing is upon you.”Then everyone cheered or bayed or neighed or trumpeted
or clapped its wings and the royal pair stood looking solemn and a little shy, but all the nobler for
their shyness. And while Digory was still cheering he heard the deep voice of Aslan beside him,
saying:“Look!”Everyone in that crowd turned its head, and then everyone drew a long breath of
wonder and delight. A little way off, towering over their heads, they saw a tree which had



certainly not been there before. It must have grown up silently, yet swiftly as a flag rises when
you pull it up on a flagstaff, while they were all busied about the coronation. Its spreading
branches seemed to cast a light rather than a shade, and silver apples peeped out like stars
from under every leaf. But it was the smell which came from it, even more than the sight, that had
made everyone draw in their breath. For a moment one could hardly think about anything
else.“Son of Adam,” said Aslan, “you have sown well. And you, Narnians, let it be your first care
to guard this Tree, for it is your Shield. The Witch of whom I told you has fled far away into the
North of the world; she will live on there, growing stronger in dark Magic. But while that tree
flourishes she will never come down into Narnia. She dare not come within a hundred miles of
the Tree, for its smell, which is joy and life and health to you, is death and horror and despair to
her.”Everyone was staring solemnly at the Tree when Aslan suddenly swung round his head
(scattering golden gleams of light from his mane as he did so) and fixed his large eyes on the
children. “What is it, children?” he said, for he caught them in the very act of whispering and
nudging one another.“Oh—Aslan, sir,” said Digory, turning red, “I forgot to tell you. The Witch has
already eaten one of those apples, one of the same kind that tree grew from.” He hadn’t really
said all he was thinking, but Polly at once said it for him. (Digory was always much more afraid
than she of looking a fool.)“So we thought, Aslan,” she said, “that there must be some mistake,
and she can’t really mind the smell of those apples.”“Why do you think that, Daughter of Eve?”
asked the Lion.“Well, she ate one.”“Child,” he replied, “that is why all the rest are now a horror to
her. That is what happens to those who pluck and eat fruits at the wrong time and in the wrong
way. The fruit is good, but they loathe it ever after.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly. “And I suppose because
she took it in the wrong way it won’t work for her. I mean it won’t make her always young and all
that?”“Alas,” said Aslan, shaking his head. “It will. Things always work according to their nature.
She has won her heart’s desire; she has unwearying strength and endless days like a goddess.
But length of days with an evil heart is only length of misery and already she begins to know it.
All get what they want; they do not always like it.”“I—I nearly ate one myself, Aslan,” said Digory.
“Would I—”“You would, child,” said Aslan. “For the fruit always works—it must work—but it does
not work happily for any who pluck it at their own will. If any Narnian, unbidden, had stolen an
apple and planted it here to protect Narnia, it would have protected Narnia. But it would have
done so by making Narnia into another strong and cruel empire like Charn, not the kindly land I
mean it to be. And the Witch tempted you to do another thing, my son, did she not?”“Yes, Aslan.
She wanted me to take an apple home to Mother.”“Understand, then, that it would have healed
her; but not to your joy or hers. The day would have come when both you and she would have
looked back and said it would have been better to die in that illness.”And Digory could say
nothing, for tears choked him and he gave up all hopes of saving his Mother’s life; but at the
same time he knew that the Lion knew what would have happened, and that there might be
things more terrible even than losing someone you love by death. But now Aslan was speaking
again, almost in a whisper:“That is what would have happened, child, with a stolen apple. It is
not what will happen now. What I give you now will bring joy. It will not, in your world, give



endless life, but it will heal. Go. Pluck her an apple from the Tree.”For a second Digory could
hardly understand. It was as if the whole world had turned inside out and upside down. And then,
like someone in a dream, he was walking across to the Tree, and the King and Queen were
cheering him and all the creatures were cheering too. He plucked the apple and put it in his
pocket. Then he came back to Aslan.“Please,” he said, “may we go home now?” He had
forgotten to say “Thank you,” but he meant it, and Aslan understood.Chapter FifteenThe End of
This Story and the Beginning of All the Others“YOU NEED NO RINGS WHEN I AM WITH YOU,”
SAID the voice of Aslan. The children blinked and looked about them. They were once more in
the Wood between the Worlds; Uncle Andrew lay on the grass, still asleep; Aslan stood beside
them.“Come,” said Aslan, “it is time that you went back. But there are two things to see first; a
warning, and a command. Look here, children.”They looked and saw a little hollow in the grass,
with a grassy bottom, warm and dry.“When you were last here,” said Aslan, “that hollow was a
pool, and when you jumped into it you came to the world where a dying sun shone over the ruins
of Charn. There is no pool now. That world is ended, as if it had never been. Let the race of
Adam and Eve take warning.”“Yes, Aslan,” said both the children. But Polly added, “But we’re not
quite as bad as that world, are we, Aslan?”“Not yet, Daughter of Eve,” he said. “Not yet. But you
are growing more like it. It is not certain that some wicked one of your race will not find out a
secret as evil as the Deplorable Word and use it to destroy all living things. And soon, very soon,
before you are an old man and an old woman, great nations in your world will be ruled by tyrants
who care no more for joy and justice and mercy than the Empress Jadis. Let your world beware.
That is the warning. Now for the command. As soon as you can, take from this Uncle of yours his
magic rings and bury them so that no one can use them again.”Both the children were looking
up into the Lion’s face as he spoke these words. And all at once (they never knew exactly how it
happened) the face seemed to be a sea of tossing gold in which they were floating, and such a
sweetness and power rolled about them and over them and entered them that they felt they had
never really been happy or wise or good, or even alive and awake, before. And the memory of
that moment stayed with them always, so that as long as they both lived, if ever they were sad or
afraid or angry, the thought of all that golden goodness, and the feeling that it was still there,
quite close, just round some corner or just behind some door, would come back and make them
sure, deep down inside, that all was well. Next minute all three of them (Uncle Andrew now
awake) came tumbling into the noise, heat, and hot smells of London.They were on the
pavement outside the Ketterleys’ front door, and except that the Witch, the Horse, and the
Cabby were gone, everything was exactly as they had left it. There was the lamp-post, with one
arm missing; there was the wreck of the hansom cab; and there was the crowd. Everyone was
still talking and people were kneeling beside the damaged policeman, saying things like, “He’s
coming round” or “How do you feel now, old chap?” or “The ambulance will be here in a
jiffy.”“Great Scott!” thought Digory. “I believe the whole adventure’s taken no time at all.”Most
people were wildly looking round for Jadis and the horse. No one took any notice of the children
for no one had seen them go or noticed them coming back. As for Uncle Andrew, what between



the state of his clothes and the honey on his face, he could not have been recognized by
anyone. Fortunately the front door of the house was open and the housemaid was standing in
the doorway staring at the fun (what a day that girl was having!) so the children had no difficulty
in bustling Uncle Andrew indoors before anyone asked any questions.He raced up the stairs
before them and at first they were very afraid he was heading for his attic and meant to hide his
remaining magic rings. But they needn’t have bothered. What he was thinking about was the
bottle in his wardrobe, and he disappeared at once into his bedroom and locked the door. When
he came out again (which was not for a long time) he was in his dressing-gown and made
straight for the bathroom.“Can you get the other rings, Poll?” said Digory. “I want to go to
Mother.”“Right. See you later,” said Polly and clattered up the attic stairs.Then Digory took a
minute to get his breath, and then went softly into his Mother’s room. And there she lay, as he
had seen her lie so many other times, propped up on the pillows, with a thin, pale face that
would make you cry to look at it. Digory took the Apple of Life out of his pocket.And just as the
Witch Jadis had looked different when you saw her in our world instead of in her own, so the fruit
of that mountain garden looked different too. There were of course all sorts of colored things in
the bedroom; the colored counterpane on the bed, the wallpaper, the sunlight from the window,
and Mother’s pretty, pale blue dressing jacket. But the moment Digory took the Apple out of his
pocket, all those things seemed to have scarcely any color at all. Every one of them, even the
sunlight, looked faded and dingy. The brightness of the Apple threw strange lights on the ceiling.
Nothing else was worth looking at: you couldn’t look at anything else. And the smell of the Apple
of Youth was as if there was a window in the room that opened on Heaven.“Oh, darling, how
lovely,” said Digory’s Mother.“You will eat it, won’t you? Please,” said Digory.“I don’t know what
the Doctor would say,” she answered. “But really—I almost feel as if I could.”He peeled it and cut
it up and gave it to her piece by piece. And no sooner had she finished it than she smiled and
her head sank back on the pillow and she was asleep: a real, natural, gentle sleep, without any
of those nasty drugs, which was, as Digory knew, the thing in the whole world that she wanted
most. And he was sure now that her face looked a little different. He bent down and kissed her
very softly and stole out of the room with a beating heart, taking the core of the apple with him.
For the rest of that day, whenever he looked at the things about him, and saw how ordinary and
unmagical they were, he hardly dared to hope; but when he remembered the face of Aslan he
did hope.That evening he buried the core of the Apple in the back garden.Next morning when
the Doctor made his usual visit, Digory leaned over the banisters to listen. He heard the Doctor
come out with Aunt Letty and say:“Miss Ketterley, this is the most extraordinary case I have
known in my whole medical career. It is—it is like a miracle. I wouldn’t tell the little boy anything
at present; we don’t want to raise any false hopes. But in my opinion—” then his voice became
too low to hear.That afternoon he went down the garden and whistled their agreed secret signal
for Polly (she hadn’t been able to get back the day before).“What luck?” said Polly, looking over
the wall. “I mean, about your Mother?”“I think—I think it is going to be all right,” said Digory. “But if
you don’t mind I’d really rather not talk about it yet. What about the rings?”“I’ve got them all,” said



Polly. “Look, it’s all right, I’m wearing gloves. Let’s bury them.”“Yes, let’s. I’ve marked the place
where I buried the core of the Apple yesterday.”Then Polly came over the wall and they went
together to the place. But, as it turned out, Digory need not have marked the place. Something
was already coming up. It was not growing so that you could see it grow as the new trees had
done in Narnia, but it was already well above ground. They got a trowel and buried all the magic
rings, including their own ones, in a circle round it.About a week after this it was quite certain that
Digory’s Mother was getting better. About a fortnight later she was able to sit out in the garden.
And a month later that whole house had become a different place. Aunt Letty did everything that
Mother liked; windows were opened, frowsy curtains were drawn back to brighten up the rooms,
there were new flowers everywhere, and nicer things to eat, and the old piano was tuned and
Mother took up her singing again, and had such games with Digory and Polly that Aunt Letty
would say “I declare, Mabel, you’re the biggest baby of the three.”When things go wrong, you’ll
find they usually go on getting worse for some time; but when things once start going right they
often go on getting better and better. After about six weeks of this lovely life there came a long
letter from Father in India, which had wonderful news in it. Old Great-Uncle Kirke had died and
this meant, apparently, that Father was now very rich. He was going to retire and come home
from India forever and ever. And the great big house in the country, which Digory had heard of all
his life and never seen, would now be their home; the big house with the suits of armor, the
stables, the kennels, the river, the park, the hot-houses, the vineries, the woods, and the
mountains behind it. So that Digory felt just as sure as you that they were all going to live happily
ever after. But perhaps you would like to know just one or two things more.Polly and Digory were
always great friends and she came nearly every holiday to stay with them at their beautiful house
in the country; and that was where she learned to ride and swim and milk and bake and climb.In
Narnia the Beasts lived in great peace and joy and neither the Witch nor any other enemy came
to trouble that pleasant land for many hundred years. King Frank and Queen Helen and their
children lived happily in Narnia and their second son became King of Archenland. The boys
married nymphs and the girls married wood-gods and river-gods. The lamp-post which the
Witch had planted (without knowing it) shone day and night in the Narnian forest, so that the
place where it grew came to be called Lantern Waste; and when, many years later, another child
from our world got into Narnia, on a snowy night, she found the light still burning. And that
adventure was, in a way, connected with the ones I have just been telling you.It was like this. The
tree which sprang from the core of the Apple that Digory planted in the back garden, lived and
grew into a fine tree. Growing in the soil of our world, far out of the sound of Aslan’s voice and far
from the young air of Narnia, it did not bear apples that would revive a dying woman as Digory’s
Mother had been revived, though it did bear apples more beautiful than any others in England,
and they were extremely good for you, though not fully magical. But inside itself, in the very sap
of it, the tree (so to speak) never forgot that other tree in Narnia to which it belonged. Sometimes
it would move mysteriously when there was no wind blowing: I think that when this happened
there were high winds in Narnia and the English tree quivered because, at that moment, the



Narnia tree was rocking and swaying in a strong southwestern gale. However that might be, it
was proved later that there was still magic in its wood. For when Digory was quite middle-aged
(and he was a famous learned man, a Professor, and a great traveler by that time) and the
Ketterleys’ old house belonged to him, there was a great storm all over the south of England
which blew the tree down. He couldn’t bear to have it simply chopped up for firewood, so he had
part of the timber made into a wardrobe, which he put in his big house in the country. And though
he himself did not discover the magic properties of that wardrobe, someone else did. That was
the beginning of all the comings and goings between Narnia and our world, which you can read
of in other books.When Digory and his people went to live in the big country house, they took
Uncle Andrew to live with them; for Digory’s Father said, “We must try to keep the old fellow out
of mischief, and it isn’t fair that poor Letty should have him always on her hands.” Uncle Andrew
never tried any Magic again as long as he lived. He had learned his lesson, and in his old age he
became a nicer and less selfish old man than he had ever been before. But he always liked to
get visitors alone in the billiard-room and tell them stories about a mysterious lady, a foreign
royalty, with whom he had driven about London. “A devilish temper she had,” he would say. “But
she was a dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman.”THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE
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PublisherIntroductionA Conversation with Douglas GreshamAll their life in this world and all their
adventures in Narnia had only been the cover and the title page: now at last they were beginning
Chapter One of the Great Story which no one on earth has read: which goes on forever: in which
every chapter is better than the one before.—The Last BattleOn November 22, 1963, C. S. Lewis
began the Great Story, and his fans around the world lost their beloved author. In honor of the
50th anniversary of his passing, you are invited to join in on an exclusive conversation with
Douglas Gresham, Lewis’s stepson, who lived with him at his home, The Kilns, from the age of
ten.Mr. Gresham remembers his stepfather, Jack, telling stories about how as boys, he and his
brother, Warnie, crossed the Irish Sea from Belfast on a steamer to get to boarding school in
England. Though Warnie suffered terrible seasickness, Jack delighted in the voyages and would



dash about the ship with great enthusiasm. He loved the sights, sounds, smells, and liveliness of
the sea, which he vividly depicted in The Voyage of the Dawn Treader. Mr. Gresham also recalls
Jack’s famous friendship with J. R. R. Tolkien (Tollers, to Jack), a bond that grew from shared
values in literature and ultimately encouraged the men to write The Chronicles of Narnia and
The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, respectively, works now included in the canon of classic
literature. Mr. Gresham continues to see the legacy of Narnia carried on worldwide and more
intimately within his own family—his tenth grand-child is called Caspian, a name that, to him,
stands for something far-off and adventurous, a touch magical and wondrous.On this
momentous occasion, Mr. Gresham graciously shares these and other personal memories of
growing up with the author of Narnia while he was still writing the series, and pays tribute to the
lasting impression C. S. Lewis made on generations of readers.1. You told us that C. S. Lewis
always said that if a book was worth reading when you are five, it should be equally worth
reading when you are fifty, or any age at all. How do you think people react to The Chronicles of
Narnia as children, and how is that different when reading the books as adults?Children have
the ability to more easily project themselves into the fantasy, and unless they savour and
practice this skill, it tends to fade as life and the world get in the way. Grown-up people who do
not have this skill must relearn it to become a part of Narnia in the way that children do. Also,
young children have often not yet been indoctrinated regarding what is real and what is not and
what can happen and what is impossible; thus they can accept fantasy far more readily than
adults can instead of somehow validating it by calling it “news” or “reality.” Children have a far
better and undimmed sense of truth than adults.2. Why did your stepfather set out to write a
children’s book? Did he talk about the process and if it was different from writing an adult book?I
think it all goes back to a conversation, or series of conversations, between my stepfather and
Tolkien, and possibly others as well. They seem to have talked about the children’s literature of
the late 1940s and early 1950s with dismay, finding nothing that they would have enjoyed as
children or even could enjoy as adults. The literature that children were being expected to read
and enjoy at that time seemed to teach them things that sensible parents would rather their
children did not learn—all about “issues” and “complexes” and such. High Adventure, Chivalry,
Personal Responsibility, Personal Commitment, Duty, Honor, Courtesy, and Honesty all seemed
to have been dismissed as out of date or passé. Jack and Tolkien both agreed that such
qualities and virtues were essential to human civilization and decided that they themselves had
better have a try at writing about them. So they did.3. From what literary influences did C. S.
Lewis draw his inspiration for Narnia? What types of mythology and literature have been blended
to form the world and the creatures of that land?Jack drew from the huge wealth of knowledge
he had gleaned over many years by his own voracious reading. He drew from all the ancient
mythologies of the world: Greece, Rome; he also borrowed from Scandinavian mythology,
Persian, and Egyptian—even from the history of the ancient East. His Calormen civilization, for
example, comes from the ages-past Moghul Empire of India, while his Narnian Dwarfs came
from the far North of Europe. He also drew his characters from people whom he knew.



Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle, a member of Jack’s only completely original species, the Marsh-
wiggles of the Shribble Marshes, was drawn from the wonderful character of Frederick Calcutt
Paxford, our gardener at The Kilns, our home in Oxfordshire.4. Were you ever in the same room
with C. S. Lewis while he was writing? What was that like? Did he ever discuss or share how his
writing went that day?Several times, but I was always careful not to be an intrusive or distractive
presence. I had been raised by writers and knew very well that to sit silently reading was
acceptable; to fidget and talk or otherwise intrude was not. Jack was very forgiving though. But
as a normal everyday thing, Jack would retire to his upstairs study or down to Warnie’s study to
write; only occasionally did he sit at the old desk in the bay window of the Common Room, as we
called our sitting room and where I was likely to be, to write. I would occasionally ask him what
he had been working on, and he would tell me in some detail or even read a passage to me if he
thought the matter would interest me. We had a household word for arrant nonsense, which was
“bilge”; and if Jack was working on something deep and complex, some academic essay or
something that he knew I would neither enjoy nor understand, he would laugh and say self-
deprecatingly, “Oh just bilge, Doug, just bilge,” and we would both laugh, for I knew all too well
that what he referred to as “just bilge” was likely to be work of great value to the world and the
people of it.5. When was the first time you read a Narnia book, and what did you think of it?
How did you come to read the other books?I first encountered Narnia when my mother read The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe to me, in my bedroom in our huge old house near Staatsburg
in upstate New York, chapter by chapter, one per night, as a bedtime story. Neither of us had yet
met Jack, of course. I was about six years old then, I think, and I was fascinated and enthralled
from the first words. Now, more than sixty years later, I still am. As soon as another Narnia book
became available, that too was read to me, and at some stage along my journeys into Narnia, I
learned to read for myself, the process accelerated by my need to return to Narnia again and
again, and I began to read the books over and over again; I still do.6. What other books did you
read as a child? Were they books that Jack recommended you read? How do they contribute to
your experience of Narnia?Wow, that is a big question! Almost everything I read as a young child
was recommended by either my mother, Jack, or Warnie. Later, of course, I began to explore the
shelves at will. The Kilns was full of books. Whenever the weather was inclement, which (despite
some halcyon days in summer and astonishingly beautiful days of frost or snow in winter)
seemed to be a lot of the time in Oxford, I would be found in either the Common Room or on the
dining room sofa deep in a book. I read all I could get my hands on of Mark Twain, John Buchan,
E. Nesbit, Jack London, Charles Dickens, Ernest Thompson Seton, George MacDonald, Roger
Lancelyn Green, John Galsworthy, and many others. The books that Mother, Jack, and Warnie
recommended always fascinated, and nothing was forbidden, nothing censored. I read the
complete works of William Shakespeare before I was fourteen (not without some considerable
effort, I confess). I discovered that the wisdom of the world, and a great deal of its folly also, is to
be found in the pages of books. And throughout it all, I kept returning to old favorites again and
again: The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of the Rings and later Till We Have Faces. The



more I read of other writers, the more I discovered how good the tales of Narnia really are.7. Do
you know what books Jack may have read as a child?Many of those same authors I have
enumerated above. He recommended to me those books that he had loved as a child, as did
Mother and Warnie.8. Do you have a favorite title in the Narnia series? Did Jack? If so, which
and what makes it stand out for either of you?For me, it is always whichever of them I am reading
at the time that question is asked. But Jack most liked The Last Battle, and for very simple
reasons. Contrary to some theories that have recently been bandied about, Jack never intended,
nor set out, to write a series of books about Narnia. When he wrote The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe and sent it off to Geoffrey Bles (its first publisher), he thought he had written a one-off
novel for children and that would be the end of it. But quite soon Prince Caspian demanded his
attention and he wrote that one too, then The Dawn Treader climbed up over the horizon of the
Narnia Eastern Sea and Jack had to write that adventure too, and so it went on. At last, Jack,
determinedly and with celestial permission from his Muse, wrote The Last Battle, in which the
heaven of Narnia at last became Heaven, and he sent it off to Spencer Curtis Brown, his then
literary agent, with a sigh of relief. This work, which had grown of itself and which he had never
intended, was rounded off and finished. Jack liked The Last Battle the best because its
culmination was his vision of True Heaven imposed on a Narnian context, Narnia itself being a
shadow of his childhood vision of heaven. In other words, true Narnia became to Narnia what
Jack imagined Heaven will be to Earth. And also he liked it because it was his last Narnian
battle.9. Who were some of your favorite Narnians growing up?Apart from Aslan, whom
everyone has to love—but from a safe distance in most cases—Puddleglum is one of my
favorites because he brings back to me a man whom I loved a great deal and who had helped
me through so many childish dilemmas and sorrows. Reepicheep is another for his valor and
purity. Among the Knights of King Arthur’s Court, while my schoolmates all wanted to be
Launcelot, I always wanted to be Galahad (still do, I suppose), and Reepicheep is that pure
Knight of Narnia, much like Galahad was the pure Knight of King Arthur’s court. Shasta/Cor,
Prince of Archenland, appeals to me greatly, too.10. You’ve mentioned Frederick Calcutt
Paxford twice now, the man after whom Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle is modeled, and his
impact on you. Can you tell us more about him? Was he like Puddleglum? What was his
relationship with Jack? With you?Fred was exactly like Puddleglum in character, the outwardly
ever-pessimistic covert optimist, although the two have no physical resemblance at all. Fred was
heavyset and stout and of average height; Puddleglum very tall, very thin. He was a veteran of
the horror of the trenches of the First World War and had suffered from a poison gas attack. He
and Jack were in some ways kindred spirits, both possessing in great measure the virtues of
honesty and kindness. Fred was a great friend to me at a time in my life when I most needed
one. We became friends out in the “gyaarden,” as Fred pronounced the word, of The Kilns and
soon discovered that we shared common interests. He taught me things that would perhaps be
good-naturedly frowned upon by Jack and Warnie, like how to set snares for rabbits, how to
maze a hare, how to shoot straight with a 12-bore shotgun, how to plough a straight furrow with



a horse-drawn plough, and innumerable other things of more value than almost anything I ever
learned at any school. I was weeping softly beneath the old weeping willow tree out by The Kilns
themselves the day my mother died when Fred joined me, laid his massive arm gently across my
shoulders, and held me to him. “Doant cry, son,” he said softly; but the effect was spoiled
somewhat by the tears I saw running down his face. Fred was a good friend.11. Were there
other characters based on people you and Jack knew? Did those people know they inspired
these great books? How are the characters similar to the people who inspired them?Jack had
an almost uncanny talent for writing unpleasant characters who turned out to be the living
images of people he was about to meet [or his readers are about to meet]. He always said that
his villains were modeled on himself. There were other characters that he drew from friends and
acquaintances, but he was always very careful not to let it become obvious, so he would mix and
match his characters’ personalities and appearances to avoid anyone ever being able to
recognize them. He couldn’t fool Warnie, however; and sometimes Warnie would tell me that “so
and so was modeled on an old fool at Merton” or wherever. But Jack never gave a character
taken from someone he knew an appearance in any way similar to that person, nor even a
similar profession. Jack protected his models.12. What made C. S. Lewis decide to write The
Magician’s Nephew well after writing and publishing The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe ?
Why was the series reordered to put The Magician’s Nephew first?Jack listened to his Muse and
also to his audience. People were asking how it all came to be, why and how Narnia had come
into existence in the first place. But also I think that he knew that he would not be allowed or able
to end Narnia until he had first begun it. As for the “reordering” of Narnia, the putting of numbers
on the spines of books was an American idea and one which I felt was superfluous, feeling that
we should all be allowed to read the books in any order we like (and I do), but the first American
publisher set the precedent. I asked Jack what order the books should be read in when The
Magician’s Nephew had appeared and The Last Battle finally came out. He told me that his
preference was for them to be read in order of Narnian chronology but that it didn’t really matter. I
agreed completely, and many years later when HarperCollins took over the worldwide English
language publication of the books, they decided to retain numbers on the spines and asked me
what order they should be in. I told them to go with what Jack himself preferred. And they did!
13. How do you think the perception of Narnia has changed since C. S. Lewis first wrote The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe?Not a lot really, at least not among those very wise folk who
read the books. Of course we have made movies of several of the books, and that has spread
the knowledge of Narnia even farther than the worldwide publication of the books in many
languages had already achieved. But Narnia is Narnia and appeals to young men and women,
to children, and to white-bearded ancients alike, no matter where they live or what language they
speak, and it always will.14. November 22, 2013, marks the fiftieth anniversary of C. S. Lewis’s
passing. What do you remember about this event?Very little, actually. That whole time is a faded
haze in my mind. I remember his funeral at which I stood as the leading mourner, and I
remember the single candle that stood upon his coffin, first in the church and then under the tree



at the graveside. There was a strange and perhaps holy stillness about the air that day, not a
breath of wind stirred; and the candle flame stood straight and tall, never so much as even
wavering, only to be extinguished as it was taken from the coffin (by whom I did not see) as it
was lowered into the grave. We buried more than a man that day; we buried a light as well. Had
Jack not written so much so well, the world would today be a much darker place for so many
people. That was a hard, bitter time for me. There were many condolence letters, but I didn’t
read them nor even open the envelopes. Loneliness is really the only thing I remember. Once
again, all that I loved, all that I valued had been swept away, and I was alone.15. Do you recall
how fans reacted to the news of C. S. Lewis’s death?Hardly at all; his death passed at first
almost unnoticed, as President Kennedy was assassinated the same day.16. C. S. Lewis is
being honored with a memorial stone in Westminster Abbey’s Poets’ Corner on the anniversary
of his death. How do you feel about this? How do you think Jack would have responded to this
tribute?I think he would have certainly found it gratifying and would smile.17. Why do you think
so many people connect to The Chronicles of Narnia? What do readers take from it? Why do
they keep returning to Narnia?Readers return to Narnia simply because mankind has been
gifted with a sense of truth. It is stronger in some than in others, but we all have it to some
degree or another. In Narnia, we sense the truth of what is written, no matter who we are or
where we are from.Narnia, and all it stands for and represents, rings true.IntroductionA
Conversation with Douglas GreshamAll their life in this world and all their adventures in Narnia
had only been the cover and the title page: now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the
Great Story which no one on earth has read: which goes on forever: in which every chapter is
better than the one before.—The Last BattleOn November 22, 1963, C. S. Lewis began the
Great Story, and his fans around the world lost their beloved author. In honor of the 50th
anniversary of his passing, you are invited to join in on an exclusive conversation with Douglas
Gresham, Lewis’s stepson, who lived with him at his home, The Kilns, from the age of ten.Mr.
Gresham remembers his stepfather, Jack, telling stories about how as boys, he and his brother,
Warnie, crossed the Irish Sea from Belfast on a steamer to get to boarding school in England.
Though Warnie suffered terrible seasickness, Jack delighted in the voyages and would dash
about the ship with great enthusiasm. He loved the sights, sounds, smells, and liveliness of the
sea, which he vividly depicted in The Voyage of the Dawn Treader. Mr. Gresham also recalls
Jack’s famous friendship with J. R. R. Tolkien (Tollers, to Jack), a bond that grew from shared
values in literature and ultimately encouraged the men to write The Chronicles of Narnia and
The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, respectively, works now included in the canon of classic
literature. Mr. Gresham continues to see the legacy of Narnia carried on worldwide and more
intimately within his own family—his tenth grand-child is called Caspian, a name that, to him,
stands for something far-off and adventurous, a touch magical and wondrous.On this
momentous occasion, Mr. Gresham graciously shares these and other personal memories of
growing up with the author of Narnia while he was still writing the series, and pays tribute to the
lasting impression C. S. Lewis made on generations of readers.1. You told us that C. S. Lewis



always said that if a book was worth reading when you are five, it should be equally worth
reading when you are fifty, or any age at all. How do you think people react to The Chronicles of
Narnia as children, and how is that different when reading the books as adults?Children have
the ability to more easily project themselves into the fantasy, and unless they savour and
practice this skill, it tends to fade as life and the world get in the way. Grown-up people who do
not have this skill must relearn it to become a part of Narnia in the way that children do. Also,
young children have often not yet been indoctrinated regarding what is real and what is not and
what can happen and what is impossible; thus they can accept fantasy far more readily than
adults can instead of somehow validating it by calling it “news” or “reality.” Children have a far
better and undimmed sense of truth than adults.2. Why did your stepfather set out to write a
children’s book? Did he talk about the process and if it was different from writing an adult book?I
think it all goes back to a conversation, or series of conversations, between my stepfather and
Tolkien, and possibly others as well. They seem to have talked about the children’s literature of
the late 1940s and early 1950s with dismay, finding nothing that they would have enjoyed as
children or even could enjoy as adults. The literature that children were being expected to read
and enjoy at that time seemed to teach them things that sensible parents would rather their
children did not learn—all about “issues” and “complexes” and such. High Adventure, Chivalry,
Personal Responsibility, Personal Commitment, Duty, Honor, Courtesy, and Honesty all seemed
to have been dismissed as out of date or passé. Jack and Tolkien both agreed that such
qualities and virtues were essential to human civilization and decided that they themselves had
better have a try at writing about them. So they did.3. From what literary influences did C. S.
Lewis draw his inspiration for Narnia? What types of mythology and literature have been blended
to form the world and the creatures of that land?Jack drew from the huge wealth of knowledge
he had gleaned over many years by his own voracious reading. He drew from all the ancient
mythologies of the world: Greece, Rome; he also borrowed from Scandinavian mythology,
Persian, and Egyptian—even from the history of the ancient East. His Calormen civilization, for
example, comes from the ages-past Moghul Empire of India, while his Narnian Dwarfs came
from the far North of Europe. He also drew his characters from people whom he knew.
Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle, a member of Jack’s only completely original species, the Marsh-
wiggles of the Shribble Marshes, was drawn from the wonderful character of Frederick Calcutt
Paxford, our gardener at The Kilns, our home in Oxfordshire.4. Were you ever in the same room
with C. S. Lewis while he was writing? What was that like? Did he ever discuss or share how his
writing went that day?Several times, but I was always careful not to be an intrusive or distractive
presence. I had been raised by writers and knew very well that to sit silently reading was
acceptable; to fidget and talk or otherwise intrude was not. Jack was very forgiving though. But
as a normal everyday thing, Jack would retire to his upstairs study or down to Warnie’s study to
write; only occasionally did he sit at the old desk in the bay window of the Common Room, as we
called our sitting room and where I was likely to be, to write. I would occasionally ask him what
he had been working on, and he would tell me in some detail or even read a passage to me if he



thought the matter would interest me. We had a household word for arrant nonsense, which was
“bilge”; and if Jack was working on something deep and complex, some academic essay or
something that he knew I would neither enjoy nor understand, he would laugh and say self-
deprecatingly, “Oh just bilge, Doug, just bilge,” and we would both laugh, for I knew all too well
that what he referred to as “just bilge” was likely to be work of great value to the world and the
people of it.5. When was the first time you read a Narnia book, and what did you think of it?
How did you come to read the other books?I first encountered Narnia when my mother read The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe to me, in my bedroom in our huge old house near Staatsburg
in upstate New York, chapter by chapter, one per night, as a bedtime story. Neither of us had yet
met Jack, of course. I was about six years old then, I think, and I was fascinated and enthralled
from the first words. Now, more than sixty years later, I still am. As soon as another Narnia book
became available, that too was read to me, and at some stage along my journeys into Narnia, I
learned to read for myself, the process accelerated by my need to return to Narnia again and
again, and I began to read the books over and over again; I still do.6. What other books did you
read as a child? Were they books that Jack recommended you read? How do they contribute to
your experience of Narnia?Wow, that is a big question! Almost everything I read as a young child
was recommended by either my mother, Jack, or Warnie. Later, of course, I began to explore the
shelves at will. The Kilns was full of books. Whenever the weather was inclement, which (despite
some halcyon days in summer and astonishingly beautiful days of frost or snow in winter)
seemed to be a lot of the time in Oxford, I would be found in either the Common Room or on the
dining room sofa deep in a book. I read all I could get my hands on of Mark Twain, John Buchan,
E. Nesbit, Jack London, Charles Dickens, Ernest Thompson Seton, George MacDonald, Roger
Lancelyn Green, John Galsworthy, and many others. The books that Mother, Jack, and Warnie
recommended always fascinated, and nothing was forbidden, nothing censored. I read the
complete works of William Shakespeare before I was fourteen (not without some considerable
effort, I confess). I discovered that the wisdom of the world, and a great deal of its folly also, is to
be found in the pages of books. And throughout it all, I kept returning to old favorites again and
again: The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of the Rings and later Till We Have Faces. The
more I read of other writers, the more I discovered how good the tales of Narnia really are.7. Do
you know what books Jack may have read as a child?Many of those same authors I have
enumerated above. He recommended to me those books that he had loved as a child, as did
Mother and Warnie.8. Do you have a favorite title in the Narnia series? Did Jack? If so, which
and what makes it stand out for either of you?For me, it is always whichever of them I am reading
at the time that question is asked. But Jack most liked The Last Battle, and for very simple
reasons. Contrary to some theories that have recently been bandied about, Jack never intended,
nor set out, to write a series of books about Narnia. When he wrote The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe and sent it off to Geoffrey Bles (its first publisher), he thought he had written a one-off
novel for children and that would be the end of it. But quite soon Prince Caspian demanded his
attention and he wrote that one too, then The Dawn Treader climbed up over the horizon of the



Narnia Eastern Sea and Jack had to write that adventure too, and so it went on. At last, Jack,
determinedly and with celestial permission from his Muse, wrote The Last Battle, in which the
heaven of Narnia at last became Heaven, and he sent it off to Spencer Curtis Brown, his then
literary agent, with a sigh of relief. This work, which had grown of itself and which he had never
intended, was rounded off and finished. Jack liked The Last Battle the best because its
culmination was his vision of True Heaven imposed on a Narnian context, Narnia itself being a
shadow of his childhood vision of heaven. In other words, true Narnia became to Narnia what
Jack imagined Heaven will be to Earth. And also he liked it because it was his last Narnian
battle.9. Who were some of your favorite Narnians growing up?Apart from Aslan, whom
everyone has to love—but from a safe distance in most cases—Puddleglum is one of my
favorites because he brings back to me a man whom I loved a great deal and who had helped
me through so many childish dilemmas and sorrows. Reepicheep is another for his valor and
purity. Among the Knights of King Arthur’s Court, while my schoolmates all wanted to be
Launcelot, I always wanted to be Galahad (still do, I suppose), and Reepicheep is that pure
Knight of Narnia, much like Galahad was the pure Knight of King Arthur’s court. Shasta/Cor,
Prince of Archenland, appeals to me greatly, too.10. You’ve mentioned Frederick Calcutt
Paxford twice now, the man after whom Puddleglum the Marsh-wiggle is modeled, and his
impact on you. Can you tell us more about him? Was he like Puddleglum? What was his
relationship with Jack? With you?Fred was exactly like Puddleglum in character, the outwardly
ever-pessimistic covert optimist, although the two have no physical resemblance at all. Fred was
heavyset and stout and of average height; Puddleglum very tall, very thin. He was a veteran of
the horror of the trenches of the First World War and had suffered from a poison gas attack. He
and Jack were in some ways kindred spirits, both possessing in great measure the virtues of
honesty and kindness. Fred was a great friend to me at a time in my life when I most needed
one. We became friends out in the “gyaarden,” as Fred pronounced the word, of The Kilns and
soon discovered that we shared common interests. He taught me things that would perhaps be
good-naturedly frowned upon by Jack and Warnie, like how to set snares for rabbits, how to
maze a hare, how to shoot straight with a 12-bore shotgun, how to plough a straight furrow with
a horse-drawn plough, and innumerable other things of more value than almost anything I ever
learned at any school. I was weeping softly beneath the old weeping willow tree out by The Kilns
themselves the day my mother died when Fred joined me, laid his massive arm gently across my
shoulders, and held me to him. “Doant cry, son,” he said softly; but the effect was spoiled
somewhat by the tears I saw running down his face. Fred was a good friend.11. Were there
other characters based on people you and Jack knew? Did those people know they inspired
these great books? How are the characters similar to the people who inspired them?Jack had
an almost uncanny talent for writing unpleasant characters who turned out to be the living
images of people he was about to meet [or his readers are about to meet]. He always said that
his villains were modeled on himself. There were other characters that he drew from friends and
acquaintances, but he was always very careful not to let it become obvious, so he would mix and



match his characters’ personalities and appearances to avoid anyone ever being able to
recognize them. He couldn’t fool Warnie, however; and sometimes Warnie would tell me that “so
and so was modeled on an old fool at Merton” or wherever. But Jack never gave a character
taken from someone he knew an appearance in any way similar to that person, nor even a
similar profession. Jack protected his models.12. What made C. S. Lewis decide to write The
Magician’s Nephew well after writing and publishing The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe ?
Why was the series reordered to put The Magician’s Nephew first?Jack listened to his Muse and
also to his audience. People were asking how it all came to be, why and how Narnia had come
into existence in the first place. But also I think that he knew that he would not be allowed or able
to end Narnia until he had first begun it. As for the “reordering” of Narnia, the putting of numbers
on the spines of books was an American idea and one which I felt was superfluous, feeling that
we should all be allowed to read the books in any order we like (and I do), but the first American
publisher set the precedent. I asked Jack what order the books should be read in when The
Magician’s Nephew had appeared and The Last Battle finally came out. He told me that his
preference was for them to be read in order of Narnian chronology but that it didn’t really matter. I
agreed completely, and many years later when HarperCollins took over the worldwide English
language publication of the books, they decided to retain numbers on the spines and asked me
what order they should be in. I told them to go with what Jack himself preferred. And they did!
13. How do you think the perception of Narnia has changed since C. S. Lewis first wrote The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe?Not a lot really, at least not among those very wise folk who
read the books. Of course we have made movies of several of the books, and that has spread
the knowledge of Narnia even farther than the worldwide publication of the books in many
languages had already achieved. But Narnia is Narnia and appeals to young men and women,
to children, and to white-bearded ancients alike, no matter where they live or what language they
speak, and it always will.14. November 22, 2013, marks the fiftieth anniversary of C. S. Lewis’s
passing. What do you remember about this event?Very little, actually. That whole time is a faded
haze in my mind. I remember his funeral at which I stood as the leading mourner, and I
remember the single candle that stood upon his coffin, first in the church and then under the tree
at the graveside. There was a strange and perhaps holy stillness about the air that day, not a
breath of wind stirred; and the candle flame stood straight and tall, never so much as even
wavering, only to be extinguished as it was taken from the coffin (by whom I did not see) as it
was lowered into the grave. We buried more than a man that day; we buried a light as well. Had
Jack not written so much so well, the world would today be a much darker place for so many
people. That was a hard, bitter time for me. There were many condolence letters, but I didn’t
read them nor even open the envelopes. Loneliness is really the only thing I remember. Once
again, all that I loved, all that I valued had been swept away, and I was alone.15. Do you recall
how fans reacted to the news of C. S. Lewis’s death?Hardly at all; his death passed at first
almost unnoticed, as President Kennedy was assassinated the same day.16. C. S. Lewis is
being honored with a memorial stone in Westminster Abbey’s Poets’ Corner on the anniversary



of his death. How do you feel about this? How do you think Jack would have responded to this
tribute?I think he would have certainly found it gratifying and would smile.17. Why do you think
so many people connect to The Chronicles of Narnia? What do readers take from it? Why do
they keep returning to Narnia?Readers return to Narnia simply because mankind has been
gifted with a sense of truth. It is stronger in some than in others, but we all have it to some
degree or another. In Narnia, we sense the truth of what is written, no matter who we are or
where we are from.Narnia, and all it stands for and represents, rings true.THE MAGICIAN’S
NEPHEWTHE MAGICIAN’S NEPHEWDedicationTo The Kilmer FamilyDedicationTo The Kilmer
FamilyContentsDedicationChapter One: The Wrong DoorChapter Two: Digory and His
UncleChapter Three: The Wood Between the WorldsChapter Four: The Bell and the
HammerChapter Five: The Deplorable WordChapter Six: The Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s
TroublesChapter Seven: What Happened at the Front DoorChapter Eight: The Fight at the Lamp-
postChapter Nine: The Founding of NarniaChapter Ten: The First Joke and Other
MattersChapter Eleven: Digory and His Uncle Are Both in TroubleChapter Twelve: Strawberry’s
AdventureChapter Thirteen: An Unexpected MeetingChapter Fourteen: The Planting of the
TreeChapter Fifteen: The End of This Story and the Beginning of All the
OthersContentsDedicationChapter One: The Wrong DoorChapter Two: Digory and His
UncleChapter Three: The Wood Between the WorldsChapter Four: The Bell and the
HammerChapter Five: The Deplorable WordChapter Six: The Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s
TroublesChapter Seven: What Happened at the Front DoorChapter Eight: The Fight at the Lamp-
postChapter Nine: The Founding of NarniaChapter Ten: The First Joke and Other
MattersChapter Eleven: Digory and His Uncle Are Both in TroubleChapter Twelve: Strawberry’s
AdventureChapter Thirteen: An Unexpected MeetingChapter Fourteen: The Planting of the
TreeChapter Fifteen: The End of This Story and the Beginning of All the OthersChapter OneThe
Wrong DoorTHIS IS A STORY ABOUT SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED long ago when your
grandfather was a child. It is a very important story because it shows how all the comings and
goings between our own world and the land of Narnia first began.In those days Mr. Sherlock
Holmes was still living in Baker Street and the Bastables were looking for treasure in the
Lewisham Road. In those days, if you were a boy you had to wear a stiff Eton collar every day,
and schools were usually nastier than now. But meals were nicer; and as for sweets, I won’t tell
you how cheap and good they were, because it would only make your mouth water in vain. And
in those days there lived in London a girl called Polly Plummer.She lived in one of a long row of
houses which were all joined together. One morning she was out in the back garden when a boy
scrambled up from the garden next door and put his face over the wall. Polly was very surprised
because up till now there had never been any children in that house, but only Mr. Ketterley and
Miss Ketterley, a brother and sister, old bachelor and old maid, living together. So she looked up,
full of curiosity. The face of the strange boy was very grubby. It could hardly have been grubbier if
he had first rubbed his hands in the earth, and then had a good cry, and then dried his face with
his hands. As a matter of fact, this was very nearly what he had been doing.“Hullo,” said



Polly.“Hullo,” said the boy. “What’s your name?”“Polly,” said Polly. “What’s yours?”“Digory,” said
the boy.“I say, what a funny name!” said Polly.“It isn’t half so funny as Polly,” said Digory.“Yes it is,”
said Polly.“No, it isn’t,” said Digory.“At any rate I do wash my face,” said Polly, “which is what you
need to do; especially after—” and then she stopped. She had been going to say “After you’ve
been blubbing,” but she thought that wouldn’t be polite.“All right, I have then,” said Digory in a
much louder voice, like a boy who was so miserable that he didn’t care who knew he had been
crying. “And so would you,” he went on, “if you’d lived all your life in the country and had a pony,
and a river at the bottom of the garden, and then been brought to live in a beastly Hole like
this.”“London isn’t a Hole,” said Polly indignantly. But the boy was too wound up to take any
notice of her, and he went on—“And if your father was away in India—and you had to come and
live with an Aunt and an Uncle who’s mad (who would like that?)—and if the reason was that
they were looking after your Mother—and if your Mother was ill and was going to—going to—
die.” Then his face went the wrong sort of shape as it does if you’re trying to keep back your
tears.“I didn’t know. I’m sorry,” said Polly humbly. And then, because she hardly knew what to
say, and also to turn Digory’s mind to cheerful subjects, she asked:“Is Mr. Ketterley really
mad?”“Well either he’s mad,” said Digory, “or there’s some other mystery. He has a study on the
top floor and Aunt Letty says I must never go up there. Well, that looks fishy to begin with. And
then there’s another thing. Whenever he tries to say anything to me at meal times—he never
even tries to talk to her—she always shuts him up. She says, ‘Don’t worry the boy, Andrew’ or
‘I’m sure Digory doesn’t want to hear about that,’ or else, ‘Now, Digory, wouldn’t you like to go out
and play in the garden?’”“What sort of things does he try to say?”“I don’t know. He never gets far
enough. But there’s more than that. One night—it was last night in fact—as I was going past the
foot of the attic-stairs on my way to bed (and I don’t much care for going past them either) I’m
sure I heard a yell.”“Perhaps he keeps a mad wife shut up there.”“Yes, I’ve thought of that.”“Or
perhaps he’s a coiner.”“Or he might have been a pirate, like the man at the beginning of Treasure
Island, and be always hiding from his old shipmates.”“How exciting!” said Polly. “I never knew
your house was so interesting.”“You may think it interesting,” said Digory. “But you wouldn’t like it
if you had to sleep there. How would you like to lie awake listening for Uncle Andrew’s step to
come creeping along the passage to your room? And he has such awful eyes.”That was how
Polly and Digory got to know one another: and as it was just the beginning of the summer
holidays and neither of them was going to the sea that year, they met nearly every day.Their
adventures began chiefly because it was one of the wettest and coldest summers there had
been for years. That drove them to do indoor things: you might say, indoor exploration. It is
wonderful how much exploring you can do with a stump of candle in a big house, or in a row of
houses. Polly had discovered long ago that if you opened a certain little door in the box-room
attic of her house you would find the cistern and a dark place behind it which you could get into
by a little careful climbing. The dark place was like a long tunnel with brick wall on one side and
sloping roof on the other. In the roof there were little chunks of light between the slates. There
was no floor in this tunnel: you had to step from rafter to rafter, and between them there was only



plaster. If you stepped on this you would find yourself falling through the ceiling of the room
below. Polly had used the bit of the tunnel just beside the cistern as a smugglers’ cave. She had
brought up bits of old packing cases and the seats of broken kitchen chairs, and things of that
sort, and spread them across from rafter to rafter so as to make a bit of floor. Here she kept a
cash-box containing various treasures, and a story she was writing and usually a few apples.
She had often drunk a quiet bottle of ginger-beer in there: the old bottles made it look more like a
smugglers’ cave.Digory quite liked the cave (she wouldn’t let him see the story) but he was more
interested in exploring.“Look here,” he said. “How long does this tunnel go on for? I mean, does it
stop where your house ends?”“No,” said Polly. “The walls don’t go out to the roof. It goes on. I
don’t know how far.”“Then we could get the length of the whole row of houses.”“So we could,”
said Polly. “And oh, I say!”“What?”“We could get into the other houses.”“Yes, and get taken up for
burglars! No thanks.”“Don’t be so jolly clever. I was thinking of the house beyond yours.”“What
about it?”“Why, it’s the empty one. Daddy says it’s always been empty ever since we came
here.”“I suppose we ought to have a look at it then,” said Digory. He was a good deal more
excited than you’d have thought from the way he spoke. For of course he was thinking, just as
you would have been, of all the reasons why the house might have been empty so long. So was
Polly. Neither of them said the word “haunted.” And both felt that once the thing had been
suggested, it would be feeble not to do it.“Shall we go and try it now?” said Digory.“All right,” said
Polly.“Don’t if you’d rather not,” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said she.“How are we to know
when we’re in the next house but one?”They decided they would have to go out into the box-
room and walk across it taking steps as long as the steps from one rafter to the next. That would
give them an idea of how many rafters went to a room. Then they would allow about four more
for the passage between the two attics in Polly’s house, and then the same number for the
maid’s bedroom as for the box-room. That would give them the length of the house. When they
had done that distance twice they would be at the end of Digory’s house; any door they came to
after that would let them into an attic of the empty house.“But I don’t expect it’s really empty at
all,” said Digory.“What do you expect?”“I expect someone lives there in secret, only coming in
and out at night, with a dark lantern. We shall probably discover a gang of desperate criminals
and get a reward. It’s all rot to say a house would be empty all those years unless there was
some mystery.”“Daddy thought it must be the drains,” said Polly.“Pooh! Grown-ups are always
thinking of uninteresting explanations,” said Digory. Now that they were talking by daylight in the
attic instead of by candlelight in the Smugglers’ Cave it seemed much less likely that the empty
house would be haunted.When they had measured the attic they had to get a pencil and do a
sum. They both got different answers to it at first, and even when they agreed I am not sure they
got it right. They were in a hurry to start on the exploration.“We mustn’t make a sound,” said Polly
as they climbed in again behind the cistern. Because it was such an important occasion they
took a candle each (Polly had a good store of these in her cave).It was very dark and dusty and
drafty and they stepped from rafter to rafter without a word except when they whispered to one
another, “We’re opposite your attic now” or “this must be halfway through our house.” And neither



of them stumbled and the candles didn’t go out, and at last they came to where they could see a
little door in the brick wall on their right. There was no bolt or handle on this side of it, of course,
for the door had been made for getting in, not for getting out; but there was a catch (as there
often is on the inside of a cupboard door) which they felt sure they would be able to turn.“Shall
I?” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly, just as she had said before. Both felt that it was
becoming very serious, but neither would draw back. Digory pushed round the catch with some
difficulty. The door swung open and the sudden daylight made them blink. Then, with a great
shock, they saw that they were looking, not into a deserted attic, but into a furnished room. But it
seemed empty enough. It was dead silent. Polly’s curiosity got the better of her. She blew out her
candle and stepped out into the strange room, making no more noise than a mouse.It was
shaped, of course, like an attic, but furnished as a sitting-room. Every bit of the walls was lined
with shelves and every bit of the shelves was full of books. A fire was burning in the grate (you
remember that it was a very cold wet summer that year) and in front of the fireplace with its back
toward them was a high-backed armchair. Between the chair and Polly, and filling most of the
middle of the room, was a big table piled with all sorts of things—printed books, and books of
the sort you write in, and ink bottles and pens and sealing-wax and a microscope. But what she
noticed first was a bright red wooden tray with a number of rings on it. They were in pairs—a
yellow one and a green one together, then a little space, and then another yellow one and
another green one. They were no bigger than ordinary rings, and no one could help noticing
them because they were so bright. They were the most beautiful shiny little things you can
imagine. If Polly had been a very little younger she would have wanted to put one in her
mouth.The room was so quiet that you noticed the ticking of the clock at once. And yet, as she
now found, it was not absolutely quiet either. There was a faint—a very, very faint—humming
sound. If vacuum cleaners had been invented in those days Polly would have thought it was the
sound of a Hoover being worked a long way off—several rooms away and several floors below.
But it was a nicer sound than that, a more musical tone: only so faint that you could hardly hear
it.“It’s all right—there’s no one here,” said Polly over her shoulder to Digory. She was speaking
above a whisper now. And Digory came out, blinking and looking extremely dirty—as indeed
Polly was too.“This is no good,” he said. “It’s not an empty house at all. We’d better leave before
anyone comes.”“What do you think those are?” said Polly, pointing at the colored rings.“Oh,
come on,” said Digory. “The sooner—”He never finished what he was going to say for at that
moment something happened. The high-backed chair in front of the fire moved suddenly and
there rose up out of it—like a pantomime demon coming up out of a trapdoor—the alarming form
of Uncle Andrew. They were not in the empty house at all; they were in Digory’s house and in the
forbidden study! Both children said “O-o-oh” and realized their terrible mistake. They felt they
ought to have known all along that they hadn’t gone nearly far enough.Uncle Andrew was tall
and very thin. He had a long clean-shaven face with a sharply pointed nose and extremely bright
eyes and a great tousled mop of gray hair.Digory was quite speechless, for Uncle Andrew
looked a thousand times more alarming than he had ever looked before. Polly was not so



frightened yet; but she soon was. For the very first thing Uncle Andrew did was to walk across to
the door of the room, shut it, and turn the key in the lock. Then he turned round, fixed the
children with his bright eyes, and smiled, showing all his teeth.“There!” he said. “Now my fool of a
sister can’t get at you!”It was dreadfully unlike anything a grown-up would be expected to do.
Polly’s heart came into her mouth, and she and Digory started backing toward the little door they
had come in by. Uncle Andrew was too quick for them. He got behind them and shut that door
too and stood in front of it. Then he rubbed his hands and made his knuckles crack. He had very
long, beautifully white, fingers.“I am delighted to see you,” he said. “Two children are just what I
wanted.”“Please, Mr. Ketterley,” said Polly. “It’s nearly my dinner time and I’ve got to go home. Will
you let us out, please?”“Not just yet,” said Uncle Andrew. “This is too good an opportunity to
miss. I wanted two children. You see, I’m in the middle of a great experiment. I’ve tried it on a
guinea-pig and it seemed to work. But then a guinea-pig can’t tell you anything. And you can’t
explain to it how to come back.”“Look here, Uncle Andrew,” said Digory, “it really is dinner time
and they’ll be looking for us in a moment. You must let us out.”“Must?” said Uncle Andrew.Digory
and Polly glanced at one another. They dared not say anything, but the glances meant “Isn’t this
dreadful?” and “We must humor him.”“If you let us go for our dinner now,” said Polly, “we could
come back after dinner.”“Ah, but how do I know that you would?” said Uncle Andrew with a
cunning smile. Then he seemed to change his mind.“Well, well,” he said, “if you really must go, I
suppose you must. I can’t expect two youngsters like you to find it much fun talking to an old
buffer like me.” He sighed and went on. “You’ve no idea how lonely I sometimes am. But no
matter. Go to your dinner. But I must give you a present before you go. It’s not every day that I
see a little girl in my dingy old study; especially, if I may say so, such a very attractive young lady
as yourself.”Polly began to think he might not really be mad after all.“Wouldn’t you like a ring, my
dear?” said Uncle Andrew to Polly.“Do you mean one of those yellow or green ones?” said Polly.
“How lovely!”“Not a green one,” said Uncle Andrew. “I’m afraid I can’t give the green ones away.
But I’d be delighted to give you any of the yellow ones: with my love. Come and try one on.”Polly
had now quite got over her fright and felt sure that the old gentleman was not mad; and there
was certainly something strangely attractive about those bright rings. She moved over to the
tray.“Why! I declare,” she said. “That humming noise gets louder here. It’s almost as if the rings
were making it.”“What a funny fancy, my dear,” said Uncle Andrew with a laugh. It sounded a very
natural laugh, but Digory had seen an eager, almost a greedy, look on his face.“Polly! Don’t be a
fool!” he shouted. “Don’t touch them.”It was too late. Exactly as he spoke, Polly’s hand went out
to touch one of the rings. And immediately, without a flash or a noise or a warning of any sort,
there was no Polly. Digory and his Uncle were alone in the room.Chapter OneThe Wrong
DoorTHIS IS A STORY ABOUT SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED long ago when your
grandfather was a child. It is a very important story because it shows how all the comings and
goings between our own world and the land of Narnia first began.In those days Mr. Sherlock
Holmes was still living in Baker Street and the Bastables were looking for treasure in the
Lewisham Road. In those days, if you were a boy you had to wear a stiff Eton collar every day,



and schools were usually nastier than now. But meals were nicer; and as for sweets, I won’t tell
you how cheap and good they were, because it would only make your mouth water in vain. And
in those days there lived in London a girl called Polly Plummer.She lived in one of a long row of
houses which were all joined together. One morning she was out in the back garden when a boy
scrambled up from the garden next door and put his face over the wall. Polly was very surprised
because up till now there had never been any children in that house, but only Mr. Ketterley and
Miss Ketterley, a brother and sister, old bachelor and old maid, living together. So she looked up,
full of curiosity. The face of the strange boy was very grubby. It could hardly have been grubbier if
he had first rubbed his hands in the earth, and then had a good cry, and then dried his face with
his hands. As a matter of fact, this was very nearly what he had been doing.“Hullo,” said
Polly.“Hullo,” said the boy. “What’s your name?”“Polly,” said Polly. “What’s yours?”“Digory,” said
the boy.“I say, what a funny name!” said Polly.“It isn’t half so funny as Polly,” said Digory.“Yes it is,”
said Polly.“No, it isn’t,” said Digory.“At any rate I do wash my face,” said Polly, “which is what you
need to do; especially after—” and then she stopped. She had been going to say “After you’ve
been blubbing,” but she thought that wouldn’t be polite.“All right, I have then,” said Digory in a
much louder voice, like a boy who was so miserable that he didn’t care who knew he had been
crying. “And so would you,” he went on, “if you’d lived all your life in the country and had a pony,
and a river at the bottom of the garden, and then been brought to live in a beastly Hole like
this.”“London isn’t a Hole,” said Polly indignantly. But the boy was too wound up to take any
notice of her, and he went on—“And if your father was away in India—and you had to come and
live with an Aunt and an Uncle who’s mad (who would like that?)—and if the reason was that
they were looking after your Mother—and if your Mother was ill and was going to—going to—
die.” Then his face went the wrong sort of shape as it does if you’re trying to keep back your
tears.“I didn’t know. I’m sorry,” said Polly humbly. And then, because she hardly knew what to
say, and also to turn Digory’s mind to cheerful subjects, she asked:“Is Mr. Ketterley really
mad?”“Well either he’s mad,” said Digory, “or there’s some other mystery. He has a study on the
top floor and Aunt Letty says I must never go up there. Well, that looks fishy to begin with. And
then there’s another thing. Whenever he tries to say anything to me at meal times—he never
even tries to talk to her—she always shuts him up. She says, ‘Don’t worry the boy, Andrew’ or
‘I’m sure Digory doesn’t want to hear about that,’ or else, ‘Now, Digory, wouldn’t you like to go out
and play in the garden?’”“What sort of things does he try to say?”“I don’t know. He never gets far
enough. But there’s more than that. One night—it was last night in fact—as I was going past the
foot of the attic-stairs on my way to bed (and I don’t much care for going past them either) I’m
sure I heard a yell.”“Perhaps he keeps a mad wife shut up there.”“Yes, I’ve thought of that.”“Or
perhaps he’s a coiner.”“Or he might have been a pirate, like the man at the beginning of Treasure
Island, and be always hiding from his old shipmates.”“How exciting!” said Polly. “I never knew
your house was so interesting.”“You may think it interesting,” said Digory. “But you wouldn’t like it
if you had to sleep there. How would you like to lie awake listening for Uncle Andrew’s step to
come creeping along the passage to your room? And he has such awful eyes.”That was how



Polly and Digory got to know one another: and as it was just the beginning of the summer
holidays and neither of them was going to the sea that year, they met nearly every day.Their
adventures began chiefly because it was one of the wettest and coldest summers there had
been for years. That drove them to do indoor things: you might say, indoor exploration. It is
wonderful how much exploring you can do with a stump of candle in a big house, or in a row of
houses. Polly had discovered long ago that if you opened a certain little door in the box-room
attic of her house you would find the cistern and a dark place behind it which you could get into
by a little careful climbing. The dark place was like a long tunnel with brick wall on one side and
sloping roof on the other. In the roof there were little chunks of light between the slates. There
was no floor in this tunnel: you had to step from rafter to rafter, and between them there was only
plaster. If you stepped on this you would find yourself falling through the ceiling of the room
below. Polly had used the bit of the tunnel just beside the cistern as a smugglers’ cave. She had
brought up bits of old packing cases and the seats of broken kitchen chairs, and things of that
sort, and spread them across from rafter to rafter so as to make a bit of floor. Here she kept a
cash-box containing various treasures, and a story she was writing and usually a few apples.
She had often drunk a quiet bottle of ginger-beer in there: the old bottles made it look more like a
smugglers’ cave.Digory quite liked the cave (she wouldn’t let him see the story) but he was more
interested in exploring.“Look here,” he said. “How long does this tunnel go on for? I mean, does it
stop where your house ends?”“No,” said Polly. “The walls don’t go out to the roof. It goes on. I
don’t know how far.”“Then we could get the length of the whole row of houses.”“So we could,”
said Polly. “And oh, I say!”“What?”“We could get into the other houses.”“Yes, and get taken up for
burglars! No thanks.”“Don’t be so jolly clever. I was thinking of the house beyond yours.”“What
about it?”“Why, it’s the empty one. Daddy says it’s always been empty ever since we came
here.”“I suppose we ought to have a look at it then,” said Digory. He was a good deal more
excited than you’d have thought from the way he spoke. For of course he was thinking, just as
you would have been, of all the reasons why the house might have been empty so long. So was
Polly. Neither of them said the word “haunted.” And both felt that once the thing had been
suggested, it would be feeble not to do it.“Shall we go and try it now?” said Digory.“All right,” said
Polly.“Don’t if you’d rather not,” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said she.“How are we to know
when we’re in the next house but one?”They decided they would have to go out into the box-
room and walk across it taking steps as long as the steps from one rafter to the next. That would
give them an idea of how many rafters went to a room. Then they would allow about four more
for the passage between the two attics in Polly’s house, and then the same number for the
maid’s bedroom as for the box-room. That would give them the length of the house. When they
had done that distance twice they would be at the end of Digory’s house; any door they came to
after that would let them into an attic of the empty house.“But I don’t expect it’s really empty at
all,” said Digory.“What do you expect?”“I expect someone lives there in secret, only coming in
and out at night, with a dark lantern. We shall probably discover a gang of desperate criminals
and get a reward. It’s all rot to say a house would be empty all those years unless there was



some mystery.”“Daddy thought it must be the drains,” said Polly.“Pooh! Grown-ups are always
thinking of uninteresting explanations,” said Digory. Now that they were talking by daylight in the
attic instead of by candlelight in the Smugglers’ Cave it seemed much less likely that the empty
house would be haunted.When they had measured the attic they had to get a pencil and do a
sum. They both got different answers to it at first, and even when they agreed I am not sure they
got it right. They were in a hurry to start on the exploration.“We mustn’t make a sound,” said Polly
as they climbed in again behind the cistern. Because it was such an important occasion they
took a candle each (Polly had a good store of these in her cave).It was very dark and dusty and
drafty and they stepped from rafter to rafter without a word except when they whispered to one
another, “We’re opposite your attic now” or “this must be halfway through our house.” And neither
of them stumbled and the candles didn’t go out, and at last they came to where they could see a
little door in the brick wall on their right. There was no bolt or handle on this side of it, of course,
for the door had been made for getting in, not for getting out; but there was a catch (as there
often is on the inside of a cupboard door) which they felt sure they would be able to turn.“Shall
I?” said Digory.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly, just as she had said before. Both felt that it was
becoming very serious, but neither would draw back. Digory pushed round the catch with some
difficulty. The door swung open and the sudden daylight made them blink. Then, with a great
shock, they saw that they were looking, not into a deserted attic, but into a furnished room. But it
seemed empty enough. It was dead silent. Polly’s curiosity got the better of her. She blew out her
candle and stepped out into the strange room, making no more noise than a mouse.It was
shaped, of course, like an attic, but furnished as a sitting-room. Every bit of the walls was lined
with shelves and every bit of the shelves was full of books. A fire was burning in the grate (you
remember that it was a very cold wet summer that year) and in front of the fireplace with its back
toward them was a high-backed armchair. Between the chair and Polly, and filling most of the
middle of the room, was a big table piled with all sorts of things—printed books, and books of
the sort you write in, and ink bottles and pens and sealing-wax and a microscope. But what she
noticed first was a bright red wooden tray with a number of rings on it. They were in pairs—a
yellow one and a green one together, then a little space, and then another yellow one and
another green one. They were no bigger than ordinary rings, and no one could help noticing
them because they were so bright. They were the most beautiful shiny little things you can
imagine. If Polly had been a very little younger she would have wanted to put one in her
mouth.The room was so quiet that you noticed the ticking of the clock at once. And yet, as she
now found, it was not absolutely quiet either. There was a faint—a very, very faint—humming
sound. If vacuum cleaners had been invented in those days Polly would have thought it was the
sound of a Hoover being worked a long way off—several rooms away and several floors below.
But it was a nicer sound than that, a more musical tone: only so faint that you could hardly hear
it.“It’s all right—there’s no one here,” said Polly over her shoulder to Digory. She was speaking
above a whisper now. And Digory came out, blinking and looking extremely dirty—as indeed
Polly was too.“This is no good,” he said. “It’s not an empty house at all. We’d better leave before



anyone comes.”“What do you think those are?” said Polly, pointing at the colored rings.“Oh,
come on,” said Digory. “The sooner—”He never finished what he was going to say for at that
moment something happened. The high-backed chair in front of the fire moved suddenly and
there rose up out of it—like a pantomime demon coming up out of a trapdoor—the alarming form
of Uncle Andrew. They were not in the empty house at all; they were in Digory’s house and in the
forbidden study! Both children said “O-o-oh” and realized their terrible mistake. They felt they
ought to have known all along that they hadn’t gone nearly far enough.Uncle Andrew was tall
and very thin. He had a long clean-shaven face with a sharply pointed nose and extremely bright
eyes and a great tousled mop of gray hair.Digory was quite speechless, for Uncle Andrew
looked a thousand times more alarming than he had ever looked before. Polly was not so
frightened yet; but she soon was. For the very first thing Uncle Andrew did was to walk across to
the door of the room, shut it, and turn the key in the lock. Then he turned round, fixed the
children with his bright eyes, and smiled, showing all his teeth.“There!” he said. “Now my fool of a
sister can’t get at you!”It was dreadfully unlike anything a grown-up would be expected to do.
Polly’s heart came into her mouth, and she and Digory started backing toward the little door they
had come in by. Uncle Andrew was too quick for them. He got behind them and shut that door
too and stood in front of it. Then he rubbed his hands and made his knuckles crack. He had very
long, beautifully white, fingers.“I am delighted to see you,” he said. “Two children are just what I
wanted.”“Please, Mr. Ketterley,” said Polly. “It’s nearly my dinner time and I’ve got to go home. Will
you let us out, please?”“Not just yet,” said Uncle Andrew. “This is too good an opportunity to
miss. I wanted two children. You see, I’m in the middle of a great experiment. I’ve tried it on a
guinea-pig and it seemed to work. But then a guinea-pig can’t tell you anything. And you can’t
explain to it how to come back.”“Look here, Uncle Andrew,” said Digory, “it really is dinner time
and they’ll be looking for us in a moment. You must let us out.”“Must?” said Uncle Andrew.Digory
and Polly glanced at one another. They dared not say anything, but the glances meant “Isn’t this
dreadful?” and “We must humor him.”“If you let us go for our dinner now,” said Polly, “we could
come back after dinner.”“Ah, but how do I know that you would?” said Uncle Andrew with a
cunning smile. Then he seemed to change his mind.“Well, well,” he said, “if you really must go, I
suppose you must. I can’t expect two youngsters like you to find it much fun talking to an old
buffer like me.” He sighed and went on. “You’ve no idea how lonely I sometimes am. But no
matter. Go to your dinner. But I must give you a present before you go. It’s not every day that I
see a little girl in my dingy old study; especially, if I may say so, such a very attractive young lady
as yourself.”Polly began to think he might not really be mad after all.“Wouldn’t you like a ring, my
dear?” said Uncle Andrew to Polly.“Do you mean one of those yellow or green ones?” said Polly.
“How lovely!”“Not a green one,” said Uncle Andrew. “I’m afraid I can’t give the green ones away.
But I’d be delighted to give you any of the yellow ones: with my love. Come and try one on.”Polly
had now quite got over her fright and felt sure that the old gentleman was not mad; and there
was certainly something strangely attractive about those bright rings. She moved over to the
tray.“Why! I declare,” she said. “That humming noise gets louder here. It’s almost as if the rings



were making it.”“What a funny fancy, my dear,” said Uncle Andrew with a laugh. It sounded a very
natural laugh, but Digory had seen an eager, almost a greedy, look on his face.“Polly! Don’t be a
fool!” he shouted. “Don’t touch them.”It was too late. Exactly as he spoke, Polly’s hand went out
to touch one of the rings. And immediately, without a flash or a noise or a warning of any sort,
there was no Polly. Digory and his Uncle were alone in the room.Chapter TwoDigory and His
UncleIT WAS SO SUDDEN, AND SO HORRIBLY UNLIKE ANYTHING that had ever happened
to Digory even in a nightmare, that he let out a scream. Instantly Uncle Andrew’s hand was over
his mouth. “None of that!” he hissed in Digory’s ear. “If you start making a noise your Mother’ll
hear it. And you know what a fright might do to her.”As Digory said afterward, the horrible
meanness of getting at a chap in that way, almost made him sick. But of course he didn’t scream
again.“That’s better,” said Uncle Andrew. “Perhaps you couldn’t help it. It is a shock when you
first see someone vanish. Why, it gave even me a turn when the guinea-pig did it the other
night.”“Was that when you yelled?” asked Digory.“Oh, you heard that, did you? I hope you
haven’t been spying on me?”“No, I haven’t,” said Digory indignantly. “But what’s happened to
Polly?”“Congratulate me, my dear boy,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing his hands. “My experiment
has succeeded. The little girl’s gone—vanished—right out of the world.”“What have you done to
her?”“Sent her to—well—to another place.”“What do you mean?” asked Digory.Uncle Andrew
sat down and said, “Well, I’ll tell you all about it. Have you ever heard of old Mrs. Lefay?”“Wasn’t
she a great-aunt or something?” said Digory.“Not exactly,” said Uncle Andrew. “She was my
godmother. That’s her, there, on the wall.”Digory looked and saw a faded photograph: it showed
the face of an old woman in a bonnet. And he could now remember that he had once seen a
photo of the same face in an old drawer, at home, in the country. He had asked his Mother who it
was and Mother had not seemed to want to talk about the subject much. It was not at all a nice
face, Digory thought, though of course with those early photographs one could never really
tell.“Was there—wasn’t there—something wrong about her, Uncle Andrew?” he asked.“Well,”
said Uncle Andrew with a chuckle, “it depends what you call wrong. People are so narrow-
minded. She certainly got very queer in later life. Did very unwise things. That was why they shut
her up.”“In an asylum, do you mean?”“Oh no, no, no,” said Uncle Andrew in a shocked voice.
“Nothing of that sort. Only in prison.”“I say!” said Digory. “What had she done?”“Ah, poor woman,”
said Uncle Andrew. “She had been very unwise. There were a good many different things. We
needn’t go into all that. She was always very kind to me.”“But look here, what has all this got to
do with Polly? I do wish you’d—”“All in good time, my boy,” said Uncle Andrew. “They let old Mrs.
Lefay out before she died and I was one of the very few people whom she would allow to see her
in her last illness. She had got to dislike ordinary, ignorant people, you understand. I do myself.
But she and I were interested in the same sort of things. It was only a few days before her death
that she told me to go to an old bureau in her house and open a secret drawer and bring her a
little box that I would find there. The moment I picked up that box I could tell by the pricking in my
fingers that I held some great secret in my hands. She gave it to me and made me promise that
as soon as she was dead I would burn it, unopened, with certain ceremonies. That promise I did



not keep.”“Well, then, it was jolly rotten of you,” said Digory.“Rotten?” said Uncle Andrew with a
puzzled look. “Oh, I see. You mean that little boys ought to keep their promises. Very true: most
right and proper, I’m sure, and I’m very glad you have been taught to do it. But of course you
must understand that rules of that sort, however excellent they may be for little boys—and
servants—and women—and even people in general, can’t possibly be expected to apply to
profound students and great thinkers and sages. No, Digory. Men like me, who possess hidden
wisdom, are freed from common rules just as we are cut off from common pleasures. Ours, my
boy, is a high and lonely destiny.”As he said this he sighed and looked so grave and noble and
mysterious that for a second Digory really thought he was saying something rather fine. But then
he remembered the ugly look he had seen on his Uncle’s face the moment before Polly had
vanished: and all at once he saw through Uncle Andrew’s grand words. “All it means,” he said to
himself, “is that he thinks he can do anything he likes to get anything he wants.”“Of course,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I didn’t dare to open the box for a long time, for I knew it might contain something
highly dangerous. For my godmother was a very remarkable woman. The truth is, she was one
of the last mortals in this country who had fairy blood in her. (She said there had been two others
in her time. One was a duchess and the other was a charwoman.) In fact, Digory, you are now
talking to the last man (possibly) who really had a fairy godmother. There! That’ll be something
for you to remember when you are an old man yourself.”“I bet she was a bad fairy,” thought
Digory; and added out loud, “But what about Polly?”“How you do harp on that!” said Uncle
Andrew. “As if that was what mattered! My first task was of course to study the box itself. It was
very ancient. And I knew enough even then to know that it wasn’t Greek, or Old Egyptian, or
Babylonian, or Hittite, or Chinese. It was older than any of those nations. Ah—that was a great
day when I at last found out the truth. The box was Atlantean; it came from the lost island of
Atlantis. That meant it was centuries older than any of the stone-age things they dig up in
Europe. And it wasn’t a rough, crude thing like them either. For in the very dawn of time Atlantis
was already a great city with palaces and temples and learned men.”He paused for a moment as
if he expected Digory to say something. But Digory was disliking his Uncle more every minute,
so he said nothing.“Meanwhile,” continued Uncle Andrew, “I was learning a good deal in other
ways (it wouldn’t be proper to explain them to a child) about Magic in general. That meant that I
came to have a fair idea what sort of things might be in the box. By various tests I narrowed
down the possibilities. I had to get to know some—well, some devilish queer people, and go
through some very disagreeable experiences. That was what turned my head gray. One doesn’t
become a magician for nothing. My health broke down in the end. But I got better. And at last I
actually knew.”Although there was not really the least chance of anyone overhearing them, he
leaned forward and almost whispered as he said:“The Atlantean box contained something that
had been brought from another world when our world was only just beginning.”“What?” asked
Digory, who was now interested in spite of himself.“Only dust,” said Uncle Andrew. “Fine, dry
dust. Nothing much to look at. Not much to show for a lifetime of toil, you might say. Ah, but when
I looked at that dust (I took jolly good care not to touch it) and thought that every grain had once



been in another world—I don’t mean another planet, you know; they’re part of our world and you
could get to them if you went far enough—but a really Other World—another Nature—another
universe—somewhere you would never reach even if you traveled through the space of this
universe forever and ever—a world that could be reached only by Magic—well!” Here Uncle
Andrew rubbed his hands till his knuckles cracked like fireworks.“I knew,” he went on, “that if only
you could get it into the right form, that dust would draw you back to the place it had come from.
But the difficulty was to get it into the right form. My earlier experiments were all failures. I tried
them on guinea-pigs. Some of them only died. Some exploded like little bombs—”“It was a jolly
cruel thing to do,” said Digory, who had once had a guinea-pig of his own.“How you do keep
getting off the point!” said Uncle Andrew. “That’s what the creatures were for. I’d bought them
myself. Let me see—where was I? Ah yes. At last I succeeded in making the rings: the yellow
rings. But now a new difficulty arose. I was pretty sure, now, that a yellow ring would send any
creature that touched it into the Other Place. But what would be the good of that if I couldn’t get
them back to tell me what they had found there?”“And what about them?” said Digory. “A nice
mess they’d be in if they couldn’t get back!”“You will keep on looking at everything from the
wrong point of view,” said Uncle Andrew with a look of impatience. “Can’t you understand that
the thing is a great experiment? The whole point of sending anyone into the Other Place is that I
want to find out what it’s like.”“Well why didn’t you go yourself then?”Digory had hardly ever seen
anyone look so surprised and offended as his Uncle did at this simple question. “Me? Me?” he
exclaimed. “The boy must be mad! A man at my time of life, and in my state of health, to risk the
shock and the dangers of being flung suddenly into a different universe? I never heard anything
so preposterous in my life! Do you realize what you’re saying? Think what Another World means
—you might meet anything—anything.”“And I suppose you’ve sent Polly into it then,” said Digory.
His cheeks were flaming with anger now. “And all I can say,” he added, “even if you are my Uncle
—is that you’ve behaved like a coward, sending a girl to a place you’re afraid to go to
yourself.”“Silence, sir!” said Uncle Andrew, bringing his hand down on the table. “I will not be
talked to like that by a little, dirty, schoolboy. You don’t understand. I am the great scholar, the
magician, the adept, who is doing the experiment. Of course I need subjects to do it on. Bless
my soul, you’ll be telling me next that I ought to have asked the guinea-pigs’ permission before I
used them! No great wisdom can be reached without sacrifice. But the idea of my going myself
is ridiculous. It’s like asking a general to fight as a common soldier. Supposing I got killed, what
would become of my life’s work?”“Oh, do stop jawing,” said Digory. “Are you going to bring Polly
back?”“I was going to tell you, when you so rudely interrupted me,” said Uncle Andrew, “that I did
at last find out a way of doing the return journey. The green rings draw you back.”“But Polly hasn’t
got a green ring.”“No,” said Uncle Andrew with a cruel smile.“Then she can’t get back,” shouted
Digory. “And it’s exactly the same as if you’d murdered her.”“She can get back,” said Uncle
Andrew, “if someone else will go after her, wearing a yellow ring himself and taking two green
rings, one to bring himself back and one to bring her back.”And now of course Digory saw the
trap in which he was caught: and he stared at Uncle Andrew, saying nothing, with his mouth



wide open. His cheeks had gone very pale.“I hope,” said Uncle Andrew presently in a very high
and mighty voice, just as if he were a perfect Uncle who had given one a handsome tip and
some good advice, “I hope, Digory, you are not given to showing the white feather. I should be
very sorry to think that anyone of our family had not enough honor and chivalry to go to the aid of
—er—a lady in distress.”“Oh shut up!” said Digory. “If you had any honor and all that, you’d be
going yourself. But I know you won’t. All right. I see I’ve got to go. But you are a beast. I suppose
you planned the whole thing, so that she’d go without knowing it and then I’d have to go after
her.”“Of course,” said Uncle Andrew with his hateful smile.“Very well. I’ll go. But there’s one thing I
jolly well mean to say first. I didn’t believe in Magic till today. I see now it’s real. Well if it is, I
suppose all the old fairy tales are more or less true. And you’re simply a wicked, cruel magician
like the ones in the stories. Well, I’ve never read a story in which people of that sort weren’t paid
out in the end, and I bet you will be. And serve you right.”Of all the things Digory had said this
was the first that really went home. Uncle Andrew started and there came over his face a look of
such horror that, beast though he was, you could almost feel sorry for him. But a second later he
smoothed it all away and said with a rather forced laugh, “Well, well, I suppose that is a natural
thing for a child to think—brought up among women, as you have been. Old wives’ tales, eh? I
don’t think you need worry about my danger, Digory. Wouldn’t it be better to worry about the
danger of your little friend? She’s been gone some time. If there are any dangers Over There—
well, it would be a pity to arrive a moment too late.”“A lot you care,” said Digory fiercely. “But I’m
sick of this jaw. What have I got to do?”“You really must learn to control that temper of yours, my
boy,” said Uncle Andrew coolly. “Otherwise you’ll grow up to be just like your Aunt Letty. Now.
Attend to me.”He got up, put on a pair of gloves, and walked over to the tray that contained the
rings.“They only work,” he said, “if they’re actually touching your skin. Wearing gloves, I can pick
them up—like this—and nothing happens. If you carried one in your pocket nothing would
happen: but of course you’d have to be careful not to put your hand in your pocket and touch it
by accident. The moment you touch a yellow ring, you vanish out of this world. When you are in
the Other Place I expect—of course this hasn’t been tested yet, but I expect—that the moment
you touch a green ring you vanish out of that world and—I expect—reappear in this. Now. I take
these two greens and drop them into your right-hand pocket. Remember very carefully which
pocket the greens are in. G for green and R for right. G.R. you see: which are the first two letters
of green. One for you and one for the little girl. And now you pick up a yellow one for yourself. I
should put it on—on your finger—if I were you. There’ll be less chance of dropping it.”Digory had
almost picked up the yellow ring when he suddenly checked himself.“Look here,” he said. “What
about Mother? Supposing she asks where I am?”“The sooner you go, the sooner you’ll be back,”
said Uncle Andrew cheerfully.“But you don’t really know whether I can get back.”Uncle Andrew
shrugged his shoulders, walked across to the door, unlocked it, threw it open, and said:“Oh very
well then. Just as you please. Go down and have your dinner. Leave the little girl to be eaten by
wild animals or drowned or starved in the Otherworld or lost there for good, if that’s what you
prefer. It’s all one to me. Perhaps before tea time you’d better drop in on Mrs. Plummer and



explain that she’ll never see her daughter again; because you were afraid to put on a ring.”“By
gum,” said Digory, “don’t I just wish I was big enough to punch your head!”Then he buttoned up
his coat, took a deep breath, and picked up the ring. And he thought then, as he always thought
afterward too, that he could not decently have done anything else.Chapter TwoDigory and His
UncleIT WAS SO SUDDEN, AND SO HORRIBLY UNLIKE ANYTHING that had ever happened
to Digory even in a nightmare, that he let out a scream. Instantly Uncle Andrew’s hand was over
his mouth. “None of that!” he hissed in Digory’s ear. “If you start making a noise your Mother’ll
hear it. And you know what a fright might do to her.”As Digory said afterward, the horrible
meanness of getting at a chap in that way, almost made him sick. But of course he didn’t scream
again.“That’s better,” said Uncle Andrew. “Perhaps you couldn’t help it. It is a shock when you
first see someone vanish. Why, it gave even me a turn when the guinea-pig did it the other
night.”“Was that when you yelled?” asked Digory.“Oh, you heard that, did you? I hope you
haven’t been spying on me?”“No, I haven’t,” said Digory indignantly. “But what’s happened to
Polly?”“Congratulate me, my dear boy,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing his hands. “My experiment
has succeeded. The little girl’s gone—vanished—right out of the world.”“What have you done to
her?”“Sent her to—well—to another place.”“What do you mean?” asked Digory.Uncle Andrew
sat down and said, “Well, I’ll tell you all about it. Have you ever heard of old Mrs. Lefay?”“Wasn’t
she a great-aunt or something?” said Digory.“Not exactly,” said Uncle Andrew. “She was my
godmother. That’s her, there, on the wall.”Digory looked and saw a faded photograph: it showed
the face of an old woman in a bonnet. And he could now remember that he had once seen a
photo of the same face in an old drawer, at home, in the country. He had asked his Mother who it
was and Mother had not seemed to want to talk about the subject much. It was not at all a nice
face, Digory thought, though of course with those early photographs one could never really
tell.“Was there—wasn’t there—something wrong about her, Uncle Andrew?” he asked.“Well,”
said Uncle Andrew with a chuckle, “it depends what you call wrong. People are so narrow-
minded. She certainly got very queer in later life. Did very unwise things. That was why they shut
her up.”“In an asylum, do you mean?”“Oh no, no, no,” said Uncle Andrew in a shocked voice.
“Nothing of that sort. Only in prison.”“I say!” said Digory. “What had she done?”“Ah, poor woman,”
said Uncle Andrew. “She had been very unwise. There were a good many different things. We
needn’t go into all that. She was always very kind to me.”“But look here, what has all this got to
do with Polly? I do wish you’d—”“All in good time, my boy,” said Uncle Andrew. “They let old Mrs.
Lefay out before she died and I was one of the very few people whom she would allow to see her
in her last illness. She had got to dislike ordinary, ignorant people, you understand. I do myself.
But she and I were interested in the same sort of things. It was only a few days before her death
that she told me to go to an old bureau in her house and open a secret drawer and bring her a
little box that I would find there. The moment I picked up that box I could tell by the pricking in my
fingers that I held some great secret in my hands. She gave it to me and made me promise that
as soon as she was dead I would burn it, unopened, with certain ceremonies. That promise I did
not keep.”“Well, then, it was jolly rotten of you,” said Digory.“Rotten?” said Uncle Andrew with a



puzzled look. “Oh, I see. You mean that little boys ought to keep their promises. Very true: most
right and proper, I’m sure, and I’m very glad you have been taught to do it. But of course you
must understand that rules of that sort, however excellent they may be for little boys—and
servants—and women—and even people in general, can’t possibly be expected to apply to
profound students and great thinkers and sages. No, Digory. Men like me, who possess hidden
wisdom, are freed from common rules just as we are cut off from common pleasures. Ours, my
boy, is a high and lonely destiny.”As he said this he sighed and looked so grave and noble and
mysterious that for a second Digory really thought he was saying something rather fine. But then
he remembered the ugly look he had seen on his Uncle’s face the moment before Polly had
vanished: and all at once he saw through Uncle Andrew’s grand words. “All it means,” he said to
himself, “is that he thinks he can do anything he likes to get anything he wants.”“Of course,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I didn’t dare to open the box for a long time, for I knew it might contain something
highly dangerous. For my godmother was a very remarkable woman. The truth is, she was one
of the last mortals in this country who had fairy blood in her. (She said there had been two others
in her time. One was a duchess and the other was a charwoman.) In fact, Digory, you are now
talking to the last man (possibly) who really had a fairy godmother. There! That’ll be something
for you to remember when you are an old man yourself.”“I bet she was a bad fairy,” thought
Digory; and added out loud, “But what about Polly?”“How you do harp on that!” said Uncle
Andrew. “As if that was what mattered! My first task was of course to study the box itself. It was
very ancient. And I knew enough even then to know that it wasn’t Greek, or Old Egyptian, or
Babylonian, or Hittite, or Chinese. It was older than any of those nations. Ah—that was a great
day when I at last found out the truth. The box was Atlantean; it came from the lost island of
Atlantis. That meant it was centuries older than any of the stone-age things they dig up in
Europe. And it wasn’t a rough, crude thing like them either. For in the very dawn of time Atlantis
was already a great city with palaces and temples and learned men.”He paused for a moment as
if he expected Digory to say something. But Digory was disliking his Uncle more every minute,
so he said nothing.“Meanwhile,” continued Uncle Andrew, “I was learning a good deal in other
ways (it wouldn’t be proper to explain them to a child) about Magic in general. That meant that I
came to have a fair idea what sort of things might be in the box. By various tests I narrowed
down the possibilities. I had to get to know some—well, some devilish queer people, and go
through some very disagreeable experiences. That was what turned my head gray. One doesn’t
become a magician for nothing. My health broke down in the end. But I got better. And at last I
actually knew.”Although there was not really the least chance of anyone overhearing them, he
leaned forward and almost whispered as he said:“The Atlantean box contained something that
had been brought from another world when our world was only just beginning.”“What?” asked
Digory, who was now interested in spite of himself.“Only dust,” said Uncle Andrew. “Fine, dry
dust. Nothing much to look at. Not much to show for a lifetime of toil, you might say. Ah, but when
I looked at that dust (I took jolly good care not to touch it) and thought that every grain had once
been in another world—I don’t mean another planet, you know; they’re part of our world and you



could get to them if you went far enough—but a really Other World—another Nature—another
universe—somewhere you would never reach even if you traveled through the space of this
universe forever and ever—a world that could be reached only by Magic—well!” Here Uncle
Andrew rubbed his hands till his knuckles cracked like fireworks.“I knew,” he went on, “that if only
you could get it into the right form, that dust would draw you back to the place it had come from.
But the difficulty was to get it into the right form. My earlier experiments were all failures. I tried
them on guinea-pigs. Some of them only died. Some exploded like little bombs—”“It was a jolly
cruel thing to do,” said Digory, who had once had a guinea-pig of his own.“How you do keep
getting off the point!” said Uncle Andrew. “That’s what the creatures were for. I’d bought them
myself. Let me see—where was I? Ah yes. At last I succeeded in making the rings: the yellow
rings. But now a new difficulty arose. I was pretty sure, now, that a yellow ring would send any
creature that touched it into the Other Place. But what would be the good of that if I couldn’t get
them back to tell me what they had found there?”“And what about them?” said Digory. “A nice
mess they’d be in if they couldn’t get back!”“You will keep on looking at everything from the
wrong point of view,” said Uncle Andrew with a look of impatience. “Can’t you understand that
the thing is a great experiment? The whole point of sending anyone into the Other Place is that I
want to find out what it’s like.”“Well why didn’t you go yourself then?”Digory had hardly ever seen
anyone look so surprised and offended as his Uncle did at this simple question. “Me? Me?” he
exclaimed. “The boy must be mad! A man at my time of life, and in my state of health, to risk the
shock and the dangers of being flung suddenly into a different universe? I never heard anything
so preposterous in my life! Do you realize what you’re saying? Think what Another World means
—you might meet anything—anything.”“And I suppose you’ve sent Polly into it then,” said Digory.
His cheeks were flaming with anger now. “And all I can say,” he added, “even if you are my Uncle
—is that you’ve behaved like a coward, sending a girl to a place you’re afraid to go to
yourself.”“Silence, sir!” said Uncle Andrew, bringing his hand down on the table. “I will not be
talked to like that by a little, dirty, schoolboy. You don’t understand. I am the great scholar, the
magician, the adept, who is doing the experiment. Of course I need subjects to do it on. Bless
my soul, you’ll be telling me next that I ought to have asked the guinea-pigs’ permission before I
used them! No great wisdom can be reached without sacrifice. But the idea of my going myself
is ridiculous. It’s like asking a general to fight as a common soldier. Supposing I got killed, what
would become of my life’s work?”“Oh, do stop jawing,” said Digory. “Are you going to bring Polly
back?”“I was going to tell you, when you so rudely interrupted me,” said Uncle Andrew, “that I did
at last find out a way of doing the return journey. The green rings draw you back.”“But Polly hasn’t
got a green ring.”“No,” said Uncle Andrew with a cruel smile.“Then she can’t get back,” shouted
Digory. “And it’s exactly the same as if you’d murdered her.”“She can get back,” said Uncle
Andrew, “if someone else will go after her, wearing a yellow ring himself and taking two green
rings, one to bring himself back and one to bring her back.”And now of course Digory saw the
trap in which he was caught: and he stared at Uncle Andrew, saying nothing, with his mouth
wide open. His cheeks had gone very pale.“I hope,” said Uncle Andrew presently in a very high



and mighty voice, just as if he were a perfect Uncle who had given one a handsome tip and
some good advice, “I hope, Digory, you are not given to showing the white feather. I should be
very sorry to think that anyone of our family had not enough honor and chivalry to go to the aid of
—er—a lady in distress.”“Oh shut up!” said Digory. “If you had any honor and all that, you’d be
going yourself. But I know you won’t. All right. I see I’ve got to go. But you are a beast. I suppose
you planned the whole thing, so that she’d go without knowing it and then I’d have to go after
her.”“Of course,” said Uncle Andrew with his hateful smile.“Very well. I’ll go. But there’s one thing I
jolly well mean to say first. I didn’t believe in Magic till today. I see now it’s real. Well if it is, I
suppose all the old fairy tales are more or less true. And you’re simply a wicked, cruel magician
like the ones in the stories. Well, I’ve never read a story in which people of that sort weren’t paid
out in the end, and I bet you will be. And serve you right.”Of all the things Digory had said this
was the first that really went home. Uncle Andrew started and there came over his face a look of
such horror that, beast though he was, you could almost feel sorry for him. But a second later he
smoothed it all away and said with a rather forced laugh, “Well, well, I suppose that is a natural
thing for a child to think—brought up among women, as you have been. Old wives’ tales, eh? I
don’t think you need worry about my danger, Digory. Wouldn’t it be better to worry about the
danger of your little friend? She’s been gone some time. If there are any dangers Over There—
well, it would be a pity to arrive a moment too late.”“A lot you care,” said Digory fiercely. “But I’m
sick of this jaw. What have I got to do?”“You really must learn to control that temper of yours, my
boy,” said Uncle Andrew coolly. “Otherwise you’ll grow up to be just like your Aunt Letty. Now.
Attend to me.”He got up, put on a pair of gloves, and walked over to the tray that contained the
rings.“They only work,” he said, “if they’re actually touching your skin. Wearing gloves, I can pick
them up—like this—and nothing happens. If you carried one in your pocket nothing would
happen: but of course you’d have to be careful not to put your hand in your pocket and touch it
by accident. The moment you touch a yellow ring, you vanish out of this world. When you are in
the Other Place I expect—of course this hasn’t been tested yet, but I expect—that the moment
you touch a green ring you vanish out of that world and—I expect—reappear in this. Now. I take
these two greens and drop them into your right-hand pocket. Remember very carefully which
pocket the greens are in. G for green and R for right. G.R. you see: which are the first two letters
of green. One for you and one for the little girl. And now you pick up a yellow one for yourself. I
should put it on—on your finger—if I were you. There’ll be less chance of dropping it.”Digory had
almost picked up the yellow ring when he suddenly checked himself.“Look here,” he said. “What
about Mother? Supposing she asks where I am?”“The sooner you go, the sooner you’ll be back,”
said Uncle Andrew cheerfully.“But you don’t really know whether I can get back.”Uncle Andrew
shrugged his shoulders, walked across to the door, unlocked it, threw it open, and said:“Oh very
well then. Just as you please. Go down and have your dinner. Leave the little girl to be eaten by
wild animals or drowned or starved in the Otherworld or lost there for good, if that’s what you
prefer. It’s all one to me. Perhaps before tea time you’d better drop in on Mrs. Plummer and
explain that she’ll never see her daughter again; because you were afraid to put on a ring.”“By



gum,” said Digory, “don’t I just wish I was big enough to punch your head!”Then he buttoned up
his coat, took a deep breath, and picked up the ring. And he thought then, as he always thought
afterward too, that he could not decently have done anything else.Chapter ThreeThe Wood
Between the WorldsUNCLE ANDREW AND HIS STUDY VANISHED INSTANTLY. Then, for a
moment, everything became muddled. The next thing Digory knew was that there was a soft
green light coming down on him from above, and darkness below. He didn’t seem to be standing
on anything, or sitting, or lying. Nothing appeared to be touching him. “I believe I’m in water,” said
Digory. “Or under water.” This frightened him for a second, but almost at once he could feel that
he was rushing upward. Then his head suddenly came out into the air and he found himself
scrambling ashore, out on to smooth grassy ground at the edge of a pool.As he rose to his feet
he noticed that he was neither dripping nor panting for breath as anyone would expect after
being under water. His clothes were perfectly dry. He was standing by the edge of a small pool—
not more than ten feet from side to side—in a wood. The trees grew close together and were so
leafy that he could get no glimpse of the sky. All the light was green light that came through the
leaves: but there must have been a very strong sun overhead, for this green daylight was bright
and warm. It was the quietest wood you could possibly imagine. There were no birds, no insects,
no animals, and no wind. You could almost feel the trees growing. The pool he had just got out of
was not the only pool. There were dozens of others—a pool every few yards as far as his eyes
could reach. You could almost feel the trees drinking the water up with their roots. This wood was
very much alive. When he tried to describe it afterward Digory always said, “It was a rich place:
as rich as plumcake.”The strangest thing was that, almost before he had looked about him,
Digory had half forgotten how he had come there. At any rate, he was certainly not thinking
about Polly, or Uncle Andrew, or even his Mother. He was not in the least frightened, or excited,
or curious. If anyone had asked him “Where did you come from?” he would probably have said,
“I’ve always been here.” That was what it felt like—as if one had always been in that place and
never been bored although nothing had ever happened. As he said long afterward, “It’s not the
sort of place where things happen. The trees go on growing, that’s all.”After Digory had looked at
the wood for a long time he noticed that there was a girl lying on her back at the foot of a tree a
few yards away. Her eyes were nearly shut but not quite, as if she were just between sleeping
and waking. So he looked at her for a long time and said nothing. And at last she opened her
eyes and looked at him for a long time and she also said nothing. Then she spoke, in a dreamy,
contented sort of voice.“I think I’ve seen you before,” she said.“I rather think so too,” said Digory.
“Have you been here long?”“Oh, always,” said the girl. “At least—I don’t know—a very long
time.”“So have I,” said Digory.“No you haven’t,” said she. “I’ve just seen you come up out of that
pool.”“Yes, I suppose I did,” said Digory with a puzzled air. “I’d forgotten.”Then for quite a long
time neither said any more.“Look here,” said the girl presently, “I wonder did we ever really meet
before? I had a sort of idea—a sort of picture in my head—of a boy and a girl, like us—living
somewhere quite different—and doing all sorts of things. Perhaps it was only a dream.”“I’ve had
that same dream, I think,” said Digory. “About a boy and a girl, living next door—and something



about crawling among rafters. I remember the girl had a dirty face.”“Aren’t you getting it mixed? In
my dream it was the boy who had the dirty face.”“I can’t remember the boy’s face,” said Digory:
and then added, “Hullo! What’s that?”“Why! it’s a guinea-pig,” said the girl. And it was—a fat
guinea-pig, nosing about in the grass. But round the middle of the guinea-pig there ran a tape,
and, tied on to it by the tape, was a bright yellow ring.“Look! look,” cried Digory. “The ring! And
look! You’ve got one on your finger. And so have I.”The girl now sat up, really interested at last.
They stared very hard at one another, trying to remember. And then, at exactly the same
moment, she shouted out “Mr. Ketterley” and he shouted out “Uncle Andrew,” and they knew who
they were and began to remember the whole story. After a few minutes of hard talking they had
got it straight. Digory explained how beastly Uncle Andrew had been.“What do we do now?” said
Polly. “Take the guinea-pig and go home?”“There’s no hurry,” said Digory with a huge yawn.“I
think there is,” said Polly. “This place is too quiet. It’s so—so dreamy. You’re almost asleep. If we
once give in to it we shall just lie down and drowse forever and ever.”“It’s very nice here,” said
Digory.“Yes, it is,” said Polly. “But we’ve got to get back.” She stood up and began to go
cautiously toward the guinea-pig. But then she changed her mind.“We might as well leave the
guinea-pig,” she said. “It’s perfectly happy here, and your uncle will only do something horrid to it
if we take it home.”“I bet he would,” answered Digory. “Look at the way he’s treated us. By the
way, how do we get home?”“Go back into the pool, I expect.”They came and stood together at
the edge, looking down into the smooth water. It was full of the reflection of the green, leafy
branches; they made it look very deep.“We haven’t any bathing things,” said Polly.“We shan’t
need them, silly,” said Digory. “We’re going in with our clothes on. Don’t you remember it didn’t
wet us on the way up?”“Can you swim?”“A bit. Can you?”“Well—not much.”“I don’t think we shall
need to swim,” said Digory. “We want to go down, don’t we?”Neither of them much liked the idea
of jumping into that pool, but neither said so to the other. They took hands and said “One—Two—
Three—Go” and jumped. There was a great splash and of course they closed their eyes. But
when they opened them again they found they were still standing, hand in hand, in that green
wood, and hardly up to their ankles in water. The pool was apparently only a couple of inches
deep. They splashed back onto the dry ground.“What on earth’s gone wrong?” said Polly in a
frightened voice; but not quite so frightened as you might expect, because it is hard to feel really
frightened in that wood. The place is too peaceful.“Oh! I know,” said Digory. “Of course it won’t
work. We’re still wearing our yellow rings. They’re for the outward journey, you know. The green
ones take you home. We must change rings. Have you got pockets? Good. Put your yellow ring
in your left. I’ve got two greens. Here’s one for you.”They put on their green rings and came back
to the pool. But before they tried another jump Digory gave a long “O-o-oh!”“What’s the matter?”
said Polly.“I’ve just had a really wonderful idea,” said Digory. “What are all the other pools?”“How
do you mean?”“Why, if we can get back to our own world by jumping into this pool, mightn’t we
get somewhere else by jumping into one of the others? Supposing there was a world at the
bottom of every pool.”“But I thought we were already in your Uncle Andrew’s Other World or
Other Place or whatever he called it. Didn’t you say—”“Oh bother Uncle Andrew,” interrupted



Digory. “I don’t believe he knows anything about it. He never had the pluck to come here himself.
He only talked of one Other World. But suppose there were dozens?”“You mean, this wood
might be only one of them?”“No, I don’t believe this wood is a world at all. I think it’s just a sort of
in-between place.”Polly looked puzzled. “Don’t you see?” said Digory. “No, do listen. Think of our
tunnel under the slates at home. It isn’t a room in any of the houses. In a way, it isn’t really part of
any of the houses. But once you’re in the tunnel you can go along it and come out into any of the
houses in the row. Mightn’t this wood be the same?—a place that isn’t in any of the worlds, but
once you’ve found that place you can get into them all.”“Well, even if you can—” began Polly, but
Digory went on as if he hadn’t heard her.“And of course that explains everything,” he said. “That’s
why it is so quiet and sleepy here. Nothing ever happens here. Like at home. It’s in the houses
that people talk, and do things, and have meals. Nothing goes on in the in-between places,
behind the walls and above the ceilings and under the floor, or in our own tunnel. But when you
come out of our tunnel you may find yourself in any house. I think we can get out of this place
into jolly well Anywhere! We don’t need to jump back into the same pool we came up by. Or not
just yet.”“The Wood between the Worlds,” said Polly dreamily. “It sounds rather nice.”“Come on,”
said Digory. “Which pool shall we try?”“Look here,” said Polly, “I’m not going to try any new pool
till we’ve made sure that we can get back by the old one. We’re not even sure if it’ll work
yet.”“Yes,” said Digory. “And get caught by Uncle Andrew and have our rings taken away before
we’ve had any fun. No thanks.”“Couldn’t we just go part of the way down into our own pool,” said
Polly. “Just to see if it works. Then if it does, we’ll change rings and come up again before we’re
really back in Mr. Ketterley’s study.”“Can we go part of the way down?”“Well, it took time coming
up. I suppose it’ll take a little time going back.”Digory made rather a fuss about agreeing to this,
but he had to in the end because Polly absolutely refused to do any exploring in new worlds until
she had made sure about getting back to the old one. She was quite as brave as he about some
dangers (wasps, for instance) but she was not so interested in finding out things nobody had
ever heard of before; for Digory was the sort of person who wants to know everything, and when
he grew up he became the famous Professor Kirke who comes into other books.After a good
deal of arguing they agreed to put on their green rings (“Green for safety,” said Digory, “so you
can’t help remembering which is which”) and hold hands and jump. But as soon as they seemed
to be getting back to Uncle Andrew’s study, or even to their own world, Polly was to shout
“Change” and they would slip off their greens and put on their yellows. Digory wanted to be the
one who shouted “Change” but Polly wouldn’t agree.They put on the green rings, took hands,
and once more shouted, “One—Two—Three—Go.” This time it worked. It is very hard to tell you
what it felt like, for everything happened so quickly. At first there were bright lights moving about
in a black sky; Digory always thinks these were stars and even swears that he saw Jupiter quite
close—close enough to see its moon. But almost at once there were rows and rows of roofs and
chimney pots about them, and they could see St. Paul’s and knew they were looking at London.
But you could see through the walls of all the houses. Then they could see Uncle Andrew, very
vague and shadowy, but getting clearer and more solid-looking all the time, just as if he were



coming into focus. But before he became quite real Polly shouted “Change,” and they did
change, and our world faded away like a dream, and the green light above grew stronger and
stronger, till their heads came out of the pool and they scrambled ashore. And there was the
wood all about them, as green and bright and still as ever. The whole thing had taken less than a
minute.“There!” said Digory. “That’s all right. Now for the adventure. Any pool will do. Come on.
Let’s try that one.”“Stop!” said Polly. “Aren’t we going to mark this pool?”They stared at each
other and turned quite white as they realized the dreadful thing that Digory had just been going
to do. For there were any number of pools in the wood, and the pools were all alike and the trees
were all alike, so that if they had once left behind the pool that led to our own world without
making some sort of landmark, the chances would have been a hundred to one against their
ever finding it again.Digory’s hand was shaking as he opened his penknife and cut out a long
strip of turf on the bank of the pool. The soil (which smelled nice) was of a rich reddish brown
and showed up well against the green. “It’s a good thing one of us has some sense,” said
Polly.“Well, don’t keep on gassing about it,” said Digory. “Come along, I want to see what’s in one
of the other pools.” And Polly gave him a pretty sharp answer and he said something even
nastier in reply. The quarrel lasted for several minutes but it would be dull to write it all down. Let
us skip on to the moment at which they stood with beating hearts and rather scared faces on the
edge of the unknown pool with their yellow rings on and held hands and once more said “One—
Two—Three—Go!”Splash! Once again it hadn’t worked. This pool, too, appeared to be only a
puddle. Instead of reaching a new world they only got their feet wet and splashed their legs for
the second time that morning (if it was a morning: it seems to be always the same time in the
Wood between the Worlds).“Blast and botheration!” exclaimed Digory. “What’s gone wrong now?
We’ve put our yellow rings on all right. He said yellow for the outward journey.”Now the truth was
that Uncle Andrew, who knew nothing about the Wood between the Worlds, had quite a wrong
idea about the rings. The yellow ones weren’t “outward” rings and the green ones weren’t
“homeward” rings; at least, not in the way he thought. The stuff of which both were made had all
come from the wood. The stuff in the yellow rings had the power of drawing you into the wood; it
was stuff that wanted to get back to its own place, the in-between place. But the stuff in the
green rings was stuff that was trying to get out of its own place: so that a green ring would take
you out of the wood into a world. Uncle Andrew, you see, was working with things he did not
really understand; most magicians are. Of course Digory did not realize the truth quite clearly
either, or not till later. But when they had talked it over, they decided to try their green rings on
the new pool, just to see what happened.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly. But she really said this
because, in her heart of hearts, she now felt sure that neither kind of ring was going to work at all
in the new pool, and so there was nothing worse to be afraid of than another splash. I am not
quite sure that Digory had not the same feeling. At any rate, when they had both put on their
greens and come back to the edge of the water, and taken hands again, they were certainly a
good deal more cheerful and less solemn than they had been the first time.“One—Two—Three—
Go!” said Digory. And they jumped.Chapter ThreeThe Wood Between the WorldsUNCLE



ANDREW AND HIS STUDY VANISHED INSTANTLY. Then, for a moment, everything became
muddled. The next thing Digory knew was that there was a soft green light coming down on him
from above, and darkness below. He didn’t seem to be standing on anything, or sitting, or lying.
Nothing appeared to be touching him. “I believe I’m in water,” said Digory. “Or under water.” This
frightened him for a second, but almost at once he could feel that he was rushing upward. Then
his head suddenly came out into the air and he found himself scrambling ashore, out on to
smooth grassy ground at the edge of a pool.As he rose to his feet he noticed that he was neither
dripping nor panting for breath as anyone would expect after being under water. His clothes were
perfectly dry. He was standing by the edge of a small pool—not more than ten feet from side to
side—in a wood. The trees grew close together and were so leafy that he could get no glimpse
of the sky. All the light was green light that came through the leaves: but there must have been a
very strong sun overhead, for this green daylight was bright and warm. It was the quietest wood
you could possibly imagine. There were no birds, no insects, no animals, and no wind. You could
almost feel the trees growing. The pool he had just got out of was not the only pool. There were
dozens of others—a pool every few yards as far as his eyes could reach. You could almost feel
the trees drinking the water up with their roots. This wood was very much alive. When he tried to
describe it afterward Digory always said, “It was a rich place: as rich as plumcake.”The strangest
thing was that, almost before he had looked about him, Digory had half forgotten how he had
come there. At any rate, he was certainly not thinking about Polly, or Uncle Andrew, or even his
Mother. He was not in the least frightened, or excited, or curious. If anyone had asked him
“Where did you come from?” he would probably have said, “I’ve always been here.” That was
what it felt like—as if one had always been in that place and never been bored although nothing
had ever happened. As he said long afterward, “It’s not the sort of place where things happen.
The trees go on growing, that’s all.”After Digory had looked at the wood for a long time he
noticed that there was a girl lying on her back at the foot of a tree a few yards away. Her eyes
were nearly shut but not quite, as if she were just between sleeping and waking. So he looked at
her for a long time and said nothing. And at last she opened her eyes and looked at him for a
long time and she also said nothing. Then she spoke, in a dreamy, contented sort of voice.“I
think I’ve seen you before,” she said.“I rather think so too,” said Digory. “Have you been here
long?”“Oh, always,” said the girl. “At least—I don’t know—a very long time.”“So have I,” said
Digory.“No you haven’t,” said she. “I’ve just seen you come up out of that pool.”“Yes, I suppose I
did,” said Digory with a puzzled air. “I’d forgotten.”Then for quite a long time neither said any
more.“Look here,” said the girl presently, “I wonder did we ever really meet before? I had a sort of
idea—a sort of picture in my head—of a boy and a girl, like us—living somewhere quite different
—and doing all sorts of things. Perhaps it was only a dream.”“I’ve had that same dream, I think,”
said Digory. “About a boy and a girl, living next door—and something about crawling among
rafters. I remember the girl had a dirty face.”“Aren’t you getting it mixed? In my dream it was the
boy who had the dirty face.”“I can’t remember the boy’s face,” said Digory: and then added,
“Hullo! What’s that?”“Why! it’s a guinea-pig,” said the girl. And it was—a fat guinea-pig, nosing



about in the grass. But round the middle of the guinea-pig there ran a tape, and, tied on to it by
the tape, was a bright yellow ring.“Look! look,” cried Digory. “The ring! And look! You’ve got one
on your finger. And so have I.”The girl now sat up, really interested at last. They stared very hard
at one another, trying to remember. And then, at exactly the same moment, she shouted out “Mr.
Ketterley” and he shouted out “Uncle Andrew,” and they knew who they were and began to
remember the whole story. After a few minutes of hard talking they had got it straight. Digory
explained how beastly Uncle Andrew had been.“What do we do now?” said Polly. “Take the
guinea-pig and go home?”“There’s no hurry,” said Digory with a huge yawn.“I think there is,” said
Polly. “This place is too quiet. It’s so—so dreamy. You’re almost asleep. If we once give in to it we
shall just lie down and drowse forever and ever.”“It’s very nice here,” said Digory.“Yes, it is,” said
Polly. “But we’ve got to get back.” She stood up and began to go cautiously toward the guinea-
pig. But then she changed her mind.“We might as well leave the guinea-pig,” she said. “It’s
perfectly happy here, and your uncle will only do something horrid to it if we take it home.”“I bet
he would,” answered Digory. “Look at the way he’s treated us. By the way, how do we get
home?”“Go back into the pool, I expect.”They came and stood together at the edge, looking
down into the smooth water. It was full of the reflection of the green, leafy branches; they made it
look very deep.“We haven’t any bathing things,” said Polly.“We shan’t need them, silly,” said
Digory. “We’re going in with our clothes on. Don’t you remember it didn’t wet us on the way
up?”“Can you swim?”“A bit. Can you?”“Well—not much.”“I don’t think we shall need to swim,”
said Digory. “We want to go down, don’t we?”Neither of them much liked the idea of jumping into
that pool, but neither said so to the other. They took hands and said “One—Two—Three—Go”
and jumped. There was a great splash and of course they closed their eyes. But when they
opened them again they found they were still standing, hand in hand, in that green wood, and
hardly up to their ankles in water. The pool was apparently only a couple of inches deep. They
splashed back onto the dry ground.“What on earth’s gone wrong?” said Polly in a frightened
voice; but not quite so frightened as you might expect, because it is hard to feel really frightened
in that wood. The place is too peaceful.“Oh! I know,” said Digory. “Of course it won’t work. We’re
still wearing our yellow rings. They’re for the outward journey, you know. The green ones take you
home. We must change rings. Have you got pockets? Good. Put your yellow ring in your left. I’ve
got two greens. Here’s one for you.”They put on their green rings and came back to the pool. But
before they tried another jump Digory gave a long “O-o-oh!”“What’s the matter?” said Polly.“I’ve
just had a really wonderful idea,” said Digory. “What are all the other pools?”“How do you
mean?”“Why, if we can get back to our own world by jumping into this pool, mightn’t we get
somewhere else by jumping into one of the others? Supposing there was a world at the bottom
of every pool.”“But I thought we were already in your Uncle Andrew’s Other World or Other Place
or whatever he called it. Didn’t you say—”“Oh bother Uncle Andrew,” interrupted Digory. “I don’t
believe he knows anything about it. He never had the pluck to come here himself. He only talked
of one Other World. But suppose there were dozens?”“You mean, this wood might be only one of
them?”“No, I don’t believe this wood is a world at all. I think it’s just a sort of in-between



place.”Polly looked puzzled. “Don’t you see?” said Digory. “No, do listen. Think of our tunnel
under the slates at home. It isn’t a room in any of the houses. In a way, it isn’t really part of any of
the houses. But once you’re in the tunnel you can go along it and come out into any of the
houses in the row. Mightn’t this wood be the same?—a place that isn’t in any of the worlds, but
once you’ve found that place you can get into them all.”“Well, even if you can—” began Polly, but
Digory went on as if he hadn’t heard her.“And of course that explains everything,” he said. “That’s
why it is so quiet and sleepy here. Nothing ever happens here. Like at home. It’s in the houses
that people talk, and do things, and have meals. Nothing goes on in the in-between places,
behind the walls and above the ceilings and under the floor, or in our own tunnel. But when you
come out of our tunnel you may find yourself in any house. I think we can get out of this place
into jolly well Anywhere! We don’t need to jump back into the same pool we came up by. Or not
just yet.”“The Wood between the Worlds,” said Polly dreamily. “It sounds rather nice.”“Come on,”
said Digory. “Which pool shall we try?”“Look here,” said Polly, “I’m not going to try any new pool
till we’ve made sure that we can get back by the old one. We’re not even sure if it’ll work
yet.”“Yes,” said Digory. “And get caught by Uncle Andrew and have our rings taken away before
we’ve had any fun. No thanks.”“Couldn’t we just go part of the way down into our own pool,” said
Polly. “Just to see if it works. Then if it does, we’ll change rings and come up again before we’re
really back in Mr. Ketterley’s study.”“Can we go part of the way down?”“Well, it took time coming
up. I suppose it’ll take a little time going back.”Digory made rather a fuss about agreeing to this,
but he had to in the end because Polly absolutely refused to do any exploring in new worlds until
she had made sure about getting back to the old one. She was quite as brave as he about some
dangers (wasps, for instance) but she was not so interested in finding out things nobody had
ever heard of before; for Digory was the sort of person who wants to know everything, and when
he grew up he became the famous Professor Kirke who comes into other books.After a good
deal of arguing they agreed to put on their green rings (“Green for safety,” said Digory, “so you
can’t help remembering which is which”) and hold hands and jump. But as soon as they seemed
to be getting back to Uncle Andrew’s study, or even to their own world, Polly was to shout
“Change” and they would slip off their greens and put on their yellows. Digory wanted to be the
one who shouted “Change” but Polly wouldn’t agree.They put on the green rings, took hands,
and once more shouted, “One—Two—Three—Go.” This time it worked. It is very hard to tell you
what it felt like, for everything happened so quickly. At first there were bright lights moving about
in a black sky; Digory always thinks these were stars and even swears that he saw Jupiter quite
close—close enough to see its moon. But almost at once there were rows and rows of roofs and
chimney pots about them, and they could see St. Paul’s and knew they were looking at London.
But you could see through the walls of all the houses. Then they could see Uncle Andrew, very
vague and shadowy, but getting clearer and more solid-looking all the time, just as if he were
coming into focus. But before he became quite real Polly shouted “Change,” and they did
change, and our world faded away like a dream, and the green light above grew stronger and
stronger, till their heads came out of the pool and they scrambled ashore. And there was the



wood all about them, as green and bright and still as ever. The whole thing had taken less than a
minute.“There!” said Digory. “That’s all right. Now for the adventure. Any pool will do. Come on.
Let’s try that one.”“Stop!” said Polly. “Aren’t we going to mark this pool?”They stared at each
other and turned quite white as they realized the dreadful thing that Digory had just been going
to do. For there were any number of pools in the wood, and the pools were all alike and the trees
were all alike, so that if they had once left behind the pool that led to our own world without
making some sort of landmark, the chances would have been a hundred to one against their
ever finding it again.Digory’s hand was shaking as he opened his penknife and cut out a long
strip of turf on the bank of the pool. The soil (which smelled nice) was of a rich reddish brown
and showed up well against the green. “It’s a good thing one of us has some sense,” said
Polly.“Well, don’t keep on gassing about it,” said Digory. “Come along, I want to see what’s in one
of the other pools.” And Polly gave him a pretty sharp answer and he said something even
nastier in reply. The quarrel lasted for several minutes but it would be dull to write it all down. Let
us skip on to the moment at which they stood with beating hearts and rather scared faces on the
edge of the unknown pool with their yellow rings on and held hands and once more said “One—
Two—Three—Go!”Splash! Once again it hadn’t worked. This pool, too, appeared to be only a
puddle. Instead of reaching a new world they only got their feet wet and splashed their legs for
the second time that morning (if it was a morning: it seems to be always the same time in the
Wood between the Worlds).“Blast and botheration!” exclaimed Digory. “What’s gone wrong now?
We’ve put our yellow rings on all right. He said yellow for the outward journey.”Now the truth was
that Uncle Andrew, who knew nothing about the Wood between the Worlds, had quite a wrong
idea about the rings. The yellow ones weren’t “outward” rings and the green ones weren’t
“homeward” rings; at least, not in the way he thought. The stuff of which both were made had all
come from the wood. The stuff in the yellow rings had the power of drawing you into the wood; it
was stuff that wanted to get back to its own place, the in-between place. But the stuff in the
green rings was stuff that was trying to get out of its own place: so that a green ring would take
you out of the wood into a world. Uncle Andrew, you see, was working with things he did not
really understand; most magicians are. Of course Digory did not realize the truth quite clearly
either, or not till later. But when they had talked it over, they decided to try their green rings on
the new pool, just to see what happened.“I’m game if you are,” said Polly. But she really said this
because, in her heart of hearts, she now felt sure that neither kind of ring was going to work at all
in the new pool, and so there was nothing worse to be afraid of than another splash. I am not
quite sure that Digory had not the same feeling. At any rate, when they had both put on their
greens and come back to the edge of the water, and taken hands again, they were certainly a
good deal more cheerful and less solemn than they had been the first time.“One—Two—Three—
Go!” said Digory. And they jumped.Chapter FourThe Bell and the HammerTHERE WAS NO
DOUBT ABOUT THE MAGIC THIS TIME. Down and down they rushed, first through darkness
and then through a mass of vague and whirling shapes which might have been almost anything.
It grew lighter. Then suddenly they felt that they were standing on something solid. A moment



later everything came into focus and they were able to look about them.“What a queer place!”
said Digory.“I don’t like it,” said Polly, with something like a shudder.What they noticed first was
the light. It wasn’t like sunlight, and it wasn’t like electric light, or lamps, or candles, or any other
light they had ever seen. It was a dull, rather red light, not at all cheerful. It was steady and did
not flicker. They were standing on a flat paved surface and buildings rose all around them. There
was no roof overhead; they were in a sort of courtyard. The sky was extraordinarily dark—a blue
that was almost black. When you had seen that sky you wondered that there should be any light
at all.“It’s very funny weather here,” said Digory. “I wonder if we’ve arrived just in time for a
thunderstorm; or an eclipse.”“I don’t like it,” said Polly.Both of them, without quite knowing why,
were talking in whispers. And though there was no reason why they should still go on holding
hands after their jump, they didn’t let go.The walls rose very high all round that courtyard. They
had many great windows in them, windows without glass, through which you saw nothing but
black darkness. Lower down there were great pillared arches, yawning blackly like the mouths of
railway tunnels. It was rather cold.The stone of which everything was built seemed to be red, but
that might only be because of the curious light. It was obviously very old. Many of the flat stones
that paved the courtyard had cracks across them. None of them fitted closely together and the
sharp corners were all worn off. One of the arched doorways was half filled up with rubble. The
two children kept on turning round and round to look at the different sides of the courtyard. One
reason was that they were afraid of somebody—or something—looking out of those windows at
them when their backs were turned.“Do you think anyone lives here?” said Digory at last, still in a
whisper.“No,” said Polly. “It’s all in ruins. We haven’t heard a sound since we came.”“Let’s stand
still and listen for a bit,” suggested Digory.They stood still and listened, but all they could hear
was the thump-thump of their own hearts. This place was at least as quiet as the Wood between
the Worlds. But it was a different kind of quietness. The silence of the Wood had been rich and
warm (you could almost hear the trees growing) and full of life: this was a dead, cold, empty
silence. You couldn’t imagine anything growing in it.“Let’s go home,” said Polly.“But we haven’t
seen anything yet,” said Digory. “Now we’re here, we simply must have a look round.”“I’m sure
there’s nothing at all interesting here.”“There’s not much point in finding a magic ring that lets you
into other worlds if you’re afraid to look at them when you’ve got there.”“Who’s talking about
being afraid?” said Polly, letting go of Digory’s hand.“I only thought you didn’t seem very keen on
exploring this place.”“I’ll go anywhere you go.”“We can get away the moment we want to,” said
Digory. “Let’s take off our green rings and put them in our right-hand pockets. All we’ve got to do
is to remember that our yellows are in our left-hand pockets. You can keep your hand as near
your pocket as you like, but don’t put it in or you’ll touch your yellow and vanish.”They did this
and went quietly up to one of the big arched doorways which led into the inside of the building.
And when they stood on the threshold and could look in, they saw it was not so dark inside as
they had thought at first. It led into a vast, shadowy hall which appeared to be empty; but on the
far side there was a row of pillars with arches between them and through those arches there
streamed in some more of the same tired-looking light. They crossed the hall, walking very



carefully for fear of holes in the floor or of anything lying about that they might trip over. It seemed
a long walk. When they had reached the other side they came out through the arches and found
themselves in another and larger courtyard.“That doesn’t look very safe,” said Polly, pointing at a
place where the wall bulged outward and looked as if it were ready to fall over into the courtyard.
In one place a pillar was missing between two arches and the bit that came down to where the
top of the pillar ought to have been hung there with nothing to support it. Clearly, the place had
been deserted for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years.“If it’s lasted till now, I suppose it’ll last
a bit longer,” said Digory. “But we must be very quiet. You know a noise sometimes brings things
down—like an avalanche in the Alps.”They went on out of that courtyard into another doorway,
and up a great flight of steps and through vast rooms that opened out of one another till you
were dizzy with the mere size of the place. Every now and then they thought they were going to
get out into the open and see what sort of country lay around the enormous palace. But each
time they only got into another courtyard. They must have been magnificent places when people
were still living there. In one there had once been a fountain. A great stone monster with
widespread wings stood with its mouth open and you could still see a bit of piping at the back of
its mouth, out of which the water used to pour. Under it was a wide stone basin to hold the water;
but it was as dry as a bone. In other places there were the dry sticks of some sort of climbing
plant which had wound itself round the pillars and helped to pull some of them down. But it had
died long ago. And there were no ants or spiders or any of the other living things you expect to
see in a ruin; and where the dry earth showed between the broken flagstones there was no
grass or moss.It was all so dreary and all so much the same that even Digory was thinking they
had better put on their yellow rings and get back to the warm, green, living forest of the In-
between place, when they came to two huge doors of some metal that might possibly be gold.
One stood a little ajar. So of course they went to look in. Both started back and drew a long
breath: for here at last was something worth seeing.For a second they thought the room was full
of people—hundreds of people, all seated, and all perfectly still. Polly and Digory, as you may
guess, stood perfectly still themselves for a good long time, looking in. But presently they
decided that what they were looking at could not be real people. There was not a movement nor
the sound of a breath among them all. They were like the most wonderful waxworks you ever
saw.This time Polly took the lead. There was something in this room which interested her more
than it interested Digory: all the figures were wearing magnificent clothes. If you were interested
in clothes at all, you could hardly help going in to see them closer. And the blaze of their colors
made this room look, not exactly cheerful, but at any rate rich and majestic after all the dust and
emptiness of the others. It had more windows, too, and was a good deal lighter.I can hardly
describe the clothes. The figures were all robed and had crowns on their heads. Their robes
were of crimson and silvery gray and deep purple and vivid green: and there were patterns, and
pictures of flowers and strange beasts, in needlework all over them. Precious stones of
astonishing size and brightness stared from their crowns and hung in chains round their necks
and peeped out from all the places where anything was fastened.“Why haven’t these clothes all



rotted away long ago?” asked Polly.“Magic,” whispered Digory. “Can’t you feel it? I bet this whole
room is just stiff with enchantments. I could feel it the moment we came in.”“Any one of these
dresses would cost hundreds of pounds,” said Polly.But Digory was more interested in the faces,
and indeed these were well worth looking at. The people sat in their stone chairs on each side of
the room and the floor was left free down the middle. You could walk down and look at the faces
in turn.“They were nice people, I think,” said Digory.Polly nodded. All the faces they could see
were certainly nice. Both the men and women looked kind and wise, and they seemed to come
of a handsome race. But after the children had gone a few steps down the room they came to
faces that looked a little different. These were very solemn faces. You felt you would have to
mind your P’s and Q’s, if you ever met living people who looked like that. When they had gone a
little further, they found themselves among faces they didn’t like: this was about the middle of the
room. The faces here looked very strong and proud and happy, but they looked cruel. A little
further on they looked crueller. Further on again, they were still cruel but they no longer looked
happy. They were even despairing faces: as if the people they belonged to had done dreadful
things and also suffered dreadful things. The last figure of all was the most interesting—a
woman even more richly dressed than the others, very tall (but every figure in that room was
taller than the people of our world), with a look of such fierceness and pride that it took your
breath away. Yet she was beautiful too. Years afterward when he was an old man, Digory said he
had never in all his life known a woman so beautiful. It is only fair to add that Polly always said
she couldn’t see anything specially beautiful about her.This woman, as I said, was the last: but
there were plenty of empty chairs beyond her, as if the room had been intended for a much
larger collection of images.“I do wish we knew the story that’s behind all this,” said Digory. “Let’s
go back and look at that table sort of thing in the middle of the room.”The thing in the middle of
the room was not exactly a table. It was a square pillar about four feet high and on it there rose a
little golden arch from which there hung a little golden bell; and beside this there lay a little
golden hammer to hit the bell with.“I wonder . . . I wonder . . . I wonder . . .” said Digory.“There
seems to be something written here,” said Polly, stooping down and looking at the side of the
pillar.“By gum, so there is,” said Digory. “But of course we shan’t be able to read it.”“Shan’t we?
I’m not so sure,” said Polly.They both looked at it hard and, as you might have expected, the
letters cut in the stone were strange. But now a great wonder happened: for, as they looked,
though the shape of the strange letters never altered, they found that they could understand
them. If only Digory had remembered what he himself had said a few minutes ago, that this was
an enchanted room, he might have guessed that the enchantment was beginning to work. But
he was too wild with curiosity to think about that. He was longing more and more to know what
was written on the pillar. And very soon they both knew. What it said was something like this—at
least this is the sense of it though the poetry, when you read it there, was better:Make your
choice, adventurous Stranger;Strike the bell and bide the danger,Or wonder, till it drives you
mad,What would have followed if you had.“No fear!” said Polly. “We don’t want any danger.”“Oh,
but don’t you see it’s no good!” said Digory. “We can’t get out of it now. We shall always be



wondering what else would have happened if we had struck the bell. I’m not going home to be
driven mad by always thinking of that. No fear!”“Don’t be so silly,” said Polly. “As if anyone would!
What does it matter what would have happened?”“I expect anyone who’s come as far as this is
bound to go on wondering till it sends him dotty. That’s the Magic of it, you see. I can feel it
beginning to work on me already.”“Well I don’t,” said Polly crossly. “And I don’t believe you do
either. You’re just putting it on.”“That’s all you know,” said Digory. “It’s because you’re a girl. Girls
never want to know anything but gossip and rot about people getting engaged.”“You looked
exactly like your Uncle when you said that,” said Polly.“Why can’t you keep to the point?” said
Digory. “What we’re talking about is—”“How exactly like a man!” said Polly in a very grown-up
voice; but she added hastily, in her real voice, “And don’t say I’m just like a woman, or you’ll be a
beastly copy-cat.”“I should never dream of calling a kid like you a woman,” said Digory loftily.“Oh,
I’m a kid, am I?” said Polly, who was now in a real rage. “Well you needn’t be bothered by having
a kid with you any longer then. I’m off. I’ve had enough of this place. And I’ve had enough of you
too—you beastly, stuck-up, obstinate pig!”“None of that!” said Digory in a voice even nastier than
he meant it to be; for he saw Polly’s hand moving to her pocket to get hold of her yellow ring. I
can’t excuse what he did next except by saying that he was very sorry for it afterward (and so
were a good many other people). Before Polly’s hand reached her pocket, he grabbed her wrist,
leaning across her with his back against her chest. Then, keeping her other arm out of the way
with his other elbow, he leaned forward, picked up the hammer, and struck the golden bell a
light, smart tap. Then he let her go and they fell apart staring at each other and breathing hard.
Polly was just beginning to cry, not with fear, and not even because he had hurt her wrist quite
badly, but with furious anger. Within two seconds, however, they had something to think about
that drove their own quarrels quite out of their minds.As soon as the bell was struck it gave out a
note, a sweet note such as you might have expected, and not very loud. But instead of dying
away again, it went on; and as it went on it grew louder. Before a minute had passed it was twice
as loud as it had been to begin with. It was soon so loud that if the children had tried to speak
(but they weren’t thinking of speaking now—they were just standing with their mouths open) they
would not have heard one another. Very soon it was so loud that they could not have heard one
another even by shouting. And still it grew: all on one note, a continuous sweet sound, though
the sweetness had something horrible about it, till all the air in that great room was throbbing
with it and they could feel the stone floor trembling under their feet. Then at last it began to be
mixed with another sound, a vague, disastrous noise which sounded first like the roar of a
distant train, and then like the crash of a falling tree. They heard something like great weights
falling. Finally, with a sudden rush and thunder, and a shake that nearly flung them off their feet,
about a quarter of the roof at one end of the room fell in, great blocks of masonry fell all round
them, and the walls rocked. The noise of the bell stopped. The clouds of dust cleared away.
Everything became quiet again.It was never found out whether the fall of the roof was due to
Magic or whether that unbearably loud sound from the bell just happened to strike the note
which was more than those crumbling walls could stand.“There! I hope you’re satisfied now,”



panted Polly.“Well, it’s all over, anyway,” said Digory.And both thought it was; but they had never
been more mistaken in their lives.Chapter FourThe Bell and the HammerTHERE WAS NO
DOUBT ABOUT THE MAGIC THIS TIME. Down and down they rushed, first through darkness
and then through a mass of vague and whirling shapes which might have been almost anything.
It grew lighter. Then suddenly they felt that they were standing on something solid. A moment
later everything came into focus and they were able to look about them.“What a queer place!”
said Digory.“I don’t like it,” said Polly, with something like a shudder.What they noticed first was
the light. It wasn’t like sunlight, and it wasn’t like electric light, or lamps, or candles, or any other
light they had ever seen. It was a dull, rather red light, not at all cheerful. It was steady and did
not flicker. They were standing on a flat paved surface and buildings rose all around them. There
was no roof overhead; they were in a sort of courtyard. The sky was extraordinarily dark—a blue
that was almost black. When you had seen that sky you wondered that there should be any light
at all.“It’s very funny weather here,” said Digory. “I wonder if we’ve arrived just in time for a
thunderstorm; or an eclipse.”“I don’t like it,” said Polly.Both of them, without quite knowing why,
were talking in whispers. And though there was no reason why they should still go on holding
hands after their jump, they didn’t let go.The walls rose very high all round that courtyard. They
had many great windows in them, windows without glass, through which you saw nothing but
black darkness. Lower down there were great pillared arches, yawning blackly like the mouths of
railway tunnels. It was rather cold.The stone of which everything was built seemed to be red, but
that might only be because of the curious light. It was obviously very old. Many of the flat stones
that paved the courtyard had cracks across them. None of them fitted closely together and the
sharp corners were all worn off. One of the arched doorways was half filled up with rubble. The
two children kept on turning round and round to look at the different sides of the courtyard. One
reason was that they were afraid of somebody—or something—looking out of those windows at
them when their backs were turned.“Do you think anyone lives here?” said Digory at last, still in a
whisper.“No,” said Polly. “It’s all in ruins. We haven’t heard a sound since we came.”“Let’s stand
still and listen for a bit,” suggested Digory.They stood still and listened, but all they could hear
was the thump-thump of their own hearts. This place was at least as quiet as the Wood between
the Worlds. But it was a different kind of quietness. The silence of the Wood had been rich and
warm (you could almost hear the trees growing) and full of life: this was a dead, cold, empty
silence. You couldn’t imagine anything growing in it.“Let’s go home,” said Polly.“But we haven’t
seen anything yet,” said Digory. “Now we’re here, we simply must have a look round.”“I’m sure
there’s nothing at all interesting here.”“There’s not much point in finding a magic ring that lets you
into other worlds if you’re afraid to look at them when you’ve got there.”“Who’s talking about
being afraid?” said Polly, letting go of Digory’s hand.“I only thought you didn’t seem very keen on
exploring this place.”“I’ll go anywhere you go.”“We can get away the moment we want to,” said
Digory. “Let’s take off our green rings and put them in our right-hand pockets. All we’ve got to do
is to remember that our yellows are in our left-hand pockets. You can keep your hand as near
your pocket as you like, but don’t put it in or you’ll touch your yellow and vanish.”They did this



and went quietly up to one of the big arched doorways which led into the inside of the building.
And when they stood on the threshold and could look in, they saw it was not so dark inside as
they had thought at first. It led into a vast, shadowy hall which appeared to be empty; but on the
far side there was a row of pillars with arches between them and through those arches there
streamed in some more of the same tired-looking light. They crossed the hall, walking very
carefully for fear of holes in the floor or of anything lying about that they might trip over. It seemed
a long walk. When they had reached the other side they came out through the arches and found
themselves in another and larger courtyard.“That doesn’t look very safe,” said Polly, pointing at a
place where the wall bulged outward and looked as if it were ready to fall over into the courtyard.
In one place a pillar was missing between two arches and the bit that came down to where the
top of the pillar ought to have been hung there with nothing to support it. Clearly, the place had
been deserted for hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years.“If it’s lasted till now, I suppose it’ll last
a bit longer,” said Digory. “But we must be very quiet. You know a noise sometimes brings things
down—like an avalanche in the Alps.”They went on out of that courtyard into another doorway,
and up a great flight of steps and through vast rooms that opened out of one another till you
were dizzy with the mere size of the place. Every now and then they thought they were going to
get out into the open and see what sort of country lay around the enormous palace. But each
time they only got into another courtyard. They must have been magnificent places when people
were still living there. In one there had once been a fountain. A great stone monster with
widespread wings stood with its mouth open and you could still see a bit of piping at the back of
its mouth, out of which the water used to pour. Under it was a wide stone basin to hold the water;
but it was as dry as a bone. In other places there were the dry sticks of some sort of climbing
plant which had wound itself round the pillars and helped to pull some of them down. But it had
died long ago. And there were no ants or spiders or any of the other living things you expect to
see in a ruin; and where the dry earth showed between the broken flagstones there was no
grass or moss.It was all so dreary and all so much the same that even Digory was thinking they
had better put on their yellow rings and get back to the warm, green, living forest of the In-
between place, when they came to two huge doors of some metal that might possibly be gold.
One stood a little ajar. So of course they went to look in. Both started back and drew a long
breath: for here at last was something worth seeing.For a second they thought the room was full
of people—hundreds of people, all seated, and all perfectly still. Polly and Digory, as you may
guess, stood perfectly still themselves for a good long time, looking in. But presently they
decided that what they were looking at could not be real people. There was not a movement nor
the sound of a breath among them all. They were like the most wonderful waxworks you ever
saw.This time Polly took the lead. There was something in this room which interested her more
than it interested Digory: all the figures were wearing magnificent clothes. If you were interested
in clothes at all, you could hardly help going in to see them closer. And the blaze of their colors
made this room look, not exactly cheerful, but at any rate rich and majestic after all the dust and
emptiness of the others. It had more windows, too, and was a good deal lighter.I can hardly



describe the clothes. The figures were all robed and had crowns on their heads. Their robes
were of crimson and silvery gray and deep purple and vivid green: and there were patterns, and
pictures of flowers and strange beasts, in needlework all over them. Precious stones of
astonishing size and brightness stared from their crowns and hung in chains round their necks
and peeped out from all the places where anything was fastened.“Why haven’t these clothes all
rotted away long ago?” asked Polly.“Magic,” whispered Digory. “Can’t you feel it? I bet this whole
room is just stiff with enchantments. I could feel it the moment we came in.”“Any one of these
dresses would cost hundreds of pounds,” said Polly.But Digory was more interested in the faces,
and indeed these were well worth looking at. The people sat in their stone chairs on each side of
the room and the floor was left free down the middle. You could walk down and look at the faces
in turn.“They were nice people, I think,” said Digory.Polly nodded. All the faces they could see
were certainly nice. Both the men and women looked kind and wise, and they seemed to come
of a handsome race. But after the children had gone a few steps down the room they came to
faces that looked a little different. These were very solemn faces. You felt you would have to
mind your P’s and Q’s, if you ever met living people who looked like that. When they had gone a
little further, they found themselves among faces they didn’t like: this was about the middle of the
room. The faces here looked very strong and proud and happy, but they looked cruel. A little
further on they looked crueller. Further on again, they were still cruel but they no longer looked
happy. They were even despairing faces: as if the people they belonged to had done dreadful
things and also suffered dreadful things. The last figure of all was the most interesting—a
woman even more richly dressed than the others, very tall (but every figure in that room was
taller than the people of our world), with a look of such fierceness and pride that it took your
breath away. Yet she was beautiful too. Years afterward when he was an old man, Digory said he
had never in all his life known a woman so beautiful. It is only fair to add that Polly always said
she couldn’t see anything specially beautiful about her.This woman, as I said, was the last: but
there were plenty of empty chairs beyond her, as if the room had been intended for a much
larger collection of images.“I do wish we knew the story that’s behind all this,” said Digory. “Let’s
go back and look at that table sort of thing in the middle of the room.”The thing in the middle of
the room was not exactly a table. It was a square pillar about four feet high and on it there rose a
little golden arch from which there hung a little golden bell; and beside this there lay a little
golden hammer to hit the bell with.“I wonder . . . I wonder . . . I wonder . . .” said Digory.“There
seems to be something written here,” said Polly, stooping down and looking at the side of the
pillar.“By gum, so there is,” said Digory. “But of course we shan’t be able to read it.”“Shan’t we?
I’m not so sure,” said Polly.They both looked at it hard and, as you might have expected, the
letters cut in the stone were strange. But now a great wonder happened: for, as they looked,
though the shape of the strange letters never altered, they found that they could understand
them. If only Digory had remembered what he himself had said a few minutes ago, that this was
an enchanted room, he might have guessed that the enchantment was beginning to work. But
he was too wild with curiosity to think about that. He was longing more and more to know what



was written on the pillar. And very soon they both knew. What it said was something like this—at
least this is the sense of it though the poetry, when you read it there, was better:Make your
choice, adventurous Stranger;Strike the bell and bide the danger,Or wonder, till it drives you
mad,What would have followed if you had.“No fear!” said Polly. “We don’t want any danger.”“Oh,
but don’t you see it’s no good!” said Digory. “We can’t get out of it now. We shall always be
wondering what else would have happened if we had struck the bell. I’m not going home to be
driven mad by always thinking of that. No fear!”“Don’t be so silly,” said Polly. “As if anyone would!
What does it matter what would have happened?”“I expect anyone who’s come as far as this is
bound to go on wondering till it sends him dotty. That’s the Magic of it, you see. I can feel it
beginning to work on me already.”“Well I don’t,” said Polly crossly. “And I don’t believe you do
either. You’re just putting it on.”“That’s all you know,” said Digory. “It’s because you’re a girl. Girls
never want to know anything but gossip and rot about people getting engaged.”“You looked
exactly like your Uncle when you said that,” said Polly.“Why can’t you keep to the point?” said
Digory. “What we’re talking about is—”“How exactly like a man!” said Polly in a very grown-up
voice; but she added hastily, in her real voice, “And don’t say I’m just like a woman, or you’ll be a
beastly copy-cat.”“I should never dream of calling a kid like you a woman,” said Digory loftily.“Oh,
I’m a kid, am I?” said Polly, who was now in a real rage. “Well you needn’t be bothered by having
a kid with you any longer then. I’m off. I’ve had enough of this place. And I’ve had enough of you
too—you beastly, stuck-up, obstinate pig!”“None of that!” said Digory in a voice even nastier than
he meant it to be; for he saw Polly’s hand moving to her pocket to get hold of her yellow ring. I
can’t excuse what he did next except by saying that he was very sorry for it afterward (and so
were a good many other people). Before Polly’s hand reached her pocket, he grabbed her wrist,
leaning across her with his back against her chest. Then, keeping her other arm out of the way
with his other elbow, he leaned forward, picked up the hammer, and struck the golden bell a
light, smart tap. Then he let her go and they fell apart staring at each other and breathing hard.
Polly was just beginning to cry, not with fear, and not even because he had hurt her wrist quite
badly, but with furious anger. Within two seconds, however, they had something to think about
that drove their own quarrels quite out of their minds.As soon as the bell was struck it gave out a
note, a sweet note such as you might have expected, and not very loud. But instead of dying
away again, it went on; and as it went on it grew louder. Before a minute had passed it was twice
as loud as it had been to begin with. It was soon so loud that if the children had tried to speak
(but they weren’t thinking of speaking now—they were just standing with their mouths open) they
would not have heard one another. Very soon it was so loud that they could not have heard one
another even by shouting. And still it grew: all on one note, a continuous sweet sound, though
the sweetness had something horrible about it, till all the air in that great room was throbbing
with it and they could feel the stone floor trembling under their feet. Then at last it began to be
mixed with another sound, a vague, disastrous noise which sounded first like the roar of a
distant train, and then like the crash of a falling tree. They heard something like great weights
falling. Finally, with a sudden rush and thunder, and a shake that nearly flung them off their feet,



about a quarter of the roof at one end of the room fell in, great blocks of masonry fell all round
them, and the walls rocked. The noise of the bell stopped. The clouds of dust cleared away.
Everything became quiet again.It was never found out whether the fall of the roof was due to
Magic or whether that unbearably loud sound from the bell just happened to strike the note
which was more than those crumbling walls could stand.“There! I hope you’re satisfied now,”
panted Polly.“Well, it’s all over, anyway,” said Digory.And both thought it was; but they had never
been more mistaken in their lives.Chapter FiveThe Deplorable WordTHE CHILDREN WERE
FACING ONE ANOTHER ACROSS the pillar where the bell hung, still trembling, though it no
longer gave out any note. Suddenly they heard a soft noise from the end of the room which was
still undamaged. They turned as quick as lightning to see what it was. One of the robed figures,
the furthest-off one of all, the woman whom Digory thought so beautiful, was rising from its chair.
When she stood up they realized that she was even taller than they had thought. And you could
see at once, not only from her crown and robes, but from the flash of her eyes and the curve of
her lips, that she was a great queen. She looked round the room and saw the damage and saw
the children, but you could not guess from her face what she thought of either or whether she
was surprised. She came forward with long, swift strides.“Who has awaked me? Who has
broken the spell?” she asked.“I think it must have been me,” said Digory.“You!” said the Queen,
laying her hand on his shoulder—a white, beautiful hand, but Digory could feel that it was strong
as steel pincers. “You? But you are only a child, a common child. Anyone can see at a glance
that you have no drop of royal or noble blood in your veins. How did such as you dare to enter
this house?”“We’ve come from another world; by Magic,” said Polly, who thought it was high time
the Queen took some notice of her as well as Digory.“Is this true?” said the Queen, still looking
at Digory and not giving Polly even a glance.“Yes, it is,” said he.The Queen put her other hand
under his chin and forced it up so that she could see his face better. Digory tried to stare back
but he soon had to let his eyes drop. There was something about hers that overpowered him.
After she had studied him for well over a minute, she let go of his chin and said:“You are no
magician. The Mark of it is not on you. You must be only the servant of a magician. It is on
another’s Magic that you have traveled here.”“It was my Uncle Andrew,” said Digory.At that
moment, not in the room itself but from somewhere very close, there came, first a rumbling, then
a creaking, and then a roar of falling masonry, and the floor shook.“There is great peril here,”
said the Queen. “The whole palace is breaking up. If we are not out of it in a few minutes we shall
be buried under the ruin.” She spoke as calmly as if she had been merely mentioning the time of
day. “Come,” she added, and held out a hand to each of the children. Polly, who was disliking the
Queen and feeling rather sulky, would not have let her hand be taken if she could have helped it.
But though the Queen spoke so calmly, her movements were as quick as thought. Before Polly
knew what was happening her left hand had been caught in a hand so much larger and stronger
than her own that she could do nothing about it.“This is a terrible woman,” thought Polly. “She’s
strong enough to break my arm with one twist. And now that she’s got my left hand I can’t get at
my yellow ring. If I tried to stretch across and get my right hand into my left pocket I mightn’t be



able to reach it before she asked me what I was doing. Whatever happens we mustn’t let her
know about the rings. I do hope Digory has the sense to keep his mouth shut. I wish I could get a
word with him alone.”The Queen led them out of the Hall of Images into a long corridor and then
through a whole maze of halls and stairs and courtyards. Again and again they heard parts of the
great palace collapsing, sometimes quite close to them. Once a huge arch came thundering
down only a moment after they had passed through it. The Queen was walking quickly—the
children had to trot to keep up with her—but she showed no sign of fear. Digory thought, “She’s
wonderfully brave. And strong. She’s what I call a Queen! I do hope she’s going to tell us the
story of this place.”She did tell them certain things as they went along:“That is the door to the
dungeons,” she would say, or “That passage leads to the principal torture chambers,” or “This
was the old banqueting hall where my great-grandfather bade seven hundred nobles to a feast
and killed them all before they had drunk their fill. They had had rebellious thoughts.”They came
at last into a hall larger and loftier than any they had yet seen. From its size and from the great
doors at the far end, Digory thought that now at last they must be coming to the main entrance.
In this he was quite right. The doors were dead black, either ebony or some black metal which is
not found in our world. They were fastened with great bars, most of them too high to reach and
all too heavy to lift. He wondered how they would get out.The Queen let go of his hand and
raised her arm. She drew herself up to her full height and stood rigid. Then she said something
which they couldn’t understand (but it sounded horrid) and made an action as if she were
throwing something toward the doors. And those high and heavy doors trembled for a second as
if they were made of silk and then crumbled away till there was nothing left of them but a heap of
dust on the threshold.“Whew!” whistled Digory.“Has your master magician, your uncle, power
like mine?” asked the Queen, firmly seizing Digory’s hand again. “But I shall know later. In the
meantime, remember what you have seen. This is what happens to things, and to people, who
stand in my way.”Much more light than they had yet seen in that country was pouring in through
the now empty doorway, and when the Queen led them out through it they were not surprised to
find themselves in the open air. The wind that blew in their faces was cold, yet somehow stale.
They were looking from a high terrace and there was a great landscape spread out below
them.Low down and near the horizon hung a great, red sun, far bigger than our sun. Digory felt
at once that it was also older than ours: a sun near the end of its life, weary of looking down upon
that world. To the left of the sun, and higher up, there was a single star, big and bright. Those
were the only two things to be seen in the dark sky; they made a dismal group. And on the earth,
in every direction, as far as the eye could reach, there spread a vast city in which there was no
living thing to be seen. And all the temples, towers, palaces, pyramids, and bridges cast long,
disastrous-looking shadows in the light of that withered sun. Once a great river had flowed
through the city, but the water had long since vanished, and there was now only a wide ditch of
gray dust.“Look well on that which no eyes will ever see again,” said the Queen. “Such was
Charn, that great city, the city of the King of Kings, the wonder of the world, perhaps of all worlds.
Does your uncle rule any city as great as this, boy?”“No,” said Digory. He was going to explain



that Uncle Andrew didn’t rule any cities, but the Queen went on:“It is silent now. But I have stood
here when the whole air was full of the noises of Charn; the trampling of feet, the creaking of
wheels, the cracking of the whips and the groaning of slaves, the thunder of chariots, and the
sacrificial drums beating in the temples. I have stood here (but that was near the end) when the
roar of battle went up from every street and the river of Charn ran red.” She paused and added,
“All in one moment one woman blotted it out forever.”“Who?” said Digory in a faint voice; but he
had already guessed the answer.“I,” said the Queen. “I, Jadis, the last Queen, but the Queen of
the World.”The two children stood silent, shivering in the cold wind.“It was my sister’s fault,” said
the Queen. “She drove me to it. May the curse of all the Powers rest upon her forever! At any
moment I was ready to make peace—yes and to spare her life too, if only she would yield me the
throne. But she would not. Her pride has destroyed the whole world. Even after the war had
begun, there was a solemn promise that neither side would use Magic. But when she broke her
promise, what could I do? Fool! As if she did not know that I had more Magic than she! She even
knew that I had the secret of the Deplorable Word. Did she think—she was always a weakling—
that I would not use it?”“What was it?” said Digory.“That was the secret of secrets,” said the
Queen Jadis. “It had long been known to the great kings of our race that there was a word which,
if spoken with the proper ceremonies, would destroy all living things except the one who spoke it.
But the ancient kings were weak and soft-hearted and bound themselves and all who should
come after them with great oaths never even to seek after the knowledge of that word. But I
learned it in a secret place and paid a terrible price to learn it. I did not use it until she forced me
to it. I fought to overcome her by every other means. I poured out the blood of my armies like
water—”“Beast!” muttered Polly.“The last great battle,” said the Queen, “raged for three days
here in Charn itself. For three days I looked down upon it from this very spot. I did not use my
power till the last of my soldiers had fallen, and the accursed woman, my sister, at the head of
her rebels was halfway up those great stairs that lead up from the city to the terrace. Then I
waited till we were so close that we could see one another’s faces. She flashed her horrible,
wicked eyes upon me and said, ‘Victory.’ ‘Yes,’ said I, ‘Victory, but not yours.’ Then I spoke the
Deplorable Word. A moment later I was the only living thing beneath the sun.”“But the people?”
gasped Digory.“What people, boy?” asked the Queen.“All the ordinary people,” said Polly, “who’d
never done you any harm. And the women, and the children, and the animals.”“Don’t you
understand?” said the Queen (still speaking to Digory). “I was the Queen. They were all my
people. What else were they there for but to do my will?”“It was rather hard luck on them, all the
same,” said he.“I had forgotten that you are only a common boy. How should you understand
reasons of State? You must learn, child, that what would be wrong for you or for any of the
common people is not wrong in a great Queen such as I. The weight of the world is on our
shoulders. We must be freed from all rules. Ours is a high and lonely destiny.”Digory suddenly
remembered that Uncle Andrew had used exactly the same words. But they sounded much
grander when Queen Jadis said them; perhaps because Uncle Andrew was not seven feet tall
and dazzlingly beautiful.“And what did you do then?” said Digory.“I had already cast strong



spells on the hall where the images of my ancestors sit. And the force of those spells was that I
should sleep among them, like an image myself, and need neither food nor fire, though it were a
thousand years, till one came and struck the bell and awoke me.”“Was it the Deplorable Word
that made the sun like that?” asked Digory.“Like what?” said Jadis.“So big, so red, and so
cold.”“It has always been so,” said Jadis. “At least, for hundreds of thousands of years. Have you
a different sort of sun in your world?”“Yes, it’s smaller and yellower. And it gives a good deal
more heat.”The Queen gave a long drawn “A-a-ah!” And Digory saw on her face that same
hungry and greedy look which he had lately seen on Uncle Andrew’s. “So,” she said, “yours is a
younger world.”She paused for a moment to look once more at the deserted city—and if she was
sorry for all the evil she had done there, she certainly didn’t show it—and then said:“Now, let us
be going. It is cold here at the end of all the ages.”“Going where?” asked both the
children.“Where?” repeated Jadis in surprise. “To your world, of course.”Polly and Digory looked
at each other, aghast. Polly had disliked the Queen from the first; and even Digory, now that he
had heard the story, felt that he had seen quite as much of her as he wanted. Certainly, she was
not at all the sort of person one would like to take home. And if they did like, they didn’t know
how they could. What they wanted was to get away themselves: but Polly couldn’t get at her ring
and of course Digory couldn’t go without her. Digory got very red in the face and stammered.“Oh
—oh—our world. I d-didn’t know you wanted to go there.”“What else were you sent here for if not
to fetch me?” asked Jadis.“I’m sure you wouldn’t like our world at all,” said Digory. “It’s not her
sort of place, is it, Polly? It’s very dull; not worth seeing, really.”“It will soon be worth seeing when
I rule it,” answered the Queen.“Oh, but you can’t,” said Digory. “It’s not like that. They wouldn’t let
you, you know.”The Queen gave a contemptuous smile. “Many great kings,” she said, “thought
they could stand against the House of Charn. But they all fell, and their very names are forgotten.
Foolish boy! Do you think that I, with my beauty and my magic, will not have your whole world at
my feet before a year has passed? Prepare your incantations and take me there at once.”“This is
perfectly frightful,” said Digory to Polly.“Perhaps you fear for this Uncle of yours,” said Jadis. “But
if he honors me duly, he shall keep his life and his throne. I am not coming to fight against him.
He must be a very great Magician, if he has found how to send you here. Is he King of your
whole world or only of part?”“He isn’t King of anywhere,” said Digory.“You are lying,” said the
Queen. “Does not Magic always go with the royal blood? Who ever heard of common people
being Magicians? I can see the truth whether you speak it or not. Your Uncle is the great King
and the great Enchanter of your world. And by his art he has seen the shadow of my face, in
some magic mirror or some enchanted pool; and for the love of my beauty he has made a potent
spell which shook your world to its foundations and sent you across the vast gulf between world
and world to ask my favor and to bring me to him. Answer me: is that not how it was?”“Well, not
exactly,” said Digory.“Not exactly,” shouted Polly. “Why, it’s absolute bosh from beginning to
end.”“Minions!” cried the Queen, turning in rage upon Polly and seizing her hair, at the very top
of her head where it hurts most. But in so doing she let go of both the children’s hands. “Now,”
shouted Digory; and “Quick!” shouted Polly. They plunged their left hands into their pockets.



They did not even need to put the rings on. The moment they touched them, the whole of that
dreary world vanished from their eyes. They were rushing upward and a warm green light was
growing nearer overhead.Chapter FiveThe Deplorable WordTHE CHILDREN WERE FACING
ONE ANOTHER ACROSS the pillar where the bell hung, still trembling, though it no longer gave
out any note. Suddenly they heard a soft noise from the end of the room which was still
undamaged. They turned as quick as lightning to see what it was. One of the robed figures, the
furthest-off one of all, the woman whom Digory thought so beautiful, was rising from its chair.
When she stood up they realized that she was even taller than they had thought. And you could
see at once, not only from her crown and robes, but from the flash of her eyes and the curve of
her lips, that she was a great queen. She looked round the room and saw the damage and saw
the children, but you could not guess from her face what she thought of either or whether she
was surprised. She came forward with long, swift strides.“Who has awaked me? Who has
broken the spell?” she asked.“I think it must have been me,” said Digory.“You!” said the Queen,
laying her hand on his shoulder—a white, beautiful hand, but Digory could feel that it was strong
as steel pincers. “You? But you are only a child, a common child. Anyone can see at a glance
that you have no drop of royal or noble blood in your veins. How did such as you dare to enter
this house?”“We’ve come from another world; by Magic,” said Polly, who thought it was high time
the Queen took some notice of her as well as Digory.“Is this true?” said the Queen, still looking
at Digory and not giving Polly even a glance.“Yes, it is,” said he.The Queen put her other hand
under his chin and forced it up so that she could see his face better. Digory tried to stare back
but he soon had to let his eyes drop. There was something about hers that overpowered him.
After she had studied him for well over a minute, she let go of his chin and said:“You are no
magician. The Mark of it is not on you. You must be only the servant of a magician. It is on
another’s Magic that you have traveled here.”“It was my Uncle Andrew,” said Digory.At that
moment, not in the room itself but from somewhere very close, there came, first a rumbling, then
a creaking, and then a roar of falling masonry, and the floor shook.“There is great peril here,”
said the Queen. “The whole palace is breaking up. If we are not out of it in a few minutes we shall
be buried under the ruin.” She spoke as calmly as if she had been merely mentioning the time of
day. “Come,” she added, and held out a hand to each of the children. Polly, who was disliking the
Queen and feeling rather sulky, would not have let her hand be taken if she could have helped it.
But though the Queen spoke so calmly, her movements were as quick as thought. Before Polly
knew what was happening her left hand had been caught in a hand so much larger and stronger
than her own that she could do nothing about it.“This is a terrible woman,” thought Polly. “She’s
strong enough to break my arm with one twist. And now that she’s got my left hand I can’t get at
my yellow ring. If I tried to stretch across and get my right hand into my left pocket I mightn’t be
able to reach it before she asked me what I was doing. Whatever happens we mustn’t let her
know about the rings. I do hope Digory has the sense to keep his mouth shut. I wish I could get a
word with him alone.”The Queen led them out of the Hall of Images into a long corridor and then
through a whole maze of halls and stairs and courtyards. Again and again they heard parts of the



great palace collapsing, sometimes quite close to them. Once a huge arch came thundering
down only a moment after they had passed through it. The Queen was walking quickly—the
children had to trot to keep up with her—but she showed no sign of fear. Digory thought, “She’s
wonderfully brave. And strong. She’s what I call a Queen! I do hope she’s going to tell us the
story of this place.”She did tell them certain things as they went along:“That is the door to the
dungeons,” she would say, or “That passage leads to the principal torture chambers,” or “This
was the old banqueting hall where my great-grandfather bade seven hundred nobles to a feast
and killed them all before they had drunk their fill. They had had rebellious thoughts.”They came
at last into a hall larger and loftier than any they had yet seen. From its size and from the great
doors at the far end, Digory thought that now at last they must be coming to the main entrance.
In this he was quite right. The doors were dead black, either ebony or some black metal which is
not found in our world. They were fastened with great bars, most of them too high to reach and
all too heavy to lift. He wondered how they would get out.The Queen let go of his hand and
raised her arm. She drew herself up to her full height and stood rigid. Then she said something
which they couldn’t understand (but it sounded horrid) and made an action as if she were
throwing something toward the doors. And those high and heavy doors trembled for a second as
if they were made of silk and then crumbled away till there was nothing left of them but a heap of
dust on the threshold.“Whew!” whistled Digory.“Has your master magician, your uncle, power
like mine?” asked the Queen, firmly seizing Digory’s hand again. “But I shall know later. In the
meantime, remember what you have seen. This is what happens to things, and to people, who
stand in my way.”Much more light than they had yet seen in that country was pouring in through
the now empty doorway, and when the Queen led them out through it they were not surprised to
find themselves in the open air. The wind that blew in their faces was cold, yet somehow stale.
They were looking from a high terrace and there was a great landscape spread out below
them.Low down and near the horizon hung a great, red sun, far bigger than our sun. Digory felt
at once that it was also older than ours: a sun near the end of its life, weary of looking down upon
that world. To the left of the sun, and higher up, there was a single star, big and bright. Those
were the only two things to be seen in the dark sky; they made a dismal group. And on the earth,
in every direction, as far as the eye could reach, there spread a vast city in which there was no
living thing to be seen. And all the temples, towers, palaces, pyramids, and bridges cast long,
disastrous-looking shadows in the light of that withered sun. Once a great river had flowed
through the city, but the water had long since vanished, and there was now only a wide ditch of
gray dust.“Look well on that which no eyes will ever see again,” said the Queen. “Such was
Charn, that great city, the city of the King of Kings, the wonder of the world, perhaps of all worlds.
Does your uncle rule any city as great as this, boy?”“No,” said Digory. He was going to explain
that Uncle Andrew didn’t rule any cities, but the Queen went on:“It is silent now. But I have stood
here when the whole air was full of the noises of Charn; the trampling of feet, the creaking of
wheels, the cracking of the whips and the groaning of slaves, the thunder of chariots, and the
sacrificial drums beating in the temples. I have stood here (but that was near the end) when the



roar of battle went up from every street and the river of Charn ran red.” She paused and added,
“All in one moment one woman blotted it out forever.”“Who?” said Digory in a faint voice; but he
had already guessed the answer.“I,” said the Queen. “I, Jadis, the last Queen, but the Queen of
the World.”The two children stood silent, shivering in the cold wind.“It was my sister’s fault,” said
the Queen. “She drove me to it. May the curse of all the Powers rest upon her forever! At any
moment I was ready to make peace—yes and to spare her life too, if only she would yield me the
throne. But she would not. Her pride has destroyed the whole world. Even after the war had
begun, there was a solemn promise that neither side would use Magic. But when she broke her
promise, what could I do? Fool! As if she did not know that I had more Magic than she! She even
knew that I had the secret of the Deplorable Word. Did she think—she was always a weakling—
that I would not use it?”“What was it?” said Digory.“That was the secret of secrets,” said the
Queen Jadis. “It had long been known to the great kings of our race that there was a word which,
if spoken with the proper ceremonies, would destroy all living things except the one who spoke it.
But the ancient kings were weak and soft-hearted and bound themselves and all who should
come after them with great oaths never even to seek after the knowledge of that word. But I
learned it in a secret place and paid a terrible price to learn it. I did not use it until she forced me
to it. I fought to overcome her by every other means. I poured out the blood of my armies like
water—”“Beast!” muttered Polly.“The last great battle,” said the Queen, “raged for three days
here in Charn itself. For three days I looked down upon it from this very spot. I did not use my
power till the last of my soldiers had fallen, and the accursed woman, my sister, at the head of
her rebels was halfway up those great stairs that lead up from the city to the terrace. Then I
waited till we were so close that we could see one another’s faces. She flashed her horrible,
wicked eyes upon me and said, ‘Victory.’ ‘Yes,’ said I, ‘Victory, but not yours.’ Then I spoke the
Deplorable Word. A moment later I was the only living thing beneath the sun.”“But the people?”
gasped Digory.“What people, boy?” asked the Queen.“All the ordinary people,” said Polly, “who’d
never done you any harm. And the women, and the children, and the animals.”“Don’t you
understand?” said the Queen (still speaking to Digory). “I was the Queen. They were all my
people. What else were they there for but to do my will?”“It was rather hard luck on them, all the
same,” said he.“I had forgotten that you are only a common boy. How should you understand
reasons of State? You must learn, child, that what would be wrong for you or for any of the
common people is not wrong in a great Queen such as I. The weight of the world is on our
shoulders. We must be freed from all rules. Ours is a high and lonely destiny.”Digory suddenly
remembered that Uncle Andrew had used exactly the same words. But they sounded much
grander when Queen Jadis said them; perhaps because Uncle Andrew was not seven feet tall
and dazzlingly beautiful.“And what did you do then?” said Digory.“I had already cast strong
spells on the hall where the images of my ancestors sit. And the force of those spells was that I
should sleep among them, like an image myself, and need neither food nor fire, though it were a
thousand years, till one came and struck the bell and awoke me.”“Was it the Deplorable Word
that made the sun like that?” asked Digory.“Like what?” said Jadis.“So big, so red, and so



cold.”“It has always been so,” said Jadis. “At least, for hundreds of thousands of years. Have you
a different sort of sun in your world?”“Yes, it’s smaller and yellower. And it gives a good deal
more heat.”The Queen gave a long drawn “A-a-ah!” And Digory saw on her face that same
hungry and greedy look which he had lately seen on Uncle Andrew’s. “So,” she said, “yours is a
younger world.”She paused for a moment to look once more at the deserted city—and if she was
sorry for all the evil she had done there, she certainly didn’t show it—and then said:“Now, let us
be going. It is cold here at the end of all the ages.”“Going where?” asked both the
children.“Where?” repeated Jadis in surprise. “To your world, of course.”Polly and Digory looked
at each other, aghast. Polly had disliked the Queen from the first; and even Digory, now that he
had heard the story, felt that he had seen quite as much of her as he wanted. Certainly, she was
not at all the sort of person one would like to take home. And if they did like, they didn’t know
how they could. What they wanted was to get away themselves: but Polly couldn’t get at her ring
and of course Digory couldn’t go without her. Digory got very red in the face and stammered.“Oh
—oh—our world. I d-didn’t know you wanted to go there.”“What else were you sent here for if not
to fetch me?” asked Jadis.“I’m sure you wouldn’t like our world at all,” said Digory. “It’s not her
sort of place, is it, Polly? It’s very dull; not worth seeing, really.”“It will soon be worth seeing when
I rule it,” answered the Queen.“Oh, but you can’t,” said Digory. “It’s not like that. They wouldn’t let
you, you know.”The Queen gave a contemptuous smile. “Many great kings,” she said, “thought
they could stand against the House of Charn. But they all fell, and their very names are forgotten.
Foolish boy! Do you think that I, with my beauty and my magic, will not have your whole world at
my feet before a year has passed? Prepare your incantations and take me there at once.”“This is
perfectly frightful,” said Digory to Polly.“Perhaps you fear for this Uncle of yours,” said Jadis. “But
if he honors me duly, he shall keep his life and his throne. I am not coming to fight against him.
He must be a very great Magician, if he has found how to send you here. Is he King of your
whole world or only of part?”“He isn’t King of anywhere,” said Digory.“You are lying,” said the
Queen. “Does not Magic always go with the royal blood? Who ever heard of common people
being Magicians? I can see the truth whether you speak it or not. Your Uncle is the great King
and the great Enchanter of your world. And by his art he has seen the shadow of my face, in
some magic mirror or some enchanted pool; and for the love of my beauty he has made a potent
spell which shook your world to its foundations and sent you across the vast gulf between world
and world to ask my favor and to bring me to him. Answer me: is that not how it was?”“Well, not
exactly,” said Digory.“Not exactly,” shouted Polly. “Why, it’s absolute bosh from beginning to
end.”“Minions!” cried the Queen, turning in rage upon Polly and seizing her hair, at the very top
of her head where it hurts most. But in so doing she let go of both the children’s hands. “Now,”
shouted Digory; and “Quick!” shouted Polly. They plunged their left hands into their pockets.
They did not even need to put the rings on. The moment they touched them, the whole of that
dreary world vanished from their eyes. They were rushing upward and a warm green light was
growing nearer overhead.Chapter SixThe Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s Troubles“LET GO! LET
GO!” SCREAMED POLLY.“I’m not touching you!” said Digory.Then their heads came out of the



pool and, once more, the sunny quietness of the Wood between the Worlds was all about them,
and it seemed richer and warmer and more peaceful than ever after the staleness and ruin of the
place they had just left. I think that, if they had been given the chance, they would again have
forgotten who they were and where they came from and would have lain down and enjoyed
themselves, half asleep, listening to the growing of the trees. But this time there was something
that kept them as wide-awake as possible: for as soon as they had got out on to the grass, they
found that they were not alone. The Queen, or the Witch (whichever you like to call her) had
come up with them, holding on fast by Polly’s hair. That was why Polly had been shouting out
“Let go!”This proved, by the way, another thing about the rings which Uncle Andrew hadn’t told
Digory because he didn’t know it himself. In order to jump from world to world by using one of
those rings you don’t need to be wearing or touching it yourself; it is enough if you are touching
someone who is touching it. In that way they work like a magnet; and everyone knows that if you
pick up a pin with a magnet, any other pin which is touching the first pin will come too.Now that
you saw her in the wood, Queen Jadis looked different. She was much paler than she had been;
so pale that hardly any of her beauty was left. And she was stooped and seemed to be finding it
hard to breathe, as if the air of that place stifled her. Neither of the children felt in the least afraid
of her now.“Let go! Let go of my hair,” said Polly. “What do you mean by it?”“Here! Let go of her
hair. At once,” said Digory.They both turned and struggled with her. They were stronger than she
and in a few seconds they had forced her to let go. She reeled back, panting, and there was a
look of terror in her eyes.“Quick, Digory!” said Polly. “Change rings and into the home
pool.”“Help! Help! Mercy!” cried the Witch in a faint voice, staggering after them. “Take me with
you. You cannot mean to leave me in this horrible place. It is killing me.”“It’s a reason of State,”
said Polly spitefully. “Like when you killed all those people in your own world. Do be quick,
Digory.” They had put on their green rings, but Digory said:“Oh, bother! What are we to do?” He
couldn’t help feeling a little sorry for the Queen.“Oh don’t be such an ass,” said Polly. “Ten to one
she’s only shamming. Do come on.” And then both children plunged into the home pool. “It’s a
good thing we made that mark,” thought Polly. But as they jumped Digory felt that a large cold
finger and thumb had caught him by the ear. And as they sank down and the confused shapes of
our own world began to appear, the grip of that finger and thumb grew stronger. The Witch was
apparently recovering her strength. Digory struggled and kicked, but it was not of the least use.
In a moment they found themselves in Uncle Andrew’s study; and there was Uncle Andrew
himself, staring at the wonderful creature that Digory had brought back from beyond the
world.And well he might stare. Digory and Polly stared too. There was no doubt that the Witch
had got over her faintness; and now that one saw her in our own world, with ordinary things
around her, she fairly took one’s breath away. In Charn she had been alarming enough: in
London, she was terrifying. For one thing, they had not realized till now how very big she was.
“Hardly human” was what Digory thought when he looked at her; and he may have been right, for
some say there is giantish blood in the royal family of Charn. But even her height was nothing
compared with her beauty, her fierceness, and her wildness. She looked ten times more alive



than most of the people one meets in London. Uncle Andrew was bowing and rubbing his hands
and looking, to tell the truth, extremely frightened. He seemed a little shrimp of a creature beside
the Witch. And yet, as Polly said afterward, there was a sort of likeness between her face and
his, something in the expression. It was the look that all wicked Magicians have, the “Mark”
which Jadis had said she could not find in Digory’s face. One good thing about seeing the two
together was that you would never again be afraid of Uncle Andrew, any more than you’d be
afraid of a worm after you had met a rattlesnake or afraid of a cow after you had met a mad
bull.“Pooh!” thought Digory to himself. “Him a Magician! Not much. Now she’s the real
thing.”Uncle Andrew kept on rubbing his hands and bowing. He was trying to say something very
polite, but his mouth had gone all dry so that he could not speak. His “experiment” with the rings,
as he called it, was turning out more successful than he liked: for though he had dabbled in
Magic for years he had always left all the dangers (as far as one can) to other people. Nothing at
all like this had ever happened to him before.Then Jadis spoke; not very loud, but there was
something in her voice that made the whole room quiver.“Where is the Magician who has called
me into this world?”“Ah—ah—Madam,” gasped Uncle Andrew, “I am most honored—highly
gratified—a most unexpected pleasure—if only I had had the opportunity of making any
preparations—I—I—”“Where is the Magician, Fool?” said Jadis.“I—I am, Madam. I hope you will
excuse any—er—liberty these naughty children may have taken. I assure you, there was no
intention—”“You?” said the Queen in a still more terrible voice. Then, in one stride, she crossed
the room, seized a great handful of Uncle Andrew’s gray hair and pulled his head back so that
his face looked up into hers. Then she studied his face just as she had studied Digory’s face in
the palace of Charn. He blinked and licked his lips nervously all the time. At last she let him go:
so suddenly that he reeled back against the wall.“I see,” she said scornfully, “you are a Magician
—of a sort. Stand up, dog, and don’t sprawl there as if you were speaking to your equals. How
do you come to know Magic? You are not of royal blood, I’ll swear.”“Well—ah—not perhaps in
the strict sense,” stammered Uncle Andrew. “Not exactly royal, Ma’am. The Ketterleys are,
however, a very old family. An old Dorsetshire family, Ma’am.”“Peace,” said the Witch. “I see what
you are. You are a little, peddling Magician who works by rules and books. There is no real Magic
in your blood and heart. Your kind was made an end of in my world a thousand years ago. But
here I shall allow you to be my servant.”“I should be most happy—delighted to be of any service
—a p-pleasure, I assure you.”“Peace! You talk far too much. Listen to your first task. I see we are
in a large city. Procure for me at once a chariot or a flying carpet or a well-trained dragon, or
whatever is usual for royal and noble persons in your land. Then bring me to places where I can
get clothes and jewels and slaves fit for my rank. Tomorrow I will begin the conquest of the
world.”“I—I—I’ll go and order a cab at once,” gasped Uncle Andrew.“Stop,” said the Witch, just as
he reached the door. “Do not dream of treachery. My eyes can see through walls and into the
minds of men. They will be on you wherever you go. At the first sign of disobedience I will lay
such spells on you that anything you sit down on will feel like red hot iron and whenever you lie in
a bed there will be invisible blocks of ice at your feet. Now go.”The old man went out, looking like



a dog with its tail between its legs.The children were now afraid that Jadis would have something
to say to them about what had happened in the wood. As it turned out, however, she never
mentioned it either then or afterward. I think (and Digory thinks too) that her mind was of a sort
which cannot remember that quiet place at all, and however often you took her there and
however long you left her there, she would still know nothing about it. Now that she was left
alone with the children, she took no notice of either of them. And that was like her too. In Charn
she had taken no notice of Polly (till the very end) because Digory was the one she wanted to
make use of. Now that she had Uncle Andrew, she took no notice of Digory. I expect most
witches are like that. They are not interested in things or people unless they can use them; they
are terribly practical. So there was silence in the room for a minute or two. But you could tell by
the way Jadis tapped her foot on the floor that she was growing impatient.Presently she said, as
if to herself, “What is the old fool doing? I should have brought a whip.” She stalked out of the
room in pursuit of Uncle Andrew without one glance at the children.“Whew!” said Polly, letting out
a long breath of relief. “And now I must get home. It’s frightfully late. I shall catch it.”“Well do, do
come back as soon as you can,” said Digory. “This is simply ghastly, having her here. We must
make some sort of plan.”“That’s up to your Uncle now,” said Polly. “It was he who started all this
messing about with Magic.”“All the same, you will come back, won’t you? Hang it all, you can’t
leave me alone in a scrape like this.”“I shall go home by the tunnel,” said Polly rather coldly.
“That’ll be the quickest way. And if you want me to come back, hadn’t you better say you’re
sorry?”“Sorry?” exclaimed Digory. “Well now, if that isn’t just like a girl! What have I done?”“Oh,
nothing of course,” said Polly sarcastically. “Only nearly screwed my wrist off in that room with all
the waxworks, like a cowardly bully. Only struck the bell with the hammer, like a silly idiot. Only
turned back in the wood so that she had time to catch hold of you before we jumped into our own
pool. That’s all.”“Oh,” said Digory, very surprised. “Well, all right, I’ll say I’m sorry. And I really am
sorry about what happened in the waxworks room. There: I’ve said I’m sorry. And now, do be
decent and come back. I shall be in a frightful hole if you don’t.”“I don’t see what’s going to
happen to you. It’s Mr. Ketterley who’s going to sit on red hot chairs and have ice in his bed, isn’t
it?”“It isn’t that sort of thing,” said Digory. “What I’m bothered about is Mother. Suppose that
creature went into her room? She might frighten her to death.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly in rather a
different voice. “All right. We’ll call it Pax. I’ll come back—if I can. But I must go now.” And she
crawled through the little door into the tunnel; and that dark place among the rafters which had
seemed so exciting and adventurous a few hours ago seemed quite tame and homely now.We
must now go back to Uncle Andrew. His poor old heart went pit-a-pat as he staggered down the
attic stairs and he kept on dabbing at his forehead with a handkerchief. When he reached his
bedroom, which was the floor below, he locked himself in. And the very first thing he did was to
grope in his wardrobe for a bottle and a wine-glass which he always kept hidden there where
Aunt Letty could not find them. He poured himself out a glassful of some nasty, grown-up drink
and drank it off at one gulp. Then he drew a deep breath.“Upon my word,” he said to himself. “I’m
dreadfully shaken. Most upsetting! And at my time of life!”He poured out a second glass and



drank it too; then he began to change his clothes. You have never seen such clothes, but I can
remember them. He put on a very high, shiny, stiff collar of the sort that made you hold your chin
up all the time. He put on a white waistcoat with a pattern on it and arranged his gold watch
chain across the front. He put on his best frock-coat, the one he kept for weddings and funerals.
He got out his best tall hat and polished it up. There was a vase of flowers (put there by Aunt
Letty) on his dressing table; he took one and put it in his button-hole. He took a clean
handkerchief (a lovely one such as you couldn’t buy today) out of the little left-hand drawer and
put a few drops of scent on it. He took his eye-glass, with the thick black ribbon, and screwed it
into his eye; then he looked at himself in the mirror.Children have one kind of silliness, as you
know, and grown-ups have another kind. At this moment Uncle Andrew was beginning to be silly
in a very grown-up way. Now that the Witch was no longer in the same room with him he was
quickly forgetting how she had frightened him and thinking more and more of her wonderful
beauty. He kept on saying to himself, “A dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman. A superb
creature.” He had also somehow managed to forget that it was the children who had got hold of
this “superb creature”: he felt as if he himself by his Magic had called her out of unknown
worlds.“Andrew, my boy,” he said to himself as he looked in the glass, “you’re a devilish well-
preserved fellow for your age. A distinguished-looking man, sir.”You see, the foolish old man was
actually beginning to imagine the Witch would fall in love with him. The two drinks probably had
something to do with it, and so had his best clothes. But he was, in any case, as vain as a
peacock; that was why he had become a Magician.He unlocked the door, went downstairs, sent
the housemaid out to fetch a hansom (everyone had lots of servants in those days) and looked
into the drawing-room. There, as he expected, he found Aunt Letty. She was busily mending a
mattress. It lay on the floor near the window and she was kneeling on it.“Ah, Letitia my dear,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I—ah—have to go out. Just lend me five pounds or so, there’s a good gel.” (“Gel”
was the way he pronounced girl.)“No, Andrew dear,” said Aunt Letty in her firm, quiet voice,
without looking up from her work. “I’ve told you times without number that I will not lend you
money.”“Now pray don’t be troublesome, my dear gel,” said Uncle Andrew. “It’s most important.
You will put me in a deucedly awkward position if you don’t.”“Andrew,” said Aunt Letty, looking
him straight in the face, “I wonder you are not ashamed to ask me for money.”There was a long,
dull story of a grown-up kind behind these words. All you need to know about it is that Uncle
Andrew, what with “managing dear Letty’s business matters for her,” and never doing any work,
and running up large bills for brandy and cigars (which Aunt Letty had paid again and again) had
made her a good deal poorer than she had been thirty years ago.“My dear gel,” said Uncle
Andrew, “you don’t understand. I shall have some quite unexpected expenses today. I have to do
a little entertaining. Come now, don’t be tiresome.”“And who, pray, are you going to entertain,
Andrew?” asked Aunt Letty.“A—a most distinguished visitor has just arrived.”“Distinguished
fiddlestick!” said Aunt Letty. “There hasn’t been a ring at the bell for the last hour.”At that moment
the door was suddenly flung open. Aunt Letty looked round and saw with amazement that an
enormous woman, splendidly dressed, with bare arms and flashing eyes, stood in the doorway.



It was the Witch.Chapter SixThe Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s Troubles“LET GO! LET GO!”
SCREAMED POLLY.“I’m not touching you!” said Digory.Then their heads came out of the pool
and, once more, the sunny quietness of the Wood between the Worlds was all about them, and it
seemed richer and warmer and more peaceful than ever after the staleness and ruin of the place
they had just left. I think that, if they had been given the chance, they would again have forgotten
who they were and where they came from and would have lain down and enjoyed themselves,
half asleep, listening to the growing of the trees. But this time there was something that kept
them as wide-awake as possible: for as soon as they had got out on to the grass, they found that
they were not alone. The Queen, or the Witch (whichever you like to call her) had come up with
them, holding on fast by Polly’s hair. That was why Polly had been shouting out “Let go!”This
proved, by the way, another thing about the rings which Uncle Andrew hadn’t told Digory
because he didn’t know it himself. In order to jump from world to world by using one of those
rings you don’t need to be wearing or touching it yourself; it is enough if you are touching
someone who is touching it. In that way they work like a magnet; and everyone knows that if you
pick up a pin with a magnet, any other pin which is touching the first pin will come too.Now that
you saw her in the wood, Queen Jadis looked different. She was much paler than she had been;
so pale that hardly any of her beauty was left. And she was stooped and seemed to be finding it
hard to breathe, as if the air of that place stifled her. Neither of the children felt in the least afraid
of her now.“Let go! Let go of my hair,” said Polly. “What do you mean by it?”“Here! Let go of her
hair. At once,” said Digory.They both turned and struggled with her. They were stronger than she
and in a few seconds they had forced her to let go. She reeled back, panting, and there was a
look of terror in her eyes.“Quick, Digory!” said Polly. “Change rings and into the home
pool.”“Help! Help! Mercy!” cried the Witch in a faint voice, staggering after them. “Take me with
you. You cannot mean to leave me in this horrible place. It is killing me.”“It’s a reason of State,”
said Polly spitefully. “Like when you killed all those people in your own world. Do be quick,
Digory.” They had put on their green rings, but Digory said:“Oh, bother! What are we to do?” He
couldn’t help feeling a little sorry for the Queen.“Oh don’t be such an ass,” said Polly. “Ten to one
she’s only shamming. Do come on.” And then both children plunged into the home pool. “It’s a
good thing we made that mark,” thought Polly. But as they jumped Digory felt that a large cold
finger and thumb had caught him by the ear. And as they sank down and the confused shapes of
our own world began to appear, the grip of that finger and thumb grew stronger. The Witch was
apparently recovering her strength. Digory struggled and kicked, but it was not of the least use.
In a moment they found themselves in Uncle Andrew’s study; and there was Uncle Andrew
himself, staring at the wonderful creature that Digory had brought back from beyond the
world.And well he might stare. Digory and Polly stared too. There was no doubt that the Witch
had got over her faintness; and now that one saw her in our own world, with ordinary things
around her, she fairly took one’s breath away. In Charn she had been alarming enough: in
London, she was terrifying. For one thing, they had not realized till now how very big she was.
“Hardly human” was what Digory thought when he looked at her; and he may have been right, for



some say there is giantish blood in the royal family of Charn. But even her height was nothing
compared with her beauty, her fierceness, and her wildness. She looked ten times more alive
than most of the people one meets in London. Uncle Andrew was bowing and rubbing his hands
and looking, to tell the truth, extremely frightened. He seemed a little shrimp of a creature beside
the Witch. And yet, as Polly said afterward, there was a sort of likeness between her face and
his, something in the expression. It was the look that all wicked Magicians have, the “Mark”
which Jadis had said she could not find in Digory’s face. One good thing about seeing the two
together was that you would never again be afraid of Uncle Andrew, any more than you’d be
afraid of a worm after you had met a rattlesnake or afraid of a cow after you had met a mad
bull.“Pooh!” thought Digory to himself. “Him a Magician! Not much. Now she’s the real
thing.”Uncle Andrew kept on rubbing his hands and bowing. He was trying to say something very
polite, but his mouth had gone all dry so that he could not speak. His “experiment” with the rings,
as he called it, was turning out more successful than he liked: for though he had dabbled in
Magic for years he had always left all the dangers (as far as one can) to other people. Nothing at
all like this had ever happened to him before.Then Jadis spoke; not very loud, but there was
something in her voice that made the whole room quiver.“Where is the Magician who has called
me into this world?”“Ah—ah—Madam,” gasped Uncle Andrew, “I am most honored—highly
gratified—a most unexpected pleasure—if only I had had the opportunity of making any
preparations—I—I—”“Where is the Magician, Fool?” said Jadis.“I—I am, Madam. I hope you will
excuse any—er—liberty these naughty children may have taken. I assure you, there was no
intention—”“You?” said the Queen in a still more terrible voice. Then, in one stride, she crossed
the room, seized a great handful of Uncle Andrew’s gray hair and pulled his head back so that
his face looked up into hers. Then she studied his face just as she had studied Digory’s face in
the palace of Charn. He blinked and licked his lips nervously all the time. At last she let him go:
so suddenly that he reeled back against the wall.“I see,” she said scornfully, “you are a Magician
—of a sort. Stand up, dog, and don’t sprawl there as if you were speaking to your equals. How
do you come to know Magic? You are not of royal blood, I’ll swear.”“Well—ah—not perhaps in
the strict sense,” stammered Uncle Andrew. “Not exactly royal, Ma’am. The Ketterleys are,
however, a very old family. An old Dorsetshire family, Ma’am.”“Peace,” said the Witch. “I see what
you are. You are a little, peddling Magician who works by rules and books. There is no real Magic
in your blood and heart. Your kind was made an end of in my world a thousand years ago. But
here I shall allow you to be my servant.”“I should be most happy—delighted to be of any service
—a p-pleasure, I assure you.”“Peace! You talk far too much. Listen to your first task. I see we are
in a large city. Procure for me at once a chariot or a flying carpet or a well-trained dragon, or
whatever is usual for royal and noble persons in your land. Then bring me to places where I can
get clothes and jewels and slaves fit for my rank. Tomorrow I will begin the conquest of the
world.”“I—I—I’ll go and order a cab at once,” gasped Uncle Andrew.“Stop,” said the Witch, just as
he reached the door. “Do not dream of treachery. My eyes can see through walls and into the
minds of men. They will be on you wherever you go. At the first sign of disobedience I will lay



such spells on you that anything you sit down on will feel like red hot iron and whenever you lie in
a bed there will be invisible blocks of ice at your feet. Now go.”The old man went out, looking like
a dog with its tail between its legs.The children were now afraid that Jadis would have something
to say to them about what had happened in the wood. As it turned out, however, she never
mentioned it either then or afterward. I think (and Digory thinks too) that her mind was of a sort
which cannot remember that quiet place at all, and however often you took her there and
however long you left her there, she would still know nothing about it. Now that she was left
alone with the children, she took no notice of either of them. And that was like her too. In Charn
she had taken no notice of Polly (till the very end) because Digory was the one she wanted to
make use of. Now that she had Uncle Andrew, she took no notice of Digory. I expect most
witches are like that. They are not interested in things or people unless they can use them; they
are terribly practical. So there was silence in the room for a minute or two. But you could tell by
the way Jadis tapped her foot on the floor that she was growing impatient.Presently she said, as
if to herself, “What is the old fool doing? I should have brought a whip.” She stalked out of the
room in pursuit of Uncle Andrew without one glance at the children.“Whew!” said Polly, letting out
a long breath of relief. “And now I must get home. It’s frightfully late. I shall catch it.”“Well do, do
come back as soon as you can,” said Digory. “This is simply ghastly, having her here. We must
make some sort of plan.”“That’s up to your Uncle now,” said Polly. “It was he who started all this
messing about with Magic.”“All the same, you will come back, won’t you? Hang it all, you can’t
leave me alone in a scrape like this.”“I shall go home by the tunnel,” said Polly rather coldly.
“That’ll be the quickest way. And if you want me to come back, hadn’t you better say you’re
sorry?”“Sorry?” exclaimed Digory. “Well now, if that isn’t just like a girl! What have I done?”“Oh,
nothing of course,” said Polly sarcastically. “Only nearly screwed my wrist off in that room with all
the waxworks, like a cowardly bully. Only struck the bell with the hammer, like a silly idiot. Only
turned back in the wood so that she had time to catch hold of you before we jumped into our own
pool. That’s all.”“Oh,” said Digory, very surprised. “Well, all right, I’ll say I’m sorry. And I really am
sorry about what happened in the waxworks room. There: I’ve said I’m sorry. And now, do be
decent and come back. I shall be in a frightful hole if you don’t.”“I don’t see what’s going to
happen to you. It’s Mr. Ketterley who’s going to sit on red hot chairs and have ice in his bed, isn’t
it?”“It isn’t that sort of thing,” said Digory. “What I’m bothered about is Mother. Suppose that
creature went into her room? She might frighten her to death.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly in rather a
different voice. “All right. We’ll call it Pax. I’ll come back—if I can. But I must go now.” And she
crawled through the little door into the tunnel; and that dark place among the rafters which had
seemed so exciting and adventurous a few hours ago seemed quite tame and homely now.We
must now go back to Uncle Andrew. His poor old heart went pit-a-pat as he staggered down the
attic stairs and he kept on dabbing at his forehead with a handkerchief. When he reached his
bedroom, which was the floor below, he locked himself in. And the very first thing he did was to
grope in his wardrobe for a bottle and a wine-glass which he always kept hidden there where
Aunt Letty could not find them. He poured himself out a glassful of some nasty, grown-up drink



and drank it off at one gulp. Then he drew a deep breath.“Upon my word,” he said to himself. “I’m
dreadfully shaken. Most upsetting! And at my time of life!”He poured out a second glass and
drank it too; then he began to change his clothes. You have never seen such clothes, but I can
remember them. He put on a very high, shiny, stiff collar of the sort that made you hold your chin
up all the time. He put on a white waistcoat with a pattern on it and arranged his gold watch
chain across the front. He put on his best frock-coat, the one he kept for weddings and funerals.
He got out his best tall hat and polished it up. There was a vase of flowers (put there by Aunt
Letty) on his dressing table; he took one and put it in his button-hole. He took a clean
handkerchief (a lovely one such as you couldn’t buy today) out of the little left-hand drawer and
put a few drops of scent on it. He took his eye-glass, with the thick black ribbon, and screwed it
into his eye; then he looked at himself in the mirror.Children have one kind of silliness, as you
know, and grown-ups have another kind. At this moment Uncle Andrew was beginning to be silly
in a very grown-up way. Now that the Witch was no longer in the same room with him he was
quickly forgetting how she had frightened him and thinking more and more of her wonderful
beauty. He kept on saying to himself, “A dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman. A superb
creature.” He had also somehow managed to forget that it was the children who had got hold of
this “superb creature”: he felt as if he himself by his Magic had called her out of unknown
worlds.“Andrew, my boy,” he said to himself as he looked in the glass, “you’re a devilish well-
preserved fellow for your age. A distinguished-looking man, sir.”You see, the foolish old man was
actually beginning to imagine the Witch would fall in love with him. The two drinks probably had
something to do with it, and so had his best clothes. But he was, in any case, as vain as a
peacock; that was why he had become a Magician.He unlocked the door, went downstairs, sent
the housemaid out to fetch a hansom (everyone had lots of servants in those days) and looked
into the drawing-room. There, as he expected, he found Aunt Letty. She was busily mending a
mattress. It lay on the floor near the window and she was kneeling on it.“Ah, Letitia my dear,” said
Uncle Andrew, “I—ah—have to go out. Just lend me five pounds or so, there’s a good gel.” (“Gel”
was the way he pronounced girl.)“No, Andrew dear,” said Aunt Letty in her firm, quiet voice,
without looking up from her work. “I’ve told you times without number that I will not lend you
money.”“Now pray don’t be troublesome, my dear gel,” said Uncle Andrew. “It’s most important.
You will put me in a deucedly awkward position if you don’t.”“Andrew,” said Aunt Letty, looking
him straight in the face, “I wonder you are not ashamed to ask me for money.”There was a long,
dull story of a grown-up kind behind these words. All you need to know about it is that Uncle
Andrew, what with “managing dear Letty’s business matters for her,” and never doing any work,
and running up large bills for brandy and cigars (which Aunt Letty had paid again and again) had
made her a good deal poorer than she had been thirty years ago.“My dear gel,” said Uncle
Andrew, “you don’t understand. I shall have some quite unexpected expenses today. I have to do
a little entertaining. Come now, don’t be tiresome.”“And who, pray, are you going to entertain,
Andrew?” asked Aunt Letty.“A—a most distinguished visitor has just arrived.”“Distinguished
fiddlestick!” said Aunt Letty. “There hasn’t been a ring at the bell for the last hour.”At that moment



the door was suddenly flung open. Aunt Letty looked round and saw with amazement that an
enormous woman, splendidly dressed, with bare arms and flashing eyes, stood in the doorway.
It was the Witch.Chapter SevenWhat Happened at the Front Door“NOW, SLAVE, HOW LONG
AM I TO WAIT FOR MY chariot?” thundered the Witch. Uncle Andrew cowered away from her.
Now that she was really present, all the silly thoughts he had had while looking at himself in the
glass were oozing out of him. But Aunt Letty at once got up from her knees and came over to the
center of the room.“And who is this young person, Andrew, may I ask?” said Aunt Letty in icy
tones.“Distinguished foreigner—v-very important p-person,” he stammered.“Rubbish!” said Aunt
Letty, and then, turning to the Witch, “Get out of my house this moment, you shameless hussy, or
I’ll send for the police.” She thought the Witch must be someone out of a circus and she did not
approve of bare arms.“What woman is this?” said Jadis. “Down on your knees, minion, before I
blast you.”“No strong language in this house if you please, young woman,” said Aunt
Letty.Instantly, as it seemed to Uncle Andrew, the Queen towered up to an even greater height.
Fire flashed from her eyes: she flung out her arm with the same gesture and the same horrible-
sounding words that had lately turned the palace-gates of Charn to dust. But nothing happened
except that Aunt Letty, thinking that those horrible words were meant to be ordinary English,
said:“I thought as much. The woman is drunk. Drunk! She can’t even speak clearly.”It must have
been a terrible moment for the Witch when she suddenly realized that her power of turning
people into dust, which had been quite real in her own world, was not going to work in ours. But
she did not lose her nerve even for a second. Without wasting a thought on her disappointment,
she lunged forward, caught Aunt Letty round the neck and the knees, raised her high above her
head as if she had been no heavier than a doll, and threw her across the room. While Aunt Letty
was still hurtling through the air, the housemaid (who was having a beautifully exciting morning)
put her head in at the door and said, “If you please, sir, the ’ansom’s come.”“Lead on, Slave,”
said the Witch to Uncle Andrew. He began muttering something about “regrettable violence—
must really protest,” but at a single glance from Jadis he became speechless. She drove him out
of the room and out of the house; and Digory came running down the stairs just in time to see
the front door close behind them.“Jiminy!” he said. “She’s loose in London. And with Uncle
Andrew. I wonder what on earth is going to happen now.”“Oh, Master Digory,” said the
housemaid (who was really having a wonderful day), “I think Miss Ketterley’s hurt herself
somehow.” So they both rushed into the drawing-room to find out what had happened.If Aunt
Letty had fallen on bare boards or even on the carpet, I suppose all her bones would have been
broken: but by great good luck she had fallen on the mattress. Aunt Letty was a very tough old
lady: aunts often were in those days. After she had had some sal volatile and sat still for a few
minutes, she said there was nothing the matter with her except a few bruises. Very soon she was
taking charge of the situation.“Sarah,” she said to the housemaid (who had never had such a day
before), “go around to the police station at once and tell them there is a dangerous lunatic at
large. I will take Mrs. Kirke’s lunch up myself.” Mrs. Kirke was, of course, Digory’s mother.When
Mother’s lunch had been seen to, Digory and Aunt Letty had their own. After that he did some



hard thinking.The problem was how to get the Witch back to her own world, or at any rate out of
ours, as soon as possible. Whatever happened, she must not be allowed to go rampaging about
the house. Mother must not see her. And, if possible, she must not be allowed to go rampaging
about London either. Digory had not been in the drawing-room when she tried to “blast” Aunt
Letty, but he had seen her “blast” the gates at Charn: so he knew her terrible powers and did not
know that she had lost any of them by coming into our world. And he knew she meant to conquer
our world. At the present moment, as far as he could see, she might be blasting Buckingham
Palace or the Houses of Parliament: and it was almost certain that quite a number of policemen
had by now been reduced to little heaps of dust. And there didn’t seem to be anything he could
do about that. “But the rings seem to work like magnets,” thought Digory. “If I can only touch her
and then slip on my yellow, we shall both go into the Wood between the Worlds. I wonder, will
she go all faint again there? Was that something the place does to her, or was it only the shock
of being pulled out of her own world? But I suppose I’ll have to risk that. And how am I to find the
beast? I don’t suppose Aunt Letty would let me go out, not unless I said where I was going. And I
haven’t got more than twopence. I’d need any amount of money for buses and trams if I went
looking all over London. Anyway, I haven’t the faintest idea where to look. I wonder if Uncle
Andrew is still with her.”It seemed in the end that the only thing he could do was to wait and hope
that Uncle Andrew and the Witch would come back. If they did, he must rush out and get hold of
the Witch and put on his yellow Ring before she had a chance to get into the house. This meant
that he must watch the front door like a cat watching a mouse’s hole; he dared not leave his post
for a moment. So he went into the dining-room and “glued his face” as they say, to the window. It
was a bow-window from which you could see the steps up to the front door and see up and
down the street, so that no one could reach the front door without your knowing. “I wonder what
Polly’s doing?” thought Digory.He wondered about this a good deal as the first slow half-hour
ticked on. But you need not wonder, for I am going to tell you. She had got home late for her
dinner, with her shoes and stockings very wet. And when they asked her where she had been
and what on earth she had been doing, she said she had been out with Digory Kirke. Under
further questioning she said she had got her feet wet in a pool of water, and that the pool was in
a wood. Asked where the wood was, she said she didn’t know. Asked if it was in one of the
parks, she said truthfully enough that she supposed it might be a sort of park. From all of this
Polly’s mother got the idea that Polly had gone off, without telling anyone, to some part of
London she didn’t know, and gone into a strange park and amused herself jumping into puddles.
As a result she was told that she had been very naughty indeed and that she wouldn’t be
allowed to play with “that Kirke boy” any more if anything of the sort ever happened again. Then
she was given dinner with all the nice parts left out and sent to bed for two solid hours. It was a
thing that happened to one quite often in those days.So while Digory was staring out of the
dining-room window, Polly was lying in bed, and both were thinking how terribly slowly the time
could go. I think, myself, I would rather have been in Polly’s position. She had only to wait for the
end of her two hours: but every few minutes Digory would hear a cab or a baker’s van or a



butcher’s boy coming round the corner and think “Here she comes,” and then find it wasn’t. And
in between these false alarms, for what seemed hours and hours, the clock ticked on and one
big fly—high up and far out of reach—buzzed against the window. It was one of those houses
that get very quiet and dull in the afternoon and always seem to smell of mutton.During his long
watching and waiting one small thing happened which I shall have to mention because
something important came of it later on. A lady called with some grapes for Digory’s Mother; and
as the dining-room door was open, Digory couldn’t help overhearing Aunt Letty and the lady as
they talked in the hall.“What lovely grapes!” came Aunt Letty’s voice. “I’m sure if anything could
do her good these would. But poor, dear little Mabel! I’m afraid it would need fruit from the land
of youth to help her now. Nothing in this world will do much.” Then they both lowered their voices
and said a lot more that he could not hear.If he had heard that bit about the land of youth a few
days ago he would have thought Aunt Letty was just talking without meaning anything in
particular, the way grown-ups do, and it wouldn’t have interested him. He almost thought so now.
But suddenly it flashed upon his mind that he now knew (even if Aunt Letty didn’t) that there
really were other worlds and that he himself had been in one of them. At that rate there might be
a real Land of Youth somewhere. There might be almost anything. There might be fruit in some
other world that would really cure his mother! And oh, oh— Well, you know how it feels if you
begin hoping for something that you want desperately badly; you almost fight against the hope
because it is too good to be true; you’ve been disappointed so often before. That was how
Digory felt. But it was no good trying to throttle this hope. It might—really, really, it just might be
true. So many odd things had happened already. And he had the magic rings. There must be
worlds you could get to through every pool in the wood. He could hunt through them all. And then
—Mother well again. Everything right again. He forgot all about watching for the Witch. His hand
was already going into the pocket where he kept the yellow ring, when all at once he heard a
sound of galloping.“Hullo! What’s that?” thought Digory. “Fire engine? I wonder what house is on
fire. Great Scott, it’s coming here. Why, it’s Her.”I needn’t tell you who he meant by Her.First
came the hansom. There was no one in the driver’s seat. On the roof—not sitting, but standing
on the roof—swaying with superb balance as it came at full speed round the corner with one
wheel in the air—was Jadis the Queen of Queens and the Terror of Charn. Her teeth were bared,
her eyes shone like fire, and her long hair streamed out behind her like a comet’s tail. She was
flogging the horse without mercy. Its nostrils were wide and red and its sides were spotted with
foam. It galloped madly up to the front door, missing the lamp-post by an inch, and then reared
up on its hind legs. The hansom crashed into the lamp-post and shattered into several pieces.
The Witch, with a magnificent jump, had sprung clear just in time and landed on the horse’s
back. She settled herself astride and leaned forward, whispering things in its ear. They must
have been things meant not to quiet it but to madden it. It was on its hind legs again in a
moment, and its neigh was like a scream; it was all hoofs and teeth and eyes and tossing mane.
Only a splendid rider could have stayed on its back.Before Digory had recovered his breath a
good many other things began to happen. A second hansom dashed up close behind the first:



out of it there jumped a fat man in a frock-coat and a policeman. Then came a third hansom with
two more policemen in it. After it, came about twenty people (mostly errand boys) on bicycles, all
ringing their bells and letting out cheers and cat-calls. Last of all came a crowd of people on foot:
all very hot with running, but obviously enjoying themselves. Windows shot up in all the houses
of that street and a housemaid or a butler appeared at every front door. They wanted to see the
fun.Meanwhile an old gentleman had begun to struggle shakily out of the ruins of the first
hansom. Several people rushed forward to help him; but as one pulled him one way and another
another, perhaps he would have got out quite as quickly on his own. Digory guessed that the old
gentleman must be Uncle Andrew but you couldn’t see his face; his tall hat had been bashed
down over it.Digory rushed out and joined the crowd.“That’s the woman, that’s the woman,” cried
the fat man, pointing at Jadis. “Do your duty, Constable. Hundreds and thousands of pounds’
worth she’s taken out of my shop. Look at that rope of pearls round her neck. That’s mine. And
she’s given me a black eye too, what’s more.”“That she ’as, guv’nor,” said one of the crowd. “And
as lovely a black eye as I’d wish to see. Beautiful bit of work that must ’ave been. Gor! ain’t she
strong then!”“You ought to put a nice raw beefsteak on it, Mister, that’s what it wants,” said a
butcher’s boy.“Now then,” said the most important of the policemen, “what’s all this ’ere?”“I tell
you she—” began the fat man, when someone else called out:“Don’t let the old cove in the cab
get away. ’E put ’er up to it.”The old gentleman, who was certainly Uncle Andrew, had just
succeeded in standing up and was rubbing his bruises. “Now then,” said the policeman, turning
to him, “what’s all this?”“Womfle—pomf—shomf,” came Uncle Andrew’s voice from inside the
hat.“None of that now,” said the policeman sternly. “You’ll find this is no laughing matter. Take that
’at off, see?”This was more easily said than done. But after Uncle Andrew had struggled in vain
with the hat for some time, two other policemen seized it by the brim and forced it off.“Thank you,
thank you,” said Uncle Andrew in a faint voice. “Thank you. Dear me, I’m terribly shaken. If
someone could give me a small glass of brandy—”“Now you attend to me, if you please,” said
the policeman, taking out a very large note book and a very small pencil. “Are you in charge of
that there young woman?”“Look out!” called several voices, and the policeman jumped a step
backward just in time. The horse had aimed a kick at him which would probably have killed him.
Then the Witch wheeled the horse round so that she faced the crowd and its hind-legs were on
the footpath. She had a long, bright knife in her hand and had been busily cutting the horse free
from the wreck of the hansom.All this time Digory had been trying to get into a position from
which he could touch the Witch. This wasn’t at all easy because, on the side nearest to him,
there were too many people. And in order to get round to the other side he had to pass between
the horse’s hoofs and the railings of the “area” that surrounded the house; for the Ketterleys’
house had a basement. If you know anything about horses, and especially if you had seen what
a state that horse was in at the moment, you will realize that this was a ticklish thing to do. Digory
knew lots about horses, but he set his teeth and got ready to make a dash for it as soon as he
saw a favorable moment.A red-faced man in a bowler hat had now shouldered his way to the
front of the crowd.“Hi! P’leeceman,” he said, “that’s my ’orse what she’s sitting on, same as it’s



my cab what she’s made matchwood of.”“One at a time, please, one at a time,” said the
policeman.“But there ain’t no time,” said the Cabby. “I know that ’orse better’n you do. ’Tain’t an
ordinary ’orse. ’Is father was a hofficer’s charger in the cavalry, ’e was. And if the young woman
goes on hexcitin’ ’im, there’ll be murder done. ’Ere, let me get at him.”The policeman was only
too glad to have a good reason for standing further away from the horse. The Cabby took a step
nearer, looked up at Jadis, and said in a not unkindly voice:“Now, Missie, let me get at ’is ’ead,
and just you get off. You’re a Lidy, and you don’t want all these roughs going for you, do you? You
want to go ’ome and ’ave a nice cup of tea and a lay down quiet like; then you’ll feel ever so
much better.” At the same time he stretched out his hand toward the horse’s head with the
words, “Steady, Strawberry, old boy. Steady now.”Then for the first time the Witch spoke.“Dog!”
came her cold, clear voice, ringing loud above all the other noises. “Dog, unhand our royal
charger. We are the Empress Jadis.”Chapter SevenWhat Happened at the Front Door“NOW,
SLAVE, HOW LONG AM I TO WAIT FOR MY chariot?” thundered the Witch. Uncle Andrew
cowered away from her. Now that she was really present, all the silly thoughts he had had while
looking at himself in the glass were oozing out of him. But Aunt Letty at once got up from her
knees and came over to the center of the room.“And who is this young person, Andrew, may I
ask?” said Aunt Letty in icy tones.“Distinguished foreigner—v-very important p-person,” he
stammered.“Rubbish!” said Aunt Letty, and then, turning to the Witch, “Get out of my house this
moment, you shameless hussy, or I’ll send for the police.” She thought the Witch must be
someone out of a circus and she did not approve of bare arms.“What woman is this?” said Jadis.
“Down on your knees, minion, before I blast you.”“No strong language in this house if you please,
young woman,” said Aunt Letty.Instantly, as it seemed to Uncle Andrew, the Queen towered up to
an even greater height. Fire flashed from her eyes: she flung out her arm with the same gesture
and the same horrible-sounding words that had lately turned the palace-gates of Charn to dust.
But nothing happened except that Aunt Letty, thinking that those horrible words were meant to
be ordinary English, said:“I thought as much. The woman is drunk. Drunk! She can’t even speak
clearly.”It must have been a terrible moment for the Witch when she suddenly realized that her
power of turning people into dust, which had been quite real in her own world, was not going to
work in ours. But she did not lose her nerve even for a second. Without wasting a thought on her
disappointment, she lunged forward, caught Aunt Letty round the neck and the knees, raised her
high above her head as if she had been no heavier than a doll, and threw her across the room.
While Aunt Letty was still hurtling through the air, the housemaid (who was having a beautifully
exciting morning) put her head in at the door and said, “If you please, sir, the ’ansom’s
come.”“Lead on, Slave,” said the Witch to Uncle Andrew. He began muttering something about
“regrettable violence—must really protest,” but at a single glance from Jadis he became
speechless. She drove him out of the room and out of the house; and Digory came running down
the stairs just in time to see the front door close behind them.“Jiminy!” he said. “She’s loose in
London. And with Uncle Andrew. I wonder what on earth is going to happen now.”“Oh, Master
Digory,” said the housemaid (who was really having a wonderful day), “I think Miss Ketterley’s



hurt herself somehow.” So they both rushed into the drawing-room to find out what had
happened.If Aunt Letty had fallen on bare boards or even on the carpet, I suppose all her bones
would have been broken: but by great good luck she had fallen on the mattress. Aunt Letty was a
very tough old lady: aunts often were in those days. After she had had some sal volatile and sat
still for a few minutes, she said there was nothing the matter with her except a few bruises. Very
soon she was taking charge of the situation.“Sarah,” she said to the housemaid (who had never
had such a day before), “go around to the police station at once and tell them there is a
dangerous lunatic at large. I will take Mrs. Kirke’s lunch up myself.” Mrs. Kirke was, of course,
Digory’s mother.When Mother’s lunch had been seen to, Digory and Aunt Letty had their own.
After that he did some hard thinking.The problem was how to get the Witch back to her own
world, or at any rate out of ours, as soon as possible. Whatever happened, she must not be
allowed to go rampaging about the house. Mother must not see her. And, if possible, she must
not be allowed to go rampaging about London either. Digory had not been in the drawing-room
when she tried to “blast” Aunt Letty, but he had seen her “blast” the gates at Charn: so he knew
her terrible powers and did not know that she had lost any of them by coming into our world. And
he knew she meant to conquer our world. At the present moment, as far as he could see, she
might be blasting Buckingham Palace or the Houses of Parliament: and it was almost certain
that quite a number of policemen had by now been reduced to little heaps of dust. And there
didn’t seem to be anything he could do about that. “But the rings seem to work like magnets,”
thought Digory. “If I can only touch her and then slip on my yellow, we shall both go into the
Wood between the Worlds. I wonder, will she go all faint again there? Was that something the
place does to her, or was it only the shock of being pulled out of her own world? But I suppose I’ll
have to risk that. And how am I to find the beast? I don’t suppose Aunt Letty would let me go out,
not unless I said where I was going. And I haven’t got more than twopence. I’d need any amount
of money for buses and trams if I went looking all over London. Anyway, I haven’t the faintest
idea where to look. I wonder if Uncle Andrew is still with her.”It seemed in the end that the only
thing he could do was to wait and hope that Uncle Andrew and the Witch would come back. If
they did, he must rush out and get hold of the Witch and put on his yellow Ring before she had a
chance to get into the house. This meant that he must watch the front door like a cat watching a
mouse’s hole; he dared not leave his post for a moment. So he went into the dining-room and
“glued his face” as they say, to the window. It was a bow-window from which you could see the
steps up to the front door and see up and down the street, so that no one could reach the front
door without your knowing. “I wonder what Polly’s doing?” thought Digory.He wondered about
this a good deal as the first slow half-hour ticked on. But you need not wonder, for I am going to
tell you. She had got home late for her dinner, with her shoes and stockings very wet. And when
they asked her where she had been and what on earth she had been doing, she said she had
been out with Digory Kirke. Under further questioning she said she had got her feet wet in a pool
of water, and that the pool was in a wood. Asked where the wood was, she said she didn’t know.
Asked if it was in one of the parks, she said truthfully enough that she supposed it might be a



sort of park. From all of this Polly’s mother got the idea that Polly had gone off, without telling
anyone, to some part of London she didn’t know, and gone into a strange park and amused
herself jumping into puddles. As a result she was told that she had been very naughty indeed
and that she wouldn’t be allowed to play with “that Kirke boy” any more if anything of the sort
ever happened again. Then she was given dinner with all the nice parts left out and sent to bed
for two solid hours. It was a thing that happened to one quite often in those days.So while Digory
was staring out of the dining-room window, Polly was lying in bed, and both were thinking how
terribly slowly the time could go. I think, myself, I would rather have been in Polly’s position. She
had only to wait for the end of her two hours: but every few minutes Digory would hear a cab or a
baker’s van or a butcher’s boy coming round the corner and think “Here she comes,” and then
find it wasn’t. And in between these false alarms, for what seemed hours and hours, the clock
ticked on and one big fly—high up and far out of reach—buzzed against the window. It was one
of those houses that get very quiet and dull in the afternoon and always seem to smell of
mutton.During his long watching and waiting one small thing happened which I shall have to
mention because something important came of it later on. A lady called with some grapes for
Digory’s Mother; and as the dining-room door was open, Digory couldn’t help overhearing Aunt
Letty and the lady as they talked in the hall.“What lovely grapes!” came Aunt Letty’s voice. “I’m
sure if anything could do her good these would. But poor, dear little Mabel! I’m afraid it would
need fruit from the land of youth to help her now. Nothing in this world will do much.” Then they
both lowered their voices and said a lot more that he could not hear.If he had heard that bit about
the land of youth a few days ago he would have thought Aunt Letty was just talking without
meaning anything in particular, the way grown-ups do, and it wouldn’t have interested him. He
almost thought so now. But suddenly it flashed upon his mind that he now knew (even if Aunt
Letty didn’t) that there really were other worlds and that he himself had been in one of them. At
that rate there might be a real Land of Youth somewhere. There might be almost anything. There
might be fruit in some other world that would really cure his mother! And oh, oh— Well, you know
how it feels if you begin hoping for something that you want desperately badly; you almost fight
against the hope because it is too good to be true; you’ve been disappointed so often before.
That was how Digory felt. But it was no good trying to throttle this hope. It might—really, really, it
just might be true. So many odd things had happened already. And he had the magic rings.
There must be worlds you could get to through every pool in the wood. He could hunt through
them all. And then—Mother well again. Everything right again. He forgot all about watching for
the Witch. His hand was already going into the pocket where he kept the yellow ring, when all at
once he heard a sound of galloping.“Hullo! What’s that?” thought Digory. “Fire engine? I wonder
what house is on fire. Great Scott, it’s coming here. Why, it’s Her.”I needn’t tell you who he meant
by Her.First came the hansom. There was no one in the driver’s seat. On the roof—not sitting,
but standing on the roof—swaying with superb balance as it came at full speed round the corner
with one wheel in the air—was Jadis the Queen of Queens and the Terror of Charn. Her teeth
were bared, her eyes shone like fire, and her long hair streamed out behind her like a comet’s



tail. She was flogging the horse without mercy. Its nostrils were wide and red and its sides were
spotted with foam. It galloped madly up to the front door, missing the lamp-post by an inch, and
then reared up on its hind legs. The hansom crashed into the lamp-post and shattered into
several pieces. The Witch, with a magnificent jump, had sprung clear just in time and landed on
the horse’s back. She settled herself astride and leaned forward, whispering things in its ear.
They must have been things meant not to quiet it but to madden it. It was on its hind legs again in
a moment, and its neigh was like a scream; it was all hoofs and teeth and eyes and tossing
mane. Only a splendid rider could have stayed on its back.Before Digory had recovered his
breath a good many other things began to happen. A second hansom dashed up close behind
the first: out of it there jumped a fat man in a frock-coat and a policeman. Then came a third
hansom with two more policemen in it. After it, came about twenty people (mostly errand boys)
on bicycles, all ringing their bells and letting out cheers and cat-calls. Last of all came a crowd of
people on foot: all very hot with running, but obviously enjoying themselves. Windows shot up in
all the houses of that street and a housemaid or a butler appeared at every front door. They
wanted to see the fun.Meanwhile an old gentleman had begun to struggle shakily out of the
ruins of the first hansom. Several people rushed forward to help him; but as one pulled him one
way and another another, perhaps he would have got out quite as quickly on his own. Digory
guessed that the old gentleman must be Uncle Andrew but you couldn’t see his face; his tall hat
had been bashed down over it.Digory rushed out and joined the crowd.“That’s the woman, that’s
the woman,” cried the fat man, pointing at Jadis. “Do your duty, Constable. Hundreds and
thousands of pounds’ worth she’s taken out of my shop. Look at that rope of pearls round her
neck. That’s mine. And she’s given me a black eye too, what’s more.”“That she ’as, guv’nor,” said
one of the crowd. “And as lovely a black eye as I’d wish to see. Beautiful bit of work that must
’ave been. Gor! ain’t she strong then!”“You ought to put a nice raw beefsteak on it, Mister, that’s
what it wants,” said a butcher’s boy.“Now then,” said the most important of the policemen, “what’s
all this ’ere?”“I tell you she—” began the fat man, when someone else called out:“Don’t let the
old cove in the cab get away. ’E put ’er up to it.”The old gentleman, who was certainly Uncle
Andrew, had just succeeded in standing up and was rubbing his bruises. “Now then,” said the
policeman, turning to him, “what’s all this?”“Womfle—pomf—shomf,” came Uncle Andrew’s voice
from inside the hat.“None of that now,” said the policeman sternly. “You’ll find this is no laughing
matter. Take that ’at off, see?”This was more easily said than done. But after Uncle Andrew had
struggled in vain with the hat for some time, two other policemen seized it by the brim and forced
it off.“Thank you, thank you,” said Uncle Andrew in a faint voice. “Thank you. Dear me, I’m terribly
shaken. If someone could give me a small glass of brandy—”“Now you attend to me, if you
please,” said the policeman, taking out a very large note book and a very small pencil. “Are you
in charge of that there young woman?”“Look out!” called several voices, and the policeman
jumped a step backward just in time. The horse had aimed a kick at him which would probably
have killed him. Then the Witch wheeled the horse round so that she faced the crowd and its
hind-legs were on the footpath. She had a long, bright knife in her hand and had been busily



cutting the horse free from the wreck of the hansom.All this time Digory had been trying to get
into a position from which he could touch the Witch. This wasn’t at all easy because, on the side
nearest to him, there were too many people. And in order to get round to the other side he had to
pass between the horse’s hoofs and the railings of the “area” that surrounded the house; for the
Ketterleys’ house had a basement. If you know anything about horses, and especially if you had
seen what a state that horse was in at the moment, you will realize that this was a ticklish thing to
do. Digory knew lots about horses, but he set his teeth and got ready to make a dash for it as
soon as he saw a favorable moment.A red-faced man in a bowler hat had now shouldered his
way to the front of the crowd.“Hi! P’leeceman,” he said, “that’s my ’orse what she’s sitting on,
same as it’s my cab what she’s made matchwood of.”“One at a time, please, one at a time,” said
the policeman.“But there ain’t no time,” said the Cabby. “I know that ’orse better’n you do. ’Tain’t
an ordinary ’orse. ’Is father was a hofficer’s charger in the cavalry, ’e was. And if the young
woman goes on hexcitin’ ’im, there’ll be murder done. ’Ere, let me get at him.”The policeman was
only too glad to have a good reason for standing further away from the horse. The Cabby took a
step nearer, looked up at Jadis, and said in a not unkindly voice:“Now, Missie, let me get at ’is
’ead, and just you get off. You’re a Lidy, and you don’t want all these roughs going for you, do
you? You want to go ’ome and ’ave a nice cup of tea and a lay down quiet like; then you’ll feel
ever so much better.” At the same time he stretched out his hand toward the horse’s head with
the words, “Steady, Strawberry, old boy. Steady now.”Then for the first time the Witch
spoke.“Dog!” came her cold, clear voice, ringing loud above all the other noises. “Dog, unhand
our royal charger. We are the Empress Jadis.”Chapter EightThe Fight at the Lamp-post“HO!
HEMPRESS, ARE YOU? WE’LL SEE ABOUT THAT,” said a voice. Then another voice said,
“Three cheers for the Hempress of Colney ’Atch” and quite a number joined in. A flush of color
came into the Witch’s face and she bowed ever so slightly. But the cheers died away into roars of
laughter and she saw that they had only been making fun of her. A change came over her
expression and she changed the knife to her left hand. Then, without warning, she did a thing
that was dreadful to see. Lightly, easily, as if it were the most ordinary thing in the world, she
stretched up her right arm and wrenched off one of the cross-bars of the lamp-post. If she had
lost some magical powers in our world, she had not lost her strength; she could break an iron
bar as if it were a stick of barley-sugar. She tossed her new weapon up in the air, caught it again,
brandished it, and urged the horse forward.“Now’s my chance,” thought Digory. He darted
between the horse and the railings and began going forward. If only the brute would stay still for
a moment he might catch the Witch’s heel. As he rushed, he heard a sickening crash and a thud.
The Witch had brought the bar down on the chief policeman’s helmet: the man fell like a nine-
pin.“Quick, Digory. This must be stopped,” said a voice beside him. It was Polly, who had rushed
down the moment she was allowed out of bed.“You are a brick,” said Digory. “Hold on to me tight.
You’ll have to manage the ring. Yellow, remember. And don’t put it on till I shout.”There was a
second crash and another policeman crumpled up. There came an angry roar from the crowd:
“Pull her down. Get a few paving-stones. Call out the Military.” But most of them were getting as



far away as they could. The Cabby, however, obviously the bravest as well as the kindest person
present, was keeping close to the horse, dodging this way and that to avoid the bar, but still
trying to catch Strawberry’s head.The crowd booed and bellowed again. A stone whistled over
Digory’s head. Then came the voice of the Witch, clear like a great bell, and sounding as if, for
once, she were almost happy.“Scum! You shall pay dearly for this when I have conquered your
world. Not one stone of your city will be left. I will make it as Charn, as Felinda, as Sorlois, as
Bramandin.”Digory at last caught her ankle. She kicked back with her heel and hit him in the
mouth. In his pain he lost hold. His lip was cut and his mouth full of blood. From somewhere very
close by came the voice of Uncle Andrew in a sort of trembling scream. “Madam—my dear
young lady—for heaven’s sake—compose yourself.” Digory made a second grab at her heel,
and was again shaken off. More men were knocked down by the iron bar. He made a third grab:
caught the heel: held on like grim death, shouting to Polly “Go!” then—Oh, thank goodness. The
angry, frightened faces had vanished. The angry, frightened voices were silenced. All except
Uncle Andrew’s. Close beside Digory in the darkness, it was wailing on: “Oh, oh, is this delirium?
Is it the end? I can’t bear it. It’s not fair. I never meant to be a Magician. It’s all a
misunderstanding. It’s all my godmother’s fault; I must protest against this. In my state of health
too. A very old Dorsetshire family.”“Bother!” thought Digory. “We didn’t want to bring him along.
My hat, what a picnic. Are you there, Polly?”“Yes, I’m here. Don’t keep on shoving.”“I’m not,”
began Digory, but before he could say anything more, their heads came out into the warm, green
sunshine of the wood. And as they stepped out of the pool Polly cried out:“Oh look! We’ve
brought the old horse with us too. And Mr. Ketterley. And the Cabby. This is a pretty kettle of
fish!”As soon as the Witch saw that she was once more in the wood she turned pale and bent
down till her face touched the mane of the horse. You could see she felt deadly sick. Uncle
Andrew was shivering. But Strawberry, the horse, shook his head, gave a cheerful whinny, and
seemed to feel better. He became quiet for the first time since Digory had seen him. His ears,
which had been laid flat back on his skull, came into their proper position, and the fire went out
of his eyes.“That’s right, old boy,” said the Cabby, slapping Strawberry’s neck. “That’s better. Take
it easy.”Strawberry did the most natural thing in the world. Being very thirsty (and no wonder) he
walked slowly across to the nearest pool and stepped into it to have a drink. Digory was still
holding the Witch’s heel and Polly was holding Digory’s hand. One of the Cabby’s hands was on
Strawberry; and Uncle Andrew, still very shaky, had just grabbed on the Cabby’s other
hand.“Quick,” said Polly, with a look at Digory. “Greens!”So the horse never got his drink. Instead,
the whole party found themselves sinking into darkness. Strawberry neighed; Uncle Andrew
whimpered. Digory said, “That was a bit of luck.”There was a short pause. Then Polly said,
“Oughtn’t we to be nearly there now?”“We do seem to be somewhere,” said Digory. “At least I’m
standing on something solid.”“Why, so am I, now that I come to think of it,” said Polly. “But why’s it
so dark? I say, do you think we got into the wrong pool?”“Perhaps this is Charn,” said Digory.
“Only we’ve got back in the middle of the night.”“This is not Charn,” came the Witch’s voice. “This
is an empty world. This is Nothing.”And really it was uncommonly like Nothing. There were no



stars. It was so dark that they couldn’t see one another at all and it made no difference whether
you kept your eyes shut or opened. Under their feet there was a cool, flat something which might
have been earth, and was certainly not grass or wood. The air was cold and dry and there was
no wind.“My doom has come upon me,” said the Witch in a voice of horrible calmness.“Oh don’t
say that,” babbled Uncle Andrew. “My dear young lady, pray don’t say such things. It can’t be as
bad as that. Ah—Cabman—my good man—you don’t happen to have a flask about you? A drop
of spirits is just what I need.”“Now then, now then,” came the Cabby’s voice, a good firm, hardy
voice. “Keep cool, everyone, that’s what I say. No bones broken, anyone? Good. Well there’s
something to be thankful for straight away, and more than anyone could expect after falling all
that way. Now, if we’ve fallen down some diggings—as it might be for a new station on the
Underground—someone will come and get us out presently, see! And if we’re dead—which I
don’t deny it might be—well, you got to remember that worse things ’appen at sea and a chap’s
got to die sometime. And there ain’t nothing to be afraid of if a chap’s led a decent life. And if you
ask me, I think the best thing we could do to pass the time would be sing a ’ymn.”And he did. He
struck up at once a harvest thanksgiving hymn, all about crops being “safely gathered in.” It was
not very suitable to a place which felt as if nothing had ever grown there since the beginning of
time, but it was the one he could remember best. He had a fine voice and the children joined in; it
was very cheering. Uncle Andrew and the Witch did not join in.Toward the end of the hymn
Digory felt someone plucking at his elbow and from a general smell of brandy and cigars and
good clothes he decided that it must be Uncle Andrew. Uncle Andrew was cautiously pulling him
away from the others. When they had gone a little distance, the old man put his mouth so close
to Digory’s ear that it tickled, and whispered:“Now, my boy. Slip on your ring. Let’s be off.”But the
Witch had very good ears. “Fool!” came her voice and she leaped off the horse. “Have you
forgotten that I can hear men’s thoughts? Let go the boy. If you attempt treachery I will take such
vengeance upon you as never was heard of in all worlds from the beginning.”“And,” added
Digory, “if you think I’m such a mean pig as to go off and leave Polly—and the Cabby—and the
horse—in a place like this, you’re well mistaken.”“You are a very naughty and impertinent little
boy,” said Uncle Andrew.“Hush!” said the Cabby. They all listened.In the darkness something
was happening at last. A voice had begun to sing. It was very far away and Digory found it hard
to decide from what direction it was coming. Sometimes it seemed to come from all directions at
once. Sometimes he almost thought it was coming out of the earth beneath them. Its lower notes
were deep enough to be the voice of the earth herself. There were no words. There was hardly
even a tune. But it was, beyond comparison, the most beautiful noise he had ever heard. It was
so beautiful he could hardly bear it. The horse seemed to like it too; he gave the sort of whinny a
horse would give if, after years of being a cab-horse, it found itself back in the old field where it
had played as a foal, and saw someone whom it remembered and loved coming across the field
to bring it a lump of sugar.“Gawd!” said the Cabby. “Ain’t it lovely?”Then two wonders happened
at the same moment. One was that the voice was suddenly joined by other voices; more voices
than you could possibly count. They were in harmony with it, but far higher up the scale: cold,



tingling, silvery voices. The second wonder was that the blackness overhead, all at once, was
blazing with stars. They didn’t come out gently one by one, as they do on a summer evening.
One moment there had been nothing but darkness; next moment a thousand, thousand points of
light leaped out—single stars, constellations, and planets, brighter and bigger than any in our
world. There were no clouds. The new stars and the new voices began at exactly the same time.
If you had seen and heard it, as Digory did, you would have felt quite certain that it was the stars
themselves which were singing, and that it was the first voice, the deep one, which had made
them appear and made them sing.“Glory be!” said the Cabby. “I’d ha’ been a better man all my
life if I’d known there were things like this.”The Voice on the earth was now louder and more
triumphant; but the voices in the sky, after singing loudly with it for a time, began to get fainter.
And now something else was happening.Far away, and down near the horizon, the sky began to
turn gray. A light wind, very fresh, began to stir. The sky, in that one place, grew slowly and
steadily paler. You could see shapes of hills standing up dark against it. All the time the Voice
went on singing.There was soon light enough for them to see one another’s faces. The Cabby
and the two children had open mouths and shining eyes; they were drinking in the sound, and
they looked as if it reminded them of something. Uncle Andrew’s mouth was open too, but not
open with joy. He looked more as if his chin had simply dropped away from the rest of his face.
His shoulders were stooped and his knees shook. He was not liking the Voice. If he could have
got away from it by creeping into a rat’s hole, he would have done so. But the Witch looked as if,
in a way, she understood the music better than any of them. Her mouth was shut, her lips were
pressed together, and her fists were clenched. Ever since the song began she had felt that this
whole world was filled with a Magic different from hers and stronger. She hated it. She would
have smashed that whole world, or all worlds, to pieces, if it would only stop the singing. The
horse stood with its ears well forward, and twitching. Every now and then it snorted and stamped
the ground. It no longer looked like a tired old cab-horse; you could now well believe that its
father had been in battles.The eastern sky changed from white to pink and from pink to gold.
The Voice rose and rose, till all the air was shaking with it. And just as it swelled to the mightiest
and most glorious sound it had yet produced, the sun arose.Digory had never seen such a sun.
The sun above the ruins of Charn had looked older than ours: this looked younger. You could
imagine that it laughed for joy as it came up. And as its beams shot across the land the travelers
could see for the first time what sort of place they were in. It was a valley through which a broad,
swift river wound its way, flowing eastward toward the sun. Southward there were mountains,
northward there were lower hills. But it was a valley of mere earth, rock and water; there was not
a tree, not a bush, not a blade of grass to be seen. The earth was of many colors: they were
fresh, hot and vivid. They made you feel excited; until you saw the Singer himself, and then you
forgot everything else.It was a Lion. Huge, shaggy, and bright, it stood facing the risen sun. Its
mouth was wide open in song and it was about three hundred yards away.“This is a terrible
world,” said the Witch. “We must fly at once. Prepare the Magic.”“I quite agree with you, Madam,”
said Uncle Andrew. “A most disagreeable place. Completely uncivilized. If only I were a younger



man and had a gun—”“Garn!” said the Cabby. “You don’t think you could shoot ’im, do you?”“And
who would?” said Polly.“Prepare the Magic, old fool,” said Jadis.“Certainly, Madam,” said Uncle
Andrew cunningly. “I must have both the children touching me. Put on your homeward ring at
once, Digory.” He wanted to get away without the Witch.“Oh, it’s rings, is it?” cried Jadis. She
would have had her hands in Digory’s pocket before you could say knife, but Digory grabbed
Polly and shouted out:“Take care. If either of you come half an inch nearer, we two will vanish
and you’ll be left here for good. Yes: I have a ring in my pocket that will take Polly and me home.
And look! My hand is just ready. So keep your distance. I’m sorry about you” (he looked at the
Cabby) “and about the horse, but I can’t help that. As for you two” (he looked at Uncle Andrew
and the Queen) “you’re both magicians, so you ought to enjoy living together.”“’Old your noise,
everyone,” said the Cabby. “I want to listen to the moosic.”For the song had now
changed.Chapter EightThe Fight at the Lamp-post“HO! HEMPRESS, ARE YOU? WE’LL SEE
ABOUT THAT,” said a voice. Then another voice said, “Three cheers for the Hempress of Colney
’Atch” and quite a number joined in. A flush of color came into the Witch’s face and she bowed
ever so slightly. But the cheers died away into roars of laughter and she saw that they had only
been making fun of her. A change came over her expression and she changed the knife to her
left hand. Then, without warning, she did a thing that was dreadful to see. Lightly, easily, as if it
were the most ordinary thing in the world, she stretched up her right arm and wrenched off one
of the cross-bars of the lamp-post. If she had lost some magical powers in our world, she had
not lost her strength; she could break an iron bar as if it were a stick of barley-sugar. She tossed
her new weapon up in the air, caught it again, brandished it, and urged the horse forward.“Now’s
my chance,” thought Digory. He darted between the horse and the railings and began going
forward. If only the brute would stay still for a moment he might catch the Witch’s heel. As he
rushed, he heard a sickening crash and a thud. The Witch had brought the bar down on the chief
policeman’s helmet: the man fell like a nine-pin.“Quick, Digory. This must be stopped,” said a
voice beside him. It was Polly, who had rushed down the moment she was allowed out of
bed.“You are a brick,” said Digory. “Hold on to me tight. You’ll have to manage the ring. Yellow,
remember. And don’t put it on till I shout.”There was a second crash and another policeman
crumpled up. There came an angry roar from the crowd: “Pull her down. Get a few paving-
stones. Call out the Military.” But most of them were getting as far away as they could. The
Cabby, however, obviously the bravest as well as the kindest person present, was keeping close
to the horse, dodging this way and that to avoid the bar, but still trying to catch Strawberry’s
head.The crowd booed and bellowed again. A stone whistled over Digory’s head. Then came
the voice of the Witch, clear like a great bell, and sounding as if, for once, she were almost
happy.“Scum! You shall pay dearly for this when I have conquered your world. Not one stone of
your city will be left. I will make it as Charn, as Felinda, as Sorlois, as Bramandin.”Digory at last
caught her ankle. She kicked back with her heel and hit him in the mouth. In his pain he lost hold.
His lip was cut and his mouth full of blood. From somewhere very close by came the voice of
Uncle Andrew in a sort of trembling scream. “Madam—my dear young lady—for heaven’s sake—



compose yourself.” Digory made a second grab at her heel, and was again shaken off. More
men were knocked down by the iron bar. He made a third grab: caught the heel: held on like grim
death, shouting to Polly “Go!” then—Oh, thank goodness. The angry, frightened faces had
vanished. The angry, frightened voices were silenced. All except Uncle Andrew’s. Close beside
Digory in the darkness, it was wailing on: “Oh, oh, is this delirium? Is it the end? I can’t bear it. It’s
not fair. I never meant to be a Magician. It’s all a misunderstanding. It’s all my godmother’s fault; I
must protest against this. In my state of health too. A very old Dorsetshire family.”“Bother!”
thought Digory. “We didn’t want to bring him along. My hat, what a picnic. Are you there,
Polly?”“Yes, I’m here. Don’t keep on shoving.”“I’m not,” began Digory, but before he could say
anything more, their heads came out into the warm, green sunshine of the wood. And as they
stepped out of the pool Polly cried out:“Oh look! We’ve brought the old horse with us too. And
Mr. Ketterley. And the Cabby. This is a pretty kettle of fish!”As soon as the Witch saw that she
was once more in the wood she turned pale and bent down till her face touched the mane of the
horse. You could see she felt deadly sick. Uncle Andrew was shivering. But Strawberry, the
horse, shook his head, gave a cheerful whinny, and seemed to feel better. He became quiet for
the first time since Digory had seen him. His ears, which had been laid flat back on his skull,
came into their proper position, and the fire went out of his eyes.“That’s right, old boy,” said the
Cabby, slapping Strawberry’s neck. “That’s better. Take it easy.”Strawberry did the most natural
thing in the world. Being very thirsty (and no wonder) he walked slowly across to the nearest
pool and stepped into it to have a drink. Digory was still holding the Witch’s heel and Polly was
holding Digory’s hand. One of the Cabby’s hands was on Strawberry; and Uncle Andrew, still
very shaky, had just grabbed on the Cabby’s other hand.“Quick,” said Polly, with a look at Digory.
“Greens!”So the horse never got his drink. Instead, the whole party found themselves sinking
into darkness. Strawberry neighed; Uncle Andrew whimpered. Digory said, “That was a bit of
luck.”There was a short pause. Then Polly said, “Oughtn’t we to be nearly there now?”“We do
seem to be somewhere,” said Digory. “At least I’m standing on something solid.”“Why, so am I,
now that I come to think of it,” said Polly. “But why’s it so dark? I say, do you think we got into the
wrong pool?”“Perhaps this is Charn,” said Digory. “Only we’ve got back in the middle of the
night.”“This is not Charn,” came the Witch’s voice. “This is an empty world. This is Nothing.”And
really it was uncommonly like Nothing. There were no stars. It was so dark that they couldn’t see
one another at all and it made no difference whether you kept your eyes shut or opened. Under
their feet there was a cool, flat something which might have been earth, and was certainly not
grass or wood. The air was cold and dry and there was no wind.“My doom has come upon me,”
said the Witch in a voice of horrible calmness.“Oh don’t say that,” babbled Uncle Andrew. “My
dear young lady, pray don’t say such things. It can’t be as bad as that. Ah—Cabman—my good
man—you don’t happen to have a flask about you? A drop of spirits is just what I need.”“Now
then, now then,” came the Cabby’s voice, a good firm, hardy voice. “Keep cool, everyone, that’s
what I say. No bones broken, anyone? Good. Well there’s something to be thankful for straight
away, and more than anyone could expect after falling all that way. Now, if we’ve fallen down



some diggings—as it might be for a new station on the Underground—someone will come and
get us out presently, see! And if we’re dead—which I don’t deny it might be—well, you got to
remember that worse things ’appen at sea and a chap’s got to die sometime. And there ain’t
nothing to be afraid of if a chap’s led a decent life. And if you ask me, I think the best thing we
could do to pass the time would be sing a ’ymn.”And he did. He struck up at once a harvest
thanksgiving hymn, all about crops being “safely gathered in.” It was not very suitable to a place
which felt as if nothing had ever grown there since the beginning of time, but it was the one he
could remember best. He had a fine voice and the children joined in; it was very cheering. Uncle
Andrew and the Witch did not join in.Toward the end of the hymn Digory felt someone plucking
at his elbow and from a general smell of brandy and cigars and good clothes he decided that it
must be Uncle Andrew. Uncle Andrew was cautiously pulling him away from the others. When
they had gone a little distance, the old man put his mouth so close to Digory’s ear that it tickled,
and whispered:“Now, my boy. Slip on your ring. Let’s be off.”But the Witch had very good ears.
“Fool!” came her voice and she leaped off the horse. “Have you forgotten that I can hear men’s
thoughts? Let go the boy. If you attempt treachery I will take such vengeance upon you as never
was heard of in all worlds from the beginning.”“And,” added Digory, “if you think I’m such a mean
pig as to go off and leave Polly—and the Cabby—and the horse—in a place like this, you’re well
mistaken.”“You are a very naughty and impertinent little boy,” said Uncle Andrew.“Hush!” said the
Cabby. They all listened.In the darkness something was happening at last. A voice had begun to
sing. It was very far away and Digory found it hard to decide from what direction it was coming.
Sometimes it seemed to come from all directions at once. Sometimes he almost thought it was
coming out of the earth beneath them. Its lower notes were deep enough to be the voice of the
earth herself. There were no words. There was hardly even a tune. But it was, beyond
comparison, the most beautiful noise he had ever heard. It was so beautiful he could hardly bear
it. The horse seemed to like it too; he gave the sort of whinny a horse would give if, after years of
being a cab-horse, it found itself back in the old field where it had played as a foal, and saw
someone whom it remembered and loved coming across the field to bring it a lump of
sugar.“Gawd!” said the Cabby. “Ain’t it lovely?”Then two wonders happened at the same
moment. One was that the voice was suddenly joined by other voices; more voices than you
could possibly count. They were in harmony with it, but far higher up the scale: cold, tingling,
silvery voices. The second wonder was that the blackness overhead, all at once, was blazing
with stars. They didn’t come out gently one by one, as they do on a summer evening. One
moment there had been nothing but darkness; next moment a thousand, thousand points of light
leaped out—single stars, constellations, and planets, brighter and bigger than any in our world.
There were no clouds. The new stars and the new voices began at exactly the same time. If you
had seen and heard it, as Digory did, you would have felt quite certain that it was the stars
themselves which were singing, and that it was the first voice, the deep one, which had made
them appear and made them sing.“Glory be!” said the Cabby. “I’d ha’ been a better man all my
life if I’d known there were things like this.”The Voice on the earth was now louder and more



triumphant; but the voices in the sky, after singing loudly with it for a time, began to get fainter.
And now something else was happening.Far away, and down near the horizon, the sky began to
turn gray. A light wind, very fresh, began to stir. The sky, in that one place, grew slowly and
steadily paler. You could see shapes of hills standing up dark against it. All the time the Voice
went on singing.There was soon light enough for them to see one another’s faces. The Cabby
and the two children had open mouths and shining eyes; they were drinking in the sound, and
they looked as if it reminded them of something. Uncle Andrew’s mouth was open too, but not
open with joy. He looked more as if his chin had simply dropped away from the rest of his face.
His shoulders were stooped and his knees shook. He was not liking the Voice. If he could have
got away from it by creeping into a rat’s hole, he would have done so. But the Witch looked as if,
in a way, she understood the music better than any of them. Her mouth was shut, her lips were
pressed together, and her fists were clenched. Ever since the song began she had felt that this
whole world was filled with a Magic different from hers and stronger. She hated it. She would
have smashed that whole world, or all worlds, to pieces, if it would only stop the singing. The
horse stood with its ears well forward, and twitching. Every now and then it snorted and stamped
the ground. It no longer looked like a tired old cab-horse; you could now well believe that its
father had been in battles.The eastern sky changed from white to pink and from pink to gold.
The Voice rose and rose, till all the air was shaking with it. And just as it swelled to the mightiest
and most glorious sound it had yet produced, the sun arose.Digory had never seen such a sun.
The sun above the ruins of Charn had looked older than ours: this looked younger. You could
imagine that it laughed for joy as it came up. And as its beams shot across the land the travelers
could see for the first time what sort of place they were in. It was a valley through which a broad,
swift river wound its way, flowing eastward toward the sun. Southward there were mountains,
northward there were lower hills. But it was a valley of mere earth, rock and water; there was not
a tree, not a bush, not a blade of grass to be seen. The earth was of many colors: they were
fresh, hot and vivid. They made you feel excited; until you saw the Singer himself, and then you
forgot everything else.It was a Lion. Huge, shaggy, and bright, it stood facing the risen sun. Its
mouth was wide open in song and it was about three hundred yards away.“This is a terrible
world,” said the Witch. “We must fly at once. Prepare the Magic.”“I quite agree with you, Madam,”
said Uncle Andrew. “A most disagreeable place. Completely uncivilized. If only I were a younger
man and had a gun—”“Garn!” said the Cabby. “You don’t think you could shoot ’im, do you?”“And
who would?” said Polly.“Prepare the Magic, old fool,” said Jadis.“Certainly, Madam,” said Uncle
Andrew cunningly. “I must have both the children touching me. Put on your homeward ring at
once, Digory.” He wanted to get away without the Witch.“Oh, it’s rings, is it?” cried Jadis. She
would have had her hands in Digory’s pocket before you could say knife, but Digory grabbed
Polly and shouted out:“Take care. If either of you come half an inch nearer, we two will vanish
and you’ll be left here for good. Yes: I have a ring in my pocket that will take Polly and me home.
And look! My hand is just ready. So keep your distance. I’m sorry about you” (he looked at the
Cabby) “and about the horse, but I can’t help that. As for you two” (he looked at Uncle Andrew



and the Queen) “you’re both magicians, so you ought to enjoy living together.”“’Old your noise,
everyone,” said the Cabby. “I want to listen to the moosic.”For the song had now
changed.Chapter NineThe Founding of NarniaTHE LION WAS PACING TO AND FRO ABOUT
THAT empty land and singing his new song. It was softer and more lilting than the song by which
he had called up the stars and the sun; a gentle, rippling music. And as he walked and sang the
valley grew green with grass. It spread out from the Lion like a pool. It ran up the sides of the little
hills like a wave. In a few minutes it was creeping up the lower slopes of the distant mountains,
making that young world every moment softer. The light wind could now be heard ruffling the
grass. Soon there were other things besides grass. The higher slopes grew dark with heather.
Patches of rougher and more bristling green appeared in the valley. Digory did not know what
they were until one began coming up quite close to him. It was a little, spiky thing that threw out
dozens of arms and covered these arms with green and grew larger at the rate of about an inch
every two seconds. There were dozens of these things all round him now. When they were
nearly as tall as himself he saw what they were. “Trees!” he exclaimed.The nuisance of it, as
Polly said afterward, was that you weren’t left in peace to watch it all. Just as Digory said “Trees!”
he had to jump because Uncle Andrew had sidled up to him again and was just going to pick his
pocket. It wouldn’t have done Uncle Andrew much good if he had succeeded, for he was aiming
at the right-hand pocket because he still thought the green rings were “homeward” rings. But of
course Digory didn’t want to lose either.“Stop!” cried the Witch. “Stand back. No, further back. If
anyone goes within ten paces of either of the children, I will knock out his brains.” She was
poising in her hand the iron bar that she had torn off the lamp-post, ready to throw it. Somehow
no one doubted that she would be a very good shot.“So!” she said. “You would steal back to your
own world with the boy and leave me here.”Uncle Andrew’s temper at last got the better of his
fears. “Yes, Ma’am, I would,” he said. “Most undoubtedly I would. I should be perfectly in my
rights. I have been most shamefully, most abominably treated. I have done my best to show you
such civilities as were in my power. And what has been my reward? You have robbed—I must
repeat the word—robbed a highly respectable jeweler. You have insisted on my entertaining you
to an exceedingly expensive, not to say ostentatious, lunch, though I was obliged to pawn my
watch and chain in order to do so (and let me tell you, Ma’am, that none of our family have been
in the habit of frequenting pawnshops, except my cousin Edward, and he was in the Yeomanry).
During that indigestible meal—I’m feeling the worse for it at this very moment—your behavior
and conversation attracted the unfavorable attention of everyone present. I feel I have been
publicly disgraced. I shall never be able to show my face in that restaurant again. You have
assaulted the police. You have stolen—”“Oh stow it, Guv’nor, do stow it,” said the Cabby.
“Watchin’ and listenin’s the thing at present; not talking.”There was certainly plenty to watch and
to listen to. The tree which Digory had noticed was now a full-grown beech whose branches
swayed gently above his head. They stood on cool, green grass, sprinkled with daisies and
buttercups. A little way off, along the river bank, willows were growing. On the other side tangles
of flowering currant, lilac, wild rose, and rhododendron closed them in. The horse was tearing up



delicious mouthfuls of new grass.All this time the Lion’s song, and his stately prowl, to and fro,
backward and forward, was going on. What was rather alarming was that at each turn he came a
little nearer. Polly was finding the song more and more interesting because she thought she was
beginning to see the connection between the music and the things that were happening. When a
line of dark firs sprang up on a ridge about a hundred yards away she felt that they were
connected with a series of deep, prolonged notes which the Lion had sung a second before. And
when he burst into a rapid series of lighter notes she was not surprised to see primroses
suddenly appearing in every direction. Thus, with an unspeakable thrill, she felt quite certain that
all the things were coming (as she said) “out of the Lion’s head.” When you listened to his song
you heard the things he was making up: when you looked round you, you saw them. This was so
exciting that she had no time to be afraid. But Digory and the Cabby could not help feeling a bit
nervous as each turn of the Lion’s walk brought him nearer. As for Uncle Andrew, his teeth were
chattering, but his knees were shaking so that he could not run away.Suddenly the Witch
stepped boldly out toward the Lion. It was coming on, always singing, with a slow, heavy pace. It
was only twelve yards away. She raised her arm and flung the iron bar straight at its
head.Nobody, least of all Jadis, could have missed at that range. The bar struck the Lion fair
between the eyes. It glanced off and fell with a thud in the grass. The Lion came on. Its walk was
neither slower nor faster than before; you could not tell whether it even knew it had been hit.
Though its soft pads made no noise, you could feel the earth shake beneath their weight.The
Witch shrieked and ran: in a few moments she was out of sight among the trees. Uncle Andrew
turned to do likewise, tripped over a root, and fell flat on his face in a little brook that ran down to
join the river. The children could not move. They were not even quite sure that they wanted to.
The Lion paid no attention to them. Its huge red mouth was open, but open in song not in a snarl.
It passed by them so close that they could have touched its mane. They were terribly afraid it
would turn and look at them, yet in some queer way they wished it would. But for all the notice it
took of them they might just as well have been invisible and unsmellable. When it had passed
them and gone a few paces further it turned, passed them again, and continued its march
eastward.Uncle Andrew, coughing and spluttering, picked himself up.“Now, Digory,” he said,
“we’ve got rid of that woman, and the brute of a lion is gone. Give me your hand and put on your
ring at once.”“Keep off,” said Digory, backing away from him. “Keep clear of him, Polly. Come over
here beside me. Now I warn you, Uncle Andrew, don’t come one step nearer, we’ll just
vanish.”“Do what you’re told this minute, sir,” said Uncle Andrew. “You’re an extremely
disobedient, ill-behaved little boy.”“No fear,” said Digory. “We want to stay and see what happens.
I thought you wanted to know about other worlds. Don’t you like it now you’re here?”“Like it!”
exclaimed Uncle Andrew. “Just look at the state I’m in. And it was my best coat and waistcoat,
too.” He certainly was a dreadful sight by now: for of course, the more dressed up you were to
begin with, the worse you look after you’ve crawled out of a smashed hansom cab and fallen into
a muddy brook. “I’m not saying,” he added, “that this is not a most interesting place. If I were a
younger man, now—perhaps I could get some lively young fellow to come here first. One of



those big-game hunters. Something might be made of this country. The climate is delightful. I
never felt such air. I believe it would have done me good if—if circumstances had been more
favorable. If only we’d had a gun.”“Guns be blowed,” said the Cabby. “I think I’ll go and see if I can
give Strawberry a rub down. That horse ’as more sense than some ’umans as I could mention.”
He walked back to Strawberry and began making the hissing noises that grooms make.“Do you
still think that Lion could be killed by a gun?” asked Digory. “He didn’t mind the iron bar
much.”“With all her faults,” said Uncle Andrew, “that’s a plucky gel, my boy. It was a spirited thing
to do.” He rubbed his hands and cracked his knuckles, as if he were once more forgetting how
the Witch frightened him whenever she was really there.“It was a wicked thing to do,” said Polly.
“What harm had he done her?”“Hullo! What’s that?” said Digory. He had darted forward to
examine something only a few yards away. “I say, Polly,” he called back. “Do come and
look.”Uncle Andrew came with her; not because he wanted to see but because he wanted to
keep close to the children—there might be a chance of stealing their rings. But when he saw
what Digory was looking at, even he began to take an interest. It was a perfect little model of a
lamp-post, about three feet high but lengthening, and thickening in proportion, as they watched
it; in fact growing just as the trees had grown.“It’s alive too—I mean, it’s lit,” said Digory. And so it
was; though of course the brightness of the sun made the little flame in the lantern hard to see
unless your shadow fell on it.“Remarkable, most remarkable,” muttered Uncle Andrew. “Even I
never dreamed of Magic like this. We’re in a world where everything, even a lamp-post, comes to
life and grows. Now I wonder what sort of seed a lamp-post grows from?”“Don’t you see?” said
Digory. “This is where the bar fell—the bar she tore off the lamp-post at home. It sank into the
ground and now it’s coming up as a young lamp-post.” (But not so very young now; it was as tall
as Digory while he said this.)“That’s it! Stupendous, stupendous,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing
his hands harder than ever. “Ho, ho! They laughed at my Magic. That fool of a sister of mine
thinks I’m a lunatic. I wonder what they’ll say now? I have discovered a world where everything is
bursting with life and growth. Columbus, now, they talk about Columbus. But what was America
to this? The commercial possibilities of this country are unbounded. Bring a few old bits of scrap
iron here, bury ’em, and up they come as brand new railway engines, battleships, anything you
please. They’ll cost nothing, and I can sell ’em at full prices in England. I shall be a millionaire.
And then the climate! I feel years younger already. I can run it as a health resort. A good
sanatorium here might be worth twenty thousand a year. Of course I shall have to let a few
people into the secret. The first thing is to get that brute shot.”“You’re just like the Witch,” said
Polly. “All you think of is killing things.”“And then as regards oneself,” Uncle Andrew continued in a
happy dream. “There’s no knowing how long I might live if I settled here. And that’s a big
consideration when a fellow has turned sixty. I shouldn’t be surprised if I never grew a day older
in this country! Stupendous! The land of youth!”“Oh!” cried Digory. “The land of youth! Do you
think it really is?” For of course he remembered what Aunt Letty had said to the lady who brought
the grapes, and that sweet hope rushed back upon him. “Uncle Andrew,” he said, “do you think
there’s anything here that would cure Mother?”“What are you talking about?” said Uncle Andrew.



“This isn’t a chemist’s shop. But as I was saying—”“You don’t care twopence about her,” said
Digory savagely. “I thought you might; after all, she’s your sister as well as my Mother. Well, no
matter. I’m jolly well going to ask the Lion himself if he can help me.” And he turned and walked
briskly away. Polly waited for a moment and then went after him.“Here! Stop! Come back! The
boy’s gone mad,” said Uncle Andrew. He followed the children at a cautious distance behind; for
he didn’t want to get too far away from the green rings or too near the Lion.In a few minutes
Digory came to the edge of the wood and there he stopped. The Lion was singing still. But now
the song had once more changed. It was more like what we should call a tune, but it was also far
wilder. It made you want to run and jump and climb. It made you want to shout. It made you want
to rush at other people and either hug them or fight them. It made Digory hot and red in the face.
It had some effect on Uncle Andrew, for Digory could hear him saying, “A spirited gel, sir. It’s a
pity about her temper, but a dem fine woman all the same, a dem fine woman.” But what the
song did to the two humans was nothing compared with what it was doing to the country.Can
you imagine a stretch of grassy land bubbling like water in a pot? For that is really the best
description of what was happening. In all directions it was swelling into humps. They were of very
different sizes, some no bigger than mole-hills, some as big as wheelbarrows, two the size of
cottages. And the humps moved and swelled till they burst, and the crumbled earth poured out
of them, and from each hump there came out an animal. The moles came out just as you might
see a mole come out in England. The dogs came out, barking the moment their heads were free,
and struggling as you’ve seen them do when they are getting through a narrow hole in a hedge.
The stags were the queerest to watch, for of course the antlers came up a long time before the
rest of them, so at first Digory thought they were trees. The frogs, who all came up near the river,
went straight into it with a plop-plop and a loud croaking. The panthers, leopards and things of
that sort, sat down at once to wash the loose earth off their hind quarters and then stood up
against the trees to sharpen their front claws. Showers of birds came out of the trees. Butterflies
fluttered. Bees got to work on the flowers as if they hadn’t a second to lose. But the greatest
moment of all was when the biggest hump broke like a small earthquake and out came the
sloping back, the large, wise head, and the four baggy-trousered legs of an elephant. And now
you could hardly hear the song of the Lion; there was so much cawing, cooing, crowing, braying,
neighing, baying, barking, lowing, bleating, and trumpeting.But though Digory could no longer
hear the Lion, he could see it. It was so big and so bright that he could not take his eyes off it.
The other animals did not appear to be afraid of it. Indeed, at that very moment, Digory heard
the sound of hoofs from behind; a second later the old cab-horse trotted past him and joined the
other beasts. (The air had apparently suited him as well as it had suited Uncle Andrew. He no
longer looked like the poor old slave he had been in London; he was picking up his feet and
holding his head erect.) And now, for the first time, the Lion was quite silent. He was going to and
fro among the animals. And every now and then he would go up to two of them (always two at a
time) and touch their noses with his. He would touch two beavers among all the beavers, two
leopards among all the leopards, one stag and one deer among all the deer, and leave the rest.



Some sorts of animal he passed over altogether. But the pairs which he had touched instantly
left their own kinds and followed him. At last he stood still and all the creatures whom he had
touched came and stood in a wide circle around him. The others whom he had not touched
began to wander away. Their noises faded gradually into the distance. The chosen beasts who
remained were now utterly silent, all with their eyes fixed intently upon the Lion. The cat-like ones
gave an occasional twitch of the tail but otherwise all were still. For the first time that day there
was complete silence, except for the noise of running water. Digory’s heart beat wildly; he knew
something very solemn was going to be done. He had not forgotten about his Mother, but he
knew jolly well that, even for her, he couldn’t interrupt a thing like this.The Lion, whose eyes
never blinked, stared at the animals as hard as if he was going to burn them up with his mere
stare. And gradually a change came over them. The smaller ones—the rabbits, moles, and such-
like—grew a good deal larger. The very big ones—you noticed it most with the elephants—grew
a little smaller. Many animals sat up on their hind legs. Most put their heads on one side as if
they were trying very hard to understand. The Lion opened his mouth, but no sound came from
it; he was breathing out, a long, warm breath; it seemed to sway all the beasts as the wind sways
a line of trees. Far overhead from beyond the veil of blue sky which hid them the stars sang
again; a pure, cold, difficult music. Then there came a swift flash like fire (but it burnt nobody)
either from the sky or from the Lion itself, and every drop of blood tingled in the children’s
bodies, and the deepest, wildest voice they had ever heard was saying:“Narnia, Narnia, Narnia,
awake. Love. Think. Speak. Be walking trees. Be talking beasts. Be divine waters.”Chapter
NineThe Founding of NarniaTHE LION WAS PACING TO AND FRO ABOUT THAT empty land
and singing his new song. It was softer and more lilting than the song by which he had called up
the stars and the sun; a gentle, rippling music. And as he walked and sang the valley grew green
with grass. It spread out from the Lion like a pool. It ran up the sides of the little hills like a wave.
In a few minutes it was creeping up the lower slopes of the distant mountains, making that young
world every moment softer. The light wind could now be heard ruffling the grass. Soon there
were other things besides grass. The higher slopes grew dark with heather. Patches of rougher
and more bristling green appeared in the valley. Digory did not know what they were until one
began coming up quite close to him. It was a little, spiky thing that threw out dozens of arms and
covered these arms with green and grew larger at the rate of about an inch every two seconds.
There were dozens of these things all round him now. When they were nearly as tall as himself
he saw what they were. “Trees!” he exclaimed.The nuisance of it, as Polly said afterward, was
that you weren’t left in peace to watch it all. Just as Digory said “Trees!” he had to jump because
Uncle Andrew had sidled up to him again and was just going to pick his pocket. It wouldn’t have
done Uncle Andrew much good if he had succeeded, for he was aiming at the right-hand pocket
because he still thought the green rings were “homeward” rings. But of course Digory didn’t want
to lose either.“Stop!” cried the Witch. “Stand back. No, further back. If anyone goes within ten
paces of either of the children, I will knock out his brains.” She was poising in her hand the iron
bar that she had torn off the lamp-post, ready to throw it. Somehow no one doubted that she



would be a very good shot.“So!” she said. “You would steal back to your own world with the boy
and leave me here.”Uncle Andrew’s temper at last got the better of his fears. “Yes, Ma’am, I
would,” he said. “Most undoubtedly I would. I should be perfectly in my rights. I have been most
shamefully, most abominably treated. I have done my best to show you such civilities as were in
my power. And what has been my reward? You have robbed—I must repeat the word—robbed a
highly respectable jeweler. You have insisted on my entertaining you to an exceedingly
expensive, not to say ostentatious, lunch, though I was obliged to pawn my watch and chain in
order to do so (and let me tell you, Ma’am, that none of our family have been in the habit of
frequenting pawnshops, except my cousin Edward, and he was in the Yeomanry). During that
indigestible meal—I’m feeling the worse for it at this very moment—your behavior and
conversation attracted the unfavorable attention of everyone present. I feel I have been publicly
disgraced. I shall never be able to show my face in that restaurant again. You have assaulted the
police. You have stolen—”“Oh stow it, Guv’nor, do stow it,” said the Cabby. “Watchin’ and
listenin’s the thing at present; not talking.”There was certainly plenty to watch and to listen to.
The tree which Digory had noticed was now a full-grown beech whose branches swayed gently
above his head. They stood on cool, green grass, sprinkled with daisies and buttercups. A little
way off, along the river bank, willows were growing. On the other side tangles of flowering
currant, lilac, wild rose, and rhododendron closed them in. The horse was tearing up delicious
mouthfuls of new grass.All this time the Lion’s song, and his stately prowl, to and fro, backward
and forward, was going on. What was rather alarming was that at each turn he came a little
nearer. Polly was finding the song more and more interesting because she thought she was
beginning to see the connection between the music and the things that were happening. When a
line of dark firs sprang up on a ridge about a hundred yards away she felt that they were
connected with a series of deep, prolonged notes which the Lion had sung a second before. And
when he burst into a rapid series of lighter notes she was not surprised to see primroses
suddenly appearing in every direction. Thus, with an unspeakable thrill, she felt quite certain that
all the things were coming (as she said) “out of the Lion’s head.” When you listened to his song
you heard the things he was making up: when you looked round you, you saw them. This was so
exciting that she had no time to be afraid. But Digory and the Cabby could not help feeling a bit
nervous as each turn of the Lion’s walk brought him nearer. As for Uncle Andrew, his teeth were
chattering, but his knees were shaking so that he could not run away.Suddenly the Witch
stepped boldly out toward the Lion. It was coming on, always singing, with a slow, heavy pace. It
was only twelve yards away. She raised her arm and flung the iron bar straight at its
head.Nobody, least of all Jadis, could have missed at that range. The bar struck the Lion fair
between the eyes. It glanced off and fell with a thud in the grass. The Lion came on. Its walk was
neither slower nor faster than before; you could not tell whether it even knew it had been hit.
Though its soft pads made no noise, you could feel the earth shake beneath their weight.The
Witch shrieked and ran: in a few moments she was out of sight among the trees. Uncle Andrew
turned to do likewise, tripped over a root, and fell flat on his face in a little brook that ran down to



join the river. The children could not move. They were not even quite sure that they wanted to.
The Lion paid no attention to them. Its huge red mouth was open, but open in song not in a snarl.
It passed by them so close that they could have touched its mane. They were terribly afraid it
would turn and look at them, yet in some queer way they wished it would. But for all the notice it
took of them they might just as well have been invisible and unsmellable. When it had passed
them and gone a few paces further it turned, passed them again, and continued its march
eastward.Uncle Andrew, coughing and spluttering, picked himself up.“Now, Digory,” he said,
“we’ve got rid of that woman, and the brute of a lion is gone. Give me your hand and put on your
ring at once.”“Keep off,” said Digory, backing away from him. “Keep clear of him, Polly. Come over
here beside me. Now I warn you, Uncle Andrew, don’t come one step nearer, we’ll just
vanish.”“Do what you’re told this minute, sir,” said Uncle Andrew. “You’re an extremely
disobedient, ill-behaved little boy.”“No fear,” said Digory. “We want to stay and see what happens.
I thought you wanted to know about other worlds. Don’t you like it now you’re here?”“Like it!”
exclaimed Uncle Andrew. “Just look at the state I’m in. And it was my best coat and waistcoat,
too.” He certainly was a dreadful sight by now: for of course, the more dressed up you were to
begin with, the worse you look after you’ve crawled out of a smashed hansom cab and fallen into
a muddy brook. “I’m not saying,” he added, “that this is not a most interesting place. If I were a
younger man, now—perhaps I could get some lively young fellow to come here first. One of
those big-game hunters. Something might be made of this country. The climate is delightful. I
never felt such air. I believe it would have done me good if—if circumstances had been more
favorable. If only we’d had a gun.”“Guns be blowed,” said the Cabby. “I think I’ll go and see if I can
give Strawberry a rub down. That horse ’as more sense than some ’umans as I could mention.”
He walked back to Strawberry and began making the hissing noises that grooms make.“Do you
still think that Lion could be killed by a gun?” asked Digory. “He didn’t mind the iron bar
much.”“With all her faults,” said Uncle Andrew, “that’s a plucky gel, my boy. It was a spirited thing
to do.” He rubbed his hands and cracked his knuckles, as if he were once more forgetting how
the Witch frightened him whenever she was really there.“It was a wicked thing to do,” said Polly.
“What harm had he done her?”“Hullo! What’s that?” said Digory. He had darted forward to
examine something only a few yards away. “I say, Polly,” he called back. “Do come and
look.”Uncle Andrew came with her; not because he wanted to see but because he wanted to
keep close to the children—there might be a chance of stealing their rings. But when he saw
what Digory was looking at, even he began to take an interest. It was a perfect little model of a
lamp-post, about three feet high but lengthening, and thickening in proportion, as they watched
it; in fact growing just as the trees had grown.“It’s alive too—I mean, it’s lit,” said Digory. And so it
was; though of course the brightness of the sun made the little flame in the lantern hard to see
unless your shadow fell on it.“Remarkable, most remarkable,” muttered Uncle Andrew. “Even I
never dreamed of Magic like this. We’re in a world where everything, even a lamp-post, comes to
life and grows. Now I wonder what sort of seed a lamp-post grows from?”“Don’t you see?” said
Digory. “This is where the bar fell—the bar she tore off the lamp-post at home. It sank into the



ground and now it’s coming up as a young lamp-post.” (But not so very young now; it was as tall
as Digory while he said this.)“That’s it! Stupendous, stupendous,” said Uncle Andrew, rubbing
his hands harder than ever. “Ho, ho! They laughed at my Magic. That fool of a sister of mine
thinks I’m a lunatic. I wonder what they’ll say now? I have discovered a world where everything is
bursting with life and growth. Columbus, now, they talk about Columbus. But what was America
to this? The commercial possibilities of this country are unbounded. Bring a few old bits of scrap
iron here, bury ’em, and up they come as brand new railway engines, battleships, anything you
please. They’ll cost nothing, and I can sell ’em at full prices in England. I shall be a millionaire.
And then the climate! I feel years younger already. I can run it as a health resort. A good
sanatorium here might be worth twenty thousand a year. Of course I shall have to let a few
people into the secret. The first thing is to get that brute shot.”“You’re just like the Witch,” said
Polly. “All you think of is killing things.”“And then as regards oneself,” Uncle Andrew continued in a
happy dream. “There’s no knowing how long I might live if I settled here. And that’s a big
consideration when a fellow has turned sixty. I shouldn’t be surprised if I never grew a day older
in this country! Stupendous! The land of youth!”“Oh!” cried Digory. “The land of youth! Do you
think it really is?” For of course he remembered what Aunt Letty had said to the lady who brought
the grapes, and that sweet hope rushed back upon him. “Uncle Andrew,” he said, “do you think
there’s anything here that would cure Mother?”“What are you talking about?” said Uncle Andrew.
“This isn’t a chemist’s shop. But as I was saying—”“You don’t care twopence about her,” said
Digory savagely. “I thought you might; after all, she’s your sister as well as my Mother. Well, no
matter. I’m jolly well going to ask the Lion himself if he can help me.” And he turned and walked
briskly away. Polly waited for a moment and then went after him.“Here! Stop! Come back! The
boy’s gone mad,” said Uncle Andrew. He followed the children at a cautious distance behind; for
he didn’t want to get too far away from the green rings or too near the Lion.In a few minutes
Digory came to the edge of the wood and there he stopped. The Lion was singing still. But now
the song had once more changed. It was more like what we should call a tune, but it was also far
wilder. It made you want to run and jump and climb. It made you want to shout. It made you want
to rush at other people and either hug them or fight them. It made Digory hot and red in the face.
It had some effect on Uncle Andrew, for Digory could hear him saying, “A spirited gel, sir. It’s a
pity about her temper, but a dem fine woman all the same, a dem fine woman.” But what the
song did to the two humans was nothing compared with what it was doing to the country.Can
you imagine a stretch of grassy land bubbling like water in a pot? For that is really the best
description of what was happening. In all directions it was swelling into humps. They were of very
different sizes, some no bigger than mole-hills, some as big as wheelbarrows, two the size of
cottages. And the humps moved and swelled till they burst, and the crumbled earth poured out
of them, and from each hump there came out an animal. The moles came out just as you might
see a mole come out in England. The dogs came out, barking the moment their heads were free,
and struggling as you’ve seen them do when they are getting through a narrow hole in a hedge.
The stags were the queerest to watch, for of course the antlers came up a long time before the



rest of them, so at first Digory thought they were trees. The frogs, who all came up near the river,
went straight into it with a plop-plop and a loud croaking. The panthers, leopards and things of
that sort, sat down at once to wash the loose earth off their hind quarters and then stood up
against the trees to sharpen their front claws. Showers of birds came out of the trees. Butterflies
fluttered. Bees got to work on the flowers as if they hadn’t a second to lose. But the greatest
moment of all was when the biggest hump broke like a small earthquake and out came the
sloping back, the large, wise head, and the four baggy-trousered legs of an elephant. And now
you could hardly hear the song of the Lion; there was so much cawing, cooing, crowing, braying,
neighing, baying, barking, lowing, bleating, and trumpeting.But though Digory could no longer
hear the Lion, he could see it. It was so big and so bright that he could not take his eyes off it.
The other animals did not appear to be afraid of it. Indeed, at that very moment, Digory heard
the sound of hoofs from behind; a second later the old cab-horse trotted past him and joined the
other beasts. (The air had apparently suited him as well as it had suited Uncle Andrew. He no
longer looked like the poor old slave he had been in London; he was picking up his feet and
holding his head erect.) And now, for the first time, the Lion was quite silent. He was going to and
fro among the animals. And every now and then he would go up to two of them (always two at a
time) and touch their noses with his. He would touch two beavers among all the beavers, two
leopards among all the leopards, one stag and one deer among all the deer, and leave the rest.
Some sorts of animal he passed over altogether. But the pairs which he had touched instantly
left their own kinds and followed him. At last he stood still and all the creatures whom he had
touched came and stood in a wide circle around him. The others whom he had not touched
began to wander away. Their noises faded gradually into the distance. The chosen beasts who
remained were now utterly silent, all with their eyes fixed intently upon the Lion. The cat-like ones
gave an occasional twitch of the tail but otherwise all were still. For the first time that day there
was complete silence, except for the noise of running water. Digory’s heart beat wildly; he knew
something very solemn was going to be done. He had not forgotten about his Mother, but he
knew jolly well that, even for her, he couldn’t interrupt a thing like this.The Lion, whose eyes
never blinked, stared at the animals as hard as if he was going to burn them up with his mere
stare. And gradually a change came over them. The smaller ones—the rabbits, moles, and such-
like—grew a good deal larger. The very big ones—you noticed it most with the elephants—grew
a little smaller. Many animals sat up on their hind legs. Most put their heads on one side as if
they were trying very hard to understand. The Lion opened his mouth, but no sound came from
it; he was breathing out, a long, warm breath; it seemed to sway all the beasts as the wind sways
a line of trees. Far overhead from beyond the veil of blue sky which hid them the stars sang
again; a pure, cold, difficult music. Then there came a swift flash like fire (but it burnt nobody)
either from the sky or from the Lion itself, and every drop of blood tingled in the children’s
bodies, and the deepest, wildest voice they had ever heard was saying:“Narnia, Narnia, Narnia,
awake. Love. Think. Speak. Be walking trees. Be talking beasts. Be divine waters.”Chapter
TenThe First Joke and Other MattersIT WAS OF COURSE THE LION’S VOICE. THE



CHILDREN had long felt sure that he could speak: yet it was a lovely and terrible shock when he
did.Out of the trees wild people stepped forth, gods and goddesses of the wood; with them
came Fauns and Satyrs and Dwarfs. Out of the river rose the river god with his Naiad daughters.
And all these and all the beasts and birds in their different voices, low or high or thick or clear,
replied:“Hail, Aslan. We hear and obey. We are awake. We love. We think. We speak. We
know.”“But please, we don’t know very much yet,” said a nosey and snorty kind of voice. And that
really did make the children jump, for it was the cab-horse who had spoken.“Good old
Strawberry,” said Polly. “I am glad he was one of the ones picked out to be a Talking Beast.” And
the Cabby, who was now standing beside the children, said, “Strike me pink. I always did say
that ’oss ’ad a lot of sense, though.”“Creatures, I give you yourselves,” said the strong, happy
voice of Aslan. “I give to you forever this land of Narnia. I give you the woods, the fruits, the rivers.
I give you the stars and I give you myself. The Dumb Beasts whom I have not chosen are yours
also. Treat them gently and cherish them but do not go back to their ways lest you cease to be
Talking Beasts. For out of them you were taken and into them you can return. Do not so.”“No,
Aslan, we won’t, we won’t,” said everyone. But one perky jackdaw added in a loud voice, “No
fear!” and everyone else had finished just before he said it so that his words came out quite clear
in a dead silence; and perhaps you have found out how awful that can be—say, at a party. The
Jackdaw became so embarrassed that it hid its head under its wing as if it were going to sleep.
And all the other animals began making various queer noises which are their ways of laughing
and which, of course, no one has ever heard in our world. They tried at first to repress it, but
Aslan said:“Laugh and fear not, creatures. Now that you are no longer dumb and witless, you
need not always be grave. For jokes as well as justice come in with speech.”So they all let
themselves go. And there was such merriment that the Jackdaw himself plucked up courage
again and perched on the cab-horse’s head, between its ears, clapping its wings, and
said:“Aslan! Aslan! Have I made the first joke? Will everybody always be told how I made the first
joke?”“No, little friend,” said the Lion. “You have not made the first joke; you have only been the
first joke.” Then everyone laughed more than ever; but the Jackdaw didn’t mind and laughed just
as loud till the horse shook its head and the Jackdaw lost its balance and fell off, but
remembered its wings (they were still new to it) before it reached the ground.“And now,” said
Aslan, “Narnia is established. We must next take thought for keeping it safe. I will call some of
you to my council. Come hither to me, you the chief Dwarf, and you the River-god, and you Oak
and the He-Owl, and both the Ravens and the Bull-Elephant. We must talk together. For though
the world is not five hours old an evil has already entered it.”The creatures he had named came
forward and he turned away eastward with them. The others all began talking, saying things like
“What did he say had entered the world?—A Neevil—What’s a Neevil?—No, he didn’t say a
Neevil, he said a weevil—Well, what’s that?”“Look here,” said Digory to Polly, “I’ve got to go after
him—Aslan, I mean, the Lion. I must speak to him.”“Do you think we can?” said Polly. “I wouldn’t
dare.”“I’ve got to,” said Digory. “It’s about Mother. If anyone could give me something that would
do her good, it would be him.”“I’ll come along with you,” said the Cabby. “I liked the looks of ’im.



And I don’t reckon these other beasts will go for us. And I want a word with old Strawberry.”So all
three of them stepped out boldly—or as boldly as they could—toward the assembly of animals.
The creatures were so busy talking to one another and making friends that they didn’t notice the
three humans until they were very close; nor did they hear Uncle Andrew, who was standing
trembling in his buttoned boots a good way off and shouting (but by no means at the top of his
voice).“Digory! Come back! Come back at once when you’re told. I forbid you to go a step
further.”When at last they were right in among the animals, the animals all stopped talking and
stared at them.“Well?” said the He-Beaver at last, “what, in the name of Aslan, are
these?”“Please,” began Digory in rather a breathless voice, when a Rabbit said, “They’re a kind
of large lettuce, that’s my belief.”“No, we’re not, honestly we’re not,” said Polly hastily. “We’re not
at all nice to eat.”“There!” said the Mole. “They can talk. Who ever heard of a talking
lettuce?”“Perhaps they’re the Second Joke,” suggested the Jackdaw.A Panther, which had been
washing its face, stopped for a moment to say, “Well, if they are, they’re nothing like so good as
the first one. At least, I don’t see anything very funny about them.” It yawned and went on with its
wash.“Oh, please,” said Digory. “I’m in such a hurry. I want to see the Lion.”All this time the Cabby
had been trying to catch Strawberry’s eye. Now he did. “Now, Strawberry, old boy,” he said. “You
know me. You ain’t going to stand there and say as you don’t know me.”“What’s the Thing talking
about, Horse?” said several voices.“Well,” said Strawberry very slowly, “I don’t exactly know, I
think most of us don’t know much about anything yet. But I’ve a sort of idea I’ve seen a thing like
this before. I’ve a feeling I lived somewhere else—or was something else—before Aslan woke us
all up a few minutes ago. It’s all very muddled. Like a dream. But there were things like these
three in the dream.”“What?” said the Cabby. “Not know me? Me what used to bring you a hot
mash of an evening when you was out of sorts? Me what rubbed you down proper? Me what
never forgot to put your cloth on you if you was standing in the cold? I wouldn’t ’ave thought it of
you, Strawberry.”“It does begin to come back,” said the Horse thoughtfully. “Yes. Let me think
now, let me think. Yes, you used to tie a horrid black thing behind me and then hit me to make
me run, and however far I ran this black thing would always be coming rattle-rattle behind
me.”“We ’ad our living to earn, see,” said the Cabby. “Yours the same as mine. And if there ’adn’t
been no work and no whip there’d ’ave been no stable, no hay, no mash, and no oats. For you
did get a taste of oats when I could afford ’em, which no one can deny.”“Oats?” said the Horse,
pricking up his ears. “Yes, I remember something about that. Yes, I remember more and more.
You were always sitting up somewhere behind, and I was always running in front, pulling you and
the black thing. I know I did all the work.”“Summer, I grant you,” said the Cabby. “ ’Ot work for you
and a cool seat for me. But what about winter, old boy, when you was keeping yourself warm and
I was sitting up there with my feet like ice and my nose fair pinched off me with the wind, and my
’ands that numb I couldn’t ’ardly ’old the reins?”“It was a hard, cruel country,” said Strawberry.
“There was no grass. All hard stones.”“Too true, mate, too true!” said the Cabby. “A ’ard world it
was. I always did say those paving-stones weren’t fair on any ’oss. That’s Lunn’on, that is. I didn’t
like it no more than what you did. You were a country ’oss, and I was a country man. Used to sing



in the choir, I did, down at ’ome. But there wasn’t a living for me there.”“Oh please, please,” said
Digory. “Could we get on? The Lion’s getting further and further away. And I do want to speak to
him so dreadfully badly.”“Look ’ere, Strawberry,” said the Cabby. “This young gen’leman ’as
something on his mind that he wants to talk to the Lion about; ’im you call Aslan. Suppose you
was to let ’im ride on your back (which ’e’d take it very kindly) and trot ’im over to where the Lion
is. And me and the little girl will be following along.”“Ride?” said Strawberry. “Oh, I remember
now. That means sitting on my back. I remember there used to be a little one of you two-leggers
who used to do that long ago. He used to have little hard, square lumps of some white stuff that
he gave me. They tasted—oh, wonderful, sweeter than grass.”“Ah, that’d be sugar,” said the
Cabby.“Please, Strawberry,” begged Digory, “do, do let me get up and take me to Aslan.”“Well, I
don’t mind,” said the Horse. “Not for once in a way. Up you get.”“Good old Strawberry,” said the
Cabby. “’Ere, young ’un, I’ll give you a lift.” Digory was soon on Strawberry’s back, and quite
comfortable, for he had ridden bare-back before on his own pony.“Now, do gee up, Strawberry,”
he said.“You don’t happen to have a bit of that white stuff about you, I suppose?” said the
Horse.“No. I’m afraid I haven’t,” said Digory.“Well, it can’t be helped,” said Strawberry, and off
they went.At that moment a large Bulldog, who had been sniffing and staring very hard,
said:“Look! Isn’t there another of these queer creatures—over there, beside the river, under the
trees?”Then all the animals looked and saw Uncle Andrew, standing very still among the
rhododendrons and hoping he wouldn’t be noticed.“Come on!” said several voices. “Let’s go and
find out.” So, while Strawberry was briskly trotting away with Digory in one direction (and Polly
and the Cabby were following on foot) most of the creatures rushed toward Uncle Andrew with
roars, barks, grunts, and various noises of cheerful interest.We must now go back a bit and
explain what the whole scene had looked like from Uncle Andrew’s point of view. It had not made
at all the same impression on him as on the Cabby and the children. For what you see and hear
depends a good deal on where you are standing: it also depends on what sort of person you
are.Ever since the animals had first appeared, Uncle Andrew had been shrinking further and
further back into the thicket. He watched them very hard of course; but he wasn’t really
interested in seeing what they were doing, only in seeing whether they were going to make a
rush at him. Like the Witch, he was dreadfully practical. He simply didn’t notice that Aslan was
choosing one pair out of every kind of beasts. All he saw, or thought he saw, was a lot of
dangerous wild animals walking vaguely about. And he kept on wondering why the other animals
didn’t run away from the big Lion.When the great moment came and the Beasts spoke, he
missed the whole point; for a rather interesting reason. When the Lion had first begun singing,
long ago when it was still quite dark, he had realized that the noise was a song. And he had
disliked the song very much. It made him think and feel things he did not want to think and feel.
Then, when the sun rose and he saw that the singer was a lion (“only a lion,” as he said to
himself) he tried his hardest to make believe that it wasn’t singing and never had been singing—
only roaring as any lion might in a zoo in our own world. “Of course it can’t really have been
singing,” he thought, “I must have imagined it. I’ve been letting my nerves get out of order. Who



ever heard of a lion singing?” And the longer and more beautiful the Lion sang, the harder Uncle
Andrew tried to make himself believe that he could hear nothing but roaring. Now the trouble
about trying to make yourself stupider than you really are is that you very often succeed. Uncle
Andrew did. He soon did hear nothing but roaring in Aslan’s song. Soon he couldn’t have heard
anything else even if he had wanted to. And when at last the Lion spoke and said, “Narnia,
awake,” he didn’t hear any words: he heard only a snarl. And when the Beasts spoke in answer,
he heard only barkings, growlings, bayings, and howlings. And when they laughed—well, you
can imagine. That was worse for Uncle Andrew than anything that had happened yet. Such a
horrid, bloodthirsty din of hungry and angry brutes he had never heard in his life. Then, to his
utter rage and horror, he saw the other three humans actually walking out into the open to meet
the animals.“The fools!” he said to himself. “Now those brutes will eat the rings along with the
children and I’ll never be able to get home again. What a selfish little boy that Digory is! And the
others are just as bad. If they want to throw away their own lives, that’s their business. But what
about me? They don’t seem to think of that. No one thinks of me.”Finally, when a whole crowd of
animals came rushing toward him, he turned and ran for his life. And now anyone could see that
the air of that young world was really doing the old gentleman good. In London he had been far
too old to run: now, he ran at a speed which would have made him certain to win the hundred
yards’ race at any Prep school in England. His coat-tails flying out behind him were a fine sight.
But of course it was no use. Many of the animals behind him were swift ones; it was the first run
they had ever taken in their lives and they were all longing to use their new muscles. “After him!
After him!” they shouted. “Perhaps he’s that Neevil! Tally-ho! Tantivy! Cut him off! Round him up!
Keep it up! Hurrah!”In a very few minutes some of them got ahead of him. They lined up in a row
and barred his way. Others hemmed him in from behind. Wherever he looked he saw terrors.
Antlers of great elks and the huge face of an elephant towered over him. Heavy, serious-minded
bears and boars grunted behind him. Cool-looking leopards and panthers with sarcastic faces
(as he thought) stared at him and waved their tails. What struck him most of all was the number
of open mouths. The animals had really opened their mouths to pant; he thought they had
opened their mouths to eat him.Uncle Andrew stood trembling and swaying this way and that.
He had never liked animals at the best of times, being usually rather afraid of them; and of
course years of doing cruel experiments on animals had made him hate and fear them far
more.“Now, sir,” said the Bulldog in his business-like way, “are you animal, vegetable, or
mineral?” That was what it really said; but all Uncle Andrew heard was “Gr-r-r-arrh-ow!”Chapter
TenThe First Joke and Other MattersIT WAS OF COURSE THE LION’S VOICE. THE
CHILDREN had long felt sure that he could speak: yet it was a lovely and terrible shock when he
did.Out of the trees wild people stepped forth, gods and goddesses of the wood; with them
came Fauns and Satyrs and Dwarfs. Out of the river rose the river god with his Naiad daughters.
And all these and all the beasts and birds in their different voices, low or high or thick or clear,
replied:“Hail, Aslan. We hear and obey. We are awake. We love. We think. We speak. We
know.”“But please, we don’t know very much yet,” said a nosey and snorty kind of voice. And that



really did make the children jump, for it was the cab-horse who had spoken.“Good old
Strawberry,” said Polly. “I am glad he was one of the ones picked out to be a Talking Beast.” And
the Cabby, who was now standing beside the children, said, “Strike me pink. I always did say
that ’oss ’ad a lot of sense, though.”“Creatures, I give you yourselves,” said the strong, happy
voice of Aslan. “I give to you forever this land of Narnia. I give you the woods, the fruits, the rivers.
I give you the stars and I give you myself. The Dumb Beasts whom I have not chosen are yours
also. Treat them gently and cherish them but do not go back to their ways lest you cease to be
Talking Beasts. For out of them you were taken and into them you can return. Do not so.”“No,
Aslan, we won’t, we won’t,” said everyone. But one perky jackdaw added in a loud voice, “No
fear!” and everyone else had finished just before he said it so that his words came out quite clear
in a dead silence; and perhaps you have found out how awful that can be—say, at a party. The
Jackdaw became so embarrassed that it hid its head under its wing as if it were going to sleep.
And all the other animals began making various queer noises which are their ways of laughing
and which, of course, no one has ever heard in our world. They tried at first to repress it, but
Aslan said:“Laugh and fear not, creatures. Now that you are no longer dumb and witless, you
need not always be grave. For jokes as well as justice come in with speech.”So they all let
themselves go. And there was such merriment that the Jackdaw himself plucked up courage
again and perched on the cab-horse’s head, between its ears, clapping its wings, and
said:“Aslan! Aslan! Have I made the first joke? Will everybody always be told how I made the first
joke?”“No, little friend,” said the Lion. “You have not made the first joke; you have only been the
first joke.” Then everyone laughed more than ever; but the Jackdaw didn’t mind and laughed just
as loud till the horse shook its head and the Jackdaw lost its balance and fell off, but
remembered its wings (they were still new to it) before it reached the ground.“And now,” said
Aslan, “Narnia is established. We must next take thought for keeping it safe. I will call some of
you to my council. Come hither to me, you the chief Dwarf, and you the River-god, and you Oak
and the He-Owl, and both the Ravens and the Bull-Elephant. We must talk together. For though
the world is not five hours old an evil has already entered it.”The creatures he had named came
forward and he turned away eastward with them. The others all began talking, saying things like
“What did he say had entered the world?—A Neevil—What’s a Neevil?—No, he didn’t say a
Neevil, he said a weevil—Well, what’s that?”“Look here,” said Digory to Polly, “I’ve got to go after
him—Aslan, I mean, the Lion. I must speak to him.”“Do you think we can?” said Polly. “I wouldn’t
dare.”“I’ve got to,” said Digory. “It’s about Mother. If anyone could give me something that would
do her good, it would be him.”“I’ll come along with you,” said the Cabby. “I liked the looks of ’im.
And I don’t reckon these other beasts will go for us. And I want a word with old Strawberry.”So all
three of them stepped out boldly—or as boldly as they could—toward the assembly of animals.
The creatures were so busy talking to one another and making friends that they didn’t notice the
three humans until they were very close; nor did they hear Uncle Andrew, who was standing
trembling in his buttoned boots a good way off and shouting (but by no means at the top of his
voice).“Digory! Come back! Come back at once when you’re told. I forbid you to go a step



further.”When at last they were right in among the animals, the animals all stopped talking and
stared at them.“Well?” said the He-Beaver at last, “what, in the name of Aslan, are
these?”“Please,” began Digory in rather a breathless voice, when a Rabbit said, “They’re a kind
of large lettuce, that’s my belief.”“No, we’re not, honestly we’re not,” said Polly hastily. “We’re not
at all nice to eat.”“There!” said the Mole. “They can talk. Who ever heard of a talking
lettuce?”“Perhaps they’re the Second Joke,” suggested the Jackdaw.A Panther, which had been
washing its face, stopped for a moment to say, “Well, if they are, they’re nothing like so good as
the first one. At least, I don’t see anything very funny about them.” It yawned and went on with its
wash.“Oh, please,” said Digory. “I’m in such a hurry. I want to see the Lion.”All this time the Cabby
had been trying to catch Strawberry’s eye. Now he did. “Now, Strawberry, old boy,” he said. “You
know me. You ain’t going to stand there and say as you don’t know me.”“What’s the Thing talking
about, Horse?” said several voices.“Well,” said Strawberry very slowly, “I don’t exactly know, I
think most of us don’t know much about anything yet. But I’ve a sort of idea I’ve seen a thing like
this before. I’ve a feeling I lived somewhere else—or was something else—before Aslan woke us
all up a few minutes ago. It’s all very muddled. Like a dream. But there were things like these
three in the dream.”“What?” said the Cabby. “Not know me? Me what used to bring you a hot
mash of an evening when you was out of sorts? Me what rubbed you down proper? Me what
never forgot to put your cloth on you if you was standing in the cold? I wouldn’t ’ave thought it of
you, Strawberry.”“It does begin to come back,” said the Horse thoughtfully. “Yes. Let me think
now, let me think. Yes, you used to tie a horrid black thing behind me and then hit me to make
me run, and however far I ran this black thing would always be coming rattle-rattle behind
me.”“We ’ad our living to earn, see,” said the Cabby. “Yours the same as mine. And if there ’adn’t
been no work and no whip there’d ’ave been no stable, no hay, no mash, and no oats. For you
did get a taste of oats when I could afford ’em, which no one can deny.”“Oats?” said the Horse,
pricking up his ears. “Yes, I remember something about that. Yes, I remember more and more.
You were always sitting up somewhere behind, and I was always running in front, pulling you and
the black thing. I know I did all the work.”“Summer, I grant you,” said the Cabby. “ ’Ot work for you
and a cool seat for me. But what about winter, old boy, when you was keeping yourself warm and
I was sitting up there with my feet like ice and my nose fair pinched off me with the wind, and my
’ands that numb I couldn’t ’ardly ’old the reins?”“It was a hard, cruel country,” said Strawberry.
“There was no grass. All hard stones.”“Too true, mate, too true!” said the Cabby. “A ’ard world it
was. I always did say those paving-stones weren’t fair on any ’oss. That’s Lunn’on, that is. I didn’t
like it no more than what you did. You were a country ’oss, and I was a country man. Used to sing
in the choir, I did, down at ’ome. But there wasn’t a living for me there.”“Oh please, please,” said
Digory. “Could we get on? The Lion’s getting further and further away. And I do want to speak to
him so dreadfully badly.”“Look ’ere, Strawberry,” said the Cabby. “This young gen’leman ’as
something on his mind that he wants to talk to the Lion about; ’im you call Aslan. Suppose you
was to let ’im ride on your back (which ’e’d take it very kindly) and trot ’im over to where the Lion
is. And me and the little girl will be following along.”“Ride?” said Strawberry. “Oh, I remember



now. That means sitting on my back. I remember there used to be a little one of you two-leggers
who used to do that long ago. He used to have little hard, square lumps of some white stuff that
he gave me. They tasted—oh, wonderful, sweeter than grass.”“Ah, that’d be sugar,” said the
Cabby.“Please, Strawberry,” begged Digory, “do, do let me get up and take me to Aslan.”“Well, I
don’t mind,” said the Horse. “Not for once in a way. Up you get.”“Good old Strawberry,” said the
Cabby. “’Ere, young ’un, I’ll give you a lift.” Digory was soon on Strawberry’s back, and quite
comfortable, for he had ridden bare-back before on his own pony.“Now, do gee up, Strawberry,”
he said.“You don’t happen to have a bit of that white stuff about you, I suppose?” said the
Horse.“No. I’m afraid I haven’t,” said Digory.“Well, it can’t be helped,” said Strawberry, and off
they went.At that moment a large Bulldog, who had been sniffing and staring very hard,
said:“Look! Isn’t there another of these queer creatures—over there, beside the river, under the
trees?”Then all the animals looked and saw Uncle Andrew, standing very still among the
rhododendrons and hoping he wouldn’t be noticed.“Come on!” said several voices. “Let’s go and
find out.” So, while Strawberry was briskly trotting away with Digory in one direction (and Polly
and the Cabby were following on foot) most of the creatures rushed toward Uncle Andrew with
roars, barks, grunts, and various noises of cheerful interest.We must now go back a bit and
explain what the whole scene had looked like from Uncle Andrew’s point of view. It had not made
at all the same impression on him as on the Cabby and the children. For what you see and hear
depends a good deal on where you are standing: it also depends on what sort of person you
are.Ever since the animals had first appeared, Uncle Andrew had been shrinking further and
further back into the thicket. He watched them very hard of course; but he wasn’t really
interested in seeing what they were doing, only in seeing whether they were going to make a
rush at him. Like the Witch, he was dreadfully practical. He simply didn’t notice that Aslan was
choosing one pair out of every kind of beasts. All he saw, or thought he saw, was a lot of
dangerous wild animals walking vaguely about. And he kept on wondering why the other animals
didn’t run away from the big Lion.When the great moment came and the Beasts spoke, he
missed the whole point; for a rather interesting reason. When the Lion had first begun singing,
long ago when it was still quite dark, he had realized that the noise was a song. And he had
disliked the song very much. It made him think and feel things he did not want to think and feel.
Then, when the sun rose and he saw that the singer was a lion (“only a lion,” as he said to
himself) he tried his hardest to make believe that it wasn’t singing and never had been singing—
only roaring as any lion might in a zoo in our own world. “Of course it can’t really have been
singing,” he thought, “I must have imagined it. I’ve been letting my nerves get out of order. Who
ever heard of a lion singing?” And the longer and more beautiful the Lion sang, the harder Uncle
Andrew tried to make himself believe that he could hear nothing but roaring. Now the trouble
about trying to make yourself stupider than you really are is that you very often succeed. Uncle
Andrew did. He soon did hear nothing but roaring in Aslan’s song. Soon he couldn’t have heard
anything else even if he had wanted to. And when at last the Lion spoke and said, “Narnia,
awake,” he didn’t hear any words: he heard only a snarl. And when the Beasts spoke in answer,



he heard only barkings, growlings, bayings, and howlings. And when they laughed—well, you
can imagine. That was worse for Uncle Andrew than anything that had happened yet. Such a
horrid, bloodthirsty din of hungry and angry brutes he had never heard in his life. Then, to his
utter rage and horror, he saw the other three humans actually walking out into the open to meet
the animals.“The fools!” he said to himself. “Now those brutes will eat the rings along with the
children and I’ll never be able to get home again. What a selfish little boy that Digory is! And the
others are just as bad. If they want to throw away their own lives, that’s their business. But what
about me? They don’t seem to think of that. No one thinks of me.”Finally, when a whole crowd of
animals came rushing toward him, he turned and ran for his life. And now anyone could see that
the air of that young world was really doing the old gentleman good. In London he had been far
too old to run: now, he ran at a speed which would have made him certain to win the hundred
yards’ race at any Prep school in England. His coat-tails flying out behind him were a fine sight.
But of course it was no use. Many of the animals behind him were swift ones; it was the first run
they had ever taken in their lives and they were all longing to use their new muscles. “After him!
After him!” they shouted. “Perhaps he’s that Neevil! Tally-ho! Tantivy! Cut him off! Round him up!
Keep it up! Hurrah!”In a very few minutes some of them got ahead of him. They lined up in a row
and barred his way. Others hemmed him in from behind. Wherever he looked he saw terrors.
Antlers of great elks and the huge face of an elephant towered over him. Heavy, serious-minded
bears and boars grunted behind him. Cool-looking leopards and panthers with sarcastic faces
(as he thought) stared at him and waved their tails. What struck him most of all was the number
of open mouths. The animals had really opened their mouths to pant; he thought they had
opened their mouths to eat him.Uncle Andrew stood trembling and swaying this way and that.
He had never liked animals at the best of times, being usually rather afraid of them; and of
course years of doing cruel experiments on animals had made him hate and fear them far
more.“Now, sir,” said the Bulldog in his business-like way, “are you animal, vegetable, or
mineral?” That was what it really said; but all Uncle Andrew heard was “Gr-r-r-arrh-ow!”Chapter
ElevenDigory and His Uncle Are Both in TroubleYOU MAY THINK THE ANIMALS WERE VERY
STUPID not to see at once that Uncle Andrew was the same kind of creature as the two children
and the Cabby. But you must remember that the animals knew nothing about clothes. They
thought that Polly’s frock and Digory’s Norfolk suit and the Cabby’s bowler hat were as much
parts of them as their own fur and feathers. They wouldn’t have known even that those three
were all of the same kind if they hadn’t spoken to them and if Strawberry had not seemed to
think so. And Uncle Andrew was a great deal taller than the children and a good deal thinner
than the Cabby. He was all in black except for his white waistcoat (not very white by now), and
the great gray mop of his hair (now very wild indeed) didn’t look to them like anything they had
seen in the three other humans. So it was only natural that they should be puzzled. Worst of all,
he didn’t seem to be able to talk.He had tried to. When the Bulldog spoke to him (or, as he
thought, first snarled and then growled at him) he held out his shaking hand and gasped “Good
Doggie, then, poor old fellow.” But the beasts could not understand him any more than he could



understand them. They didn’t hear any words: only a vague sizzling noise. Perhaps it was just as
well they didn’t, for no dog that I ever knew, least of all a Talking Dog of Narnia, likes being called
a Good Doggie then; any more than you would like being called My Little Man.Then Uncle
Andrew dropped down in a dead faint.“There!” said a Warthog, “it’s only a tree. I always thought
so.” (Remember, they had never yet seen a faint or even a fall.)The Bulldog, who had been
sniffing Uncle Andrew all over, raised its head and said, “It’s an animal. Certainly an animal. And
probably the same kind as those other ones.”“I don’t see that,” said one of the Bears. “An animal
wouldn’t just roll over like that. We’re animals and we don’t roll over. We stand up. Like this.” He
rose to his hind legs, took a step backward, tripped over a low branch and fell flat on his
back.“The Third Joke, the Third Joke, the Third Joke!” said the Jackdaw in great excitement.“I
still think it’s a sort of tree,” said the Warthog.“If it’s a tree,” said the other Bear, “there might be a
bees’ nest in it.”“I’m sure it’s not a tree,” said the Badger. “I had a sort of idea it was trying to
speak before it toppled over.”“That was only the wind in its branches,” said the Warthog.“You
surely don’t mean,” said the Jackdaw to the Badger, “that you think it’s a talking animal! It didn’t
say any words.”“And yet, you know,” said the Elephant (the She-Elephant, of course; her
husband, as you remember, had been called away by Aslan). “And yet, you know, it might be an
animal of some kind. Mightn’t the whitish lump at this end be a sort of face? And couldn’t those
holes be eyes and a mouth? No nose, of course. But then—ahem—one mustn’t be narrow-
minded. Very few of us have what could exactly be called a Nose.” She squinted down the length
of her own trunk with pardonable pride.“I object to that remark very strongly,” said the
Bulldog.“The Elephant is quite right,” said the Tapir.“I tell you what!” said the Donkey brightly,
“perhaps it’s an animal that can’t talk but thinks it can.”“Can it be made to stand up?” said the
Elephant thoughtfully. She took the limp form of Uncle Andrew gently in her trunk and set him up
on end: upside down, unfortunately, so that two half-sovereigns, three half-crowns, and a
sixpence fell out of his pocket. But it was no use. Uncle Andrew merely collapsed again.“There!”
said several voices. “It isn’t an animal at all. It’s not alive.”“I tell you, it is an animal,” said the
Bulldog. “Smell it for yourself.”“Smelling isn’t everything,” said the Elephant.“Why,” said the
Bulldog, “if a fellow can’t trust his nose, what is he to trust?”“Well, his brains perhaps,” she
replied mildly.“I object to that remark very strongly,” said the Bulldog.“Well, we must do
something about it,” said the Elephant. “Because it may be the Neevil, and it must be shown to
Aslan. What do most of us think? Is it an animal or something of the tree kind?”“Tree! Tree!” said
a dozen voices.“Very well,” said the Elephant. “Then, if it’s a tree it wants to be planted. We must
dig a hole.”The two Moles settled that part of the business pretty quickly. There was some
dispute as to which way up Uncle Andrew ought to be put into the hole, and he had a very
narrow escape from being put in head foremost. Several animals said his legs must be his
branches and therefore the gray, fluffy thing (they meant his head) must be his root. But then
others said that the forked end of him was the muddier and that it spread out more, as roots
ought to do. So finally he was planted right way up. When they had patted down the earth it
came up above his knees.“It looks dreadfully withered,” said the Donkey.“Of course it wants



some watering,” said the Elephant. “I think I might say (meaning no offense to anyone present)
that, perhaps, for that sort of work, my kind of nose—”“I object to that remark very strongly,” said
the Bulldog. But the Elephant walked quietly to the river, filled her trunk with water, and came
back to attend to Uncle Andrew. The sagacious animal went on doing this till gallons of water
had been squirted over him, and water was running out of the skirts of his frock-coat as if he had
been for a bath with all his clothes on. In the end it revived him. He awoke from his faint. What a
wakening it was! But we must leave him to think over his wicked deed (if he was likely to do
anything so sensible) and turn to more important things.Strawberry trotted on with Digory on his
back till the noise of the other animals died away, and now the little group of Aslan and his
chosen councillors was quite close. Digory knew that he couldn’t possibly break in on so solemn
a meeting, but there was no need to do so. At a word from Aslan, the He-Elephant, the Ravens,
and all the rest of them drew aside. Digory slipped off the horse and found himself face to face
with Aslan. And Aslan was bigger and more beautiful and more brightly golden and more terrible
than he had thought. He dared not look into the great eyes.“Please—Mr. Lion—Aslan—Sir,” said
Digory, “could you—may I—please, will you give me some magic fruit of this country to make
Mother well?”He had been desperately hoping that the Lion would say “Yes”; he had been
horribly afraid it might say “No.” But he was taken aback when it did neither.“This is the Boy,” said
Aslan, looking, not at Digory, but at his councillors. “This is the Boy who did it.”“Oh dear,” thought
Digory, “what have I done now?”“Son of Adam,” said the Lion. “There is an evil Witch abroad in
my new land of Narnia. Tell these good Beasts how she came here.”A dozen different things that
he might say flashed through Digory’s mind, but he had the sense to say nothing except the
exact truth.“I brought her, Aslan,” he answered in a low voice.“For what purpose?”“I wanted to
get her out of my own world back into her own. I thought I was taking her back to her own
place.”“How came she to be in your world, Son of Adam?”“By—by Magic.”The Lion said nothing
and Digory knew that he had not told enough.“It was my Uncle, Aslan,” he said. “He sent us out
of our own world by magic rings, at least I had to go because he sent Polly first, and then we met
the Witch in a place called Charn and she just held on to us when—”“You met the Witch?” said
Aslan in a low voice which had the threat of a growl in it.“She woke up,” said Digory wretchedly.
And then, turning very white, “I mean, I woke her. Because I wanted to know what would happen
if I struck a bell. Polly didn’t want to. It wasn’t her fault. I—I fought her. I know I shouldn’t have. I
think I was a bit enchanted by the writing under the bell.”“Do you?” asked Aslan; still speaking
very low and deep.“No,” said Digory. “I see now I wasn’t. I was only pretending.”There was a long
pause. And Digory was thinking all the time, “I’ve spoiled everything. There’s no chance of
getting anything for Mother now.”When the Lion spoke again, it was not to Digory.“You see,
friends,” he said, “that before the new, clean world I gave you is seven hours old, a force of evil
has already entered it; waked and brought hither by this Son of Adam.” The Beasts, even
Strawberry, all turned their eyes on Digory till he felt that he wished the ground would swallow
him up. “But do not be cast down,” said Aslan, still speaking to the Beasts. “Evil will come of that
evil, but it is still a long way off, and I will see to it that the worst falls upon myself. In the



meantime, let us take such order that for many hundred years yet this shall be a merry land in a
merry world. And as Adam’s race has done the harm, Adam’s race shall help to heal it. Draw
near, you other two.”The last words were spoken to Polly and the Cabby who had now arrived.
Polly, all eyes and mouth, was staring at Aslan and holding the Cabby’s hand rather tightly. The
Cabby gave one glance at the Lion, and took off his bowler hat: no one had yet seen him without
it. When it was off, he looked younger and nicer, and more like a countryman and less like a
London cabman.“Son,” said Aslan to the Cabby, “I have known you long. Do you know
me?”“Well, no, sir,” said the Cabby. “Leastways, not in an ordinary manner of speaking. Yet I feel
somehow, if I may make so free, as ’ow we’ve met before.”“It is well,” said the Lion. “You know
better than you think you know, and you shall live to know me better yet. How does this land
please you?”“It’s a fair treat, sir,” said the Cabby.“Would you like to live here always?”“Well, you
see sir, I’m a married man,” said the Cabby. “If my wife was here neither of us would ever want to
go back to London, I reckon. We’re both country folks, really.”Aslan threw up his shaggy head,
opened his mouth, and uttered a long, single note; not very loud, but full of power. Polly’s heart
jumped in her body when she heard it. She felt sure that it was a call, and that anyone who heard
that call would want to obey it and (what’s more) would be able to obey it, however many worlds
and ages lay between. And so, though she was filled with wonder, she was not really astonished
or shocked when all of a sudden a young woman, with a kind, honest face stepped out of
nowhere and stood beside her. Polly knew at once that it was the Cabby’s wife, fetched out of
our world not by any tiresome magic rings, but quickly, simply and sweetly as a bird flies to its
nest. The young woman had apparently been in the middle of a washing day, for she wore an
apron, her sleeves were rolled up to the elbow, and there were soapsuds on her hands. If she
had had time to put on her good clothes (her best hat had imitation cherries on it) she would
have looked dreadful; as it was, she looked rather nice.Of course she thought she was dreaming.
That was why she didn’t rush across to her husband and ask him what on earth had happened
to them both. But when she looked at the Lion she didn’t feel quite so sure it was a dream, yet for
some reason she did not appear to be very frightened. Then she dropped a little half curtsey, as
some country girls still knew how to do in those days. After that, she went and put her hand in
the Cabby’s and stood there looking round her a little shyly.“My children,” said Aslan, fixing his
eyes on both of them, “you are to be the first King and Queen of Narnia.”The Cabby opened his
mouth in astonishment, and his wife turned very red.“You shall rule and name all these
creatures, and do justice among them, and protect them from their enemies when enemies
arise. And enemies will arise, for there is an evil Witch in this world.”The Cabby swallowed hard
two or three times and cleared his throat.“Begging your pardon, sir,” he said, “and thanking you
very much I’m sure (which my Missus does the same) but I ain’t no sort of a chap for a job like
that. I never ’ad much eddycation, you see.”“Well,” said Aslan, “can you use a spade and a plow
and raise food out of the earth?”“Yes, sir, I could do a bit of that sort of work: being brought up to
it, like.”“Can you rule these creatures kindly and fairly, remembering that they are not slaves like
the dumb beasts of the world you were born in, but Talking Beasts and free subjects?”“I see that,



sir,” replied the Cabby. “I’d try to do the square thing by them all.”“And would you bring up your
children and grandchildren to do the same?”“It’d be up to me to try, sir. I’d do my best: wouldn’t
we, Nellie?”“And you wouldn’t have favorites either among your own children or among the other
creatures, or let any hold another under or use it hardly?”“I never could abide such goings on,
sir, and that’s the truth. I’d give ’em what for if I caught ’em at it,” said the Cabby. (All through this
conversation his voice was growing slower and richer. More like the country voice he must have
had as a boy and less like the sharp, quick voice of a cockney.)“And if enemies came against the
land (for enemies will arise) and there was war, would you be the first in the charge and the last
in the retreat?”“Well, sir,” said the Cabby very slowly, “a chap don’t exactly know till he’s been
tried. I dare say I might turn out ever such a soft ’un. Never did no fighting except with my fists. I’d
try—that is, I ’ope I’d try—to do my bit.”“Then,” said Aslan, “you will have done all that a King
should do. Your coronation will be held presently. And you and your children and grandchildren
shall be blessed, and some will be Kings of Narnia, and others will be Kings of Archenland
which lies yonder over the Southern Mountains. And you, little Daughter” (here he turned to
Polly) “are welcome. Have you forgiven the Boy for the violence he did you in the Hall of Images
in the desolate palace of accursed Charn?”“Yes, Aslan, we’ve made it up,” said Polly.“That is
well,” said Aslan. “And now for the Boy himself.”Chapter ElevenDigory and His Uncle Are Both in
TroubleYOU MAY THINK THE ANIMALS WERE VERY STUPID not to see at once that Uncle
Andrew was the same kind of creature as the two children and the Cabby. But you must
remember that the animals knew nothing about clothes. They thought that Polly’s frock and
Digory’s Norfolk suit and the Cabby’s bowler hat were as much parts of them as their own fur
and feathers. They wouldn’t have known even that those three were all of the same kind if they
hadn’t spoken to them and if Strawberry had not seemed to think so. And Uncle Andrew was a
great deal taller than the children and a good deal thinner than the Cabby. He was all in black
except for his white waistcoat (not very white by now), and the great gray mop of his hair (now
very wild indeed) didn’t look to them like anything they had seen in the three other humans. So it
was only natural that they should be puzzled. Worst of all, he didn’t seem to be able to talk.He
had tried to. When the Bulldog spoke to him (or, as he thought, first snarled and then growled at
him) he held out his shaking hand and gasped “Good Doggie, then, poor old fellow.” But the
beasts could not understand him any more than he could understand them. They didn’t hear any
words: only a vague sizzling noise. Perhaps it was just as well they didn’t, for no dog that I ever
knew, least of all a Talking Dog of Narnia, likes being called a Good Doggie then; any more than
you would like being called My Little Man.Then Uncle Andrew dropped down in a dead
faint.“There!” said a Warthog, “it’s only a tree. I always thought so.” (Remember, they had never
yet seen a faint or even a fall.)The Bulldog, who had been sniffing Uncle Andrew all over, raised
its head and said, “It’s an animal. Certainly an animal. And probably the same kind as those
other ones.”“I don’t see that,” said one of the Bears. “An animal wouldn’t just roll over like that.
We’re animals and we don’t roll over. We stand up. Like this.” He rose to his hind legs, took a step
backward, tripped over a low branch and fell flat on his back.“The Third Joke, the Third Joke, the



Third Joke!” said the Jackdaw in great excitement.“I still think it’s a sort of tree,” said the
Warthog.“If it’s a tree,” said the other Bear, “there might be a bees’ nest in it.”“I’m sure it’s not a
tree,” said the Badger. “I had a sort of idea it was trying to speak before it toppled over.”“That was
only the wind in its branches,” said the Warthog.“You surely don’t mean,” said the Jackdaw to the
Badger, “that you think it’s a talking animal! It didn’t say any words.”“And yet, you know,” said the
Elephant (the She-Elephant, of course; her husband, as you remember, had been called away
by Aslan). “And yet, you know, it might be an animal of some kind. Mightn’t the whitish lump at
this end be a sort of face? And couldn’t those holes be eyes and a mouth? No nose, of course.
But then—ahem—one mustn’t be narrow-minded. Very few of us have what could exactly be
called a Nose.” She squinted down the length of her own trunk with pardonable pride.“I object to
that remark very strongly,” said the Bulldog.“The Elephant is quite right,” said the Tapir.“I tell you
what!” said the Donkey brightly, “perhaps it’s an animal that can’t talk but thinks it can.”“Can it be
made to stand up?” said the Elephant thoughtfully. She took the limp form of Uncle Andrew
gently in her trunk and set him up on end: upside down, unfortunately, so that two half-
sovereigns, three half-crowns, and a sixpence fell out of his pocket. But it was no use. Uncle
Andrew merely collapsed again.“There!” said several voices. “It isn’t an animal at all. It’s not
alive.”“I tell you, it is an animal,” said the Bulldog. “Smell it for yourself.”“Smelling isn’t everything,”
said the Elephant.“Why,” said the Bulldog, “if a fellow can’t trust his nose, what is he to
trust?”“Well, his brains perhaps,” she replied mildly.“I object to that remark very strongly,” said the
Bulldog.“Well, we must do something about it,” said the Elephant. “Because it may be the Neevil,
and it must be shown to Aslan. What do most of us think? Is it an animal or something of the tree
kind?”“Tree! Tree!” said a dozen voices.“Very well,” said the Elephant. “Then, if it’s a tree it wants
to be planted. We must dig a hole.”The two Moles settled that part of the business pretty quickly.
There was some dispute as to which way up Uncle Andrew ought to be put into the hole, and he
had a very narrow escape from being put in head foremost. Several animals said his legs must
be his branches and therefore the gray, fluffy thing (they meant his head) must be his root. But
then others said that the forked end of him was the muddier and that it spread out more, as roots
ought to do. So finally he was planted right way up. When they had patted down the earth it
came up above his knees.“It looks dreadfully withered,” said the Donkey.“Of course it wants
some watering,” said the Elephant. “I think I might say (meaning no offense to anyone present)
that, perhaps, for that sort of work, my kind of nose—”“I object to that remark very strongly,” said
the Bulldog. But the Elephant walked quietly to the river, filled her trunk with water, and came
back to attend to Uncle Andrew. The sagacious animal went on doing this till gallons of water
had been squirted over him, and water was running out of the skirts of his frock-coat as if he had
been for a bath with all his clothes on. In the end it revived him. He awoke from his faint. What a
wakening it was! But we must leave him to think over his wicked deed (if he was likely to do
anything so sensible) and turn to more important things.Strawberry trotted on with Digory on his
back till the noise of the other animals died away, and now the little group of Aslan and his
chosen councillors was quite close. Digory knew that he couldn’t possibly break in on so solemn



a meeting, but there was no need to do so. At a word from Aslan, the He-Elephant, the Ravens,
and all the rest of them drew aside. Digory slipped off the horse and found himself face to face
with Aslan. And Aslan was bigger and more beautiful and more brightly golden and more terrible
than he had thought. He dared not look into the great eyes.“Please—Mr. Lion—Aslan—Sir,” said
Digory, “could you—may I—please, will you give me some magic fruit of this country to make
Mother well?”He had been desperately hoping that the Lion would say “Yes”; he had been
horribly afraid it might say “No.” But he was taken aback when it did neither.“This is the Boy,” said
Aslan, looking, not at Digory, but at his councillors. “This is the Boy who did it.”“Oh dear,” thought
Digory, “what have I done now?”“Son of Adam,” said the Lion. “There is an evil Witch abroad in
my new land of Narnia. Tell these good Beasts how she came here.”A dozen different things that
he might say flashed through Digory’s mind, but he had the sense to say nothing except the
exact truth.“I brought her, Aslan,” he answered in a low voice.“For what purpose?”“I wanted to
get her out of my own world back into her own. I thought I was taking her back to her own
place.”“How came she to be in your world, Son of Adam?”“By—by Magic.”The Lion said nothing
and Digory knew that he had not told enough.“It was my Uncle, Aslan,” he said. “He sent us out
of our own world by magic rings, at least I had to go because he sent Polly first, and then we met
the Witch in a place called Charn and she just held on to us when—”“You met the Witch?” said
Aslan in a low voice which had the threat of a growl in it.“She woke up,” said Digory wretchedly.
And then, turning very white, “I mean, I woke her. Because I wanted to know what would happen
if I struck a bell. Polly didn’t want to. It wasn’t her fault. I—I fought her. I know I shouldn’t have. I
think I was a bit enchanted by the writing under the bell.”“Do you?” asked Aslan; still speaking
very low and deep.“No,” said Digory. “I see now I wasn’t. I was only pretending.”There was a long
pause. And Digory was thinking all the time, “I’ve spoiled everything. There’s no chance of
getting anything for Mother now.”When the Lion spoke again, it was not to Digory.“You see,
friends,” he said, “that before the new, clean world I gave you is seven hours old, a force of evil
has already entered it; waked and brought hither by this Son of Adam.” The Beasts, even
Strawberry, all turned their eyes on Digory till he felt that he wished the ground would swallow
him up. “But do not be cast down,” said Aslan, still speaking to the Beasts. “Evil will come of that
evil, but it is still a long way off, and I will see to it that the worst falls upon myself. In the
meantime, let us take such order that for many hundred years yet this shall be a merry land in a
merry world. And as Adam’s race has done the harm, Adam’s race shall help to heal it. Draw
near, you other two.”The last words were spoken to Polly and the Cabby who had now arrived.
Polly, all eyes and mouth, was staring at Aslan and holding the Cabby’s hand rather tightly. The
Cabby gave one glance at the Lion, and took off his bowler hat: no one had yet seen him without
it. When it was off, he looked younger and nicer, and more like a countryman and less like a
London cabman.“Son,” said Aslan to the Cabby, “I have known you long. Do you know
me?”“Well, no, sir,” said the Cabby. “Leastways, not in an ordinary manner of speaking. Yet I feel
somehow, if I may make so free, as ’ow we’ve met before.”“It is well,” said the Lion. “You know
better than you think you know, and you shall live to know me better yet. How does this land



please you?”“It’s a fair treat, sir,” said the Cabby.“Would you like to live here always?”“Well, you
see sir, I’m a married man,” said the Cabby. “If my wife was here neither of us would ever want to
go back to London, I reckon. We’re both country folks, really.”Aslan threw up his shaggy head,
opened his mouth, and uttered a long, single note; not very loud, but full of power. Polly’s heart
jumped in her body when she heard it. She felt sure that it was a call, and that anyone who heard
that call would want to obey it and (what’s more) would be able to obey it, however many worlds
and ages lay between. And so, though she was filled with wonder, she was not really astonished
or shocked when all of a sudden a young woman, with a kind, honest face stepped out of
nowhere and stood beside her. Polly knew at once that it was the Cabby’s wife, fetched out of
our world not by any tiresome magic rings, but quickly, simply and sweetly as a bird flies to its
nest. The young woman had apparently been in the middle of a washing day, for she wore an
apron, her sleeves were rolled up to the elbow, and there were soapsuds on her hands. If she
had had time to put on her good clothes (her best hat had imitation cherries on it) she would
have looked dreadful; as it was, she looked rather nice.Of course she thought she was dreaming.
That was why she didn’t rush across to her husband and ask him what on earth had happened
to them both. But when she looked at the Lion she didn’t feel quite so sure it was a dream, yet for
some reason she did not appear to be very frightened. Then she dropped a little half curtsey, as
some country girls still knew how to do in those days. After that, she went and put her hand in
the Cabby’s and stood there looking round her a little shyly.“My children,” said Aslan, fixing his
eyes on both of them, “you are to be the first King and Queen of Narnia.”The Cabby opened his
mouth in astonishment, and his wife turned very red.“You shall rule and name all these
creatures, and do justice among them, and protect them from their enemies when enemies
arise. And enemies will arise, for there is an evil Witch in this world.”The Cabby swallowed hard
two or three times and cleared his throat.“Begging your pardon, sir,” he said, “and thanking you
very much I’m sure (which my Missus does the same) but I ain’t no sort of a chap for a job like
that. I never ’ad much eddycation, you see.”“Well,” said Aslan, “can you use a spade and a plow
and raise food out of the earth?”“Yes, sir, I could do a bit of that sort of work: being brought up to
it, like.”“Can you rule these creatures kindly and fairly, remembering that they are not slaves like
the dumb beasts of the world you were born in, but Talking Beasts and free subjects?”“I see that,
sir,” replied the Cabby. “I’d try to do the square thing by them all.”“And would you bring up your
children and grandchildren to do the same?”“It’d be up to me to try, sir. I’d do my best: wouldn’t
we, Nellie?”“And you wouldn’t have favorites either among your own children or among the other
creatures, or let any hold another under or use it hardly?”“I never could abide such goings on,
sir, and that’s the truth. I’d give ’em what for if I caught ’em at it,” said the Cabby. (All through this
conversation his voice was growing slower and richer. More like the country voice he must have
had as a boy and less like the sharp, quick voice of a cockney.)“And if enemies came against the
land (for enemies will arise) and there was war, would you be the first in the charge and the last
in the retreat?”“Well, sir,” said the Cabby very slowly, “a chap don’t exactly know till he’s been
tried. I dare say I might turn out ever such a soft ’un. Never did no fighting except with my fists. I’d



try—that is, I ’ope I’d try—to do my bit.”“Then,” said Aslan, “you will have done all that a King
should do. Your coronation will be held presently. And you and your children and grandchildren
shall be blessed, and some will be Kings of Narnia, and others will be Kings of Archenland
which lies yonder over the Southern Mountains. And you, little Daughter” (here he turned to
Polly) “are welcome. Have you forgiven the Boy for the violence he did you in the Hall of Images
in the desolate palace of accursed Charn?”“Yes, Aslan, we’ve made it up,” said Polly.“That is
well,” said Aslan. “And now for the Boy himself.”Chapter TwelveStrawberry’s AdventureDIGORY
KEPT HIS MOUTH VERY TIGHT SHUT. HE HAD been growing more and more uncomfortable.
He hoped that, whatever happened, he wouldn’t blub or do anything ridiculous.“Son of Adam,”
said Aslan. “Are you ready to undo the wrong that you have done to my sweet country of Narnia
on the very day of its birth?”“Well, I don’t see what I can do,” said Digory. “You see, the Queen
ran away and—”“I asked, are you ready?” said the Lion.“Yes,” said Digory. He had had for a
second some wild idea of saying, “I’ll try to help you if you’ll promise to help my Mother,” but he
realized in time that the Lion was not at all the sort of person one could try to make bargains
with. But when he had said “Yes,” he thought of his Mother, and he thought of the great hopes he
had had, and how they were all dying away, and a lump came in his throat and tears in his eyes,
and he blurted out:“But please, please—won’t you—can’t you give me something that will cure
Mother?” Up till then he had been looking at the Lion’s great feet and the huge claws on them;
now, in his despair, he looked up at its face. What he saw surprised him as much as anything in
his whole life. For the tawny face was bent down near his own and (wonder of wonders) great
shining tears stood in the Lion’s eyes. They were such big, bright tears compared with Digory’s
own that for a moment he felt as if the Lion must really be sorrier about his Mother than he was
himself.“My son, my son,” said Aslan. “I know. Grief is great. Only you and I in this land know that
yet. Let us be good to one another. But I have to think of hundreds of years in the life of Narnia.
The Witch whom you have brought into this world will come back to Narnia again. But it need not
be yet. It is my wish to plant in Narnia a tree that she will not dare to approach, and that tree will
protect Narnia from her for many years. So this land shall have a long, bright morning before any
clouds come over the sun. You must get me the seed from which that tree is to grow.”“Yes, sir,”
said Digory. He didn’t know how it was to be done but he felt quite sure now that he would be
able to do it. The Lion drew a deep breath, stooped its head even lower and gave him a Lion’s
kiss. And at once Digory felt that new strength and courage had gone into him.“Dear son,” said
Aslan, “I will tell you what you must do. Turn and look to the West and tell me what do you see?”“I
see terribly big mountains, Aslan,” said Digory. “I see this river coming down cliffs in a waterfall.
And beyond the cliff there are high green hills with forests. And beyond those there are higher
ranges that look almost black. And then, far away, there are big snowy mountains all heaped up
together—like pictures of the Alps. And behind those there’s nothing but the sky.”“You see well,”
said the Lion. “Now the land of Narnia ends where the waterfall comes down, and once you have
reached the top of the cliffs you will be out of Narnia and into the Western Wild. You must journey
through those mountains till you find a green valley with a blue lake in it, walled round by



mountains of ice. At the end of the lake there is a steep, green hill. On the top of that hill there is
a garden. In the center of that garden is a tree. Pluck an apple from that tree and bring it back to
me.”“Yes, sir,” said Digory again. He hadn’t the least idea of how he was to climb the cliff and find
his way among all the mountains, but he didn’t like to say that for fear it would sound like making
excuses. But he did say, “I hope, Aslan, you’re not in a hurry. I shan’t be able to get there and
back very quickly.”“Little son of Adam, you shall have help,” said Aslan. He then turned to the
Horse who had been standing quietly beside them all this time, swishing his tail to keep the flies
off, and listening with his head on one side as if the conversation were a little difficult to
understand.“My dear,” said Aslan to the Horse, “would you like to be a winged horse?”You
should have seen how the Horse shook its mane and how its nostrils widened, and the little tap it
gave the ground with one back hoof. Clearly it would very much like to be a winged horse. But it
only said:“If you wish, Aslan—if you really mean—I don’t know why it should be me—I’m not a
very clever horse.”“Be winged. Be the father of all flying horses,” roared Aslan in a voice that
shook the ground. “Your name is Fledge.”The horse shied, just as it might have shied in the old,
miserable days when it pulled a hansom. Then it roared. It strained its neck back as if there were
a fly biting its shoulders and it wanted to scratch them.And then, just as the beasts had burst out
of the earth, there burst out from the shoulders of Fledge wings that spread and grew, larger
than eagles’, larger than swans’, larger than angels’ wings in church windows. The feathers
shone chestnut color and copper color. He gave a great sweep with them and leaped into the air.
Twenty feet above Aslan and Digory he snorted, neighed, and curvetted. Then, after circling
once round them, he dropped to the earth, all four hoofs together, looking awkward and
surprised, but extremely pleased.“Is it good, Fledge?” said Aslan.“It is very good, Aslan,” said
Fledge.“Will you carry this little son of Adam on your back to the mountain valley I spoke
of?”“What? Now? At once?” said Strawberry—or Fledge, as we must now call him—“Hurrah!
Come on, little one, I’ve had things like you on my back before. Long, long ago. When there were
green fields; and sugar.”“What are the two daughters of Eve whispering about?” said Aslan,
turning very suddenly on Polly and the Cabby’s wife, who had in fact been making friends.“If you
please, sir,” said Queen Helen (for that is what Nellie the cabman’s wife now was), “I think the
little girl would love to go too, if it weren’t no trouble.”“What does Fledge say about that?” asked
the Lion.“Oh, I don’t mind two, not when they’re little ones,” said Fledge. “But I hope the Elephant
doesn’t want to come as well.”The Elephant had no such wish, and the new King of Narnia
helped both the children up: that is, he gave Digory a rough heave and set Polly as gently and
daintily on the horse’s back as if she were made of china and might break. “There they are,
Strawberry—Fledge, I should say. This is a rum go.”“Do not fly too high,” said Aslan. “Do not try
to go over the tops of the great ice-mountains. Look out for the valleys, the green places, and fly
through them. There will always be a way through. And now, be gone with my blessing.”“Oh
Fledge!” said Digory, leaning forward to pat the Horse’s glossy neck. “This is fun. Hold on to me
tight, Polly.”Next moment the country dropped away beneath them, and whirled round as Fledge,
like a huge pigeon, circled once or twice before setting off on his long westward flight. Looking



down, Polly could hardly see the King and the Queen, and even Aslan himself was only a bright
yellow spot on the green grass. Soon the wind was in their faces and Fledge’s wings settled
down to a steady beat.All Narnia, many-colored with lawns and rocks and heather and different
sorts of trees, lay spread out below them, the river winding through it like a ribbon of quicksilver.
They could already see over the tops of the low hills which lay northward on their right; beyond
those hills a great moorland sloped gently up and up to the horizon. On their left the mountains
were much higher, but every now and then there was a gap when you could see, between steep
pine woods, a glimpse of the southern lands that lay beyond them, looking blue and far
away.“That’ll be where Archenland is,” said Polly.“Yes, but look ahead!” said Digory.For now a
great barrier of cliffs rose before them and they were almost dazzled by the sunlight dancing on
the great waterfall by which the river roars and sparkles down into Narnia itself from the high
western lands in which it rises. They were flying so high already that the thunder of those falls
could only just be heard as a small, thin sound, but they were not yet high enough to fly over the
top of the cliffs.“We’ll have to do a bit of zig-zagging here,” said Fledge. “Hold on tight.”He began
flying to and fro, getting higher at each turn. The air grew colder, and they heard the call of
eagles far below them.“I say, look back! Look behind,” said Polly.There they could see the whole
valley of Narnia stretched out to where, just before the eastern horizon, there was a gleam of the
sea. And now they were so high that they could see tiny-looking jagged mountains appearing
beyond the northwest moors, and plains of what looked like sand far in the south.“I wish we had
someone to tell us what all those places are,” said Digory.“I don’t suppose they’re anywhere yet,”
said Polly. “I mean, there’s no one there, and nothing happening. The world only began
today.”“No, but people will get there,” said Digory. “And then they’ll have histories, you
know.”“Well, it’s a jolly good thing they haven’t now,” said Polly. “Because nobody can be made to
learn it. Battles and dates and all that rot.”Now they were over the top of the cliffs and in a few
minutes the valley land of Narnia had sunk out of sight behind them. They were flying over a wild
country of steep hills and dark forests, still following the course of the river. The really big
mountains loomed ahead. But the sun was now in the travelers’ eyes and they couldn’t see
things very clearly in that direction. For the sun sank lower and lower till the western sky was all
like one great furnace full of melted gold; and it set at last behind a jagged peak which stood up
against the brightness as sharp and flat as if it were cut out of cardboard.“It’s none too warm up
here,” said Polly.“And my wings are beginning to ache,” said Fledge. “There’s no sign of the valley
with a Lake in it, like what Aslan said. What about coming down and looking out for a decent
spot to spend the night in? We shan’t reach that place tonight.”“Yes, and surely it’s about time for
supper?” said Digory.So Fledge came lower and lower. As they came down nearer to the earth
and among the hills, the air grew warmer and after traveling so many hours with nothing to listen
to but the beat of Fledge’s wings, it was nice to hear the homely and earthy noises again—the
chatter of the river on its stony bed and the creaking of trees in the light wind. A warm, good
smell of sun-baked earth and grass and flowers came up to them. At last Fledge alighted. Digory
rolled off and helped Polly to dismount. Both were glad to stretch their stiff legs.The valley in



which they had come down was in the heart of the mountains; snowy heights, one of them
looking rose-red in the reflections of the sunset, towered above them.“I am hungry,” said
Digory.“Well, tuck in,” said Fledge, taking a big mouthful of grass. Then he raised his head, still
chewing and with bits of grass sticking out on each side of his mouth like whiskers, and said,
“Come on, you two. Don’t be shy. There’s plenty for us all.”“But we can’t eat grass,” said
Digory.“H’m, h’m,” said Fledge, speaking with his mouth full. “Well—h’m—don’t know quite what
you’ll do then. Very good grass too.”Polly and Digory stared at one another in dismay.“Well, I do
think someone might have arranged about our meals,” said Digory.“I’m sure Aslan would have, if
you’d asked him,” said Fledge.“Wouldn’t he know without being asked?” said Polly.“I’ve no doubt
he would,” said the Horse (still with his mouth full). “But I’ve a sort of idea he likes to be
asked.”“But what on earth are we to do?” asked Digory.“I’m sure I don’t know,” said Fledge.
“Unless you try the grass. You might like it better than you think.”“Oh, don’t be silly,” said Polly,
stamping her foot. “Of course humans can’t eat grass, any more than you could eat a mutton
chop.”“For goodness’ sake don’t talk about chops and things,” said Digory. “It only makes it
worse.”Digory said that Polly had better take herself home by ring and get something to eat
there; he couldn’t himself because he had promised to go straight on his message for Aslan,
and, if once he showed up again at home, anything might happen to prevent his getting back.
But Polly said she wouldn’t leave him, and Digory said it was jolly decent of her.“I say,” said Polly,
“I’ve still got the remains of that bag of toffee in my jacket. It’ll be better than nothing.”“A lot
better,” said Digory. “But be careful to get your hand into your pocket without touching your
ring.”This was a difficult and delicate job but they managed it in the end. The little paper bag was
very squashy and sticky when they finally got it out, so that it was more a question of tearing the
bag off the toffees than of getting the toffees out of the bag. Some grown-ups (you know how
fussy they can be about that sort of thing) would rather have gone without supper altogether
than eaten those toffees. There were nine of them all told. It was Digory who had the bright idea
of eating four each and planting the ninth; for, as he said, “if the bar off the lamp-post turned into
a little light-tree, why shouldn’t this turn into a toffee-tree?” So they dibbled a small hole in the
turf and buried the piece of toffee. Then they ate the other pieces, making them last as long as
they could. It was a poor meal, even with all the paper they couldn’t help eating as well.When
Fledge had quite finished his own excellent supper he lay down. The children came and sat one
on each side of him leaning against his warm body, and when he had spread a wing over each
they were really quite snug. As the bright young stars of that new world came out they talked
over everything: how Digory had hoped to get something for his Mother and how, instead of that,
he had been sent on this message. And they repeated to one another all the signs by which they
would know the places they were looking for—the blue lake and the hill with a garden on top of it.
The talk was just beginning to slow down as they got sleepy, when suddenly Polly sat up wide
awake and said, “Hush!”Everyone listened as hard as they could.“Perhaps it was only the wind
in the trees,” said Digory presently.“I’m not so sure,” said Fledge. “Anyway—wait! There it goes
again. By Aslan, it is something.”The horse scrambled to its feet with a great noise and a great



upheaval; the children were already on theirs. Fledge trotted to and fro, sniffing and whinnying.
The children tiptoed this way and that, looking behind every bush and tree. They kept on thinking
they saw things, and there was one time when Polly was perfectly certain she had seen a tall,
dark figure gliding quickly away in a westerly direction. But they caught nothing and in the end
Fledge lay down again and the children re-snuggled (if that is the right word) under his wings.
They went to sleep at once. Fledge stayed awake much longer, moving his ears to and fro in the
darkness and sometimes giving a little shiver with his skin as if a fly had lighted on him: but in the
end he too slept.Chapter TwelveStrawberry’s AdventureDIGORY KEPT HIS MOUTH VERY
TIGHT SHUT. HE HAD been growing more and more uncomfortable. He hoped that, whatever
happened, he wouldn’t blub or do anything ridiculous.“Son of Adam,” said Aslan. “Are you ready
to undo the wrong that you have done to my sweet country of Narnia on the very day of its
birth?”“Well, I don’t see what I can do,” said Digory. “You see, the Queen ran away and—”“I
asked, are you ready?” said the Lion.“Yes,” said Digory. He had had for a second some wild idea
of saying, “I’ll try to help you if you’ll promise to help my Mother,” but he realized in time that the
Lion was not at all the sort of person one could try to make bargains with. But when he had said
“Yes,” he thought of his Mother, and he thought of the great hopes he had had, and how they
were all dying away, and a lump came in his throat and tears in his eyes, and he blurted out:“But
please, please—won’t you—can’t you give me something that will cure Mother?” Up till then he
had been looking at the Lion’s great feet and the huge claws on them; now, in his despair, he
looked up at its face. What he saw surprised him as much as anything in his whole life. For the
tawny face was bent down near his own and (wonder of wonders) great shining tears stood in
the Lion’s eyes. They were such big, bright tears compared with Digory’s own that for a moment
he felt as if the Lion must really be sorrier about his Mother than he was himself.“My son, my
son,” said Aslan. “I know. Grief is great. Only you and I in this land know that yet. Let us be good
to one another. But I have to think of hundreds of years in the life of Narnia. The Witch whom you
have brought into this world will come back to Narnia again. But it need not be yet. It is my wish
to plant in Narnia a tree that she will not dare to approach, and that tree will protect Narnia from
her for many years. So this land shall have a long, bright morning before any clouds come over
the sun. You must get me the seed from which that tree is to grow.”“Yes, sir,” said Digory. He
didn’t know how it was to be done but he felt quite sure now that he would be able to do it. The
Lion drew a deep breath, stooped its head even lower and gave him a Lion’s kiss. And at once
Digory felt that new strength and courage had gone into him.“Dear son,” said Aslan, “I will tell
you what you must do. Turn and look to the West and tell me what do you see?”“I see terribly big
mountains, Aslan,” said Digory. “I see this river coming down cliffs in a waterfall. And beyond the
cliff there are high green hills with forests. And beyond those there are higher ranges that look
almost black. And then, far away, there are big snowy mountains all heaped up together—like
pictures of the Alps. And behind those there’s nothing but the sky.”“You see well,” said the Lion.
“Now the land of Narnia ends where the waterfall comes down, and once you have reached the
top of the cliffs you will be out of Narnia and into the Western Wild. You must journey through



those mountains till you find a green valley with a blue lake in it, walled round by mountains of
ice. At the end of the lake there is a steep, green hill. On the top of that hill there is a garden. In
the center of that garden is a tree. Pluck an apple from that tree and bring it back to me.”“Yes, sir,”
said Digory again. He hadn’t the least idea of how he was to climb the cliff and find his way
among all the mountains, but he didn’t like to say that for fear it would sound like making
excuses. But he did say, “I hope, Aslan, you’re not in a hurry. I shan’t be able to get there and
back very quickly.”“Little son of Adam, you shall have help,” said Aslan. He then turned to the
Horse who had been standing quietly beside them all this time, swishing his tail to keep the flies
off, and listening with his head on one side as if the conversation were a little difficult to
understand.“My dear,” said Aslan to the Horse, “would you like to be a winged horse?”You
should have seen how the Horse shook its mane and how its nostrils widened, and the little tap it
gave the ground with one back hoof. Clearly it would very much like to be a winged horse. But it
only said:“If you wish, Aslan—if you really mean—I don’t know why it should be me—I’m not a
very clever horse.”“Be winged. Be the father of all flying horses,” roared Aslan in a voice that
shook the ground. “Your name is Fledge.”The horse shied, just as it might have shied in the old,
miserable days when it pulled a hansom. Then it roared. It strained its neck back as if there were
a fly biting its shoulders and it wanted to scratch them.And then, just as the beasts had burst out
of the earth, there burst out from the shoulders of Fledge wings that spread and grew, larger
than eagles’, larger than swans’, larger than angels’ wings in church windows. The feathers
shone chestnut color and copper color. He gave a great sweep with them and leaped into the air.
Twenty feet above Aslan and Digory he snorted, neighed, and curvetted. Then, after circling
once round them, he dropped to the earth, all four hoofs together, looking awkward and
surprised, but extremely pleased.“Is it good, Fledge?” said Aslan.“It is very good, Aslan,” said
Fledge.“Will you carry this little son of Adam on your back to the mountain valley I spoke
of?”“What? Now? At once?” said Strawberry—or Fledge, as we must now call him—“Hurrah!
Come on, little one, I’ve had things like you on my back before. Long, long ago. When there were
green fields; and sugar.”“What are the two daughters of Eve whispering about?” said Aslan,
turning very suddenly on Polly and the Cabby’s wife, who had in fact been making friends.“If you
please, sir,” said Queen Helen (for that is what Nellie the cabman’s wife now was), “I think the
little girl would love to go too, if it weren’t no trouble.”“What does Fledge say about that?” asked
the Lion.“Oh, I don’t mind two, not when they’re little ones,” said Fledge. “But I hope the Elephant
doesn’t want to come as well.”The Elephant had no such wish, and the new King of Narnia
helped both the children up: that is, he gave Digory a rough heave and set Polly as gently and
daintily on the horse’s back as if she were made of china and might break. “There they are,
Strawberry—Fledge, I should say. This is a rum go.”“Do not fly too high,” said Aslan. “Do not try
to go over the tops of the great ice-mountains. Look out for the valleys, the green places, and fly
through them. There will always be a way through. And now, be gone with my blessing.”“Oh
Fledge!” said Digory, leaning forward to pat the Horse’s glossy neck. “This is fun. Hold on to me
tight, Polly.”Next moment the country dropped away beneath them, and whirled round as Fledge,



like a huge pigeon, circled once or twice before setting off on his long westward flight. Looking
down, Polly could hardly see the King and the Queen, and even Aslan himself was only a bright
yellow spot on the green grass. Soon the wind was in their faces and Fledge’s wings settled
down to a steady beat.All Narnia, many-colored with lawns and rocks and heather and different
sorts of trees, lay spread out below them, the river winding through it like a ribbon of quicksilver.
They could already see over the tops of the low hills which lay northward on their right; beyond
those hills a great moorland sloped gently up and up to the horizon. On their left the mountains
were much higher, but every now and then there was a gap when you could see, between steep
pine woods, a glimpse of the southern lands that lay beyond them, looking blue and far
away.“That’ll be where Archenland is,” said Polly.“Yes, but look ahead!” said Digory.For now a
great barrier of cliffs rose before them and they were almost dazzled by the sunlight dancing on
the great waterfall by which the river roars and sparkles down into Narnia itself from the high
western lands in which it rises. They were flying so high already that the thunder of those falls
could only just be heard as a small, thin sound, but they were not yet high enough to fly over the
top of the cliffs.“We’ll have to do a bit of zig-zagging here,” said Fledge. “Hold on tight.”He began
flying to and fro, getting higher at each turn. The air grew colder, and they heard the call of
eagles far below them.“I say, look back! Look behind,” said Polly.There they could see the whole
valley of Narnia stretched out to where, just before the eastern horizon, there was a gleam of the
sea. And now they were so high that they could see tiny-looking jagged mountains appearing
beyond the northwest moors, and plains of what looked like sand far in the south.“I wish we had
someone to tell us what all those places are,” said Digory.“I don’t suppose they’re anywhere yet,”
said Polly. “I mean, there’s no one there, and nothing happening. The world only began
today.”“No, but people will get there,” said Digory. “And then they’ll have histories, you
know.”“Well, it’s a jolly good thing they haven’t now,” said Polly. “Because nobody can be made to
learn it. Battles and dates and all that rot.”Now they were over the top of the cliffs and in a few
minutes the valley land of Narnia had sunk out of sight behind them. They were flying over a wild
country of steep hills and dark forests, still following the course of the river. The really big
mountains loomed ahead. But the sun was now in the travelers’ eyes and they couldn’t see
things very clearly in that direction. For the sun sank lower and lower till the western sky was all
like one great furnace full of melted gold; and it set at last behind a jagged peak which stood up
against the brightness as sharp and flat as if it were cut out of cardboard.“It’s none too warm up
here,” said Polly.“And my wings are beginning to ache,” said Fledge. “There’s no sign of the valley
with a Lake in it, like what Aslan said. What about coming down and looking out for a decent
spot to spend the night in? We shan’t reach that place tonight.”“Yes, and surely it’s about time for
supper?” said Digory.So Fledge came lower and lower. As they came down nearer to the earth
and among the hills, the air grew warmer and after traveling so many hours with nothing to listen
to but the beat of Fledge’s wings, it was nice to hear the homely and earthy noises again—the
chatter of the river on its stony bed and the creaking of trees in the light wind. A warm, good
smell of sun-baked earth and grass and flowers came up to them. At last Fledge alighted. Digory



rolled off and helped Polly to dismount. Both were glad to stretch their stiff legs.The valley in
which they had come down was in the heart of the mountains; snowy heights, one of them
looking rose-red in the reflections of the sunset, towered above them.“I am hungry,” said
Digory.“Well, tuck in,” said Fledge, taking a big mouthful of grass. Then he raised his head, still
chewing and with bits of grass sticking out on each side of his mouth like whiskers, and said,
“Come on, you two. Don’t be shy. There’s plenty for us all.”“But we can’t eat grass,” said
Digory.“H’m, h’m,” said Fledge, speaking with his mouth full. “Well—h’m—don’t know quite what
you’ll do then. Very good grass too.”Polly and Digory stared at one another in dismay.“Well, I do
think someone might have arranged about our meals,” said Digory.“I’m sure Aslan would have, if
you’d asked him,” said Fledge.“Wouldn’t he know without being asked?” said Polly.“I’ve no doubt
he would,” said the Horse (still with his mouth full). “But I’ve a sort of idea he likes to be
asked.”“But what on earth are we to do?” asked Digory.“I’m sure I don’t know,” said Fledge.
“Unless you try the grass. You might like it better than you think.”“Oh, don’t be silly,” said Polly,
stamping her foot. “Of course humans can’t eat grass, any more than you could eat a mutton
chop.”“For goodness’ sake don’t talk about chops and things,” said Digory. “It only makes it
worse.”Digory said that Polly had better take herself home by ring and get something to eat
there; he couldn’t himself because he had promised to go straight on his message for Aslan,
and, if once he showed up again at home, anything might happen to prevent his getting back.
But Polly said she wouldn’t leave him, and Digory said it was jolly decent of her.“I say,” said Polly,
“I’ve still got the remains of that bag of toffee in my jacket. It’ll be better than nothing.”“A lot
better,” said Digory. “But be careful to get your hand into your pocket without touching your
ring.”This was a difficult and delicate job but they managed it in the end. The little paper bag was
very squashy and sticky when they finally got it out, so that it was more a question of tearing the
bag off the toffees than of getting the toffees out of the bag. Some grown-ups (you know how
fussy they can be about that sort of thing) would rather have gone without supper altogether
than eaten those toffees. There were nine of them all told. It was Digory who had the bright idea
of eating four each and planting the ninth; for, as he said, “if the bar off the lamp-post turned into
a little light-tree, why shouldn’t this turn into a toffee-tree?” So they dibbled a small hole in the
turf and buried the piece of toffee. Then they ate the other pieces, making them last as long as
they could. It was a poor meal, even with all the paper they couldn’t help eating as well.When
Fledge had quite finished his own excellent supper he lay down. The children came and sat one
on each side of him leaning against his warm body, and when he had spread a wing over each
they were really quite snug. As the bright young stars of that new world came out they talked
over everything: how Digory had hoped to get something for his Mother and how, instead of that,
he had been sent on this message. And they repeated to one another all the signs by which they
would know the places they were looking for—the blue lake and the hill with a garden on top of it.
The talk was just beginning to slow down as they got sleepy, when suddenly Polly sat up wide
awake and said, “Hush!”Everyone listened as hard as they could.“Perhaps it was only the wind
in the trees,” said Digory presently.“I’m not so sure,” said Fledge. “Anyway—wait! There it goes



again. By Aslan, it is something.”The horse scrambled to its feet with a great noise and a great
upheaval; the children were already on theirs. Fledge trotted to and fro, sniffing and whinnying.
The children tiptoed this way and that, looking behind every bush and tree. They kept on thinking
they saw things, and there was one time when Polly was perfectly certain she had seen a tall,
dark figure gliding quickly away in a westerly direction. But they caught nothing and in the end
Fledge lay down again and the children re-snuggled (if that is the right word) under his wings.
They went to sleep at once. Fledge stayed awake much longer, moving his ears to and fro in the
darkness and sometimes giving a little shiver with his skin as if a fly had lighted on him: but in the
end he too slept.Chapter ThirteenAn Unexpected Meeting“WAKE UP, DIGORY, WAKE UP,
FLEDGE,” CAME THE VOICE of Polly. “It has turned into a toffee-tree. And it’s the loveliest
morning.”The low early sunshine was streaming through the wood and the grass was gray with
dew and the cobwebs were like silver. Just beside them was a little, very dark-wooded tree,
about the size of an apple tree. The leaves were whitish and rather papery, like the herb called
honesty, and it was loaded with little brown fruits that looked rather like dates.“Hurrah!” said
Digory. “But I’m going to have a dip first.” He rushed through a flowering thicket or two down to
the river’s edge. Have you ever bathed in a mountain river that is running in shallow cataracts
over red and blue and yellow stones with the sun on it? It is as good as the sea: in some ways
almost better. Of course, he had to dress again without drying but it was well worth it. When he
came back, Polly went down and had her bathe; at least she said that was what she’d been
doing, but we know she was not much of a swimmer and perhaps it is best not to ask too many
questions. Fledge visited the river too but he only stood in midstream, stooping down for a long
drink of water and then shaking his mane and neighing several times.Polly and Digory got to
work on the toffee-tree. The fruit was delicious; not exactly like toffee—softer for one thing, and
juicy—but like fruit which reminded one of toffee. Fledge also made an excellent breakfast; he
tried one of the toffee fruits and liked it but said he felt more like grass at that hour in the morning.
Then with some difficulty the children got on his back and the second journey began.It was even
better than yesterday, partly because everyone was feeling so fresh, and partly because the
newly risen sun was at their backs and, of course, everything looks nicer when the light is behind
you. It was a wonderful ride. The big snowy mountains rose above them in every direction. The
valleys, far beneath them, were so green, and all the streams which tumbled down from the
glaciers into the main river were so blue, that it was like flying over gigantic pieces of jewelry.
They would have liked this part of the adventure to go on longer than it did. But quite soon they
were all sniffing the air and saying “What is it?” and “Did you smell something?” and “Where’s it
coming from?” For a heavenly smell, warm and golden, as if from all the most delicious fruits and
flowers of the world, was coming up to them from somewhere ahead.“It’s coming from that valley
with the lake in it,” said Fledge.“So it is,” said Digory. “And look! There’s a green hill at the far end
of the lake. And look how blue the water is.”“It must be the place,” said all three.Fledge came
lower and lower in wide circles. The icy peaks rose up higher and higher above. The air came up
warmer and sweeter every moment, so sweet that it almost brought the tears to your eyes.



Fledge was now gliding with his great wings spread out motionless on each side, and his hoofs
pawing for the ground. The steep green hill was rushing toward them. A moment later he alighted
on its slope, a little awkwardly. The children rolled off, fell without hurting themselves on the
warm, fine grass, and stood up, panting a little.They were about three-quarters of the way up the
hill, and set out at once to climb to the top. (I don’t think Fledge could have managed this without
his wings to balance him and to give him the help of a flutter now and then.) All round the very
top of the hill ran a high wall of green turf. Inside the wall, trees were growing. Their branches
hung out over the wall; their leaves showed not only green but also blue and silver when the
wind stirred them. When the travelers reached the top they walked nearly all the way round it
outside the green wall before they found the gates: high gates of gold, fast shut, facing due
east.Up till now I think Fledge and Polly had had the idea that they would go in with Digory. But
they thought so no longer. You never saw a place which was so obviously private. You could see
at a glance that it belonged to someone else. Only a fool would dream of going in unless he had
been sent there on very special business. Digory himself understood at once that the others
wouldn’t and couldn’t come in with him. He went forward to the gates alone.When he had come
close up to them he saw words written on the gold with silver letters; something like this:Come in
by the gold gates or not at all,Take of my fruit for others or forbear,For those who steal or those
who climb my wallShall find their heart’s desire and find despair.“Take of my fruit for others,” said
Digory to himself. “Well, that’s what I’m going to do. It means I mustn’t eat any myself, I suppose.
I don’t know what all that jaw in the last line is about. Come in by the gold gates. Well who’d want
to climb a wall if he could get in by a gate! But how do the gates open?” He laid his hand on
them and instantly they swung apart, opening inward, turning on their hinges without the least
noise.Now that he could see into the place it looked more private than ever. He went in very
solemnly, looking about him. Everything was very quiet inside. Even the fountain which rose near
the middle of the garden made only the faintest sound. The lovely smell was all round him: it was
a happy place but very serious.He knew which was the right tree at once, partly because it stood
in the very center and partly because the great silver apples with which it was loaded shone so
and cast a light of their own down on the shadowy places where the sunlight did not reach. He
walked straight across to it, picked an apple, and put it in the breast pocket of his Norfolk jacket.
But he couldn’t help looking at it and smelling it before he put it away.It would have been better if
he had not. A terrible thirst and hunger came over him and a longing to taste that fruit. He put it
hastily into his pocket; but there were plenty of others. Could it be wrong to taste one? After all,
he thought, the notice on the gate might not have been exactly an order; it might have been only
a piece of advice—and who cares about advice? Or even if it were an order, would he be
disobeying it by eating an apple? He had already obeyed the part about taking one “for
others.”While he was thinking of all this he happened to look up through the branches toward the
top of the tree. There, on a branch above his head, a wonderful bird was roosting. I say “roosting”
because it seemed almost asleep; perhaps not quite. The tiniest slit of one eye was open. It was
larger than an eagle, its breast saffron, its head crested with scarlet, and its tail purple.“And it



just shows,” said Digory afterward when he was telling the story to others, “that you can’t be too
careful in these magical places. You never know what may be watching you.” But I think Digory
would not have taken an apple for himself in any case. Things like Do Not Steal were, I think,
hammered into boys’ heads a good deal harder in those days than they are now. Still, we can
never be certain.Digory was just turning to go back to the gates when he stopped to have one
last look round. He got a terrible shock. He was not alone. There, only a few yards away from
him, stood the Witch. She was just throwing away the core of an apple which she had eaten. The
juice was darker than you would expect and had made a horrid stain round her mouth. Digory
guessed at once that she must have climbed in over the wall. And he began to see that there
might be some sense in that last line about getting your heart’s desire and getting despair along
with it. For the Witch looked stronger and prouder than ever, and even, in a way, triumphant; but
her face was deadly white, white as salt.All this flashed through Digory’s mind in a second; then
he took to his heels and ran for the gates as hard as he could pelt; the Witch after him. As soon
as he was out, the gates closed behind him of their own accord. That gave him the lead but not
for long. By the time he had reached the others and was shouting out “Quick, get on, Polly! Get
up, Fledge,” the Witch had climbed the wall, or vaulted over it, and was close behind him
again.“Stay where you are,” cried Digory, turning round to face her, “or we’ll all vanish. Don’t
come an inch nearer.”“Foolish boy,” said the Witch. “Why do you run from me? I mean you no
harm. If you do not stop and listen to me now, you will miss some knowledge that would have
made you happy all your life.”“Well, I don’t want to hear it, thanks,” said Digory. But he did.“I know
what errand you have come on,” continued the Witch. “For it was I who was close beside you in
the woods last night and heard all your counsels. You have plucked fruit in the garden yonder.
You have it in your pocket now. And you are going to carry it back, untasted, to the Lion; for him
to eat, for him to use. You simpleton! Do you know what that fruit is? I will tell you. It is the apple
of youth, the apple of life. I know, for I have tasted it; and I feel already such changes in myself
that I know I shall never grow old or die. Eat it, Boy, eat it; and you and I will both live forever and
be king and queen of this whole world—or of your world, if we decide to go back there.”“No
thanks,” said Digory, “I don’t know that I care much about living on and on after everyone I know
is dead. I’d rather live an ordinary time and die and go to Heaven.”“But what about this Mother of
yours whom you pretend to love so?”“What’s she got to do with it?” said Digory.“Do you not see,
Fool, that one bite of that apple would heal her? You have it in your pocket. We are here by
ourselves and the Lion is far away. Use your Magic and go back to your own world. A minute
later you can be at your Mother’s bedside, giving her the fruit. Five minutes later you will see the
color coming back to her face. She will tell you the pain is gone. Soon she will tell you she feels
stronger. Then she will fall asleep—think of that; hours of sweet natural sleep, without pain,
without drugs. Next day everyone will be saying how wonderfully she has recovered. Soon she
will be quite well again. All will be well again. Your home will be happy again. You will be like
other boys.”“Oh!” gasped Digory as if he had been hurt, and put his hand to his head. For he now
knew that the most terrible choice lay before him.“What has the Lion ever done for you that you



should be his slave?” said the Witch. “What can he do to you once you are back in your own
world? And what would your Mother think if she knew that you could have taken her pain away
and given her back her life and saved your Father’s heart from being broken, and that you
wouldn’t—that you’d rather run messages for a wild animal in a strange world that is no business
of yours?”“I—I don’t think he is a wild animal,” said Digory in a dried-up sort of voice. “He is—I
don’t know—”“Then he is something worse,” said the Witch. “Look what he has done to you
already; look how heartless he has made you. That is what he does to everyone who listens to
him. Cruel, pitiless boy! you would let your own Mother die rather than—”“Oh shut up,” said the
miserable Digory, still in the same voice. “Do you think I don’t see? But I—I promised.”“Ah, but
you didn’t know what you were promising. And no one here can prevent you.”“Mother herself,”
said Digory, getting the words out with difficulty, “wouldn’t like it—awfully strict about keeping
promises—and not stealing—and all that sort of thing. She’d tell me not to do it—quick as
anything—if she was here.”“But she need never know,” said the Witch, speaking more sweetly
than you would have thought anyone with so fierce a face could speak. “You wouldn’t tell her
how you’d got the apple. Your Father need never know. No one in your world need know anything
about this whole story. You needn’t take the little girl back with you, you know.”That was where
the Witch made her fatal mistake. Of course Digory knew that Polly could get away by her own
ring as easily as he could get away by his. But apparently the Witch didn’t know this. And the
meanness of the suggestion that he should leave Polly behind suddenly made all the other
things the Witch had been saying to him sound false and hollow. And even in the midst of all his
misery, his head suddenly cleared, and he said (in a different and much louder voice):“Look
here; where do you come into all this? Why are you so precious fond of my Mother all of a
sudden? What’s it got to do with you? What’s your game?”“Good for you, Digs,” whispered Polly
in his ear. “Quick! Get away now.” She hadn’t dared to say anything all through the argument
because, you see, it wasn’t her Mother who was dying.“Up then,” said Digory, heaving her on to
Fledge’s back and then scrambling up as quickly as he could. The horse spread its wings.“Go
then, Fools,” called the Witch. “Think of me, boy, when you lie old and weak and dying, and
remember how you threw away the chance of endless youth! It won’t be offered you again.”They
were already so high that they could only just hear her. Nor did the Witch waste any time gazing
up at them; they saw her set off northward down the slope of the hill.They had started early that
morning and what happened in the garden had not taken very long, so that Fledge and Polly
both said they would easily get back to Narnia before nightfall. Digory never spoke on the way
back, and the others were shy of speaking to him. He was very sad and he wasn’t even sure all
the time that he had done the right thing; but whenever he remembered the shining tears in
Aslan’s eyes he became sure.All day Fledge flew steadily with untiring wings; eastward with the
river to guide him, through the mountains and over the wild wooded hills, and then over the great
waterfall and down, and down, to where the woods of Narnia were darkened by the shadow of
the mighty cliff, till at last, when the sky was growing red with sunset behind them, he saw a
place where many creatures were gathered together by the riverside. And soon he could see



Aslan himself in the midst of them. Fledge glided down, spread out his four legs, closed his
wings, and landed cantering. Then he pulled up. The children dismounted. Digory saw all the
animals, dwarfs, satyrs, nymphs, and other things drawing back to the left and right to make way
for him. He walked up to Aslan, handed him the apple, and said:“I’ve brought you the apple you
wanted, sir.”Chapter ThirteenAn Unexpected Meeting“WAKE UP, DIGORY, WAKE UP, FLEDGE,”
CAME THE VOICE of Polly. “It has turned into a toffee-tree. And it’s the loveliest morning.”The
low early sunshine was streaming through the wood and the grass was gray with dew and the
cobwebs were like silver. Just beside them was a little, very dark-wooded tree, about the size of
an apple tree. The leaves were whitish and rather papery, like the herb called honesty, and it was
loaded with little brown fruits that looked rather like dates.“Hurrah!” said Digory. “But I’m going to
have a dip first.” He rushed through a flowering thicket or two down to the river’s edge. Have you
ever bathed in a mountain river that is running in shallow cataracts over red and blue and yellow
stones with the sun on it? It is as good as the sea: in some ways almost better. Of course, he had
to dress again without drying but it was well worth it. When he came back, Polly went down and
had her bathe; at least she said that was what she’d been doing, but we know she was not much
of a swimmer and perhaps it is best not to ask too many questions. Fledge visited the river too
but he only stood in midstream, stooping down for a long drink of water and then shaking his
mane and neighing several times.Polly and Digory got to work on the toffee-tree. The fruit was
delicious; not exactly like toffee—softer for one thing, and juicy—but like fruit which reminded
one of toffee. Fledge also made an excellent breakfast; he tried one of the toffee fruits and liked it
but said he felt more like grass at that hour in the morning. Then with some difficulty the children
got on his back and the second journey began.It was even better than yesterday, partly because
everyone was feeling so fresh, and partly because the newly risen sun was at their backs and, of
course, everything looks nicer when the light is behind you. It was a wonderful ride. The big
snowy mountains rose above them in every direction. The valleys, far beneath them, were so
green, and all the streams which tumbled down from the glaciers into the main river were so
blue, that it was like flying over gigantic pieces of jewelry. They would have liked this part of the
adventure to go on longer than it did. But quite soon they were all sniffing the air and saying
“What is it?” and “Did you smell something?” and “Where’s it coming from?” For a heavenly
smell, warm and golden, as if from all the most delicious fruits and flowers of the world, was
coming up to them from somewhere ahead.“It’s coming from that valley with the lake in it,” said
Fledge.“So it is,” said Digory. “And look! There’s a green hill at the far end of the lake. And look
how blue the water is.”“It must be the place,” said all three.Fledge came lower and lower in wide
circles. The icy peaks rose up higher and higher above. The air came up warmer and sweeter
every moment, so sweet that it almost brought the tears to your eyes. Fledge was now gliding
with his great wings spread out motionless on each side, and his hoofs pawing for the ground.
The steep green hill was rushing toward them. A moment later he alighted on its slope, a little
awkwardly. The children rolled off, fell without hurting themselves on the warm, fine grass, and
stood up, panting a little.They were about three-quarters of the way up the hill, and set out at



once to climb to the top. (I don’t think Fledge could have managed this without his wings to
balance him and to give him the help of a flutter now and then.) All round the very top of the hill
ran a high wall of green turf. Inside the wall, trees were growing. Their branches hung out over
the wall; their leaves showed not only green but also blue and silver when the wind stirred them.
When the travelers reached the top they walked nearly all the way round it outside the green wall
before they found the gates: high gates of gold, fast shut, facing due east.Up till now I think
Fledge and Polly had had the idea that they would go in with Digory. But they thought so no
longer. You never saw a place which was so obviously private. You could see at a glance that it
belonged to someone else. Only a fool would dream of going in unless he had been sent there
on very special business. Digory himself understood at once that the others wouldn’t and
couldn’t come in with him. He went forward to the gates alone.When he had come close up to
them he saw words written on the gold with silver letters; something like this:Come in by the gold
gates or not at all,Take of my fruit for others or forbear,For those who steal or those who climb
my wallShall find their heart’s desire and find despair.“Take of my fruit for others,” said Digory to
himself. “Well, that’s what I’m going to do. It means I mustn’t eat any myself, I suppose. I don’t
know what all that jaw in the last line is about. Come in by the gold gates. Well who’d want to
climb a wall if he could get in by a gate! But how do the gates open?” He laid his hand on them
and instantly they swung apart, opening inward, turning on their hinges without the least
noise.Now that he could see into the place it looked more private than ever. He went in very
solemnly, looking about him. Everything was very quiet inside. Even the fountain which rose near
the middle of the garden made only the faintest sound. The lovely smell was all round him: it was
a happy place but very serious.He knew which was the right tree at once, partly because it stood
in the very center and partly because the great silver apples with which it was loaded shone so
and cast a light of their own down on the shadowy places where the sunlight did not reach. He
walked straight across to it, picked an apple, and put it in the breast pocket of his Norfolk jacket.
But he couldn’t help looking at it and smelling it before he put it away.It would have been better if
he had not. A terrible thirst and hunger came over him and a longing to taste that fruit. He put it
hastily into his pocket; but there were plenty of others. Could it be wrong to taste one? After all,
he thought, the notice on the gate might not have been exactly an order; it might have been only
a piece of advice—and who cares about advice? Or even if it were an order, would he be
disobeying it by eating an apple? He had already obeyed the part about taking one “for
others.”While he was thinking of all this he happened to look up through the branches toward the
top of the tree. There, on a branch above his head, a wonderful bird was roosting. I say “roosting”
because it seemed almost asleep; perhaps not quite. The tiniest slit of one eye was open. It was
larger than an eagle, its breast saffron, its head crested with scarlet, and its tail purple.“And it
just shows,” said Digory afterward when he was telling the story to others, “that you can’t be too
careful in these magical places. You never know what may be watching you.” But I think Digory
would not have taken an apple for himself in any case. Things like Do Not Steal were, I think,
hammered into boys’ heads a good deal harder in those days than they are now. Still, we can



never be certain.Digory was just turning to go back to the gates when he stopped to have one
last look round. He got a terrible shock. He was not alone. There, only a few yards away from
him, stood the Witch. She was just throwing away the core of an apple which she had eaten. The
juice was darker than you would expect and had made a horrid stain round her mouth. Digory
guessed at once that she must have climbed in over the wall. And he began to see that there
might be some sense in that last line about getting your heart’s desire and getting despair along
with it. For the Witch looked stronger and prouder than ever, and even, in a way, triumphant; but
her face was deadly white, white as salt.All this flashed through Digory’s mind in a second; then
he took to his heels and ran for the gates as hard as he could pelt; the Witch after him. As soon
as he was out, the gates closed behind him of their own accord. That gave him the lead but not
for long. By the time he had reached the others and was shouting out “Quick, get on, Polly! Get
up, Fledge,” the Witch had climbed the wall, or vaulted over it, and was close behind him
again.“Stay where you are,” cried Digory, turning round to face her, “or we’ll all vanish. Don’t
come an inch nearer.”“Foolish boy,” said the Witch. “Why do you run from me? I mean you no
harm. If you do not stop and listen to me now, you will miss some knowledge that would have
made you happy all your life.”“Well, I don’t want to hear it, thanks,” said Digory. But he did.“I know
what errand you have come on,” continued the Witch. “For it was I who was close beside you in
the woods last night and heard all your counsels. You have plucked fruit in the garden yonder.
You have it in your pocket now. And you are going to carry it back, untasted, to the Lion; for him
to eat, for him to use. You simpleton! Do you know what that fruit is? I will tell you. It is the apple
of youth, the apple of life. I know, for I have tasted it; and I feel already such changes in myself
that I know I shall never grow old or die. Eat it, Boy, eat it; and you and I will both live forever and
be king and queen of this whole world—or of your world, if we decide to go back there.”“No
thanks,” said Digory, “I don’t know that I care much about living on and on after everyone I know
is dead. I’d rather live an ordinary time and die and go to Heaven.”“But what about this Mother of
yours whom you pretend to love so?”“What’s she got to do with it?” said Digory.“Do you not see,
Fool, that one bite of that apple would heal her? You have it in your pocket. We are here by
ourselves and the Lion is far away. Use your Magic and go back to your own world. A minute
later you can be at your Mother’s bedside, giving her the fruit. Five minutes later you will see the
color coming back to her face. She will tell you the pain is gone. Soon she will tell you she feels
stronger. Then she will fall asleep—think of that; hours of sweet natural sleep, without pain,
without drugs. Next day everyone will be saying how wonderfully she has recovered. Soon she
will be quite well again. All will be well again. Your home will be happy again. You will be like
other boys.”“Oh!” gasped Digory as if he had been hurt, and put his hand to his head. For he now
knew that the most terrible choice lay before him.“What has the Lion ever done for you that you
should be his slave?” said the Witch. “What can he do to you once you are back in your own
world? And what would your Mother think if she knew that you could have taken her pain away
and given her back her life and saved your Father’s heart from being broken, and that you
wouldn’t—that you’d rather run messages for a wild animal in a strange world that is no business



of yours?”“I—I don’t think he is a wild animal,” said Digory in a dried-up sort of voice. “He is—I
don’t know—”“Then he is something worse,” said the Witch. “Look what he has done to you
already; look how heartless he has made you. That is what he does to everyone who listens to
him. Cruel, pitiless boy! you would let your own Mother die rather than—”“Oh shut up,” said the
miserable Digory, still in the same voice. “Do you think I don’t see? But I—I promised.”“Ah, but
you didn’t know what you were promising. And no one here can prevent you.”“Mother herself,”
said Digory, getting the words out with difficulty, “wouldn’t like it—awfully strict about keeping
promises—and not stealing—and all that sort of thing. She’d tell me not to do it—quick as
anything—if she was here.”“But she need never know,” said the Witch, speaking more sweetly
than you would have thought anyone with so fierce a face could speak. “You wouldn’t tell her
how you’d got the apple. Your Father need never know. No one in your world need know anything
about this whole story. You needn’t take the little girl back with you, you know.”That was where
the Witch made her fatal mistake. Of course Digory knew that Polly could get away by her own
ring as easily as he could get away by his. But apparently the Witch didn’t know this. And the
meanness of the suggestion that he should leave Polly behind suddenly made all the other
things the Witch had been saying to him sound false and hollow. And even in the midst of all his
misery, his head suddenly cleared, and he said (in a different and much louder voice):“Look
here; where do you come into all this? Why are you so precious fond of my Mother all of a
sudden? What’s it got to do with you? What’s your game?”“Good for you, Digs,” whispered Polly
in his ear. “Quick! Get away now.” She hadn’t dared to say anything all through the argument
because, you see, it wasn’t her Mother who was dying.“Up then,” said Digory, heaving her on to
Fledge’s back and then scrambling up as quickly as he could. The horse spread its wings.“Go
then, Fools,” called the Witch. “Think of me, boy, when you lie old and weak and dying, and
remember how you threw away the chance of endless youth! It won’t be offered you again.”They
were already so high that they could only just hear her. Nor did the Witch waste any time gazing
up at them; they saw her set off northward down the slope of the hill.They had started early that
morning and what happened in the garden had not taken very long, so that Fledge and Polly
both said they would easily get back to Narnia before nightfall. Digory never spoke on the way
back, and the others were shy of speaking to him. He was very sad and he wasn’t even sure all
the time that he had done the right thing; but whenever he remembered the shining tears in
Aslan’s eyes he became sure.All day Fledge flew steadily with untiring wings; eastward with the
river to guide him, through the mountains and over the wild wooded hills, and then over the great
waterfall and down, and down, to where the woods of Narnia were darkened by the shadow of
the mighty cliff, till at last, when the sky was growing red with sunset behind them, he saw a
place where many creatures were gathered together by the riverside. And soon he could see
Aslan himself in the midst of them. Fledge glided down, spread out his four legs, closed his
wings, and landed cantering. Then he pulled up. The children dismounted. Digory saw all the
animals, dwarfs, satyrs, nymphs, and other things drawing back to the left and right to make way
for him. He walked up to Aslan, handed him the apple, and said:“I’ve brought you the apple you



wanted, sir.”Chapter FourteenThe Planting of the Tree“WELL DONE,” SAID ASLAN IN A VOICE
THAT MADE the earth shake. Then Digory knew that all the Narnians had heard those words
and that the story of them would be handed down from father to son in that new world for
hundreds of years and perhaps forever. But he was in no danger of feeling conceited for he
didn’t think about it at all now that he was face to face with Aslan. This time he found he could
look straight into the Lion’s eyes. He had forgotten his troubles and felt absolutely content.“Well
done, Son of Adam,” said the Lion again. “For this fruit you have hungered and thirsted and wept.
No hand but yours shall sow the seed of the tree that is to be the protection of Narnia. Throw the
apple toward the river bank where the ground is soft.”Digory did as he was told. Everyone had
grown so quiet that you could hear the soft thump where it fell into the mud.“It is well thrown,”
said Aslan. “Let us now proceed to the coronation of King Frank of Narnia and Helen his
Queen.”The children now noticed these two for the first time. They were dressed in strange and
beautiful clothes, and from their shoulders rich robes flowed out behind them to where four
dwarfs held up the King’s train and four river-nymphs the Queen’s. Their heads were bare; but
Helen had let her hair down and it made a great improvement in her appearance. But it was
neither hair nor clothes that made them look so different from their old selves. Their faces had a
new expression, especially the King’s. All the sharpness and cunning and quarrelsomeness
which he had picked up as a London cabby seemed to have been washed away, and the
courage and kindness which he had always had were easier to see. Perhaps it was the air of the
young world that had done it, or talking with Aslan, or both.“Upon my word,” whispered Fledge to
Polly. “My old master’s been changed nearly as much as I have! Why, he’s a real master
now.”“Yes, but don’t buzz in my ear like that,” said Polly. “It tickles so.”“Now,” said Aslan, “some of
you undo that tangle you have made with those trees and let us see what we shall find
there.”Digory now saw that where four trees grew close together their branches had all been
laced together or tied together with switches so as to make a sort of cage. The two Elephants
with their trunks and a few dwarfs with their little axes soon got it all undone. There were three
things inside. One was a young tree that seemed to be made of gold; the second was a young
tree that seemed to be made of silver; but the third was a miserable object in muddy clothes,
sitting hunched up between them.“Gosh!” whispered Digory. “Uncle Andrew!”To explain all this
we must go back a bit. The Beasts, you remember, had tried planting and watering him. When
the watering brought him to his senses, he found himself soaking wet, buried up to his thighs in
earth (which was quickly turning into mud) and surrounded by more wild animals than he had
ever dreamed of in his life before. It is perhaps not surprising that he began to scream and howl.
This was in a way a good thing, for it at last persuaded everyone (even the Warthog) that he was
alive. So they dug him up again (his trousers were in a really shocking state by now). As soon as
his legs were free he tried to bolt, but one swift curl of the Elephant’s trunk round his waist soon
put an end to that. Everyone now thought he must be safely kept somewhere till Aslan had time
to come and see him and say what should be done about him. So they made a sort of cage or
coop all round him. They then offered him everything they could think of to eat.The Donkey



collected great piles of thistles and threw them in, but Uncle Andrew didn’t seem to care about
them. The Squirrels bombarded him with volleys of nuts, but he only covered his head with his
hands and tried to keep out of the way. Several birds flew to and fro diligently dropping worms on
him. The Bear was especially kind. During the afternoon he found a wild bees’ nest and instead
of eating it himself (which he would very much like to have done) this worthy creature brought it
back to Uncle Andrew. But this was in fact the worst failure of all. The Bear lobbed the whole
sticky mass over the top of the enclosure and unfortunately it hit Uncle Andrew slap in the face
(not all the bees were dead). The Bear, who would not at all have minded being hit in the face by
a honeycomb himself, could not understand why Uncle Andrew staggered back, slipped, and
sat down. And it was sheer bad luck that he sat down on the pile of thistles. “And anyway,” as the
Warthog said, “quite a lot of honey has got into the creature’s mouth and that’s bound to have
done it some good.” They were really getting quite fond of their strange pet and hoped that Aslan
would allow them to keep it. The cleverer ones were quite sure by now that at least some of the
noises which came out of his mouth had a meaning. They christened him Brandy because he
made that noise so often.In the end, however, they had to leave him there for the night. Aslan
was busy all that day instructing the new King and Queen and doing other important things, and
could not attend to “poor old Brandy.” What with the nuts, pears, apples, and bananas that had
been thrown in to him, he did fairly well for supper; but it wouldn’t be true to say that he passed
an agreeable night.“Bring out that creature,” said Aslan. One of the Elephants lifted Uncle
Andrew in its trunk and laid him at the Lion’s feet. He was too frightened to move.“Please, Aslan,”
said Polly, “could you say something to—to unfrighten him? And then could you say something
to prevent him from ever coming back here again?”“Do you think he wants to?” said Aslan.“Well,
Aslan,” said Polly, “he might send someone else. He’s so excited about the bar off the lamp-post
growing into a lamp-post tree and he thinks—”“He thinks great folly, child,” said Aslan. “This
world is bursting with life for these few days because the song with which I called it into life still
hangs in the air and rumbles in the ground. It will not be so for long. But I cannot tell that to this
old sinner, and I cannot comfort him either; he has made himself unable to hear my voice. If I
spoke to him, he would hear only growlings and roarings. Oh, Adam’s sons, how cleverly you
defend yourselves against all that might do you good! But I will give him the only gift he is still
able to receive.”He bowed his great head rather sadly, and breathed into the Magician’s terrified
face. “Sleep,” he said. “Sleep and be separated for some few hours from all the torments you
have devised for yourself.” Uncle Andrew immediately rolled over with closed eyes and began
breathing peacefully.“Carry him aside and lay him down,” said Aslan. “Now, dwarfs! Show your
smith-craft. Let me see you make two crowns for your King and Queen.”More Dwarfs than you
could dream of rushed forward to the Golden Tree. They had all its leaves stripped off, and some
of its branches torn off too, before you could say Jack Robinson. And now the children could see
that it did not merely look golden but was of real, soft gold. It had of course sprung up from the
half-sovereigns which had fallen out of Uncle Andrew’s pocket when he was turned upside
down; just as the silver had grown up from the half-crowns. From nowhere, as it seemed, piles of



dry brushwood for fuel, a little anvil, hammers, tongs, and bellows were produced. Next moment
(how those dwarfs loved their work!) the fire was blazing, the bellows were roaring, the gold was
melting, the hammers were clinking. Two Moles, whom Aslan had set to dig (which was what
they liked best) earlier in the day, poured out a pile of precious stones at the dwarfs’ feet. Under
the clever fingers of the little smiths two crowns took shape—not ugly, heavy things like modern
European crowns, but light, delicate, beautifully shaped circles that you could really wear and
look nicer by wearing. The King’s was set with rubies and the Queen’s with emeralds.When the
crowns had been cooled in the river, Aslan made Frank and Helen kneel before him and he
placed the crowns on their heads. Then he said, “Rise up, King and Queen of Narnia, father and
mother of many kings that shall be in Narnia and the Isles and Archenland. Be just and merciful
and brave. The blessing is upon you.”Then everyone cheered or bayed or neighed or trumpeted
or clapped its wings and the royal pair stood looking solemn and a little shy, but all the nobler for
their shyness. And while Digory was still cheering he heard the deep voice of Aslan beside him,
saying:“Look!”Everyone in that crowd turned its head, and then everyone drew a long breath of
wonder and delight. A little way off, towering over their heads, they saw a tree which had
certainly not been there before. It must have grown up silently, yet swiftly as a flag rises when
you pull it up on a flagstaff, while they were all busied about the coronation. Its spreading
branches seemed to cast a light rather than a shade, and silver apples peeped out like stars
from under every leaf. But it was the smell which came from it, even more than the sight, that had
made everyone draw in their breath. For a moment one could hardly think about anything
else.“Son of Adam,” said Aslan, “you have sown well. And you, Narnians, let it be your first care
to guard this Tree, for it is your Shield. The Witch of whom I told you has fled far away into the
North of the world; she will live on there, growing stronger in dark Magic. But while that tree
flourishes she will never come down into Narnia. She dare not come within a hundred miles of
the Tree, for its smell, which is joy and life and health to you, is death and horror and despair to
her.”Everyone was staring solemnly at the Tree when Aslan suddenly swung round his head
(scattering golden gleams of light from his mane as he did so) and fixed his large eyes on the
children. “What is it, children?” he said, for he caught them in the very act of whispering and
nudging one another.“Oh—Aslan, sir,” said Digory, turning red, “I forgot to tell you. The Witch has
already eaten one of those apples, one of the same kind that tree grew from.” He hadn’t really
said all he was thinking, but Polly at once said it for him. (Digory was always much more afraid
than she of looking a fool.)“So we thought, Aslan,” she said, “that there must be some mistake,
and she can’t really mind the smell of those apples.”“Why do you think that, Daughter of Eve?”
asked the Lion.“Well, she ate one.”“Child,” he replied, “that is why all the rest are now a horror to
her. That is what happens to those who pluck and eat fruits at the wrong time and in the wrong
way. The fruit is good, but they loathe it ever after.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly. “And I suppose because
she took it in the wrong way it won’t work for her. I mean it won’t make her always young and all
that?”“Alas,” said Aslan, shaking his head. “It will. Things always work according to their nature.
She has won her heart’s desire; she has unwearying strength and endless days like a goddess.



But length of days with an evil heart is only length of misery and already she begins to know it.
All get what they want; they do not always like it.”“I—I nearly ate one myself, Aslan,” said Digory.
“Would I—”“You would, child,” said Aslan. “For the fruit always works—it must work—but it does
not work happily for any who pluck it at their own will. If any Narnian, unbidden, had stolen an
apple and planted it here to protect Narnia, it would have protected Narnia. But it would have
done so by making Narnia into another strong and cruel empire like Charn, not the kindly land I
mean it to be. And the Witch tempted you to do another thing, my son, did she not?”“Yes, Aslan.
She wanted me to take an apple home to Mother.”“Understand, then, that it would have healed
her; but not to your joy or hers. The day would have come when both you and she would have
looked back and said it would have been better to die in that illness.”And Digory could say
nothing, for tears choked him and he gave up all hopes of saving his Mother’s life; but at the
same time he knew that the Lion knew what would have happened, and that there might be
things more terrible even than losing someone you love by death. But now Aslan was speaking
again, almost in a whisper:“That is what would have happened, child, with a stolen apple. It is
not what will happen now. What I give you now will bring joy. It will not, in your world, give
endless life, but it will heal. Go. Pluck her an apple from the Tree.”For a second Digory could
hardly understand. It was as if the whole world had turned inside out and upside down. And then,
like someone in a dream, he was walking across to the Tree, and the King and Queen were
cheering him and all the creatures were cheering too. He plucked the apple and put it in his
pocket. Then he came back to Aslan.“Please,” he said, “may we go home now?” He had
forgotten to say “Thank you,” but he meant it, and Aslan understood.Chapter FourteenThe
Planting of the Tree“WELL DONE,” SAID ASLAN IN A VOICE THAT MADE the earth shake.
Then Digory knew that all the Narnians had heard those words and that the story of them would
be handed down from father to son in that new world for hundreds of years and perhaps forever.
But he was in no danger of feeling conceited for he didn’t think about it at all now that he was
face to face with Aslan. This time he found he could look straight into the Lion’s eyes. He had
forgotten his troubles and felt absolutely content.“Well done, Son of Adam,” said the Lion again.
“For this fruit you have hungered and thirsted and wept. No hand but yours shall sow the seed of
the tree that is to be the protection of Narnia. Throw the apple toward the river bank where the
ground is soft.”Digory did as he was told. Everyone had grown so quiet that you could hear the
soft thump where it fell into the mud.“It is well thrown,” said Aslan. “Let us now proceed to the
coronation of King Frank of Narnia and Helen his Queen.”The children now noticed these two for
the first time. They were dressed in strange and beautiful clothes, and from their shoulders rich
robes flowed out behind them to where four dwarfs held up the King’s train and four river-
nymphs the Queen’s. Their heads were bare; but Helen had let her hair down and it made a
great improvement in her appearance. But it was neither hair nor clothes that made them look so
different from their old selves. Their faces had a new expression, especially the King’s. All the
sharpness and cunning and quarrelsomeness which he had picked up as a London cabby
seemed to have been washed away, and the courage and kindness which he had always had



were easier to see. Perhaps it was the air of the young world that had done it, or talking with
Aslan, or both.“Upon my word,” whispered Fledge to Polly. “My old master’s been changed
nearly as much as I have! Why, he’s a real master now.”“Yes, but don’t buzz in my ear like that,”
said Polly. “It tickles so.”“Now,” said Aslan, “some of you undo that tangle you have made with
those trees and let us see what we shall find there.”Digory now saw that where four trees grew
close together their branches had all been laced together or tied together with switches so as to
make a sort of cage. The two Elephants with their trunks and a few dwarfs with their little axes
soon got it all undone. There were three things inside. One was a young tree that seemed to be
made of gold; the second was a young tree that seemed to be made of silver; but the third was a
miserable object in muddy clothes, sitting hunched up between them.“Gosh!” whispered Digory.
“Uncle Andrew!”To explain all this we must go back a bit. The Beasts, you remember, had tried
planting and watering him. When the watering brought him to his senses, he found himself
soaking wet, buried up to his thighs in earth (which was quickly turning into mud) and
surrounded by more wild animals than he had ever dreamed of in his life before. It is perhaps not
surprising that he began to scream and howl. This was in a way a good thing, for it at last
persuaded everyone (even the Warthog) that he was alive. So they dug him up again (his
trousers were in a really shocking state by now). As soon as his legs were free he tried to bolt,
but one swift curl of the Elephant’s trunk round his waist soon put an end to that. Everyone now
thought he must be safely kept somewhere till Aslan had time to come and see him and say
what should be done about him. So they made a sort of cage or coop all round him. They then
offered him everything they could think of to eat.The Donkey collected great piles of thistles and
threw them in, but Uncle Andrew didn’t seem to care about them. The Squirrels bombarded him
with volleys of nuts, but he only covered his head with his hands and tried to keep out of the way.
Several birds flew to and fro diligently dropping worms on him. The Bear was especially kind.
During the afternoon he found a wild bees’ nest and instead of eating it himself (which he would
very much like to have done) this worthy creature brought it back to Uncle Andrew. But this was
in fact the worst failure of all. The Bear lobbed the whole sticky mass over the top of the
enclosure and unfortunately it hit Uncle Andrew slap in the face (not all the bees were dead).
The Bear, who would not at all have minded being hit in the face by a honeycomb himself, could
not understand why Uncle Andrew staggered back, slipped, and sat down. And it was sheer bad
luck that he sat down on the pile of thistles. “And anyway,” as the Warthog said, “quite a lot of
honey has got into the creature’s mouth and that’s bound to have done it some good.” They were
really getting quite fond of their strange pet and hoped that Aslan would allow them to keep it.
The cleverer ones were quite sure by now that at least some of the noises which came out of his
mouth had a meaning. They christened him Brandy because he made that noise so often.In the
end, however, they had to leave him there for the night. Aslan was busy all that day instructing
the new King and Queen and doing other important things, and could not attend to “poor old
Brandy.” What with the nuts, pears, apples, and bananas that had been thrown in to him, he did
fairly well for supper; but it wouldn’t be true to say that he passed an agreeable night.“Bring out



that creature,” said Aslan. One of the Elephants lifted Uncle Andrew in its trunk and laid him at
the Lion’s feet. He was too frightened to move.“Please, Aslan,” said Polly, “could you say
something to—to unfrighten him? And then could you say something to prevent him from ever
coming back here again?”“Do you think he wants to?” said Aslan.“Well, Aslan,” said Polly, “he
might send someone else. He’s so excited about the bar off the lamp-post growing into a lamp-
post tree and he thinks—”“He thinks great folly, child,” said Aslan. “This world is bursting with life
for these few days because the song with which I called it into life still hangs in the air and
rumbles in the ground. It will not be so for long. But I cannot tell that to this old sinner, and I
cannot comfort him either; he has made himself unable to hear my voice. If I spoke to him, he
would hear only growlings and roarings. Oh, Adam’s sons, how cleverly you defend yourselves
against all that might do you good! But I will give him the only gift he is still able to receive.”He
bowed his great head rather sadly, and breathed into the Magician’s terrified face. “Sleep,” he
said. “Sleep and be separated for some few hours from all the torments you have devised for
yourself.” Uncle Andrew immediately rolled over with closed eyes and began breathing
peacefully.“Carry him aside and lay him down,” said Aslan. “Now, dwarfs! Show your smith-craft.
Let me see you make two crowns for your King and Queen.”More Dwarfs than you could dream
of rushed forward to the Golden Tree. They had all its leaves stripped off, and some of its
branches torn off too, before you could say Jack Robinson. And now the children could see that
it did not merely look golden but was of real, soft gold. It had of course sprung up from the half-
sovereigns which had fallen out of Uncle Andrew’s pocket when he was turned upside down; just
as the silver had grown up from the half-crowns. From nowhere, as it seemed, piles of dry
brushwood for fuel, a little anvil, hammers, tongs, and bellows were produced. Next moment
(how those dwarfs loved their work!) the fire was blazing, the bellows were roaring, the gold was
melting, the hammers were clinking. Two Moles, whom Aslan had set to dig (which was what
they liked best) earlier in the day, poured out a pile of precious stones at the dwarfs’ feet. Under
the clever fingers of the little smiths two crowns took shape—not ugly, heavy things like modern
European crowns, but light, delicate, beautifully shaped circles that you could really wear and
look nicer by wearing. The King’s was set with rubies and the Queen’s with emeralds.When the
crowns had been cooled in the river, Aslan made Frank and Helen kneel before him and he
placed the crowns on their heads. Then he said, “Rise up, King and Queen of Narnia, father and
mother of many kings that shall be in Narnia and the Isles and Archenland. Be just and merciful
and brave. The blessing is upon you.”Then everyone cheered or bayed or neighed or trumpeted
or clapped its wings and the royal pair stood looking solemn and a little shy, but all the nobler for
their shyness. And while Digory was still cheering he heard the deep voice of Aslan beside him,
saying:“Look!”Everyone in that crowd turned its head, and then everyone drew a long breath of
wonder and delight. A little way off, towering over their heads, they saw a tree which had
certainly not been there before. It must have grown up silently, yet swiftly as a flag rises when
you pull it up on a flagstaff, while they were all busied about the coronation. Its spreading
branches seemed to cast a light rather than a shade, and silver apples peeped out like stars



from under every leaf. But it was the smell which came from it, even more than the sight, that had
made everyone draw in their breath. For a moment one could hardly think about anything
else.“Son of Adam,” said Aslan, “you have sown well. And you, Narnians, let it be your first care
to guard this Tree, for it is your Shield. The Witch of whom I told you has fled far away into the
North of the world; she will live on there, growing stronger in dark Magic. But while that tree
flourishes she will never come down into Narnia. She dare not come within a hundred miles of
the Tree, for its smell, which is joy and life and health to you, is death and horror and despair to
her.”Everyone was staring solemnly at the Tree when Aslan suddenly swung round his head
(scattering golden gleams of light from his mane as he did so) and fixed his large eyes on the
children. “What is it, children?” he said, for he caught them in the very act of whispering and
nudging one another.“Oh—Aslan, sir,” said Digory, turning red, “I forgot to tell you. The Witch has
already eaten one of those apples, one of the same kind that tree grew from.” He hadn’t really
said all he was thinking, but Polly at once said it for him. (Digory was always much more afraid
than she of looking a fool.)“So we thought, Aslan,” she said, “that there must be some mistake,
and she can’t really mind the smell of those apples.”“Why do you think that, Daughter of Eve?”
asked the Lion.“Well, she ate one.”“Child,” he replied, “that is why all the rest are now a horror to
her. That is what happens to those who pluck and eat fruits at the wrong time and in the wrong
way. The fruit is good, but they loathe it ever after.”“Oh, I see,” said Polly. “And I suppose because
she took it in the wrong way it won’t work for her. I mean it won’t make her always young and all
that?”“Alas,” said Aslan, shaking his head. “It will. Things always work according to their nature.
She has won her heart’s desire; she has unwearying strength and endless days like a goddess.
But length of days with an evil heart is only length of misery and already she begins to know it.
All get what they want; they do not always like it.”“I—I nearly ate one myself, Aslan,” said Digory.
“Would I—”“You would, child,” said Aslan. “For the fruit always works—it must work—but it does
not work happily for any who pluck it at their own will. If any Narnian, unbidden, had stolen an
apple and planted it here to protect Narnia, it would have protected Narnia. But it would have
done so by making Narnia into another strong and cruel empire like Charn, not the kindly land I
mean it to be. And the Witch tempted you to do another thing, my son, did she not?”“Yes, Aslan.
She wanted me to take an apple home to Mother.”“Understand, then, that it would have healed
her; but not to your joy or hers. The day would have come when both you and she would have
looked back and said it would have been better to die in that illness.”And Digory could say
nothing, for tears choked him and he gave up all hopes of saving his Mother’s life; but at the
same time he knew that the Lion knew what would have happened, and that there might be
things more terrible even than losing someone you love by death. But now Aslan was speaking
again, almost in a whisper:“That is what would have happened, child, with a stolen apple. It is
not what will happen now. What I give you now will bring joy. It will not, in your world, give
endless life, but it will heal. Go. Pluck her an apple from the Tree.”For a second Digory could
hardly understand. It was as if the whole world had turned inside out and upside down. And then,
like someone in a dream, he was walking across to the Tree, and the King and Queen were



cheering him and all the creatures were cheering too. He plucked the apple and put it in his
pocket. Then he came back to Aslan.“Please,” he said, “may we go home now?” He had
forgotten to say “Thank you,” but he meant it, and Aslan understood.Chapter FifteenThe End of
This Story and the Beginning of All the Others“YOU NEED NO RINGS WHEN I AM WITH YOU,”
SAID the voice of Aslan. The children blinked and looked about them. They were once more in
the Wood between the Worlds; Uncle Andrew lay on the grass, still asleep; Aslan stood beside
them.“Come,” said Aslan, “it is time that you went back. But there are two things to see first; a
warning, and a command. Look here, children.”They looked and saw a little hollow in the grass,
with a grassy bottom, warm and dry.“When you were last here,” said Aslan, “that hollow was a
pool, and when you jumped into it you came to the world where a dying sun shone over the ruins
of Charn. There is no pool now. That world is ended, as if it had never been. Let the race of
Adam and Eve take warning.”“Yes, Aslan,” said both the children. But Polly added, “But we’re not
quite as bad as that world, are we, Aslan?”“Not yet, Daughter of Eve,” he said. “Not yet. But you
are growing more like it. It is not certain that some wicked one of your race will not find out a
secret as evil as the Deplorable Word and use it to destroy all living things. And soon, very soon,
before you are an old man and an old woman, great nations in your world will be ruled by tyrants
who care no more for joy and justice and mercy than the Empress Jadis. Let your world beware.
That is the warning. Now for the command. As soon as you can, take from this Uncle of yours his
magic rings and bury them so that no one can use them again.”Both the children were looking
up into the Lion’s face as he spoke these words. And all at once (they never knew exactly how it
happened) the face seemed to be a sea of tossing gold in which they were floating, and such a
sweetness and power rolled about them and over them and entered them that they felt they had
never really been happy or wise or good, or even alive and awake, before. And the memory of
that moment stayed with them always, so that as long as they both lived, if ever they were sad or
afraid or angry, the thought of all that golden goodness, and the feeling that it was still there,
quite close, just round some corner or just behind some door, would come back and make them
sure, deep down inside, that all was well. Next minute all three of them (Uncle Andrew now
awake) came tumbling into the noise, heat, and hot smells of London.They were on the
pavement outside the Ketterleys’ front door, and except that the Witch, the Horse, and the
Cabby were gone, everything was exactly as they had left it. There was the lamp-post, with one
arm missing; there was the wreck of the hansom cab; and there was the crowd. Everyone was
still talking and people were kneeling beside the damaged policeman, saying things like, “He’s
coming round” or “How do you feel now, old chap?” or “The ambulance will be here in a
jiffy.”“Great Scott!” thought Digory. “I believe the whole adventure’s taken no time at all.”Most
people were wildly looking round for Jadis and the horse. No one took any notice of the children
for no one had seen them go or noticed them coming back. As for Uncle Andrew, what between
the state of his clothes and the honey on his face, he could not have been recognized by
anyone. Fortunately the front door of the house was open and the housemaid was standing in
the doorway staring at the fun (what a day that girl was having!) so the children had no difficulty



in bustling Uncle Andrew indoors before anyone asked any questions.He raced up the stairs
before them and at first they were very afraid he was heading for his attic and meant to hide his
remaining magic rings. But they needn’t have bothered. What he was thinking about was the
bottle in his wardrobe, and he disappeared at once into his bedroom and locked the door. When
he came out again (which was not for a long time) he was in his dressing-gown and made
straight for the bathroom.“Can you get the other rings, Poll?” said Digory. “I want to go to
Mother.”“Right. See you later,” said Polly and clattered up the attic stairs.Then Digory took a
minute to get his breath, and then went softly into his Mother’s room. And there she lay, as he
had seen her lie so many other times, propped up on the pillows, with a thin, pale face that
would make you cry to look at it. Digory took the Apple of Life out of his pocket.And just as the
Witch Jadis had looked different when you saw her in our world instead of in her own, so the fruit
of that mountain garden looked different too. There were of course all sorts of colored things in
the bedroom; the colored counterpane on the bed, the wallpaper, the sunlight from the window,
and Mother’s pretty, pale blue dressing jacket. But the moment Digory took the Apple out of his
pocket, all those things seemed to have scarcely any color at all. Every one of them, even the
sunlight, looked faded and dingy. The brightness of the Apple threw strange lights on the ceiling.
Nothing else was worth looking at: you couldn’t look at anything else. And the smell of the Apple
of Youth was as if there was a window in the room that opened on Heaven.“Oh, darling, how
lovely,” said Digory’s Mother.“You will eat it, won’t you? Please,” said Digory.“I don’t know what
the Doctor would say,” she answered. “But really—I almost feel as if I could.”He peeled it and cut
it up and gave it to her piece by piece. And no sooner had she finished it than she smiled and
her head sank back on the pillow and she was asleep: a real, natural, gentle sleep, without any
of those nasty drugs, which was, as Digory knew, the thing in the whole world that she wanted
most. And he was sure now that her face looked a little different. He bent down and kissed her
very softly and stole out of the room with a beating heart, taking the core of the apple with him.
For the rest of that day, whenever he looked at the things about him, and saw how ordinary and
unmagical they were, he hardly dared to hope; but when he remembered the face of Aslan he
did hope.That evening he buried the core of the Apple in the back garden.Next morning when
the Doctor made his usual visit, Digory leaned over the banisters to listen. He heard the Doctor
come out with Aunt Letty and say:“Miss Ketterley, this is the most extraordinary case I have
known in my whole medical career. It is—it is like a miracle. I wouldn’t tell the little boy anything
at present; we don’t want to raise any false hopes. But in my opinion—” then his voice became
too low to hear.That afternoon he went down the garden and whistled their agreed secret signal
for Polly (she hadn’t been able to get back the day before).“What luck?” said Polly, looking over
the wall. “I mean, about your Mother?”“I think—I think it is going to be all right,” said Digory. “But if
you don’t mind I’d really rather not talk about it yet. What about the rings?”“I’ve got them all,” said
Polly. “Look, it’s all right, I’m wearing gloves. Let’s bury them.”“Yes, let’s. I’ve marked the place
where I buried the core of the Apple yesterday.”Then Polly came over the wall and they went
together to the place. But, as it turned out, Digory need not have marked the place. Something



was already coming up. It was not growing so that you could see it grow as the new trees had
done in Narnia, but it was already well above ground. They got a trowel and buried all the magic
rings, including their own ones, in a circle round it.About a week after this it was quite certain that
Digory’s Mother was getting better. About a fortnight later she was able to sit out in the garden.
And a month later that whole house had become a different place. Aunt Letty did everything that
Mother liked; windows were opened, frowsy curtains were drawn back to brighten up the rooms,
there were new flowers everywhere, and nicer things to eat, and the old piano was tuned and
Mother took up her singing again, and had such games with Digory and Polly that Aunt Letty
would say “I declare, Mabel, you’re the biggest baby of the three.”When things go wrong, you’ll
find they usually go on getting worse for some time; but when things once start going right they
often go on getting better and better. After about six weeks of this lovely life there came a long
letter from Father in India, which had wonderful news in it. Old Great-Uncle Kirke had died and
this meant, apparently, that Father was now very rich. He was going to retire and come home
from India forever and ever. And the great big house in the country, which Digory had heard of all
his life and never seen, would now be their home; the big house with the suits of armor, the
stables, the kennels, the river, the park, the hot-houses, the vineries, the woods, and the
mountains behind it. So that Digory felt just as sure as you that they were all going to live happily
ever after. But perhaps you would like to know just one or two things more.Polly and Digory were
always great friends and she came nearly every holiday to stay with them at their beautiful house
in the country; and that was where she learned to ride and swim and milk and bake and climb.In
Narnia the Beasts lived in great peace and joy and neither the Witch nor any other enemy came
to trouble that pleasant land for many hundred years. King Frank and Queen Helen and their
children lived happily in Narnia and their second son became King of Archenland. The boys
married nymphs and the girls married wood-gods and river-gods. The lamp-post which the
Witch had planted (without knowing it) shone day and night in the Narnian forest, so that the
place where it grew came to be called Lantern Waste; and when, many years later, another child
from our world got into Narnia, on a snowy night, she found the light still burning. And that
adventure was, in a way, connected with the ones I have just been telling you.It was like this. The
tree which sprang from the core of the Apple that Digory planted in the back garden, lived and
grew into a fine tree. Growing in the soil of our world, far out of the sound of Aslan’s voice and far
from the young air of Narnia, it did not bear apples that would revive a dying woman as Digory’s
Mother had been revived, though it did bear apples more beautiful than any others in England,
and they were extremely good for you, though not fully magical. But inside itself, in the very sap
of it, the tree (so to speak) never forgot that other tree in Narnia to which it belonged. Sometimes
it would move mysteriously when there was no wind blowing: I think that when this happened
there were high winds in Narnia and the English tree quivered because, at that moment, the
Narnia tree was rocking and swaying in a strong southwestern gale. However that might be, it
was proved later that there was still magic in its wood. For when Digory was quite middle-aged
(and he was a famous learned man, a Professor, and a great traveler by that time) and the



Ketterleys’ old house belonged to him, there was a great storm all over the south of England
which blew the tree down. He couldn’t bear to have it simply chopped up for firewood, so he had
part of the timber made into a wardrobe, which he put in his big house in the country. And though
he himself did not discover the magic properties of that wardrobe, someone else did. That was
the beginning of all the comings and goings between Narnia and our world, which you can read
of in other books.When Digory and his people went to live in the big country house, they took
Uncle Andrew to live with them; for Digory’s Father said, “We must try to keep the old fellow out
of mischief, and it isn’t fair that poor Letty should have him always on her hands.” Uncle Andrew
never tried any Magic again as long as he lived. He had learned his lesson, and in his old age he
became a nicer and less selfish old man than he had ever been before. But he always liked to
get visitors alone in the billiard-room and tell them stories about a mysterious lady, a foreign
royalty, with whom he had driven about London. “A devilish temper she had,” he would say. “But
she was a dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman.”Chapter FifteenThe End of This Story and
the Beginning of All the Others“YOU NEED NO RINGS WHEN I AM WITH YOU,” SAID the voice
of Aslan. The children blinked and looked about them. They were once more in the Wood
between the Worlds; Uncle Andrew lay on the grass, still asleep; Aslan stood beside
them.“Come,” said Aslan, “it is time that you went back. But there are two things to see first; a
warning, and a command. Look here, children.”They looked and saw a little hollow in the grass,
with a grassy bottom, warm and dry.“When you were last here,” said Aslan, “that hollow was a
pool, and when you jumped into it you came to the world where a dying sun shone over the ruins
of Charn. There is no pool now. That world is ended, as if it had never been. Let the race of
Adam and Eve take warning.”“Yes, Aslan,” said both the children. But Polly added, “But we’re not
quite as bad as that world, are we, Aslan?”“Not yet, Daughter of Eve,” he said. “Not yet. But you
are growing more like it. It is not certain that some wicked one of your race will not find out a
secret as evil as the Deplorable Word and use it to destroy all living things. And soon, very soon,
before you are an old man and an old woman, great nations in your world will be ruled by tyrants
who care no more for joy and justice and mercy than the Empress Jadis. Let your world beware.
That is the warning. Now for the command. As soon as you can, take from this Uncle of yours his
magic rings and bury them so that no one can use them again.”Both the children were looking
up into the Lion’s face as he spoke these words. And all at once (they never knew exactly how it
happened) the face seemed to be a sea of tossing gold in which they were floating, and such a
sweetness and power rolled about them and over them and entered them that they felt they had
never really been happy or wise or good, or even alive and awake, before. And the memory of
that moment stayed with them always, so that as long as they both lived, if ever they were sad or
afraid or angry, the thought of all that golden goodness, and the feeling that it was still there,
quite close, just round some corner or just behind some door, would come back and make them
sure, deep down inside, that all was well. Next minute all three of them (Uncle Andrew now
awake) came tumbling into the noise, heat, and hot smells of London.They were on the
pavement outside the Ketterleys’ front door, and except that the Witch, the Horse, and the



Cabby were gone, everything was exactly as they had left it. There was the lamp-post, with one
arm missing; there was the wreck of the hansom cab; and there was the crowd. Everyone was
still talking and people were kneeling beside the damaged policeman, saying things like, “He’s
coming round” or “How do you feel now, old chap?” or “The ambulance will be here in a
jiffy.”“Great Scott!” thought Digory. “I believe the whole adventure’s taken no time at all.”Most
people were wildly looking round for Jadis and the horse. No one took any notice of the children
for no one had seen them go or noticed them coming back. As for Uncle Andrew, what between
the state of his clothes and the honey on his face, he could not have been recognized by
anyone. Fortunately the front door of the house was open and the housemaid was standing in
the doorway staring at the fun (what a day that girl was having!) so the children had no difficulty
in bustling Uncle Andrew indoors before anyone asked any questions.He raced up the stairs
before them and at first they were very afraid he was heading for his attic and meant to hide his
remaining magic rings. But they needn’t have bothered. What he was thinking about was the
bottle in his wardrobe, and he disappeared at once into his bedroom and locked the door. When
he came out again (which was not for a long time) he was in his dressing-gown and made
straight for the bathroom.“Can you get the other rings, Poll?” said Digory. “I want to go to
Mother.”“Right. See you later,” said Polly and clattered up the attic stairs.Then Digory took a
minute to get his breath, and then went softly into his Mother’s room. And there she lay, as he
had seen her lie so many other times, propped up on the pillows, with a thin, pale face that
would make you cry to look at it. Digory took the Apple of Life out of his pocket.And just as the
Witch Jadis had looked different when you saw her in our world instead of in her own, so the fruit
of that mountain garden looked different too. There were of course all sorts of colored things in
the bedroom; the colored counterpane on the bed, the wallpaper, the sunlight from the window,
and Mother’s pretty, pale blue dressing jacket. But the moment Digory took the Apple out of his
pocket, all those things seemed to have scarcely any color at all. Every one of them, even the
sunlight, looked faded and dingy. The brightness of the Apple threw strange lights on the ceiling.
Nothing else was worth looking at: you couldn’t look at anything else. And the smell of the Apple
of Youth was as if there was a window in the room that opened on Heaven.“Oh, darling, how
lovely,” said Digory’s Mother.“You will eat it, won’t you? Please,” said Digory.“I don’t know what
the Doctor would say,” she answered. “But really—I almost feel as if I could.”He peeled it and cut
it up and gave it to her piece by piece. And no sooner had she finished it than she smiled and
her head sank back on the pillow and she was asleep: a real, natural, gentle sleep, without any
of those nasty drugs, which was, as Digory knew, the thing in the whole world that she wanted
most. And he was sure now that her face looked a little different. He bent down and kissed her
very softly and stole out of the room with a beating heart, taking the core of the apple with him.
For the rest of that day, whenever he looked at the things about him, and saw how ordinary and
unmagical they were, he hardly dared to hope; but when he remembered the face of Aslan he
did hope.That evening he buried the core of the Apple in the back garden.Next morning when
the Doctor made his usual visit, Digory leaned over the banisters to listen. He heard the Doctor



come out with Aunt Letty and say:“Miss Ketterley, this is the most extraordinary case I have
known in my whole medical career. It is—it is like a miracle. I wouldn’t tell the little boy anything
at present; we don’t want to raise any false hopes. But in my opinion—” then his voice became
too low to hear.That afternoon he went down the garden and whistled their agreed secret signal
for Polly (she hadn’t been able to get back the day before).“What luck?” said Polly, looking over
the wall. “I mean, about your Mother?”“I think—I think it is going to be all right,” said Digory. “But if
you don’t mind I’d really rather not talk about it yet. What about the rings?”“I’ve got them all,” said
Polly. “Look, it’s all right, I’m wearing gloves. Let’s bury them.”“Yes, let’s. I’ve marked the place
where I buried the core of the Apple yesterday.”Then Polly came over the wall and they went
together to the place. But, as it turned out, Digory need not have marked the place. Something
was already coming up. It was not growing so that you could see it grow as the new trees had
done in Narnia, but it was already well above ground. They got a trowel and buried all the magic
rings, including their own ones, in a circle round it.About a week after this it was quite certain that
Digory’s Mother was getting better. About a fortnight later she was able to sit out in the garden.
And a month later that whole house had become a different place. Aunt Letty did everything that
Mother liked; windows were opened, frowsy curtains were drawn back to brighten up the rooms,
there were new flowers everywhere, and nicer things to eat, and the old piano was tuned and
Mother took up her singing again, and had such games with Digory and Polly that Aunt Letty
would say “I declare, Mabel, you’re the biggest baby of the three.”When things go wrong, you’ll
find they usually go on getting worse for some time; but when things once start going right they
often go on getting better and better. After about six weeks of this lovely life there came a long
letter from Father in India, which had wonderful news in it. Old Great-Uncle Kirke had died and
this meant, apparently, that Father was now very rich. He was going to retire and come home
from India forever and ever. And the great big house in the country, which Digory had heard of all
his life and never seen, would now be their home; the big house with the suits of armor, the
stables, the kennels, the river, the park, the hot-houses, the vineries, the woods, and the
mountains behind it. So that Digory felt just as sure as you that they were all going to live happily
ever after. But perhaps you would like to know just one or two things more.Polly and Digory were
always great friends and she came nearly every holiday to stay with them at their beautiful house
in the country; and that was where she learned to ride and swim and milk and bake and climb.In
Narnia the Beasts lived in great peace and joy and neither the Witch nor any other enemy came
to trouble that pleasant land for many hundred years. King Frank and Queen Helen and their
children lived happily in Narnia and their second son became King of Archenland. The boys
married nymphs and the girls married wood-gods and river-gods. The lamp-post which the
Witch had planted (without knowing it) shone day and night in the Narnian forest, so that the
place where it grew came to be called Lantern Waste; and when, many years later, another child
from our world got into Narnia, on a snowy night, she found the light still burning. And that
adventure was, in a way, connected with the ones I have just been telling you.It was like this. The
tree which sprang from the core of the Apple that Digory planted in the back garden, lived and



grew into a fine tree. Growing in the soil of our world, far out of the sound of Aslan’s voice and far
from the young air of Narnia, it did not bear apples that would revive a dying woman as Digory’s
Mother had been revived, though it did bear apples more beautiful than any others in England,
and they were extremely good for you, though not fully magical. But inside itself, in the very sap
of it, the tree (so to speak) never forgot that other tree in Narnia to which it belonged. Sometimes
it would move mysteriously when there was no wind blowing: I think that when this happened
there were high winds in Narnia and the English tree quivered because, at that moment, the
Narnia tree was rocking and swaying in a strong southwestern gale. However that might be, it
was proved later that there was still magic in its wood. For when Digory was quite middle-aged
(and he was a famous learned man, a Professor, and a great traveler by that time) and the
Ketterleys’ old house belonged to him, there was a great storm all over the south of England
which blew the tree down. He couldn’t bear to have it simply chopped up for firewood, so he had
part of the timber made into a wardrobe, which he put in his big house in the country. And though
he himself did not discover the magic properties of that wardrobe, someone else did. That was
the beginning of all the comings and goings between Narnia and our world, which you can read
of in other books.When Digory and his people went to live in the big country house, they took
Uncle Andrew to live with them; for Digory’s Father said, “We must try to keep the old fellow out
of mischief, and it isn’t fair that poor Letty should have him always on her hands.” Uncle Andrew
never tried any Magic again as long as he lived. He had learned his lesson, and in his old age he
became a nicer and less selfish old man than he had ever been before. But he always liked to
get visitors alone in the billiard-room and tell them stories about a mysterious lady, a foreign
royalty, with whom he had driven about London. “A devilish temper she had,” he would say. “But
she was a dem fine woman, sir, a dem fine woman.”THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE
WARDROBETHE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBEDedicationTo Lucy BarfieldMy
Dear Lucy,I wrote this story for you, but when I began it I had not realized that girls grow quicker
than books. As a result you are already too old for fairy tales, and by the time it is printed and
bound you will be older still. But some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales
again. You can then take it down from some upper shelf, dust it, and tell me what you think of it. I
shall probably be too deaf to hear, and too old to understand a word you say, but I shall still
beyour affectionate Godfather,C. S. LewisDedicationTo Lucy BarfieldMy Dear Lucy,I wrote this
story for you, but when I began it I had not realized that girls grow quicker than books. As a result
you are already too old for fairy tales, and by the time it is printed and bound you will be older
still. But some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again. You can then take it
down from some upper shelf, dust it, and tell me what you think of it. I shall probably be too deaf
to hear, and too old to understand a word you say, but I shall still beyour affectionate
Godfather,C. S. LewisContentsDedicationChapter One: Lucy Looks into a WardrobeChapter
Two: What Lucy Found ThereChapter Three: Edmund and the WardrobeChapter Four: Turkish
DelightChapter Five: Back on This Side of the DoorChapter Six: Into the ForestChapter Seven: A
Day with the BeaversChapter Eight: What Happened after DinnerChapter Nine: In the Witch’s



HouseChapter Ten: The Spell Begins to BreakChapter Eleven: Aslan Is NearerChapter Twelve:
Peter’s First BattleChapter Thirteen: Deep Magic from the Dawn of TimeChapter Fourteen: The
Triumph of the WitchChapter Fifteen: Deeper Magic from Before the Dawn of TimeChapter
Sixteen: What Happened about the StatuesChapter Seventeen: The Hunting of the White
StagContentsDedicationChapter One: Lucy Looks into a WardrobeChapter Two: What Lucy
Found ThereChapter Three: Edmund and the WardrobeChapter Four: Turkish DelightChapter
Five: Back on This Side of the DoorChapter Six: Into the ForestChapter Seven: A Day with the
BeaversChapter Eight: What Happened after DinnerChapter Nine: In the Witch’s HouseChapter
Ten: The Spell Begins to BreakChapter Eleven: Aslan Is NearerChapter Twelve: Peter’s First
BattleChapter Thirteen: Deep Magic from the Dawn of TimeChapter Fourteen: The Triumph of
the WitchChapter Fifteen: Deeper Magic from Before the Dawn of TimeChapter Sixteen: What
Happened about the StatuesChapter Seventeen: The Hunting of the White Stag
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Masumi, “I can finish these works!. I started reading right when I purchased these series, but I
couldn't go along because I found I do not like how C S Lewis phrased each sentenses. Long
story short, I quit reading and left the series untouched. But I finally gave in and restarted
reading. Now I finally finished! All stories are fine and relatable, but I would say "The Lion, The
Witch and The Wardrobe" , "Magician's Nephew" and "The Last Battle" are the three most
favorite. Purpose of each story is adequate and more relatable if compared to other 4 stories.”

S.Lou, “Wow.. WOW! Very pleased with the set I received, was not expecting it to be as nice as it
was. It even was wrapped in plastic and arrived undamaged which ALWAYS seems to happen
with books ordered from Amazon. Definitely will be a great set to pass on to family through the
years.”

Beth, “Beautiful set of some of my favorite books. Great value for the money, especially with the
sale price Amazon was offering! Over the last few years I’ve been replacing some of my favorite
books in my library with quality hardcovers and was excited to find this set.”

AK, “Great quality. The quality of the books is too notch. No doubt they will last for years! Love
that it comes in a box that keeps them all together.”

Bradley N., “Love the hardcover box set!. Great hardcover box set of the Chronicles of Narnia!
There are some illustrations in B&W throughout the books which are a nice touch. Love the
covers of each book and it also comes with a nice thick box for all 7 books. The books are a nice
size too, just over 9” tall. I’d recommend the hardcover box set for sure!”

brunella barca, “Very good. Easy to read, Narnia Chronicles are one of my favourite books. I like
the fact they are together in one box. I also like the edition.”

Chris, “Wonderfully written and a must have for everyone’s library.. Never read them as a kid, but
saw the movie. I decided to read them as an adult and get them for my toddler for when she
grows older.I didn’t realize how wonderfully written they are! I’ve read other CS Lewis books, but
was wonderfully surprised that it wasn’t a “simple” read since they are geared more toward
youth. I tend to read more complex books and these kept me well engaged. I laughed quite a bit
at the humorous parts, and the symbolic parts were really effective.I look forward to reading
these to my child as she gets older.The books arrived in great condition in the box. We
purchased the hardcover set since they were on sale for Black Friday. Definitely worth having in
our collection.”

Carolyn Williams, “Lasting Christmas Gift. My granddaughter is in the 4th grade and was excited



to receive the Chronicles of Narnia box set. She especially like the hardback books. This is a gift
that can be treasured over the years and enjoyed by others.”

Ben H, “Very impressive collection in one book. Lovely hardback book which includes all of the
Chronicles of Narnia. The dust cover is the same as the hardback book, so although it arrived
slightly knocked about in the post, the dust cover can be removed.The stories are beautifully
illustrated and there is an attached fabric bookmark which makes it lovely for reading. I bought
this for a friend (an adult) as a gift and they loved it. A great price for this collection too, much
cheaper than buying the books separately.”

James, “Beautiful book, enchanting for children. This is a beautifully presented version of the
classic seven-book fantasy saga by CS Lewis, with text on two columns per page, with nice little
full-colour illustrations throughout. It's perfect to read with young children, or for slightly older
children to read for themselves. My seven-year-old is really enjoying the first book, the
Magician's Nephew, we started off reading it to him, but he is so into it, he's also reading on his
own, too.”

Geetanjali@writer, “everyone needs a lil dose of magic now and then!!. Series Title: the
chronicles of NarniaAuthor: CS LewisRecommended for: Children and everyone who believes in
lil magicRating: *****If you believe in magic and love to be lost in the magical world of pages, this
is a must read series. Told through the eyes of school going students, I marveled at dwarfs, the
depth of forests, weapons, palaces, speaking birds instead of chirping ones and of course the
omnipresent, kind, courageous, magnanimous Arsalan!!The story is narrated in simple words,
so children can comprehend it easily without much aid of a dictionary and the story teaches us
the victory of good over evil!!! The series starts with Lucy and her siblings getting lost in Narnia
and story ends with the siblings reuniting with Arsalan in Narnia's heaven. What happens in
between is a series of adventures, the comparison of two parallel worlds and overcoming of fear
and weaknesses of children!!! Their coming of age and fighting their own fears and outside foes
have been connected so well that you would love to go from one book to the next without
stopping!!!Overall, a beautiful magical series which you would love to read as bedtime stories to
your kids. P.S. this is a very few series whose movies adaptations are equally beautiful, so don't
forget to watch them once you are done with the books...Happy reading. You can buy the box
set from here:https://www.amazon.in/Chronicles-Narnia-C-S-Lewis/dp/0007428537”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 15,540 people have provided feedback.
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